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Title
Final Environmental Impact Statement and Management Plan for the
Olympic Coast National Marine Sanctuary

Abstract
The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) proposes
to implement the designation of marine and intertidal coastal
waters adjacent to the Olympic Peninsula of Washington State, and
the submerged lands thereunder, as a National Marine Sanctuary.
The Final Environmental Impact Statement/Management Plan (FEIS/MP)
differs from the Draft Environmental Impact Statement/Management
Plan (DEIS/MP) in three significant ways. First, although the
preferred boundary in the Strait of Juan de Fuca is at Koitlah
Point both in the DEIS/MP and FEIS/MP, the study area has been
expanded, pursuant to public comments, to include waters of the
Strait of Juan de Fuca eastward to Observatory Point. Second, oil
and gas development is prohibited within the Sanctuary. Third, as
long as the permit exists authorizing the Navy to use Sea Lion Rock
as a practice bombing target, NOAA is imposing a condition on the
permit limiting access to the rock from November 1 through April
30. When, and if~ the permit is revoked by the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service (USFWS), no practice bombing in the Sanctuary will
be allowed.

The Sanctuary boundary encompasses approximately 2,500 square
nautical miles (8,577 km 2 ) of ocean waters, and submerged lands
thereunder, over the continental shelf, from the United
States/Canada international boundary to the southern boundary of
the Copalis National Wildlife refuge. The boundary extends from
Koitlah Point, near Neah Bay, due north to the United States/Canada
border, then proceeds in a northwesterly direction to a point just
north of Buoy Juliette where it intersects the Exclusive Economic
Zone (EEZ). The boundary then follows the EEZ in a westerly then
southwesterly direction where it intersects the I00 fathom isobath
at latitude 48°14 46"’N, longitude 125°40’59"W. The boundary
continues southeasterly in a straight line, approximating the i00
fathom isobath, to a point at latitude 47°57"13"N, longitude
125°29’13"W. There, it continues across the head of Juan de Fuca
Canyon by continuing southeasterly in a straight line to a point at
latitude 47°50’01"N, longitude 125°05’42’"W. It then follows a
straight line in a more southerly direction to a peint at latitude
47°40’05"N and longitude 125°04’44"W. The boundary then
approximates the i00 fathom isobath to 47°35’05"N and longitude
125°00’00"W. The boundary then continues in a straight line in a
southerly direction, crossing the head of Quinault Canyon, to a
point west of the mouth of the Copalis River at latitude
47°07’45"N, longitude 124°58’12"W. It then continues due east to
the shoreline. The coastal boundary of the Sanctuary reaches to
the mean higher high water line except when adjacent to either
Indian reservations or State owned land, where it extends only to
mean lower low water, cutting across the mouths of any rivers.
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Part I of this (FEIS/MP) is the Executive Su~nmary. It reviews the
authority for Sanctuary designation,, the goa~Ls of %he National
Marine Sanctuary Program, the purpose and need for designating a
national marine sanctuary off the Olympic Peninsul~, the
socioeconomic consequences of designation, the manageability of the
area, and a description of the Sanctuary designation process.

Part II of the FEIS/MP describes the study al’ea used for
determining a final preferred boundary alternative, including human
uses, natural resources;, and the existing resource protection
regime. The area recommended for the proposed Sanctuary, boundary
alternative 4 (approximately 2,635 square nautical miles), provides
the habitat and setting for a distinctive assortment of living and
non-living marine resources.

Part III examines the alternatives considered in developing the
proposal to designate a national marine sanctuary e ff the Olympic
Peninsula. These a~.ternatives were considered in terms of
achieving optimum protection for the ecosystem, improving
scientific knowledge: of’ the area, promoting public snderstanding of
the value of the resources, minimizing overlap with existing
political jurisdictions and minimizing any harmful ~ffects to the
area’s economy. Based on these criteria, preferred boundary,
management, and regulatory alternatives were select.~d.

Part IV of the FEIS/MP describes environmental and ~ocioeconomic
consequences associated with each alternative.

Part V describes the management plan for the Sanctuary. This plan
is intended to ensure tlhat all actions taken after ~esignation wi].l
meet stated Sanctuary objectives. Management actions are
considered in four program categories: (i) Resource_ protection;
(2) Research; (3) Education; and (4) .Administration.

Volume II of the FEIS/MP contains the appendices in:luding the
Response to Comments and Designation Document.

Lead Agency:

Contact:

U.S~ Department of Commerce
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
National Ocean Service
Office of Ocean and Coastal iResource Management

Rafael V. Lopez~ Pacific Regional Ma%ager
Sanctuaries and Reserves Division
Office of Ocean and Coastal Resource Management
National Ocean Ser%~ice/NOAA
1305 East West Highway, Suite 12108
Silver Spring, MD 20910
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PART I: EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
I. INTRODUCTION

In accordance with Title III of the Marine Protection,
Research, and Sanctuaries Act (MPRSA), as amended~ 16 U.S.C. 
1431 et seq~ (MPRSA), this FEIS/MP proposes the establishment of 
national marine sanctuary off the Olympic Peninsula of Washington
State to facilitate the long-term management, protection,
understanding and awareness of its resources and distinctive
attributes.

Title III of the MPRSA authorizes the Secretary of Commerce to
designate discrete areas of the marine environment having special
national significance as national marine sanctuaries so as to
ensure comprehensive management, conservation and protection of
their recreational, ecological, historical, research, educational,
or aesthetic resources and quality. The U.S. Congress directed
NOAA (P.L. i00-627, section 205) to designate the Western
Washington Outer Coast (referred to herein as the Olympic Coast) 
a National Marine Sanctuary.
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II. The National Marine Sanctuar~5_Pro~ram

Consistent with the mission of developing a ~ystem of National
Marine Sanctuaries for the long-term benefit and enjoyment of the
public, the following policies were established for the program by
section 301(b) of the 19~92 re-authorization of the ~PRSA
(P.L. 102-587) 

I. to identify and designate as national marine sanctuaries
areas of the marine e, nvironment which are of sFecial national
significance ;

2. to provide authority for comprehensive and coordinated
conservation and management of these marine areas, and the
activities affecting them, in a manner Which ccmplements
existing regulatory authorities;

3. to suppor,c,, promote, and coordinate scientific research
on, and monitoring of, the resources of these, ~arine areas,
especially long--term monitoring of these, are6Ls;

4. to enhance public awareness, understanding, appreciation j,
and wise use o£ the marine environment;

5. to facili’~:ate to the extent compatible ~iith the primary
objective of resource protection, all public and private uses
of the resources of these marine areas not prohibited pursuant
to other authorities;

6. to develop and implement coordinated plans for the
protection and management of these areas with appropriated
Federal agencies, State and local governments’,, Native American
tribes and organizations, international orgarLizations, and
other public and private interests concerned with the
continuing health and resilience of these marin~ areas;

7. to create models of, and incentives for, w~ys to conserve
and manage these areas;

8. to cooperate with global programs e~-Lcouraging
conservation of marine resources; and

9. to maintain, restore, and enhance livincl ~ rasources by
providing places for species that depend upon taese marine
areas to survive and propagate°

Thirteen National Marine Sanctuaries have been ~stablished
since the Program’s inception in 1972: (Figure: i):

i. The Monitor National Marine Sanctua~’y serves to protect
the wreck of the Civil War ironclad~ U.S.S. ~[ON[TOR. It was
designated in January 1975 and is located 16 miles southeast
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NOAA National Marine Sanctuary Program

Marine Sanctuary Designation Status
October 1992

t~ Northwest Straits, WA
\ ~ I Olympic ~"~’~’~

/ "" "~J Coa,, wAX._- I t -’----T--f --_,~ f~
I ? ---"k "t,  dert,4 /
t
i 720’~: cA ilL, t / "’--r-----h \ _._s r t r~,,~--~,,’
/ ’ L \ l_ f I M
/ "°°’°’°""c"’i>,.. Y °’°’’’°’+
/ Channel islands, CA lll~ !,,._....~,..~. I } I r I ", ~’-,. r-

H;i~---Z---- eTe~a~;-1 k,/-\ - ---_-.~/ Humpback " "~ " ~--~Ac,veCandidales--1 X /O,~-~. L~
/I Whale "Fq ~ IFI Study Areas | "~L ~ [lower Garden "~- I Florida Keys FL
I/ Kaho’olawe ~_~ .... ~ ~ ~anKs, iX/LA "-"’Q (Ke Lar o’
l{ Island, HI * Fagatele Bay, American Samoa " (LooYeKegy))

IStellwagen

U Norfolk Canyon, VA
t,Q MONITOR, NC

Sanctuary Program Sites
Designated Sanctuaries

Stellwagen Bank, Massachusetts
US.S Monitor, North Carolina
Gray’s Reef, Georgia
Florida Keys, Flodda
Key Largo
Looe Key

Flower Garden Banks, Texas/Louisiana
Channel Islands, California
Monterey Bay, California
Gulf of ~he Farallenes, California
Cordell Bank, California
Hawaiian Islands Humpback Whale
Fagalele Bay, American Samoa

Active Candidates

Thunder Bay, Michigan
Norfolk Canyon, Virginia
Olympic Coast, Washington
Northwest Straits, Washington

Congressional Study Areas

Kaho’olawe Island, Hawaii

SEL Sites

Natural Resource Sites (I 98,3)
Green Bay (Lake Michigan), Wisconsin
Apostle Islands/Isle Royale (Lake

Superior), MI/WI

Western Lake Ene Islands, Ohio
Cape Vincent (Lake Ontario), New York
Nantucket Sound, Massachuse~s
Mid-Coastal Maine
Virginia/Assateague Island, VA/MD
Ten Falhom Ledge/Big Rock, NC
Port Royal Sound, South Carolina
Florida Coral Grounds
Big Bend Seagrass Beds, Florida
Eastern Chaadeleur Sound, LA
Baffin Bay. Texas
Cerdillera Reefs, Puerto Rico
East End, SL Croix, Virgin Islands
Southeast SL Thomas, Virgin Islands
Cortes-Tanner Banks. Calfomia
Morro Bay, California
Hecate-Stonewall Banks, Oregon
Nor~ern Ma-riana Islands, Sou~ Pacific
Southern Madana Islands
Ccoos Lagoon, Guam
Facpi Point, Guam
Papaloloa Point, American Samoa

Cultural Resource Sites (Proposed)
Msnilou Passage (Lake Michigan), 
Whitefish PointYBay (Lake Superior), 
Narragansett Bay, Rhode Island
Yorktown Fleet. York River, VA
Barde of the Atlantic/Cape Hatteras, NC
Douglas Beach, Florida
Tampa Bay. Florida
Ap~Jachee Bay, Florida
U.S.S. Tecumseh/Battle of Mobile Bay, AL
Westernmost Aleutians. Alaska

f
Designation Process

National Marine Sanctuaries are
chosen for their national signifi-
cance, based on natural and
human use values. For a site to
be designated, it must first be
placed on the Site Evaluation Lis~
(SEL). When named an Active
Candidate, an Env~’onmental
Irn pact Statement and Manag e-
mant Plat1 is prepai’ed. State

i gc;vernments and other agencies
¯ ah3 coiisuited, and public

meetings are held. Upon
completion of this process,, and
with the approval of Congress
and the state governor, tl3e site is
designated by the Secretary of
Commerce as a National Marine

~.~nct uary. i ........

Sanctuaries and Reserves Divis,;on
Office of Ocean and Coastal
Resource Management

National Ocean Service
National Oceanic and AZmospheric
Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce
(202) 606-4126"

Figure l. National Marine Sanctuary Designation Status.
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of Cape Hatteras, North Carolina.

2. The Channel Islands National Marine Sanctuary, designated
in September 1980, encompasses 1252 square nau~;ical miles of
offshore, nearsi~ore and intertidal habitats roughly 20
nautical miles offshore of Santa Barbara, Cali~ornia. The
waters of the sanctuary support breeding habit~Lt for five
species of seals and sea lions and thousands o~ seabirds.
Over 20 additional species of whales and dolphLns occur in the
sanctuary. Large nearshore forests of giant k~ip provide a
nutrient rich enwLconment for teeming populati~,ns of fish and
invertebrates, l~everal endangered species inha})it the
sanctuary including the gray, blue, humpback a]id sei whales,
southern sea otters~ Guadalupe fur seals, the ~alifornia brown
pelican and the California least tern. The ocean floor
contains a wealth of prehistoric artifacts fro]1 the Chumash
Indians and the remains of over 100 historic shipwrecks.

3. The Gray~s Reef National Marine Sanctuary designated in
January 1981, is a submerged live bottom cor~l reef located in
50-70 feet of water on the South Atlantic contLnental shelf
17.5 nautical miles east of Sapelo Island, Geo?~gia. The
Sanctuary encompasses 17 square nautical miles Gray’s reef
consists of limestone outcroppings and ledges ~p to six feet
in height which support a host of sessile inve>~tebrates. It
is recognized as a highly productive and unusu~l habitat for a
wide variety c.f species including corals, tropcal fish, and
sea turtles.

4. The Gulf of the Farallones National Marin~ ~. Sanctuary~
designated in January 1981, encompasses 948 ~quare miles off
the California coa~t just north of San Francis~’o. It provides
a habitat for a diverse array of marine mammal~;, including
California’s large~i~t breeding population of iha3~bor seals,
along with California sea lions and elephant s~als. Several
species of whales and dolphins live in or migr~Lte through the
sanctuary. The Farallones Islands are ihome to one of the
largest concentration of breeding marine birds in the
continental United States. Nurseries and spawning grounds for
commercially valuable species of fish suzh as l)ungeness crab,
Pacific herrir~g and rockfish are within the sanctuary.

5. The Fagatele Bay National Marine Sanctuar~ in American
Samoa was designated in August 1986. This .25 square mile
sanctuary surrounding an eroded volcano crater on the island
of Tutuila, contains deepwater coral terrace f~rmations
that are unique to the high islands of the tro~ical Pacific.
It serves as habitat for a diverse array of ~larine flora and
fauna including the endangered ihawksbill sea t1[rtle and the
threatened green sea turtle°

6. The Cordell Bank National Marine Sanctuary,, designated in



May, 1989, encompasses 397 square nautical miles off the
central California coast, contiguous with the northern
boundary of the Gulf of the Farallones National Marine
Sanctuary. Due to a rare combination of oceanic conditions
and undersea topography, in a discrete well-defined area,
Cordell Bank and its surrounding waters provide a highly
productive marine environment for a rich variety of benthic
organisms as well as fish, marine mammals and seabirds.

7. The Florida Keys National Marine Sanctuary was designated
by the U.S. Congress, under the Florida Keys National Marine
Sanctuary and Protection Act (P.L. 1101-605), on November 16,
1990. The Act designated an area of coastal waters off the
Florida Keys encompassing approximately 2600 square nautical
miles. This area includes the world’s third largest barrier
reef. The purpose of this Act is to protect ]Florida’s coral
reefs, one of the most diverse ecosystems in the world, from
harmful activities such as vessel groundings and pollution.
Upon implementation of the Management Plan, Key Largo and Looe
Key Sanctuaries, designated in 1975 and 1981~ respectively,
will be incorporated into the Florida Keys National Marine
Sanctuary.

8. The Flower Garden Banks National Marine Sanctuary was
designated in November 1991. The Sanctuary is partitioned
into the East and West Flower Garden Bank. The East Flower
Garden Bank component, encompassing 19.20 square nautical
miles of ocean waters and submerged lands, is located
approximately 120 nautical miles south southwest of Cameron,
Louisiana. The West Flower Garden Bank, encompassing 22.5
square nautical miles of ocean waters and submerged lands, is
located ii0 miles southeast of Galveston, Texas. This site
represents a complex, biologically productive reef community
noted for outstanding fragile coral development and the only
known oceanic brine seep on the continental shelf of the
Atlantic Ocean. The banks lie on the extreme northern edge of
the zone in which extensive reef development can occur.

9. The Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary was
congressionally designated in September, 1992. The
Sanctuary, approximately 50 miles south of San Francisco,
encompasses an area of approximately 4,024 square nautical
miles off the central California coast, approximately 50 miles
south of San Francisco. Monterey Bay is California’s second
largest bay and one of the few major bays along the entire
Pacific Coast. The bay’s most significant feature is the
Monterey Canyon, the deepest and largest submarine canyon
incising the continental shelf of North America. The
nutrient-rich waters of the Monterey Bay support extensive
fish, invertebrate, seabird~ and marine mammal populations.
The area supports several endangered and threatened species of
marine mammals such as the California Sea Otter. The
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world’s entire population of Ashy Stor~-Petrel~ feed above the
Monterey canyon du.lc:[ng summer and fall month~

I0. Stellwagen Bank National Marine Sanctuary was
Congressionally designated in November~ 1992~ The Sanctuary
encompasses 638 square nautical[ miles of Feder~l waters
situated on and around the submerged Stellwage~ Bank located
6.3 miles north of C.ape Cod, Ma:ssachusetts. T~Le Bank supports
a seasonal abundance of several cetacean spe~i~,~s, including
the largest high-latitude population of humpba<’.k whales in the
contiguous United f!;tateso Biologically prod~active Sanctuary
waters also provide important feeding a:nd nu:cs~;ry grounds for
fin, minke, northe3cn right whales and several ~maller cetacean
species. Comme:ccially and recreationaily fi~h~.,d since
Colonial times j. the Bank also supports a gro~4i~g whalewatch
industry.

II. The Hawaiian ~’.Cslands Humpback Wha_be Natio:~al Ma:cine
Sanctuary was Cong:cessionally designated in it¢o~ember, 1992
pursuant to the oceans Act of 1992o The pri:.~a~:’y pur!?oses of
the sanctuary are to protect humpback wlhales a~d their
breeding habitat and to provide for the identi~ication of
marine resources and ecosystems of national ~i,!;nificance for
possible inclusion in the sanctuary. Other ce~;ource~
inhabiting the waters of the Sanctuary include several
additional cetacean species (sperm, pilot, fal~;e killer, pygmy
killer, melon headed, Pacific: bottlenose dolhjh:.ns , and many
others), a majority of the Hawaiian population of juvenile and
adult green sea turtles, the endangered leathe~tback and olive
ridley sea turtles,, and the highly enda:ngered ~[awaiian monk
seal. There are a number of seabird colonie~ :.n the Sanctuary
as well. The Sanc%uary supports an exte:nsive ~’oral reef
ecosystem and co1~llercially valuable fi.’iherie,~.



III. History of the Olympic Coast Proposal

The Olympic Coast, recognized for its rich natural resource
potential and human resource values, was placed on the National
Marine Sanctuary Program Site Evaluation List (SEL) in August0 1983
(48 FR 35568) (Figure 2). The re-authorization and alaendment 
the Act in 1988 directed the Secretary of Commerce to issue a
notice of designation with respect to the Olympic Coast National
Marine Sanctuary (as generally described in the Federal Register
Notice of August 4n 1983) not later than June 30, 1990 (P.L. i00-
627, section 205). In report language accompanying this
legislation, Congress noted that the Ol~mpic Coast possesses a
unique and nationally significant collection of flora and fauna,
and that the combination of rocky stacks, sea birds, marine
mammals, and it’s adjacency to the Olympic National Park merited
the designation of the area as a national[ marine sanctuary (H. Rep.
No. 4210, 100th Cong., ist Sess., 1988).

NOAA conducted four scoping meetings in Washington State
during April 10-13, 1989, to solicit public comments on the
proposed sanctuary: Aberdeen, Port Angeles, Forks~ and Seattle (45
FR 10398, March 13, 1989).

All interested persons were invited to attendA, and asked to
comment on readily identifiable issues, suggest additional issues
for examination, and provide information useful in evaluating the
site’s potential as a sanctuary. A map of the study area was
presented to depict the area under consideration for designation as
a National Marine Sanctuary.

NOAA released the DEIS/MP in September, 1991. Six public
hearings were held between November 6-20, 1991 at Port Angeles,
Seattle, Olympia, Aberdeen, Seaview, and Washington, D.C. A total
of 894 comments were received on the DEIS/MP. Appendix A contains
a summary of the comments and NOAA’s responses.

Pursuant to public comments, the FEIS/MP includes the Strait
of Juan de Fuca eastward to Observatory Point in the study area of
the proposed Sanctuary (Figure 4, p. II-4). The analysis of the
Strait of Juan de Fuca as part of the preferred alternative is
presented in Parts III and IV of the FEIS/MP. The inclusion of the
Strait of Juan de Fuca in the preferred alternative of the Olympic
Coast National Marine Sanctuary was rejected by NOAA due to the
lack of: I) public involvement in the process of considering the
inclusion of the Strait within the Sanctuary boundary; and 2) an
opportunity for NOAA and the public to analyze the Strait within
the context of the boundary alternative for the proposed Northwest
Straits National Marine Sanctuary. The estuaries of Grays Harbor
and Willapa Bay are not included in the study area considered in
the FEIS/MP.
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IV. Purpose and Need for Designation
A. Introduction

The overriding objective of the Olympic Coast National Marine
Sanctuary is to provide a comprehensive ecosystem-wide approach to
natural and historical resource management. Sanctuary status will
permit the implementation of a coordinated and comprehensive
management plan resulting in better protection of ecological and
historic resources. The preferred alternative would promote
resource protection by:

bolstering the existing resource protection regime;
establishing a coordinated research program to expand
our knowledge of the resources within the OlympicCoast
Sanctuary and to provide the basis for sound management;
establishing a broad-based education and interpretive
program designed to improve public understanding of the
sanctuary’s importance as the habitat for a unique
community of marine organisms;
providing a comprehensive plan to protect this habitat.

Various agencies currently have responsibilities for specific
activities or for particular natural resources in the area. No
single government agency, however, monitors the cumulative effects
of human activities in a comprehensive, system-wide manner.
Additionally, more effort is needed to promote research and public
education.

The designation of a national marine sanctuary in the waters
off the Olympic Coast will create a system for assessing the
overall impacts of current and future activities in the area.
Sanctuary designation will ensure that it is given specific
protection and consideration from an overall planning perspective.
Further it will encourage careful review of proposals for
potentially harmful activities. Monitoring and study of sanctuary
resources will provide a greater understanding of both the area’s
needs and itUs ecological balance, thereby providing a foundation
for better management. Finally, a sanctuary program of public
education/interpretation will promote greater sensitivity to the
significance of the area’s natural resources. Such a program in
coordination with existing interpretive centers and other
educational programs, can inform the public of the effects of human
activities on marine resources.

Therefore, a forum of special management that provides
research, resource assessment, education, coordination, long-term
comprehensive planning, and additional protection is desirable in
order to ensure that the extraordinary wealth of natural resources
in the area is not jeopardized. Sanctuary designation will provide
the opportunity to fill management gaps and enhance existing
resource management systems.
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B. Natural and Historical iRe.sources

The sanctuary area is a highly productive~ ~.,.early pristine
coastal environment that is important to the contir~,~ed survival of
several ecologically and commercially important species including
invertebrates f fishes, marine birds~ and marine ~i~a~mals. The
diversity and richness of marine organisms, and the contributions
made by these organisms to the species migrating tb~’ough the area,,
suggest that sanctuary designation ~lill provide e:xceptior~al
opportunities for scientific researc.h in the areas of species
interactions, population dynamics, and physiologicel ecology
(Chelsea International Corporation,, 19813). :l~he sar~ctuary 
representative of an ecosystem within the OregonJ.ar. biogeographic
province characteri:.~:ed by ~.’ocky coastlines ~lith ~ocket beaches, a
narrow continental shelf incised by submarine cartycns~ and
relatively clear water (Wo]Lteira, 1992) (Figure 

The diversity of habitats that make u~ i::he ~ar~ctuary support a
great variety of biological communities~ This u~usually large
range of habitat types includes: offshore JL~lands and rocks;
intertidal pools; e.rosional features such as roc:k~, headlands,
seastacks and arches; interspersed exposed beaches and protected
bays; protected inlet.~ at river mouths; submarine canyons and
ridges; the continental shelf, inc].uding broad ~hellow plateaus
known as the La Perouse Bank (referred to ~s "the ~lains ’~) ~ and
Swiftsure Bank; and continental slope environments.

The area is characterized by high biol.ogica]. ~roductivity with
abundant floral and faunal communities° During [~p~ing and summer
months~ prevailing northwesterly ’winds combined wi%h the Coriolis
effect (the tendency of moving matter to turn r.ic.:~h% in the northern
hemisphere as a result of the Earth~’s rotation) cazse the surface
waters to be deflected and replaced with nut:~;ient-zich bottom
waters. This "upwelling" supplies nutrients that J~ncrease the
productivity of the su:cface waters, especially whet the phenomenon
corresponds with periods of high solar radiation~ Submarine
canyons indent the shelf along the Washington outel coast and are
sites of enhanced upwel].ing.

Nu~’~erous seashack:~ and rocky ~utcrops along t~_e coast, coupled
with a large tidal range and wave splash zone, p~:o~ide a substrate
for an extensive rocky intertidal community,. Th~ k iolog~cal
community of the intertidal zone is characte.~.~ized ~y distinct
horizontal bands of plants and animals that corr~.sllond to a range
of physical and biological factors ,[eog.~ wave i2~tensity;
predation, and ’tol,~!~ance to drying} .0 The abundar~c~ of organisms
and zonation in th~ rocky intertidal zone i]ILust~:°a%es a readily
apparent example of’ the region’s p3coductivity and diversity.

The area provides an essential habitat for ~ %,.ide variety’ of
marine birds and mammail_s, and is of special inte]:est due to the
large number of endangered and threatened spe_cie~ %hat live or
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migrate through the region.

The seabird colonies of Washington’s outer cgast are among
the largest in the continental United States° Over 87 species of
marine birds have been sighted in the nearshore coastal area
(Speich, et al., 1987), and at least II species have been observed
feeding in or migrating over the nutrient-enriched ~aters of the
continental shelf (Wahl, 1984). The: region contain~ one of the
largest populations of bald eagles in the continent~l United
States. In 1985 there were 220 confirmed nesting p~irs of
threatened bald eagles in Western Washington (McAllister et al.,
1986). In 1987 about 30 active nests were reported on the outer
coast between Cape Flattery and Copalis Head (Speic~, et al.,
1987). Currently, there are 51 observed breeding territories in
the coastal area, reflecting a trend of increasing ~uccess in
reestablishing the bald eagle population in Washington state (WDW,
1993). Coastal rocks and islands provide intportant breeding,
nesting and roosting areas for marine birds. One of the ten
largest colonies of Rhinoceros auklets in the eastern Pacific Ocean
occurs on Destruction ]island (Speich, et al.~ 1987). Estimates 
the total nesting seabird population along the Washington coast
range from 108,530 breeding pairs (G. Tillet~, pers. comm., in
Strickland and Chasan, 1989) to 240,000 individuals (Wahl, 1984).

Twenty-nine species of marine mammals are reported to breed,
rest within, or migrate through the Olympic C.oast region. Marine
mammals commonly found in the area include the California sea lion,
northern (or Stelle]:) sea ].ion, Pacific harbor seal, harbor
porpoise, California gray whale, and sea otter. The sea otter,
harbor seal, and hax’bor porpoise are the only marine mammal species
known to breed in the region. Species which regularly migrate
along the Washington coast include the northern sea lion,
California sea lionA, California gray whale, and northern fur sealo

The northern part of the coast is an important habitat for a
reintroduced population of sea otters. Sea otters were hunted for
their pelts during the late 19th century, and by the early 20th
century the entire population had been extirpated from the
Washington coast. [In 1969 - 1970, 59 sea ott:ers were brought frol~
the Aleutian Islands and released at; two locations along the
Washington coast be~.ieved to have been populatio~ centers for
original sea otter stocks. Today sea otters have expanded their
range to include 70 km of the coast;~ and the preseDt population is
estimated to be 300 individuals (Bowlby~ 1992).

The proposed Sanctuary supports a wide variet~ of fish and
invertebrates that are of ecological, commerc.ial, recreational and
subsistence value. Five species of salmon migrate through the
Sanctuary and concentrate over the Juan de Fuca CaDyon where
upwelling of nutrient rich waters during the. summer months fuels a
rich food web (Parmenter and Bailey, 1985). Steelbead and sea-run
cutthroat trout also can be found in this area. G~oundfish are
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concentrated on the banks surrounding the Juan de Fuca Canyon and
along the edges of the continental shelf. Common species include
halibut, flounder, lingcod~ rockfish, among others. Pink shrimp
and Dungeness crab are found in concentrations over the continental
shelf as well. The Olympic Coast is recognized for its diversity
of invertebrates. Diverse invertebrate communities can be found in
all habitats within the study area including rocky intertidal,
sand, and cobble. The most intensely studied invertebrate
communities are those on Tatoosh Island off Cape Flattery.

Significant historical and cultural resources within and
immediately adjacent to the Sanctuary include: Indian village
sites, ancient canoe runs, petroglyphs, Indian artifacts, and
numerous shipwrecks. Extensive archeological work oriented toward
late prehistoric culture has been completed along the Washington
coastline. A major archeological dig conducted at Ozette, near
Cape Alava, uncovered an ancient village thought to be 2,000 years
old. This excavation, which spanned i0 years, is considered to be
one of the most significant in North America.

The intertidal zone supports some of the most diverse
intertidal communities in the world. Tatoosh Island off Cape
Flattery is one of the most intensely studied areas in the
Sanctuary with respect to invertebrates.

The Olympic Coast is one of the few regions of the U.S.
coastline that has remained undisturbed. Lack of roads, steep
rocky cliffs, and restricted access by private owners and Indian
tribes make accessibility difficult, contributing to the lack of
shoreline development. Another special feature of the region is
the unusual geology found along the Quinault reservation south of
the Hoh River. An unusual mixture of rock types and formations,
called the Hoh Milange, has been recognized by the Geologic Society
of America as one of the most important geological areas in
Washington state. In addition, the Washington State Shoreline
Management Act (SMA) recognizes the Olympic Coast for its natural
beauty and biological richness. The SMA states, "The outstanding
natural qualities of its rugged shoreline features have been
recognized as a national asset and will be managed in their natural
state."
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C. Present ~nd Potential Uses

The human popu!.atJ.on along the outer co~st J s concentrated
predominately on four ].ndian Rese:cvations - the ~a~ah~ Quileute,
Hoh, and Quinault. Tribal members use <~he p~<oposed Sanctuary area
for subsistence and commercial ha:cresting, ~u-~d re lJ~gious
ceremonies° The presence of Indiarl tribes a~.ong the coast adds
special cultural character and historical significance to the
proposed marine sanctuary. Uses o~ lands in the ccastal watersheds
include commercial forestry, private development~ ~nd county and
state recreation a~ceas~, Tourism, ~Lnd commercial~ t~ibal and
recreational fishing and are important ~ctivi’tie~ c courting in the
proposed Sanctuary ~

i. Fishing
The diversity and abundance of fish s~e~-~ies along the coast is

an important recreational and comme~:ciai!o resourc~ for coastal
residents. Salmon;, bottomfish~ an<i! razor ci~ms ~re the primary
recreational fishe~cies~, Commercial. fisherie~-~ target pri~.arily
salmon~ bottomfish~, halibut, dunger~ess crab ~nd ~,i~k shrimp°
Recreational bottomfishing has inG~-eased in -ece~t Fears~ Black
rockfish~ lingcod, and yellowtail or olive ~:~ckfJsb are the most
important bottomfish of the coast~[~! area tac.!~ete¢ k y sport fishers.
Recreational bottomfishing is conc~ntra~ed ~oi~ima~i].~ seaward of the
entrance to the St:cait of Juan de ]/uc, a and i~: ~. th~ coastal, areas off
Willapa Bay and Grays }{arbor° Razo:c cl~:~m di<[ging iSr a very popular
recreational activity ~nd many pec,~].e t~;avel to the coast
specifically to ha~cvest ~zlamso The Qui~ault IndJar~ Tribe also
ha:cvest razor clams on the beaches of the <,uinau]t ~eservation.

High concentrations of commercial ~ishi~;~g o<:~c[:~r throughout the
St:cait and near the approach to t]he Strait o<~er E.wJftsure Bank and
La Perouse Bank (co~[~monly referred to as "th~.~ Pl~irs"). Crab
fishing occurs nea:csho],:e within 30 fathoms bc~tween the Hoh and Raft
Rivers on the outer coast and between Pt,, Cre~vi] l~ and the
Columbia River~ Pink shrimp trawling a:ceas o,ccu] between the 50
and I00 fathom isobaths of the outer coast,

Washington~s local ~as oppose:d to-the dista~t ~ater fleet
operating in Alaska]l commercial fishing industry i~ important to
the state’s economy.. ]?ishery resou]:ces hazv~:~ste<~ include five
species of salmon, bottomfish, and shel.lifish (Du~-geness (~rab and
pink shrimp). Currently., ~any spe~J_fic salmo:rx fisheries
(particularly the ocea.]% troll fisheries fo~ ,c, hin<~o~ and (~oho
salmon) are control.led on the basi~ of "~eak ~tock ~anagement~" In
weak stock management ha~:vest limit,s are set to ~aleguard against
over-harvest of the le~st viable Jl~dividual ~:tocks.. Thi~:
management regime has severely cor~strained nt~_rve~:t level~ (NRC,
1988). Dungeness crab st.ocks have been historically unstable and
harvests from 1.986-1988; have been ~:~nder the ,~ost re. cent ~6 year
average (NRC, 1988), The harvest of pink sn~imp~ also very
cyclical in nature~ has:~ increased ~-.n.ce 1986~ The har%re~t of



groundfish has declined considerably in 1.988 from 1.986 levels.
Salmonids are still the most important coastal tribal fishery
(Washington Department of Fisheries, in Butts, 1988); steelhead
trout is more i~ortant for co~nercial purposes than other salmonid
species for some of the coastal tribal communities.

Between 1985 and 1987 there was a decline of 375 fishing
vessels (tribal and non-tribal combined) in Washington’s local
water fleet (including offshore waters~ Columbia River and Puget
Sound) (NRC, 1988)o The decline is due to the withdrawal 
approximately 372 salmon troll permits since 1985, permits which
under the limited entry system cannot be reinstated. This is
consistent with the long term trend in the fishery.. Since 1975,
the number of trolling permits issued has dropped by over 2,000
(NRC, 1988). The local water fleet is typified by small-scale

operations with relatively small earnings per vessel. Between
1986-1988, ex-vessel revenues averaged between $54v000 and $69,000
per boat. Salmon gillnet, purse seine, and groundfish trawls
earned the greatest ex-vessel value of all gear types in the local
fleet, earning $46.3 million, $21o7 million, and 11.6 :million,
respectively~

2. Recreation
The Olympic National Park borders a large portion of the

proposed sanctuary and is frequented by hikers and campers. Of the
estimated 3.5 million annual visits to the Park, approximately one
third visit the coastal area. Many people travel to the coast to
watch the annual migration of California gray whales. Beaches and
tide pools are used for research, educational, and interpretive
activities. The pristine quality of the region provides a truly
natural coastal and nearshore setting.

The proposed sanctuary offers the opportunity to coordinate
research and interpretive programs with the Olympic National Park
and the USFWS offshore National Wildlife Refuges° The Olympic
National Park sponsors nature walks and other educational
activities and also supports research projects on coastal habitats
within the Park° Research could also be coordinated with
universities which use a portion of the proposed sanctuary for
field study and gathering baseline information.

3. Marine Transportation
Next to fi~hing~ the predominant use of waters off the Olympic

Coast is commodities transportation to and from port facilities in
Puget Sound. Recent oil spills (in Alaska and off ,Grays Harbor)
have heightened public concern over vessel traffic along the
Washington coast. Contingency plans designed to respond to oil
spills resulting from tanker accidents are being fo:rmulated. Tug
boats with barges also carry hydrocarbon products along the coast.
These shallow draft vessels are able to transit nearer to the rocky
shoreline than tankers. The U.S. Coast Guard (USCG) 
recommending to the International Maritime Organization (IMO)



implementation of a 25 nautical mJLle Area To Be Avoided (ATBA) off
the outer coast for all vessels and barges transpor:ing hazardous
material s.

4. Offshore Oil and Gas Development
Outer continental shelf (OCS) oil and gas leasing within the

boundaries of the proposed sanctuary has been consi.~ered by the
U.S. Department of :Interior’s Mine:ral Management Service (MMS).
MMS had planned to conduct lease sale #!32 in April 1992 for
exploration and development off the Washington and ~)regon coasts.
However, in June, 3.990 President Bush announced a p,~licy on OCS oil
and gas activities whic.h accepts the recommendation of the
Secretary of Interior to delay Lease Sale #132 unti~ a series of
environmental studies are completed (expected to ta::e 5 to 
years) ; and direct that :no leasing activity occur u:,til after the
year 2000, and then, only if studies show that deveiopment can be
pursued in an environmentally safe manner. The 199:; Re-
authorization of Title Iil prohibits oil and gas le~sing and
development within the boundaries of the Olympic Co;ist National
Marine Sanctuary (P.Lo :102-587).

5. Discharqes a~d Disl0osal Activitie~
There are no permitted discharges within the b~undaries of the

proposed Sanctuary° Although the Makah Tribe have :~ permit to
discharge primary treated sewage into the Scrait, t~le treatment
facility has been inoperable and the use of the discharge pipe has
been terminated fox a number of years. The greates= threat to the
coastal resources of the Sanctuary from land-~based ~lischarges are
from non-point source pollution resulting f~om timb~r operations
within coastal watersheds.

The variety of human uses has not dramatically altered or
damaged the resources of the outer coast. ]However, increasing
development from tourism and other commercial enteri~rises has
increased the potential for adverse cumulative effe,]ts on Sanctuary
resources and water quali£y.
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D. Adequacy of Existing Authorities to Manage t.he Area

Much of the coastal area adjacent to the Sanctuary is
protected by Olympic National Park, the offshore wildlife refuges,
wilderness areas, biosphere reserves, wilderness areas designated
by the coastal tribes; state beach management plans, and county and
state parks. The need for economic development within the
watersheds draining into the Sanctuary will put increasing pressure
on coastal resources, in terms of point and non-point source
discharges, coastal development, increasing recreational pressures
and increasing overflights.

While all of these uses are managed by specific agencies and
authorities, there is no single authority charged with overseeing
the numerous uses affecting the ecosystem of the proposed
Sanctuary. There are no offshore areas designated to protect the
valuable fish, and marine bird and mammal populations. With
limited funding of existing programs, the coordination of resource
protection and management programs is essential. The Olympic Coast
National Marine Sanctuary could play an important role in such
coordination. It is not the intention of the Sanctuary to
duplicate existing regulations.

Currently, no institution addresses the range of significant
questions concerning the interaction of resources and uses in the
Sanctuary area. While a variety of organizations conduct research,
there is no systematic coordination to ensure that information
needs are properly addressed in a timely and adequate manner. Even
if information becomes available through research projects, no
institution is charged with applying that information to practical
management issues such as regulation, similarly, no agency
attempts to monitor the health, stability and changing conditions
of this valuable marine ecosystem. Resource assessment through
gathering of baseline data and continued monitoring of
environmental conditions are essential to assess the adequacy of
the protection afforded these important resources. The status quo
alternative (no sanctuary designation) would leave the protection
of this area to the chance coordination of regulatory efforts of a
number of agencies~ and would forego opportunities for
comprehensive management.
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E. Benefits Derived From Sanctua~-¥ Status

The major benefit of the Sanctua:ry is the intejration of
important nearshore and oceanic laarine resodrce zones and
corresponding human activities into one management ~egime. Other
benefits of designation include: (I) enhancement of research and
monitoring; (2) promotion of public awareness of th, ~_ marine
ecosystem; (3) assistance coordinating of initiativ,~.s implemented
by existing authorities; (4) formulation of l.ong-ra~Ige plans that
respond to currently unforeseen threats; and (5) reqlulation 
activities which either pose a current risk of caus~.ng significant
damage or may later prove harmfu_~i as use of the are~ increases.
Foz~al recognition of the species and habitat value of these waters
should in itself focus additional attention on the ~:esources of
this area and thus encourage direct special attenti~n to any future
development plans.

Besides providing an ecologically divers~ have~ for many
significant concentrations of living resources, the waters also
support a number of socially beneficial human activi.ties. These
range from fishing, subsistence harwesting of interJ:idal
invertebrates, nature observation,, education, scien~:ific research,
national defense, vessel traffic, and law enforcemeht. To date,
such activities have been pursued at low intensit],f )evels.
However, these and other potential ihuman activities, (e.g~, oil and
gas development, possible dredge spoil disposal) ar~ cleaurly
capable of generating conflicts which could harm Sa~.ctuary
resources.

In short, the marine ecosystem~s diverse resou~ces and rich
productivity make it: an area of regional and national significance.
The area deserves long-term protection to erlhance a~d complement
the protection already provided for some of its rescurces onshore,
and for portions of the extreme nearshore zone. For example, the
Department of Interior ha:~ jurisdicti[on over :~nuch o~ the coastal
lands and offshore Islands. Additionally, the stat~ has authorized
establishment of the Olympic Center to examine the 6cological
linkages between ter:L~estrial and marine ecos.y~;tems cn the Olympic
Peninsula. The tribes manage the coastal intertidal habitats
adjacent to much of the Sanctuary.

Sanctuary designation can provi[de an excellent opportunity for
establishing not only a coordinated Federal/State/T1ibal management
regime, but also would ipromote research and educaticn efforts
through integration of existing facilities, resources and programs.
This type of coordination and locust, emphasizing ].a~d-sea
interactions, could serve as a model for other co~stal areas of the
United States where iL.ocal land issues and coastal zcne problems
have traditionally been separated from offshore marine issues with
respect to management:, and research and education efforts.

Sanc.tuary designation will improve _~cesource ~rotection by
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instituting new regulatory measures and by supplementing present
surveillance and enforcement actions. The overall effect of these
regulations will be beneficial. Title III of the MPRSA
specifically provides in section 304(c) that NOAA may not terminate
valid leases, permits, licenses or rights of subsistence use or of
access existing as of the date of Sanctuary designation; but may
regulate the exercise of such authorizations and rights consistent
with the purposes for which the Sanctuary was designated.

Final regulations are proposed governing: hydrocarbon and
mineral activities; discharges and deposits (both from within and
outside of the Sanctuary boundary); overflights; alteration of or
construction on the seabed; historical resources; and marine
mammals, turtles and seabirds. Vessel traffic is in the scope of
regulations. NOAA has proposed conditioning the Navy’s existing
permit from the Department of Interior to practice bomb Sealion
Rock by prohibiting bombing activities during the critical breeding
season - from March 1 through October 31. In addition, two final
regulations are proposed to aid the enforcement of tlhe other
regulations: a prohibition on possession of resources which are
prohibited from "taking" from within the Sanctuaryj, and on
interference with enforcement operations. The exact regulations,
including procedures for applying for pe]cmits are found in Appendix
B.

i. Oil~ Gas~ and Mineral Activities

The resources and attributes of the Sanctuary - particularly
sea otters, sea birds, pinnipeds that use haul-out sites, kelp
forests and rocks along the outer coast, and the exceptional water
quality of the area - are especially vulnerable to oil and gas
activities. A prohibition on such actiwities within the Sanctuary
would provide partial protection for the area. Only partial
protection would be provided due to the remaining threat from oil
and gas activities outside of the Sanctuary boundary and from
vessel traffic, particularly oil tankers, transiting through and
near the Sanctuary° See #5 below regarding mineral activities.

If oil and gas activities were allowed in the Sanctuary, such
development, and construction of man-made structures, would disrupt
the natural and aesthetic qualities of the area and be inconsistent
with the purposes of the Sanctuary. Although certain man-made
structures may be pe~uissible in the future for limited purposes
such as research or natural resource protection, the threats from
oil and gas activities to Sanctuary resources and qualities warrant
an absolute prohibition of oil and gas activities within the
Sanctuary boundary.. Threats include catastrophic events such as
oil spills associated with blow-outs, rupture of pipeiines or
spills during the loading of tankers and long-te~ chronic events
such as discharge of drilling fluids, cuttings and air emissions~
Finally, due to the lack of offshore oil and gas activities thus
far, the area would suffer aesthetic disturbances including the
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presence of offshore structures, the construction o[ shore
facilities, and the transportation of perso:nnel and equipment to
and from the offshore rigs.

2. Discharqes and Deposits into the Sanctuar Z and

3. Discharqes and Deposits that Enter the Sanctua:Ly and Injure a
Sanctuary Resource or Quality

These prohibitions are necessary in order to p:7otect the
sanctuary resources .and attributes from the harmful effects of land
and sea-generated discharges from point sources froil both within
and outside the Sanctuary boundary° This provision complements the
existing regulatory system, enhances the area~s ove~Tall appeal j, and
helps maintain the present water quality of tfhe San{:tuary. The
regulations would prohibit disposal of dredge mater:al within the
Sanctuary.

There are currently :no point-source di:~cnarges entering
directly into the Sanctuary. Point :source di~zcharg~.s (such as
discharges from municipal waste water treat~1e::~,t, ]po%,er, or
industrial plants) into tlhe Sanctuary require per~its from
Washington Department of Ecology (WDOE) or the Envi) onmen,~_al
Protection Agency (EPA) depending upon whethe:c the ~,oint source
originates from a non-tribal or tribal enter]9:cise , ]espectively.
Discharges permitted[ after the date of Sanctuary designation would
be allowed provided the permit is certified by NOAA in accordance
with Section 925.11. Municipal treatment plants world be required
to have at least secondary treatment capabilities a~d tertiary or
greater as appropriate ,or necessary depending on th~ risk to
Sanctuary resources and qualities.

4. Movinq, Removing, _~Z~_L Injurin~ Historical Resou]~ces

Historical resources in the ma:cine environment are fragile,
finite and non-renewable. This prohibition :[~{ desicned to protect
these resources so that they may be inventoried, ]:°e~earched and
information so derived be made available to the prlb]ic. ~his
prohibition does not apply to moving~, removing or it jury resulting
incidentally from kelp harvesting, aquaculture or t~aditional
fishing operations.

5. Alteration of, or Construction on, the Seabed

The intent of this prohibition JLs to protect the resources and
attributes of the Sanctuary from harmful effects (>f activities that
may disrupt and/or destroy sensitive marine be:nthic habitats, such
as kelp beds, invertebrate populations, fish habitats, and

estuaries and marshes. Such activities include, but are not
limited to, archeological excavations, d:cillir~g ir!tc the seabed,
strip mining, laying of pipelines and outfa]l~, ocean mineral
extraction (including but not limited to sand mining), and offshore
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commercial development.

6. Takinq Marine Mammals, Sea Turtles, or Seabirds

The prohibition overlaps the Marine Mammal Protection Act
(MMPA), the Endangered Species Act (ESA) and the Migratory 

Treaty Act (MBTA) and empowers Sanctuary officials to enforce the
provisions of these Acts. This regulation extends protection for
Sanctuary resources by providing a greater deterrent by
establishing civil penalties of up to $100,000 per taking. It
includes all marine mammals, marine reptiles (turtles) and seabirds
in or above the Sanctuary. Activities authorized or permitted
pursuant to the MMPA, ESA, or MBTA are exempted from this
prohibition.

7. Overflights

Flying motorized aircraft within one nautical miles seaward of
mean high water within the Sanctuary and at less than 2,000 feet
above the Sanctuary would be prohibited. This prohibition is
consistent with the 2000 foot advisory over the adjacent Olympic
National Park and USFWS refuges off the coast.

The area-specific prohibition on overflights below 2,000 feet
(305 m)within one nautical mile seaward of all land boundaries 
designed to limit the potential effects of noise, particularly as
it might affect hauled-out seals and sea lions, sea otters and
nesting birds along the shoreline and offshore rocks and islands of
the Sanctuary.

NOAA recognizes that overflights are regulated under the
Federal Aviation Regulations (FARs). Unlike FARs, however,
sanctuary overflight regulations are intended to protect the living
marine resources of the Sanctuary from disturbance by low-flying
aircraft. The less-tlhan-2OOO-foot overflight prohibition would not
apply if the low overflight is necessary to: i) respond to an
emergency threatening life, property or the environment (this
exception is true for the most of the other prohibitions as well);
2) valid law enforcement purposes; or 3) certain national defense
activities.

8. Vessel Traffic

No Sanctuary vessel traffic regulations are planned at this
time. Vessel traffic, however, is within the scope of regulations.
The Strait of Juan de Fuca Cooperative Vessel Traffic Management
System (CVTMS), vessel traffic separation schemes in the Strait 
Juan de Fuca, and radar coverage from Tofino Vessel Traffic Service
(covering a range of 60 nautical miles from the entrance of the
Strait) already provide some safeguards for Sanctuary resources.
NOAA is currently working with the USCG, the primary agency
responsible for regulating vessel traffic, on the establishment of
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an ATBA from the shoreline to 25 nautical miles off the Olympic
Peninsula. This would provide an additional measur~ to ensure
protection of the Sanctuary. This measure is based on a
determination of resources most at risk and vessel ~raffic
practices most threatening to Sanctuary resources.

Despite existing regulations and manage~ent, N,)AA recognizes
the potential threat to the Sanctuary f~om vessel t?affic. If the
promulgation of additional vessel traffic reo~ulatio~is is deemed
necessary, NOAA will pursue appropriate actions aft~r consultation
with the USCG, State agencies, and the IMOo Coordi~lation among
agencies is intended to focus ongoing effor~Zs on th~ provision of
adequate protection of Sanctuary resources and qu~l _ties.

9. FishinqL/Aquaculture~KelD harvestinq

No sanctuary fishing or aquaculture requlation,,~ are 7proposed
nor in the scope of regulations. 7Fish resources in the S~nctuary
are already extensively managed by existing authofi ~ies. Fisheries
management will remain under the jurisdiction of ~h~ WDF~
Washington Department of Natural Resources {WDNR), ~[ational Marine
Fisheries Service (NMFS~) and the Pacific Fislheries iilanagement
Council (PFMC). Sanctuary prohibitions that ~ay in~[irectly affect
fishing activities have been written to exp[t~itl,i~ ~xempt
activities incidental to traditional fishing :~lethod~;, aquaculture
and kelp harvesting activities. Keip harvesting is within the
scope of regulations.



V. Socioeconomic Effects of Designation

The net environmental and socioeconomic effects of designating
the Sanctuary and implementing the Sanctuary Management Plan and
its regulations are anticipated to be positive. While such effects
are difficult to quantify, one goal of the Sanctuary will be to
maintain the high level of water quality, fisheries, aesthetics and
tourism without causing adverse effects.

The final sanctuary regulations prohibit a relatively narrow
range of activities. Under certain circumstances specific
activities, otherwise prohibited, may be allowed. For example,
prohibited activities may be allowed if: (i) the activity is done
pursuant to a National Marine Sanctuary permit; (2) the activity
occurs pursuant to a valid permit existing on the effective date of
designation and the Permit for the activity was certified by NOAA,
or (3) a permit was applied for after Sanctuary designation and the
proposer of the activity notifies NOAA of the proposed activity in
within 90 days and NOAA approved the activity.

NOAA will keep additional administrative burdens to a minimum
by coordinating closely with state and Federal regulatory and
permitting agencies. Efforts will be made to avoid duplication and
to review applications for a prohibited activity as quickly as
possible.

A. Oil, Gas and Minerals

Estimates of potential lost revenue from the prohibition on
oil, gas and mineral (e.g., sand and gravel) activities within the
Sanctuary boundary are presented in Part IV ("Enwironmental
Consequences of Alternatives"). Prohibiting oil, gas and mineral
activities has positive socioeconomic effects that; compensate for
lost revenue. For example, the potential for environmental damage
from oil spills or discharges will be reduced and the exceptional
aesthetic quality of the area will be maintained. In addition, the
proposed prohibition may alleviate or remove costs to local
communities for developing on-shore facilities, and political/legal
actions resulting from controversy regarding proposed oil, gas or
mineral activities.

Unfortunately’, it is not possible to quantify accurately the
negative or positive socioeconomic effects of prohibiting OCS oil
and gas activities. A National Academy of Sciences study (1989) 
the "Adequacy of Environmental Information For Outer Continental
Shelf Oil and Gas Decisions: Florida and California u’ found that
"few data have been collected by MMS or anyone else to address the
social and economic impacts of OCS activities." This conclusion
has been reinforced by an MMS study (1991) entitled "Potential
Effects of OCS Oil and Gas Exploration and Development on Pacific
Northwest Indian Tribes: Final Technical Report", and an MMS study
(1991a) entitled "Inventory and Evaluation of Washington and Oregon
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Coastal Recreation Resources: Assessing Economic Inpacts to
Coastal Recreation and Tourism from Oil and Gas Dev~lopment in the
Oregon and Washington Outer Continental Shelf°"

B. Discharqes and Deposits

The regulation prolhibiting discharges and deposits may require
applicants for discharqe permits to seek other area~ of disposal or
apply at least secondary treatment to discharges, i~%11 measures,
tez~s and conditions will be done in consultation wLth the affected
party and the appropriate management agency° The designation of
dredge disposal sites is prohibited within the Sanc:uary.

Overall, this regulation may impose additional costs by
requiring the use of more expensive dredge disposal methods or
dumpsites. Presently, the only planned dredging ad[ acent to the
Sanctuary is at the Makah and Quileute Reservations Both Tribes
plan for upland disposal or beach or jetty n ourishm~nt using dredge
spoils. The regulation could also result in additi~nal costs if it
were determined that a higher level of treatment or other, more
expensive sewage disposal methods were preferable t~, disposal in
the Sanctuary. It is difficult to predict accurately the economic
impact of this regulation without analyzing specific~ proposals.
This regulation adds furtlher protection to Sanctuar~ ~ resources
beyond that afforded by existing legislation. The ~’equirement for
review and Sanctuary certification of permits will ~nsure that
potentially harmful activities receive special consideration from
the perspective of Sanctuary protection.

C. Alteration of or Construction on the Seabed

Dredging activities are not extensive within t~e sanctuary
boundary; nevertheless, unrestricted alteration of, construction
on, or drilling of the seabed represents a threat tc marine
resources. Foremost among adverse effects are increased turbidity
levels, destruction, disruption or displacement of kenthic and
intertidal communities, and human intrusion into areas of marine
bird and marine mammal population concentrations.

This regulation would enhance resource p~otect~on by reducing
the presence and operation of large and noisy dredging machinery.
Thus human intrusion upon marine wildlife, along with potentially
adverse impacts on their food supplies, (e.g~, benthic and pelagic
fish resources), wouSd be minimized.. No economic i~pacts upon
commercial firms are expected. Exemptions from the dredging
prohibition would allow for installation of navigation aids, and
harbor maintenance (although harbors are exclLLded from the
Sanctuary boundary, and construction, repair, replacement or
rehabilitation of docks and piers.

Mineral mining activities in the Sanctuary will be prohibited.
Studies have shown that this activity may cause, among other
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impacts, acceleration of natural erosion of the seabed and adjacent
areas, increased turbidity, and changes in water circulation.
Mining activities also disturb benthic habitats that support whale
feeding grounds, seabird foraging habitats and fishery resources
(MMS, 1993) 

D. Overfliqhts

Overflights below 2000 feet are prohibited within one nautical
miles seaward from the coastal boundary of the Sanctuary and within
one nautical mile of each of the offshore wildlife refuges. The

intent of this prohibition is to protect sensitive Sanctuary
resources, such as nesting seabirds and mammals at haul out areas,
from the disturbance effects of low-flying aircraft. Access to
airports by commercial and recreational airplanes would not be
affected. Takeoff and landings at local airports at Sekiu,
Quileute, Neah Bay and Copalis Beach will be unaffected.

E. Vessel Traffic

There would be no economic effect on vessel traffic as a
result of Sanctuary designation since NOAA is proposing no vessel
traffic regulations. NOAA has considered vessel traffic regulation
and the preferred alternative is not to regulate vessel traffic at
the time of Sanctuary designation. Such regulation may include,
but is not limited to: (i) routing of all, or certain classes 
coast-wise domestic vessel traffic outside of the boundary of the
Sanctuary, (2) prohibiting domestic oil barge traffic within the
Sanctuary; (3) restriction of all large domestic vessels inbound
to, and outbound from, designated port access route(s); and (4)
designation of ATBA’s for domestic vessels or other measures
designed to protect the marine environment. NOAA has requested the
USCG to submit a request for implementing an ATBA from the
shoreline to 25 nautical miles off the outer coast for
international and domestic vessels carrying hazardous materials.
The 25 nautical mile boundary poses minimal disturbance to vessels
as it is largely compatible with existing voluntary management
measures followed by the shipping industry. Discussion of economic
impacts of the ATBA proposed by the USCG to IMO are identified in
Part IV of this document.

NOAA will maintain close communication with the USCG to
evaluate the need for additional regulations regarding vessel
safety and/or emergency response plans and equipment.

F~ Fishing~uaculture/Kelp Harvestinq

Implementation of the Sanctuary should have no adverse effects
on the fishing industry. Moreover, Sanctuary protection of habitat
and water quality by controlling both pollutants and disturbance of
the seabed should be positive for maintaining healthy and
productive fish stocks. Inclusion of kelp harvesting in the scope
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of regulation will ensure that t.he integrity of th~ kelp habitat is
maintained. Protection of kelp beds wi~l protect: :important fishery
habitat which will ben~.tlt the [ishinq indus!:ry.



VI Manaqeability of the Area

Sanctuary designation offers increased opportunities for
interpretation and coordination among programs due to the
availability of proposed satellite facilities and immediate
staffing. Fuli-ti~ne attention of the manager would be available
for resource protection due to the immediate availability of
research, and education coordinators.

Management of the proposed Sanctuary would integrate and
utilize all aspects of the program to provide for protection of the
special values of this unique ma~cine area. Research, education,
coordination~ long.~term planning and necessary regulations are
described in the enclosed management plan.

The management plan describes sanctuary goals and objectives
tailored to the specific resources and uses of the area., The goals
and objectives will provide all Sanctuary users with a framework
for conserving resources and integrating uses compatible with the
goals of the management plan. These management goals are broad and
allow for flexib~.e implementation of action plans to fulfill the
stated goals. Each objective of the management plan represents a
short-term measurable step towards achieving the broader management
goals.

The sanctuary manager ~ill promote coordination among all
authorities concerned with sanctuary resources and will
particularly stress consideration of the special value of the
Sanctuary’s living resources in the formulation of policies
affecting the area. NOAA’s contribution to the policy-making
process of other agencies managing uses in the Sanctuary will be
enhanced by the Sanctuary’s comprehensive researclh and monitoring
programs.

The management program for the Sanctuary wi~,.1 be developed and
implemented by the on-site manager° This will be accomplished in
conjunction with other Federal, state, local and tribal agencies in
order to benefit from existing expertise and personnel, and to
promote state, Federal~ and tribal interagency coordination and
cooperation. ]Existing agencies include, among others, the WDF;
Washington Department of Wildlife (WDW); Washington Department 
Community Development (WDCD); WDOE; WDNR; and Washington Department
of Agriculture (WDOA); and the Makah, Hoh, Quileute and Quinault
Tribes; Clallam, Jefferson and Grays Harbor Counties~ the National
Park Service; USFWS; USCG, NMFS; PFMC; and Canadian authorities.

A particularly useful mechanism for coordination will be a
Sanctuary Advisory Committee (SAC). The SSC will inc.lude me~ers
from Federal, state, local and tribal agencies, as well as
commercial and private interests, and t]he environmental community.
The SAC will ensure an exchange of information a]~d will advise the
sanctuary manager on permit applications and cert.ifications,
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research priorities, and regulations.
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VII: Consultations

A. National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) 
This document is both a FEIS/MP for the Olympic Coast National

Marine Sanctuary. Some of the section headings, and their order,
are different from those frequently found in other environmental
impact statements. To assist NEPA reviewers, the following table
has been developed. Under the heading "NEPA Requirements" are
listed those topics normally discussed in an EIS. The
corresponding section of this document and the page numbers are
provided in the other two columns.

NEPA Requirement Manaqement Plan Page

Purpose and Need for Action Part I: ................ 1

Alternatives
Preferred Alternative Part III: .............. 1

Preferred Boundary Alternatives

Other Alternatives

Part III .............. 4

Part III .............. 42

Affected Environment Part II ............... 1

Environmental Consequences Part IV ............... 1

A. General and Specific
Impacts

B. Unavoidable Adverse
Environmental or
Socioeconomic Effects

Part

Part IV ................ 96

C. Relationships between
Short-term Uses of the
Environment and the
Maintenance and
Enhancement of Long-term
Productivity

Part IV ................. 97

NEPA Requirement

List of Preparers

List of Agencies, Organizations,
and Persons Receiving copies of
the FEIS/MP

Management Plan Paqe

Part VI ................ 1

Part VII ............... 1
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B o Endanqered ~ ,’ ....S~_(. le~ Act ESA

NOTE: An informal Section 7 consultation has been ~ompleted. The
following is the :result of this consultation,

Pursuant to Section 7 of the ESA, the 5rf~FWS of the Department:
of the Interior~ and the NMFS of the Depart[~Lent cf ]ommerce, were
consulted in the performance of the biological assessment of
possible impacts on threatened or endangered specie~ that might
result from the designation of a National Marine Sanctuary off the
Ol3nnpic Peninsula. The consultations confirmed tha= some 14
Federal Endangered (FE) and six Federal Threatened [FT) species 
known to occur in the area. In addition, one Washington State
Endangered Species (SE) and one Washington State Th_~eatened Species
(ST) are known to inhabit the sanctuary ecosystem. Consultations

determined that Sanctuary designation is not likely to adversely
affect these species. The species identified are:

i. Aleutian Canada Goose ....... Branta canadensis l~ucoDareia
2. American peregrine falcon ........... Falco ~eregrinus anatum
3. Bald Eagle .......................... Ha!iaeetus leucoceDhalus
4. Blue whale ............................... Ba~_enoDtera musculus
5. Brown Pelican ......................... Pelicanus oc~identalis
6~ Fin whale .......................................... B__:. phvsalus
7. Gray whale ................................ Eschrichtiu~ robustus
8. Harbor Porpoise .............................. Plhocoen~ phocoena
9. Humpback whale ........................ ~._eQaPf~:~ra n_o~aeanqliae
i0. Steller Sea Lien .......................... E u~et~s jubatus
Ii. Right whale ................................... Eubalaena glacialis
12 Sei whale............................................ B, borealis
13. Short-tailed albatross ...................... Diomede~ albatrus
14. Snowy Plover ....................... Charad[ius al~xandrinus
15. Sperm whale ..................................... Physeter catodon
16. Leatlherback Turtle ....................... Derm0chely~ coriacea
17 Loggerhead Turtle .............................. Caret~a caretta
18. Green Turtle ..................................... Chelonia m_ydas
19. Olive ridley ............................ Lepidochel~f~% olivacea
20. Sacramento River Winter-Run Chinook Salmon oO__~ t_!hawytscha
21. Snake River Sockeye Salmon ........................... O. nerka
22. Snake River Fall Chinook Salmon ................ 0_. t_f~hawvtscha

FE
FE
FT
FE
FE
FE
FE
ST
FE
FT
FE
FE
FE
SE
FE
FIE
FT
FT
FT
FT
FIE
FE
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C. Resource Assessment:

The MPRSA, as amended, requires a resource assessment report
documenting present and potential uses of the proposed Sanctuary
area, including uses subject to the primary jurisdiction of the
Department of the Interior. This requirement has been met in
consultation with the Department of the Interior and the assessment
report is contained in Part II.

D. Federal Consistencv Determination:

Section 307 of the Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972, as
amended, requires that each Federal activity within or outside the
coastal zone that affects any land or water use or natural resource
of the coastal zone shall be carried out in a manner that is, to
the maximum extent practicable, consistent with the enforceable
policies of approved state management programs. This requirement
is being met through a Federal Consistency Determination made by
NOAA to the WDOE that the designation of the coastal and offshore
waters adjacent to the Olympic peninsula as a National Marine
Sanctuary is consistent, to the maximum extent practicable, with
Washington’s Coastal Management Plan.

E. Fishery_ Requlations

Section 303 (b) (2) (D) of the MPRSA, as amended, requires
consultation with the PFMC~ During consultation, NO~A requested
the PFMC to determine if additional fishery regulations were
necessary with Sanctuary designation in accordance with Section
304(b) (5)~ PFMC responded that no additional regulations 
necessary and that management responsibility regarding fishing
activities should remain with existing authorities.

F. Other Federal and State Aqencies and the UoS. Congress

The Secretary has consulted with the Committee on Merchant
Marine and Fisheries of the House of Representatives and the
Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation of the Senate.
In September, ].991 the Designation Prospectus for the Olympic Coast
National Marine Sanctuary was provided to all members of each
committee. The results of these consultations have been
incorporated into the FEIS/MP.

The Secretaries of State, Defense, Transportation, and the
Interior, the Administrator of EPA, and the heads of other Federal
agencies were consulted and their comments were addressed by the
FEIS/MP. Summaries of all written comments and comments made at
the hearings are provided in Appendix A of the FEIS/MP.

Appropriate Washington State and local government agencies
were consulted and their comments were addressed by the FEIS/MP.
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Summaries of all w~itten comments and comments made at the hearing
are provided in Appendix A of the FEIS/MP.

Appropriate Tribal organizations and Indian Tribes were
consulted and thei~ comments were addressed by the ?EIS/MP.
Summaries of all w~dtten comments and comments made at the hearings
are provided in Appendix A of the Feis/MP.

The comments of all other interested persons w~re addressed by
the FEIS/MP and summaries of all written comments a~d comments made
at the hearings are provided in Appendix A of the F~IS/MP.
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PART II: THE AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT
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PART II: THE AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT

A. Reqional Context

i. Sanctuary Study Area Location

A Western Washington Outer Coast site was included on NOAA’s
original Site Evaluation List (SEL) established in 1983 (48 
24296, May 31, 1983). This SEL consists of 29 marine sites with
high natural resource values that were identified and recommended
to NOAA by regional resource evaluation teams. The SEL Western
Washington Outer Coast site extends from Duntze Rock (north of
Tatoosh Island on the northwestern tip of the state of
Washington), 90 miles (145 km) southward along the coast to Point
Grenville. The offshore boundary is contiguous with the boundary
established for the Washington Islands National Wildlife Refuge,
2 to 3 miles (3.2-4.8 km) offshore. The Sanctuary study site
encompasses approximately 225 square miles (169 nm 2 , or 576 km2 )
(Figure 3, p. I-ll).

The 1988 amendments to the MPRSA (PL 100-627, November 7,
1988), direct the Secretary of Commerce to issue a notice of
designation with respect to the Western Washington Outer Coast
(proposed herein as the "Olympic Coast") National Marine
Sanctuary not later than June 30, 1990 (section 2(95). In report
language accompanying this legislation (H. Rep. No. 4210, 100th
Cong., ist. Sess., 1988), Congress noted that the boundaries of
the area identified in the SEL may fail to provide an adequate
buffer, and directed NOAA to use the SEL boundaries only very
generally as a point from which to embark upon a more detailed
public review and comment process which would lead to the
development of various boundary options. NOAA was directed by
Congress to consult extensively with state agencies, local
government officials~ marine scientists, and the public in
carrying out the designation process and establishing specific
boundaries.

In response to the Congressional directive, NOAA met with
several government officials and marine scientists, and conducted
four public scoping meetings in Washington State during April
1989. NOAA was strongly urged by tribal, state and local
governments, other Federal agencies, private interest groups, and
citizens to expand the area to be evaluated for sanctuary
designation; specifically, areas south of Point Grenville to the
Columbia River, and offshore to the edge of the continental shelf
(defined herein as the i00 fathom depth contour). The heads 
submarine canyons incising the shelf, and a highly productive
fishing area adjacent to the head of Juan de Fuca Canyon, known
as "the plain", were recommended for study. It was also
suggested that consideration be given to extending the northern
sanctuary boundary to the international boundary between Canada
and the United States to promote and facilitate a potential
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"international sanctuary" at some future time. Sone comments on
the Draft Enviromaental Impact Statement/Managemen5 Plan
(DEIS/MP) issued in September 1991, suggested that an eastern

boundary be establ}Lished within the Strait of Juan ~e Fuca. Tihe
total study area for tlhe. proposed Sanctuary evaluated by NOAA is,
therefore, quite extensive compared to the original SEL site
de.scription, and covers approximately 4,155 nm 2 (i~,249 km2 )
(Figure 4).

The Olympic coast extends for approximately 150 miles from
Cape Flattery in the north, southward to Cape Disagpointment at
the mouth of the Columbia River. The southernmost portion of the
coastline is characterized by estuaries, wetlands, long sandy
be.aches, and dunes° North of Point Grenville the zoastline is
more rugged and rocky with high cliffs and sea stazks.

The area selected by NOAA for inclusion in th ~. proposed
Olympic Coast Natic~nal Marine Sanctuary (ioe~, NOA%’s "preferred
boundary option") is s~imilar to that proposed in tle DEIS/MP with
slight variations to the shoreward boundary (Figure_ 5). The
preferred boundary extends from Koitlah Point nortlward across
the Strait of Juah De Fuca to the U.S./Canada intecnational
boundary where it c~ontinues seaward to the 100 fat~lom isobath,
and southward alon,~i the coast to the southern border of the
Copalis National }~ild]ife Refuge off of Copalis Belch, thus
incorporating the entire northern rugged, rocky colstline. This
sparsely populated 135 mile stretch of coast remai:is one of the
few relatively uncfevel~>ped and pristine coastlines in the United
States. In water~,i~ adjacent to Federally owned landis, the
boundary of the propo_~ed sanctuary extends landwar~i to the higher
high water line, and across the mouths of rivers a:Id streams.
When adjacent to !ndia!rl reservations and State lands, the
Sanctuary boundary extends to the. lower low water Line.

The seaward extent of the sanctuary boundary ,~enerally
follows the i00 fathom isobath except where it cut~ across the
heads of the Juan de Fuca, Quinau!t and Nitnat Cani<ons. The
northern boundary <~ncompasses the productive fishing areas known
as "the plain, ’" a~nd S~,iftsure Bank. The total su<fface area of
the sanctuary is aEproximately 2,500 nm 2 (8577 km z) .

Characteristic of the coastal area of the proi)osed Sanctuary
are rugged headlands and cliffs; sea stacks and s,~.a arches;
tidepools; hundreds of small offshore islands~ ro,~.ks, and reefs;
and sand and cobble beaches. Nutrient-rich waters and diverse
habitat types result in an abundance and diversity of marine
species of algae, invertebrates, finfish, shellfish, birds, and
marine mammals. Ccmmercial and recreational fishe:~ies for
salmon, groundfish~ razor clams~ and dungeness crab within the
area contribute to the economy of Washington state and the
nation. Popular ]:~ecreational diving sites are loc~Lted throughout
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the Strait of Juan de Fuca.

2. Socio-demographic Profile and Land Use

Most of the land area adjacent to the sanctuary study area
is protected and sparsely populated. There are four Indian
Reservations from Neah Bay to Moclips and more populated non-
tribal communities bordering Grays Harbor and Willapa Bay. The
land not encompassed by reservations or non-tribal communities on
the outer coast, and offshore rocks and islands are largely
protected by the NPS and the USFWS (both within the Department of
Interior). Olympic Coast designations of national significance
include migratory bird sanctuaries, wildlife refuges, wilderness
areas, a Biosphere Reserve, and a World Heritage Site (Figure 6).
Most of the remaining coastal lands along the outer coast not
managed under Federal authority or within reservations are state
public use areas (i.e., 74% of Clallam and Jefferson counties are
under public ownership).

Small residential communities dot the Strait of Juan de Fuca
between Neah Bay and Observatory Point including Joyce, Clallam
Bay, and Sekiu. Public beaches abutting privately-owned land
border much of the Strait resulting in few access points to the
Strait. Clallam County has developed a park at Tongue Point and
Observatory Point, and the Washington State Department of Natural
Resources has developed a park at the Lyre River.

Population density in the counties adjacent to the study
area is, and projected to remain low and relatively static
(Appendix C, Figure 8). While the population of the State 

Washington is expected to double from its 1960 level by the year
2010, the coastal counties in the northern extent: of the study
area, Clallam and Jefferson counties, are expected to increase by
only 30 percent. Grays Harbor and Pacific counties, bordering
the southern portion of the study area, are projected to increase
even less, with some areas actually projected to experience a
population decline, from -20 to 14 percent. The overall
population density of the four coastal counties bordering the
sanctuary study area is projected to be only between 0-49 persons
per square mile by the year 2010 (Culliton et al., 1990).

The economy in the coastal region is inextricably linked to
its natural resources, based primarily upon seafood~ timber
harvesting, pulp and paper production, and tourism. This is
reflected in a number of socioeconomic indicators including a
high reliance on manufacturing jobs compared to other coastal
communities, high unemployment, low property values compared to
those of the rest of the coastal U.So, and fewer construction
permits. The tourist industry generates approximately $560
million annually from visits to the Olympic National Park. Of
the estimated 3.5 million visits annually to the Park,
approximately one third are to the coastline (SAB, 1984).
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Low population densities along the coast contribute to the
relatively pristine nature of "the outer coast and Strait of Juan
de Fuca. Pollution sources such as agricultural and urban
runoff, and domestic and industrial point sources are minimal.

Likewise, a lack of shoreline development has enabled wildlife
habitats to remain largely undisturbed. However, there are
indications that excessive runoff resulting from timber
operations are stressing coastal habitats.

Because of the presence of the Olympic National Park, forest
lands dominate land use within all four coastal counties
(Appendix C, Figure i). Agriculture and wetlands are the next
two most intensive land uses around Willapa Bay and Grays Harbor.
Freshwater inflow into the proposed sanctuary watershed is
relatively small compared to other areas of the contiguous West
Coast. However, volumes of freshwater flow per square mile of
drainage basin are high because the land, characterized by small
drainage basins and steep terrain, experiences high rainfall
(over 200 inches per year in some areas), (Rohmann, 1990).

Tribal Economies

Four Indian reservations are located on the outer coast of
Washington State: i) "the Makah, located on the northwestern tip
of the Olympic Peninsula; 2) the Quileute, located at La Push;
3) the Hoh, situated at the mouth of the Hoh River; and 4) the
Quinault, located between Queets and Moclips. These four tribes
are Federally recognized Indian Nations pursuant to the Steven’s
Treaties of 1855 which include the Treaty of Neah Bay (January
31, 1855. 12 Stat° 939) with the Makah Indians and the Treaty of
Olympia (July ir 1855. 12 Stat. 971) whose signatories include
the Quinault, Quileute and Hoh Tribes (Appendix D).

The Ozette Reservation is a separate reservation inhabited
historically by the Ozette Tribe. It is of cultural importance
to the Quileute~ Hoh and Makah Tribes, each of which now
incorporate some Ozette ancestry, and each of which have
historically fished and traded with the Ozette. Both the
Quileute and Makah Tribes have asserted their right of access to
the Ozette Reservation (Penn, 3.992).

The following discussion presents: i) an overview of the
four Indian Tribes and their historical dependence on ocean
resources; 2) the legal status of Treaty Tribes and their treaty-
secured rights; and 3) current activities occurring on, or
proposed for, the four Indian reservations. Description of the
tribes and their legal status is extracted predominately from two
Minerals Management Service publications (MMS, 1990; ].991) and 
representatives of the respective tribes.
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The Four Coastal Tribes and Historical Dependence 9n Marine
Resources

Makah Indian NatiorL

The Makah Tribe differs from their Salish neighbors in that
they are of Nooktan origin. Their main settlement~ at Neah Bay
were set aside as a reservation pursuant to the Treaty of Neah
Bay and subsequent Executive Orders, and they are ~overned under
an Indian Reorganization Act constitution adopted in 1936. The
Makah reservation is located on the northwestern-mgst tip of the
Olympic Peninsula (Figure 7). It encompasses 44 s.~uare miles 
land bounded by the Pacific Ocean to the west and ~he Strait of
Juan de Fuca to the north. The Ozette Reservation, i0 miles
south of Neah Bay is part of the Makah Reservation, with the
Olympic National Park managing the contiguous shoreline between
the two components of the Reservation.

Neah Bay is one of the largest and mo~t accessible
communities on the Olympic Peninsula with a year-round population
of 1,400. It suffers from limited economic opportlnities, and
chronic and seasonal unemployment of over 16% and ~0%,
respectively (MMS, 1991). There has been a steady increase 
the on-reservation portion of the population from [960-1980
attributed partly to a higher birth rate, and expanded on-
reservation economic opportunity subsequent to, an~i as a result
of the Court’s decision in United States v~ Washin!~ton, 384 F.
Supp. 312 (W.D. Wash. 1974), afftd, 520 F.2d 676 (gth Cir. 1975),
commonly referred to as the "Boldt Decision"° As ;l result, the
on-reservation Makah population age structure is younger than
that of Washington State as a whole.

Historically~ the Makah’s relied on the marine resources for
approximately three fourths or more of their diet ~;hich was
comprised predominately of halibut and whale. Pri]~ary fishing
and whaling grounds extended up to 50 miles seawar, i of Cape
Flattery over La Perouse Bay and Swiftsure Banks. Other food
fisheries included salmon, squid, skates, sea urchins, mussels,
barnacles, crabs, sea slugs, periwinkles and limpe°~s. Gadoid
fish were consumed including true codg lingcod, ro~kcod,
sablefish, sculpins and rockfish. Porpoises, seal:;, sea-lions,
otters, and seabirds were also hunted. Traditiona~ salmon
fishing was concentrated in the Sekiu and Hoko riw~rs just to
the east of Neah Bay on the Strait~

After the 1880’s~ "the Makah Tribe experienced dramatic
changes in their economy. Increased exploitation of seals and
halibut by American fishing fleets forced the Makah’s to rely
more heavily on salmon and other nearshore fishery resources. By
1942, fishing (approximately 1/3 for halibut) accounted for only
a little more than 25 percent of the Makah’s income. Today,
marine resources are vital to the Makah Tribe for ~:ommercial and
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subsistence purposes. Ove.r 60 pez:cent of ii’?:iba! m~mbers actively
fish and 75 percent of Tribal hous;eholds are di[ec=ly oz
indirectly dependant on fisheries for their eco1~om[c survival.
Many tribal members continue to harvest other marine resources,
including shellfish and marine mammals for subsistence (MMS,
1(_)91). A more complete list of ocean and coastal cesources
utilized by the Makah is presented in Append!fix E.

Quileute Tribe

The Quileute i~[eservation is located ap~roxima~ely 36 miles
south of Cape Flattery (Figure 8)o T.heir ~’eservat[on encompasse.~
one square mile of land at La Push. Approx:imately 450 of the 723
persons enrolled ;firL the Quileute Tribe in 1990 _]~iv~ on the
reservation. The unemployment rate on the ~eserva~ion is
approximately 81 percent, with 92 percent ~>f those employed
earning less than $7,000 annually°

The Quileute are ethnically and I]..ngui:~ticall f distinct from
their Tribal neighbors who are of N ookt.an i~r~d Sali ~h origin with
two exceptions: i) tlhe Hoh, part of the QL~ileute L~ribe until
recent times, incorporates the sa~Le languaije and e[hnic
characteristics; and 2) the recently e>~tin~t China~um Tribe of
the Olympic Penins~Lla and Port To~,nsen~). Ar~;~;, was ~.!so known to
have spoken essentially the same language ~,~. the Q ~ileute Tribe
(Penn, 1992). The Quileute language i~. on.~ of enl, ,~ five
languages in the world lacking nasal sound~o The ~uileute and
Hoh Tribes are closely related aborigi.~-~alllF ~, but h ~ve functioned
increasingly as dis~ti:nct legal entities si~i]ce the ~arly part of
the century. Although the Treaty of Oiympia~ proviled for a
single reservation for b.oth the Qu~ileuie a:~d Hob T 2ibes, two
small reservations were set aside for e~ach by Exec ~tive Orders of’
September ii, 1893, and February 19~ i~89, ~especti.vely. The
Quileute adopted an Indian Reorganization A(~t Constitution in
1936, and the Hoh in ].969.

The main Quile~ute winter village was histe~ic~!!y located at.
La Push. The Quileute harvested salmon., s~:;ne!t~, ba~s, ocean
perch, cod, rockcod, redcod~, lingcod, haiib[~t~, flounder and. other
flatfish, bullheads, rays, octopus, shark, herring sardine, and
sturgeon. They hu]~ted hair and fu.~- seals, s~,ea lie. Is, sea otters,
porpoise, and whale, and. gathered butt~=~r cl.a~s~ ra~or clams~ rock.
oysters, mussels, acor~n and gooseo~neck bar~]ac].es,, ~ea urahins,
anemones, slipper--shells and crabs.~ A~ong %he sea~irds har~zested
were ducks, geese~ white-crested cormorants, brar~]t gu].l~,
puffins, auklets, and leer]So

As a result of increasingly :~estricte,~ acce~s to marine
mammals and terres;trial resources such as deer and elk by Federal
and state laws, the coastal tribes bece~me ~’{~c~re dep~ndent upon
fishing for commercial and subsistence pur])oseso {y 194~
fishing accounted for approximate.]y two th!i.~ds of ~he Qui!eute
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Tribe’s earned in~t~ome~, with the :cemainder d~.~rived from lur
trapping, crafts, some cattle-raising and w~xge work, chiefly in
logging and for the Forest Servic~o Resou:cces cuz:t-entl~
harvested by the Quileute are listed il~ Appendix: ~, Shellfish
and other shoreline resources play a year-round rc].e in
sustaining the Qui]eute people (Mi,!KS, 1991)

The main Hoh vilSL~age is located at the mouth of the Hoh
River on a small ~:~ese]<~vation encompassing a])pro~<im~tely 480 acres
(Figure 9). The i>cese~<vatJ_on extends along the coast for about
one mile. There is no protected harbozf either a~t the river mouth
o]c elsewhere on the r~:servationo According to ~ ] 989 report by
the Bureau of Indian Affairs, 94 of 120 persons er~roiled in the
tribe live on or Lnear the Reservation. Unemployment is
approximately 53 ]~ercent with 82 percent of emp]oy~b!e ;~ersons
earning less than 57~000 annually°

The Hoh historicaZ!y harvested salmon halibut and black
bass, clams and smelt. They also harvested whales near
Destruction Island, ’Z’hei~. ~ current economic opportunities are
bleak with most Hob families subsisting from ocea~fc and coastal
resources. Today, th~ Hoh consume more ocean a]~d ~horeline
resources per household than any other Washington zoastal Tribe.
The resources upoln which the Hob depend are listed in Appendix E.~
Other economic acclivities occurrinc[ on the Hob reservation
include the production of native crafts and a ].~mited amount of
timbering.

The Quinault Reservation was established by EKecutive Order
in 1873. The Tribe functions under an Indian Reorjanization Act
constitution adopted in 1965. The reservation, encompassing
approximately 200,000 acres extends 26 miles along the Pacific
Coast (Figure i0). The two principle villages are Taholah and
Queets. A third village on the reservation,, Amand~ Park, is
populated by non-[Indians. The total population orl the Quinault
reservation is approximately 2260 (MMS, 199]). Th~ per capita
income on the Quinault Reservation in [[988 was ~3,182 compared to
$7,446 in Grays Ha~:’bor County. Approximately 3~.61 percent of
families on the Quinault ~-eservatJon are below the poverty level
compared to 10o5 percent of families in Gra]!s Harbor County (MMS,
1991).

The Quinault are speakers of Chinookan,, Sa]is:% or Chemakuan~
The present Quinault Reservation contains the arLci~nt lands of
two distinct tribes, the Quinault and the Queets. Historically,
marine resources harvested were sa].mon~, smelt arLd sandlefish,
halibut, cod, rock cod~ sea bass~ and soles~, razor clams., mud
clams, rock oyste:cs, black-shelled mussels~ slippec-she]is~ sea
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anemones and crabs, flounders, herring, seals, sea lions, whales,
and sea otters. Birds harvested included ducks, geese, gulls,
and loons and their eggs. Seaweed was also harvested for food.

By the 1870’s the Quinault were economically integrated into
European society. They were engaged in a variety of wage-earning
occupations such as seal hunting, and employed by oyster, fishing
and logging companies. Today, salmon has become the commercial
mainstay of Quinault fisheries, in addition to halibut, lingcod,
black bass, other rockfish, smelt, flounder, perch, sturgeon and
razor clams. A more complete list of ocean resources harvested
by the Quinault is provided in Appendix E. Virtually every
Quinault tribal member derives some benefit from the fishery
resources through participation in ceremonies, distribution of
fish within families, and sharing of fish among extended families
and friends. The Tribe is pursuing a strategy of vertical
integration to increase the benefit return from ocean resources.
A seafood processing facility at Taholalh depends both upon tribal
catch and fish purchases from off-reservation suppliers.

Treaty Rights and Legal Status

The Tribes have a unique legal status under which they enjoy
a collective interest in lands and natural resources quite
different from the property rights accorded to others. By
entering into treaties with the tribes, the United States
accepted a fiduciary duty to protect all of the rights which the
treaty secured, including marine hunting and fishing rights.
There is "an extensive body of cases holding that when the
federal government enters into a treaty with an Indian tribe~..,
the Government commits itself to a guardian-ward relationship
with that tribe." Joint Tribal Council of Passama uqp_o_dd~5 v.
Morton, 528 F.2d 370, 379 (ist Cir. 1975). This fiduciary duty,
known as the federal trust responsibility, extends to all federal
agencies. Pyramid Lake Paiute Tribe v. United States, 898 F.2d
1410, 1420 (9th Cir. 1990). In addition, it requires that
federal agencies seriously consider and protect Indian rights and
interests to the fullest extent possible. Northern Cheyenne
Tribe v. Hodel, 12 Ind. L. Rptr~ 3065 (D. Mont. 19851).
The Federal government, however~ is not obligated to provide
particular services or benefits~ nor to undertake any specific
fiduciary responsibilities in the absence of a specific provision
in a treaty, agreement, executive order, or statute. Havasupai
Tribe v. U.S., 752 F. Supp~ 1471 (D. Ariz. 1990), citing Vigil,
667 F.2d at 934; North Slope Borough v. Andrus, 642 F. 2d 589,
611 (D.C. Cir. 1980) Gi la Ri ver Pi ma-Maricopa In dian Co mmunity,
427 F.2d 1194, 190 Ct. CI. 790 (1970).

The Treaty of Neah Bay and the Treaty of Olympia expressly
reserved, among other things, each Tribes’ right to continue to
fish in its "usual and accustomed fishing grounds and stations."
The Treaty of Neah Bay differs from the Treaty of Olympia in that
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it secures for the Makah Indian Nation the ~right of taking fish
and of whaling or ~eaiing at usual and accu~;tomed ~rounds and
stations..."(Article 4~ Treaty of Neah Bay, 1855). The addition
of whaling in the ~?reaty of Neah Bay addresses the Makah’s
historical dependence on whaling for subsistence, ~ultural and
ceremonial purposes.

In addition to rese.rving the right to fish an~ whale at
usual and accustomed fishing areas, the Treaties atso secure the
right of access to Tribal lands for the Treaty Triges. Article 2
of each Treaty states that "...said tract shall be set apart, and
so far as necessary surveyed and marked out for th_~ir exclusive
use; nor shall any white, man be pezuuitted to resid ~_ upon the same
without permission of the said tribe and of the sugerintendent or
agent..." Thus, access to Tatoosh Island and the )zette site by
the Makah Tribe is secured by the Treaty of Neah B~y.

The post-treaty history of Northwest Indian fishing rights
has been contentious and complex.. With increasing exploitation
of marine mammals~ pinnipeds and fish by European ~ettlers, the
Treaty Tribes fought to maintain their treaty-secuced right of
access to marine resources in the courts. In 1905 the United
States Supreme Court interpreted the Treaties securing the right
of treaty tribes to fish to be "’not a grant of riglts to the
Indians, but a grant of rights from them,-~a reserration of those
not granted." United States v. Winans~ 198 U.S. 37L, 384 (1905).

Aboriginal and treaty-secured rights can only be abrogated
if there is "clear evidence that Congress actually considered the
conflict between its intended action on the one ha~id and Indian
treaty rights on the other, and (;hose to resolve that conflict by
abrogating the treaty" United States v. Dion, 476 ~J.S. 734, 739-
40 (1986). Regulations which restrict the exercis~, of treaty-
secured hunting and fishing rights are lawful only if they: i’)
are "reasonable and necessary" to "prevent demonst~able harm" to
a harvested species or stock; and[ 2) are the least restrictive
alternative for achieving this pu:cpose. (United St~ites v.
Washington, 384 F. Supp. 312, 342~ 415 (W.D. Wash. 1974), aff"d,
520 F.2d 676 (9th Ciro ].975).

Two significant legal decisions have addresse~[ the extent to
which state and Federal regulatory measures were j ltstifiable for
conservation purposes. In 1942 the United States ~;upreme Court
struck down license fees for tribal members as unr~:lated to the
conservation of fish, and hence contrary to the inient of the
treaties. Tulee v o Washington, 315 U.S. 681 (19421 . In 1974,
the landmark "Boldt Decision" held that Indian tribes of Puget
Sound and coastal Washington have tlhe right to an ~,pportunity to
take up to 50 percent of the total number of ha~ve~table
salmonids, as well as the right to regulate their (,wn fishers.
United States v. Washington_, 384 F. Supp. 312 (W~.D. Wash. 197~),
aff’d, 520 F.2d 676 (9th Cir. 1975). Non-salmonid fisheries may



eventually be brought within the same legal regime because Indian
tribes in Washington State have launched a challenge against the
State’s shellfish harvesting regulations (MMS, 1991).

Current and Future Activities

Current activities occurring on and/or planned for the
reservations adjacent to the proposed study area include
timbering, harbor development and maintenance, an increased
emphasis on attracting tourism, and the preservation of
culturally significant and wildernessareas. The tribes seek to
promote economic development on the reservations to alleviate
unemployment and poverty, enhance their ability to provide basic
public services and facilities, and further the joint tribal-
Federal goal of tribal self-sufficiency (MMS, 1991).

Timbering is an important economic activity on the Makah and
Quinault Reservations, and to a lesser extent on the Hoh
Reservation. The Bureau of Indian Affairs manages, as trustees
for the Tribes, a substantial timber resource, under a sustained
yield operating plan approved by the Tribal Councils. Revenues
from sales of timber stands is an important component of the
Makah and Quinault tribal government income. Most of the
employment generated by the forestry resource is in logging and
transportation, since most of the timber harvested on the
reservation is transported to mills outside of the reservation
(Pacific Rim Planner, Inc., 1980).

Harbor development and maintenance activities occur on the
Makah and Quileute Reservations. The Makah Tribe: undertakes
maintenance dredging of Neah Bay every i0 to 20 years. The Tribe
is also planning harbor improvements and expansion to develop a
commercial marina along the central portion of the south shore of
Neah Bay. The marina would accommodate 300 boats and would be
dredged to a minimum depth of 28 feet mean lower low water. The
volume of dredge spoil generated by the proposed marine expansion
is estimated to be approximately 154,000 cubic yards of sand.
Dredge spoil will be utilized for beach nourishment projects with
excess spoils utilized or disposed of on land (Simmons, 1993).

Additionally, the mouth of the Quillayute River is dredged
to maintain the channel by the U. S. Ax~y Corps of Engineers.
Pursuant to the Quileute Coastal Zone Management Plan (Hyas’ Ya’
Kolla’j. 1981) dredging of the navigation channel shall occur only
between January 1 and March 31 of any year. Dredge spoils are
routinely deposited on the north jetty and breakwater of the Port
of La Push° All dredging is timed, and measures are undertaken
to protect fish habitat of the Quileute Reservation. The port
facility is in need of significant repair and upgrading. The
Tribe has received a small grant from the state to assist in
strategic planning for port improvements including bulk fuel
storage, waste oil containment~ solid waste removal and public
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rest rooms (Schaftlein r 1992).

Scattered areas on and off the Reservations ace culturally
significant to the Tribe.s~ Property of cultural, significance
have an important role in the current commu~ity, b~t also may
have historic significance to the ’!’ribe’s beliefs, custcms and
practices as well. These sites may be impo~:tant i~ culturally
significant events, activities or observances have occuxred at
the location, or if the user group designated a nane to that
particular place. These sites include ancient villages such as
Ozette, burial grouLnds, ceremonial places for prays_r, preparation
and training, lookout plac.es, etc .... (Pascua, 1992) , James Island
and First Beach are particularly i~.portant to the 2uileute Tribe
as ancient burial q~[rounds and areas of spicitual s [gnificance°
The Hoh shoreline i.s a burial area for ancestors of the Hoh
people. Destruction Island is als.o spiritually sijnificant to
the Hoh Tribe. In addition to areas set a~ide as ".ulturally
significant, the Makah Tribe has reserved over 1,0)0 acres of
reservation land bordering the Pacific Coast as a ~iiderness
area. The Quinault Tribe has set aside ofEshore r,~cks and
islands as bird and wildlife sanctuaries. In addi~ion, the
estuarine habitats essential for salmon and ~¢ildli:~e are
protected from development by policies set forth i~i the Quinault
Coastal Zone Manaqement Plan (Quinault Planning Co~.,mission,
19,’/9) 

Tourism holds future economic pro~~ise to the ~oastal tribes
and is being strategically targeted as a way to .al~.eviate the
severe economic conditions prevailing on the reser,.~ations° The
Quileute Tribe has a strong interest in tourism. [i,a Pusia Ocean
Park Resort provides a range of accommodations. FILture efforts
to accommodate tourism will emphasize providing fo<Jd service~
building additional tourist rental ~nits, increasi~g winter
tourism visitation rates~ providing charter fishin~ services, and
providing a museum/cultural center~ During %he to[!rist season,
the tourist enterprises ,on the Quilfeute Reservatioli may bring the
effective population of La Push to approxil~ately 3~ 000 persons
(Penn, 1992). The Makah Tribe is also targe~-.ing tcl.urism..
especially with their plans to expand and diversify the port of
Neah Bay.

B. Sanctuary Stud~ Area Resources

The study area of the Olympic Coast N~ttiona~L ~arine
Sanctuary lies in the Oregonian biogeographic province (Figure 2,
p. 1-10) which extends from Cape Mendocino, California, north to
Cape Flattery, Washington, including the Strait of Juan de Fuca.
This province is characterized by a narrow contineltal shelf,
mountainous shoreline and steep rot~ky headlands, irterspersed
with open sandy and pocket beaches, many sma~°l and few large
rivers, and small estuaries with bay-mouth barrier~ Waters in
the Oregonian Province are cool and relatively clear with sea-
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surface temperatures ranging between 9°-11 ° in winter and 13°-15°

in summer. Ocean waters are dominated by the California Current.
This province is characterized by having the greatest volume of
upwelling in North America from February to September resulting
from the interaction of ocean currents, winds and the submarine
canyons that indent the shelf, most notably, the Juan de Fuca
Canyon. These environmental factors combine to produce highly
productive nutrient-rich waters and abundant marine resources
along the outer coast and in the estuaries of Grays Harbor,
Willapa Bay and the Columbia River.

The proposed marine sanctuary supports a multitude of
species of algae, invertebrates, birds, marine mammals, and
commercially important finfish and shellfish. Federally listed
endangered or threatened species such as the bald eagle,
peregrine falcon, brown pelican, Aleutian Canada goose, short-
tailed albatross (although not listed as endangered within the
United States), northern (Steller) sea lion, and gray, blue, 
humpback whales inhabit this coastal area and the adjacent
mainland. The rocky headlands along the coast north of Point
Grenville provide important habitat for a wide variety of seabird
populations, while the offshore islands and rocks of the Flattery
Rocks, Quileute Needles, and Copalis National Wildlife Refuges
are important as haulout areas for California sea lions and
northern sea lions, and roosting and nesting habitat for
seabirds. The western Strait of Juan dle Fuca se~es as an
important migration corridor for bird and fish species moving to
and from the San Juan Island archipelago and Puget Sound.
Salmon,. groundfish (e.g., halibut, rockfish, cod, sablefish,
whiting), and shellfish (crabs, razor clams, oysters) are 
mainstays of commercial and recreational fisheries in the
sanctuary study area.

i.. Environmental Conditions

(a) Geoloq~

The Pacific margin of the United States is the tectonically
active edge of the North American crustal plate ([composed mostly
of continental crust) that has collided with and is overriding
the sea floor of the Juan de Fuca oceanic crustal plate. The
coastal margin is characterized by a narrow continental shelf,
slope and rise, and is marked by earthquakes associated with
geological faulting and volcanism (McGregor and Offield, 1986).
The area of the proposed sanctuary is subjected to tectonic
forces caused by the combined movements of the large Pacific and
North America Plates and the smaller Juan de Fuca Plate (Figure
ii). The altered sedimentary rocks of the Olympic Mountains and
the volcanoes of the Cascade Range (Mount Saint Helens, for
example) are the result of the convergence of these plates
composed of oceanic and continental crusts.
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Figure ii. Plate ’~ ~ctonzc Structure of the Pacific: Northwest
Continental and Oceanic Region ," ’ (~trlck2 and and
Chasan, 19891).
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The continental shelf of the Washington coast is smooth and
narrow, ranging in width from eight to forty miles (Washington
State Dept. of Ecology, 1986). Submarine canyons incise the
continental shelf and slope along the entire coast, and the heads
of Juan de Fuca and Quinault Canyons are included witlhin the
proposed sanctuary (Figure 12). The continental slope consists
of a steep and highly incised upper portion, and a more gently
sloping lower portion which grades into the Cascadia Basin (Baker
and Hickey~ 1986). Although glacial deposits comprise the
underlying relic sediments of the continental shelf, the Columbia
River is the dominant source of modern sediments for the southern
Washington Shelf (Nittrouer, 1978 in Baker and Hickey, 1986).
The northern shelf is fed by sediments carried from the Strait of
Juan de Fuca. Year-round bottom currents and winter storms
transport much of this sediment north-northwest. The sediment
accumulates on the shelf as a band of sandy silt with the inner
shelf sandy and the outer shelf comprised primarily of silt and
clay (Carson, et al., 1986). Much of this sediment 
transported to and deposited in the Quinault Canyon where it
gradually works downhill into the Cascadia Basin (Cutshell, e_tt
al., 1986) .. Overlying the bedrock along many areas of the coast
are deposits of sand and gravel laid down by glacial streams
during extensive glaciation of the Olympic Mountains during the
Pleistocene Epoch some 17,000 to 70,000 years ago (Rau, 1973).
Prominent gravel pockets lie off Cape Flattery, Grays Harbor, and
the mouth of the Quinault River (Moore and Luken, 1979)

The uplifted broad coastal plain that forms the coast of
Washington extends from Cape Flattery southward and includes two
tidal inlets, Willapa Bay and Grays Harbor (Weissenborn and
Snavely, 1968}. Broad beaches, dunes, and ridges dominate the
coastline from Cape Disappointment on the north side of the
Columbia River rsouth, to the Hoh River (Moore and Luken, 1979).
The plain rises eastward and merges with the foothills of the
Olympic Mountains. Wave action has eroded the plain through time
and formed steep cliffs along the coast, except at river mouths.
For most of the coast between Cape Flattery and Point Grenville
these cliffs rise abruptly 50 to 300 feet above a wave-cut
platform. This wave.-cut platform, which normally extends about
half a mile from shore, J s nearly two miles wide west of Ozette
Lake. Small islands, sea stacks, and rocks dot the
platform’s surface. Islands can be found in all stages of
development from partially isolated promontories to true islands
several acres in extent (op. cit.). The largest~, Destruction
Island, is 1°5 km longo

(b) Meteoroiochy

The climate of western Washington is characterized by
relatively mild winters and moderately dry cool summers. Most
air masses reaching the coast originate over the Pacific Ocean
and exert a moderating influence throughout the year. The
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climate is influenced by topography, location along the windward
coast, prevailing westerly winds, and the position and intensity
of high and low pressure centers over the North Pacific Ocean
(Phillips and Donaldson, 1972)~

In late spring and summer~ westerly to northwesterly winds
associated with the North Pacific high pressure system produce a
dry season. In late fall and winter, southwesterly and westerly
winds associated with the then dominant Aleutian low pressure
system provide ample moisture and cloud cover for the wet season
which begins in October. The rising and cooling of moist air
along the windward slopes of the Willapa Hills and Olympic
Mountains produces an area of heavy precipitation from the coast
to the crests.. Annua]. amounts range from 70 to I00 inches over
the southern coastal plains and from 125 to 200 inches in the
"rain forest" area on the western slope of the Olympic Mountains
(op. cit.) 

Afternoon temperatures near the coast during the summer are
generally in the upper 60~s (°F). In an average winter, maximum
temperatures range from 38°F to 45°F and minimums from 28°F to
35 °F (op. cit..)o The highest wind speeds recorded on the
Washington coast reached 150 mph at North Head at the mouth of
the Columbia River in January 1941, and 94 mph at Tatoosh Island
in November 1942 (Oceanographic Institute of Washington, 1977, in
Strickland and Chasan~ 1989).

Ocean surface water temperature near the coast averages
about 48°F in February~ 52°F in May, 57°F in August, and 50°F in
November. The range of seawater temperature is greater in
shallow and protected bays along the coast. The temperature
range offshore is slight throughout the year, thus inshore-
offshore migrations of biota associated with seabed temperature
changes (common in other coastal areas such as the mid-Atlantic)
do not occur.

(c) Waves and Currents

The Washington outer coast is known for its rough seas and
large waves. Extremes of wave height ranging from 15m to 29m
have been recorded on and beyond the continental shelf
(Strickland and Chasan, 1989). The height and direction of waves
vary seasonally. During summer, waves are lower in height,
predominately from the northwest, causing longshore currents and
sediment transport to the south. In winter, waves are generally
higher and from the southwest, causing northerly longshore
currents and sediment transport (Ballard, 1964 in Terich and
Levenseller, 1986) o U.So Army Corps of Engineers (COE) hindcast
data for a station off Grays Harbor show nearshore wave heights
to average about 4m during November through January with maximum
heights of almost 8m during October through December. Wave
heights on the outer shelf average almost 5m during December
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through January with a maximum of llm in January (J.S. Army Corps
of Engineers, 1988). The most severe wave conditi3ns are caused
by winter storms originating near Japan that move 3nto the U.S.
Pacific coast. Storm winds ahead of warm fronts g=-nerate waves
with significant wave heights up to 6-7m; winds associated with
cold fronts generate waves of 8-10m significant height (Kachel
and Smith, in press). Tsunamis, long-period sea wlves produced
by submarine earthquakes or volcanoes, occasionaliT strike the
Washington coast. The Alaskan earthquake of 1964 i~roduced a
tsunami that reached a height of almost 4m at Seav Jew
Washington.

The oceanic current system off the coast of W~ishington is
comprised of theCallfornla’ " Current, Davidson Curr~.nt, and
California Undercurrent (Figure 13)o The seasonal variation 
the pattern of coastal circulation is the result of- changes in
direction of the dominant winds associated with la~ge-scale
atmospheric pressure cells over the Pacific Ocean.

The California Current flows southward beyond the
continental shelf througlhout the year. This curre~:t is
approximately 1,000 km wide with a ’typical velocity of i0 cm/s.
It brings low temperature, low salinity, high oxygen, and high
phosphate subarctic water from high t:o low ]atitudes (Hickey, in
press). The California Current is strongest in Ju]y and August
in association with the dominant, westerly to north%esterly winds.

The California Undercurrent, a narrow (20 kin) subsurface
countercurrent, flo~s northward along the upper cortinental slope
with its core at a depth of about 200m. This curr£nt is also
strongest in the summer with a mean velocity of about i0 cm/s.
It brings warmer, more saline, low oxygen, low phosphate
equatorial water from low to high latitudes (Hicke~, 1979). 
southward flowing bottom current (the Washinc|ton Ur.dercurrent)
flows deeper along the slope at about 400m depth during the
winter.

During winter~ the California current e.ither moves offshore
or is replaced by the near surface northward flowing Davidson
Current~ The Davidson Current flows over the slope and outer
shelf during winter and early spr:inc[ in association with the
dominant- southerly or southwesterly winds. It flows at a mean
velocity of 20 cm/s and is associated with water ma~ses with the
same characteristics as the California Undercurrent.

Currents over the continental shelf tend to follow the
seasonal pattern of the oceanic currents, but are also strongly
influenc.ed by local winds, bottom and shoreline con[iguration,
and freshwater input (Strickland and Chasan~ 1989) ~’Figure 14).
General circulation over the shelf during winter is northward,
driven by the southerly or southwesterly winds that predominate
during that season° During the summer, northerly winds and
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Figure 14. Simp].ified Mean Winter and Sum~me:r Cu:rr~nt Patterns on
the Washington Shelf. [ Mean Flow alonc~ the bottom is
northward in all seasons. Mean surface flow is
southward in summer a c,~om anied by Co6stal Upwelling
of Deeper Water. Mean Surface Flow is northward in
Winter~ accompanied by Coastal Downwel] ing of Surface
Water ] (Strickland and Chasan, 1989).
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associated upwelling produce a southward flow in the upper 100m.
Current meter data (Hopkins, 1971; Hickey et al., 1986, in Ridge
and Carson, 1987) show that, on the average, near-bottom currents
move northward and slightly offshore over the entire year.

Both the strength and direction of the currents over the
shelf are highly variable. Maximum mean surface cur:rent speeds
of 17 to 20 cm/s in a southerly direction have been observed at
20-30m depth in mid-shelf between April and June. Local currents
in the surface layer may show complete reversals over the course
of a few days due to passing weather systems, or fluctuations
over weeks or months due to large-scale events such as
temperature/salinity anomalies or E1 Ni~o.

As currents flow south along the coast during spring and
summer, a combination of northwesterly winds and the earth’s
rotation causes the surface waters to be deflected offshore. As
these waters are moved offshore they are replaced with cold,
nutrient-rich waters from below. This process of upwelling
introduces the nitratesl phosphates, and silicates that are
essential for the high phytoplankton production that forms the
basis for the oceanic food chain. The majority of this upwelling
occurs within 10-20 km of the coast with the strongest offshore
flow in the upper 10m of the water column. The submarine
canyons that indent the Washington shelf are sites of enhanced
upwelling (Parmenter and Bailey, 1985). Water upwelled from the
Astoria and Quinault canyons moves across the shelf and is
uplifted into the near-surface layers in the nearshore zone
(Hickey, in press). Water upwelled in the Juan de Fuca canyon
reaches close enough to the surface that it mixes into the
surface layer and provides a direct source of nutrients over the
canyon system (Freeland and Denman, 1982, in Hickey, in press).
Upwelling occurs into the Strait of Juan de Fuca via the eastern
head of the canyon. Downwelling, or sinking of surface waters,
occurs along the coast during winter when southwest winds cause
the onshore transport of surface waters. Downwelling produces
intrusions of offshore surface water into the Strait of Juan de
Fuca.

Tides on the Washington coast and Strait of Juan de Fuca
are semidiurnal mixed tides with two high and low tides each
tidal cycle characterized by inequalities in heights of
successive high and/or low tides. Tidal currents on the shelf
may reach i0 cm/s. Near shore, where tides are influenced by
flow in and out of estuaries, tidal currents may exceed the mean
wind-driven currents. Tidal ranges along the coast are large,
averaging about 3.5m, ensuring a rich intertidal community. At
Port San Juan (Port Renfrew) on Vancouver Island, for instance,
the highest tides reach a level of about 3.5m above mean lower
low water (Kozloff, 1983).

The Columbia River is the largest river on the U.S. west
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coast .and its large input of freslhwater to ~zhe ocean affects the
coastal waters of ’lqashington and Oregon. A lowo-s~ linity surface
plume is directed northward along the Washington <’.oast by the
prevailing current.~.~ i:n winter (Figure 15). The sLrface waters
moving toward the coa~:~t hold the :.r_iver dis~charge ~ rom the
Columbia River nea:.c the shoreline and downwelling allows the
water to migrate into the Strait of Juan de Fuca e long the
southern shore. F’:.resh water discharges froy....~ othe$, rivers in the
sanctuary study area are ~hown in Appe:ndix C (FigL:re 2)o

A marine eco~£ystem i.~; a very complex and interconnected
world with no harc~ lineg of delineation between its various

parts. Physical ohancjes often occur gradua].ly~ Changes may
include the shape and c ° ’~omposltion of the sea floor, depth~ light
intensity, salinity, temperature, biota, eto..o Different
combinations of these conditions form unique areas referred to as
"habitats. " Marine habitats are functional associations between
places, water characteristics and living re~-~ources. The depth,
surroundings, and species of a given area largely ~efine the
habitat for that a~:"ea0 A group of similar habitats for~.os an
ecological "zone" ~nd a unique combination of one ~r more zones
forms an ecosyste]’:.~.

A marine ecosystem has three broad regions th. lt cut across
zones and habitats° These regions are referred to here as
"environments." ’J?he "vii.tt.oral,, environment is simgly the
tidelands or intertidal area. The ~’subtidai" envi:~onment is the
sea floor from extreme low-tide to the edge of the continental
shelf. The "neret:ic" environment is the water collmn over the
continental shelf° These environments shape the f~)rm and
function of all livinq ~’~J.arine resources.

The littoral and ’.:~ublittoral environments (ti~eland~ and
floor of the continental shelf) are home to such i:,iverte0rate
groups as polychaete worms, molluscs,, arth~copods~ ~.~chinoderms~,
and crustaceans. ][:n addition, these benthic envir~,nment~ harbor
a wealth of marine plant life to include ma[~i~ ~ va:r.i.~.ties of kelp,
su.rfgrass, and red~, green, and brown aigae.. Marin~. vegetation is
dependent upon quality and quantity of sun~!i,~ht fo] o growth and
reproduction and is therefore confined to depths l~ss than 55
fathoms (the euphoric ~’one). Therefore, non.-planktonic species
are most abundant in the nearshore thinning out as the sea floor
progresses seaward to greater depth. Since the ~e~.ward [kimit of
the preferred sanctuary ]boundary generally follows the 100 fathom
isobath, all marine plant :resources off the Olympi< coast would
be within the sanct~lary boundary.

Organisms found in the neritic envirornuent (t~e waters over
the continental shelf) include phytoplankton,, zoop3ankton, and
most of the commercially important fish stocks (e.co, saimon~
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lingcod, sablefish, Pacific cod, and hake). An~d:omous species
are most present in the study area during outward juvenile
migration and inland spawning migration. Marine ~irds such as
shearwaters, alcids, storm-petrelsv jaegers, and ~,halaropes feed
throughout the study area. Marine mammals, inclu<[ing the
northern and California sea lions, harbor ;seal, s~:a otter,
California gray whale~ iharbor porpoise, and numer<.~us other
species of cetaceans are found in these coa~tal a~i~d offshore
waters to varying degrees and at varying times°

As noted above, the littoral~ subtidal and n~retic
environments weave through a series of bio-geogl~a~hical zones.
There are five such zones along the Washington co6st: i> the
beach surf zone; 2 I, the rocky surf zone; ~) the alove tide rocky
shore zone; 4) the pelagic oceanic zone; and 5) t~e benthic
oceanic zones. These zones run parallel to the ~hore and are
defined by depth, bathymetry and sediment composi%ion. Habitats
within these zones are the basic marine come, unitiEs discussed in
this section.

The five zones and twelve associated habitats of the
Washington coast extend seaward from the shore to the edge of the
continental shelf. They range from turbulent rocky intertidal to
deep and relatively placed sandy bottoms offshore. Each habitat
is described separately in the pages that follow. Species lists
for each habitat are arranged by trophic classification groupings
in Appendix F. The. pictorial descriptions and spezies lists are
reprinted from a report prepared for the U.S. F~sh and Wildlife
Service (Procter, et al., 1980).

i. Beach Su~:f Zone

The beach surf zone is a dynamic environment ~ith constantly
shifting sands caused by wave action and longshore transport
(Figure 16). The beach surf zone is characterized by two habitat
types: i) beach surf-unprotected; and 2) beach surf-protected.
The sandy beaches ~:~f tlhe northern outer coast of W.Ishington are
pocket beaches, nestled between resistant headland;~. Beach surf
habitats have much ~ ~ lower productivity and diversit’T than rocky
habitats but may be the sole support for c ’, ~ertaln :~pecies (eg.
razor clam, Dungeness crab, and spawning surf smel ~). Most
organisms, such as polychaete worms~ bivalve mollu.~ks (including
razor clam), isopods, and amphipods r burrow in the sand. Sand
dollars, shrimps, purple olive snails, and Dungene:~s crabs live
on the sandy bottom~ Fishes found in this ~habitat include the
staghorn sculpin, flounder, sand lance, and various; species of
sole and surfperch. Shorebirds and some terrestri~,.1 birds also
forage in these areas.

Beach Surf-Unprotected Habita,~

Unprotected beach ihabitat areas are intersper~ ed along the
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GENERAl

CON4ENTS I
Extensive beach/durle complexes occur fro~ the Southern Vashington coas~ soutl~ard along the

Oreqon Coast to (aoe Slanco: Smaller .beaches and strand comnmnlties are associated with head-
land complexes all along Ihe coast, The Beach Surf Zone Is a hlgh energy area ~ith shifting
sobstrate and timited species diversity. The Above Tide Beach and Du~ Zone ;)re unstable and,. jec, to .,er .iod .r______o,_,on as! as __---- ......
There are only $mal I chanqes in elevation within the zone but Ih¢ cha=~&¢s are very important

TOPOGRAPHY

~OILS

CLIMATE

HYDROLOGY

due to tidal c~cles in Ihe beaches and water table relationships in t~ dunes. Predominant
dune soils include the Westport arid Netart series. $Jestm~ort soils are typ;ca~}y found in re-
cently stabllizedslightly~eathered sand. They are a p0or)y oevelopzd "so|l a~d are a I,~-mber
of the mixed mesic family nF Typic Udipsammerts fU.$.D.A., 1975A). Soils are nutrients poor
an4 become saline near the beach (Ran~ell, 1972].
Marine i;rluences Stron91ymodify climatic co¢lditions, especially on the i~mediate coastal Strip.
]~)e climate is mild with small variations in temperc)ture. Hean temperature for January ranges
!between 5 to 8°C (~l to ~7°F) and between I) to 16°C (~; to 81°F) for July. S~ and heavy freezes
!are infrequent. Uinters are wet and cool with occasional storms generating heavy precipita-
tion and $¢ron~ .inds (50-I00 HPH winds can be expected LO OCCUr once eve~ 100 years)
(U.S.O°A,= 1~]SA). I|icroclimat¢ chan(jes are dramat!c in dunes (Rarv~eil, 1~72).

., ,
Precipitation averages between 200 to )OO cm (78 to il8 inches) with the bul~ fallir~j
between I~ov~n~er and April. Frequent summer fogs arid subsequent fogdrip compensate for
sums~r hydration stress. The soils are highly permeable. Recharge of gro~n~ water and
surficial waters is directly frem= precipitation. The deflation plain and marshes are
subject to annual inundations during winter. The water table ~s usually very ,close to
the surface on the deflation plain but Is subject to seasona~ variations. I~ ground
~ater reNoval is greater than recharge, sale water iintrus|on frequently occurs,

"%- "~

Figure 16. Beach Surf Zone Environment; (Procter et. al, 1980).
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Olympic coast as pocket, beaches between rocky sho-~es and
headlands (Figure 17). This habitat becomes distAnctly more
prevalent south of Point Grenville. These beaches receive direct
wave energy that sometimes "armors" the beach with gravel,
cobbles or a mix of both. This armoring is often seasonal,
affected by changes in tide levels, winds,, currents and other
oceanographic and atmospheric conditions. Changi~g conditions
may also simply add o3c subtract sand, altering th~ slope and
elevation of the beach.. As the substrate sediments shift, flora
and fauna must be able to endure the alteraZions c,r move to new
areas to survive. Thus~ species composition and Cominance may
fluctuate at different times of tlhe year.

Beach ~Lrf-Protected Habitat

Protected bea<.~h habitats occur along the Olynpic coast as
pocket beaches between :cocky shores and headlands (Figure 18).
These areas are shielded from direc.t wave force b~ close
proximity to headlands or protection behind offshcre reefs, sea
stacks~ or islands~ Protected beaches are more stable than
unprotected beaches and are more likely to retain a consistent
substrate composition~ Less scouring from waves allows finer
sediments (sand and organic matter) to settle on the seafloor.

Boulder and cobble fields are often fo~nd lying on sandy
bottoms in the protected coves of the northern Olympic coast
(e.g. (;ape Alava and Cedar Creek). They support a much greater
diversity of organisms tha, n the sandy intertidal aceas. These
unique conditions support rocky-shore organisms fo]nd on large
boulders, protected-shore organisms ,occurring in t~e lee of large
rocks, and soft-sediment: organisms living in the slbstrate
beneath cobbles and boulders (Dethier, 1988) o Alg.le and many
invertebrates such as hardshell clams, crabs and o=her
crustaceans, polychaete worms, and sea squirts are found in this
habitat..

ii. Rocky S~2f .~one

The rocky surf zone is found on rocky substra~e between the
lowest tidal level ..and the highest tidal level (Figure 19).
Organisms living in thi:~ zone must be able to with~;tand periodic
desiccation, high temperature and light, low saline.ties, and
strong wave actior~ (Nybakken, 1982). In the northeastern
Pacific, intertidal zones of the. raost wave--beaten ~hores receive
more energy from the breaking waves than from the ~’.un (Leigh, e_tt
a_!l., 1987). High wave energy enhances the product_~vity of
intertidal organisms by providing space for habita%ion as species
are eroded away, and by increasing the capacity of algae to
acquire nutrients and use . unllght

The rocky surf zo:~Le of the outer coast of the Olympic
Peninsula includes some of the most complex and diverse shores in
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Beach Surf Zone
A Unpro~.ectL~l Beach

UNPROTECTED BEACH
Habitat Description Char,acterl+tlc Flora
Ope~ ocean be~ches are e~posed to surf action all year.
AS a result of ~aves and associated currents, ~h~ sands
are ¢ontincaally in mrzotion paralle| to the coast and off-
shore or onshore depe~ndln 9 on the season. SUmmer move-
meet is toward IUhe south and onshore; winter m0veaent Is
to tke r, orrh arKI offshore. Because of poundir~ waves andl
shifting sands this Is 4 rigoro¢~ environment a~ re.-
flectd by the reduced standing crops and |¢~ diversity.
DJat~ caamunity In surf zone wa|er column is d11stinct
fr~ that beyc~l the breakers. HaJb~ta¢ extertds frc~
driftwood on berm seaward to breaker depth and ;ncludes
rhe foreshore ae)d aearshore. Logs and other ~bris are
strancied behllbd the herin.

Food Web
Lower be~ch macrofauna (burro*vlflg in sand) depend pri-
mrlly on surf zone phytoplanklon. Helofamnz (living
on and between ~and grains) despond) mainly on dissolved
organic matter and mlrroc£etrl(us filtered Irc~ ~ea ~,ater
I)y sand. Iteach wrack at and above high tide line Is
fond source for scavengers, such as beacJ1 hoppers.

Surf: zone v~ter co|ur, n ofte~ dedicated by one specle~
of diatom, Ch~etoceros at’mat~um, as~iated with Aster-
ioreeila sAmcialis (L~:*,,in and Kackas, 1972).

Character i st ~c Faurha
Invelrtebrates: razor ¢1~, mole crab, purple olive
sn~ll, r~reld ~r~, bI~l ~n=, shrimp, mysids,
~hipnds. i sopodls.

Fish: surf perch, s[arry f]o~uzdler.

BI rd~;: gulls, sancl.~r I ~,9.

Figure 17. Beach Surf Zone Habitat-Unprotected (Procter et. al.,
1980) 
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Beach Surf Zone
Protected Be~ac~

PROTEC TED BEACH
J~lb~ tat Description
Low energy beaches ass~aci~ted with headlands and bGhtn4
plrotectlve barriers (e~9. offs~re reefs). Note organic
mterlal In sand than ~m ~he unpro[ect~<l beaches.
Beaches not as subject te erosion and hence provide a
more stable habitat for the ~or~ diverse fauna found ~,~
pcoteeted beacf~s than (~n beaches subject to the
pounding surf. Itabita[ includes foreshore and n~r-
shore. Driftwood and b~a;.’q wr~k a,re str-~nded behind
I:1~ herin.

Food Web
Detritus plays a major role in I.~J~e food we~. Addlt|or~|
primary c(mtributions (~e from the Wnytoplard(ton
c(miplement of the ocea~J ~ter. tletrltlvores and
e~lvores are fed upon by sever~| Invertebrate cal~l-
voresp whlch in turn a~’e ~:ed Ul~)~ by birds.

£haracter| $ ti¢ Flora
I(o’~~ primary prcduction occurs.

Character ist i,: Fauna
|nvertebrabes: tsopods, ~ilxxls. ~ach hoppe~’,
spionid Nor~m, phoronids’, ~mgemess crab, hermll:
~.rab.

Fish: s~rf perch, flatfi~h.

Birds: slv)r~:b(rds ~d 9rlls.

Figure 18. Beach Surf Zone Habitat-Protected (Proc~ter et. al.,
 980).
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GENERAL
CONRENT5

TOPOGRAPHY
AlktO

SOILS

HEADLANDS El, RQGKY ISLANO@
Head|and5 are ¢~rlne/terrestr|al ecot0nes typical oF open rocEy coasts. They are stressful, hJ9h
energy elwironl~ents. Coastal islands occur all a|ong the coast eKcept in the vicinity of ehe

[Dibble River mouth. Many support Important sea bird colonies and hauling areas (or n~rine
~nmals. Intertidal areas are subject to severe physical and chemical conditions. $o~e Dceanlc
habitats (e, 9, Surfg~ass) overlap with the Rocky Surf Zone.

I~adlanCls a~e ~ypiuilly steep and precipitous. S0ils are 9enerally local in or~gi, and derived fro
basalt r~orth of Cap~.. Blar~co and of sedimentary e~teria| ~.~outh of the Cape. Cliffs c.an drop directly
into the mar|ne system to moderate deoths. Slun~i- 9 of (:liffs is l.he sedit~nt sou¢ce for ~%ny
local bea~l~s o

Climate is maritime with fluctuations of temperature a~d precipitation ,mte~. Hea~ te~Jperature
ran~jes b,b~e~.n 5° and ~o~ (~1 to ~°F) for January and between ° and 16 °C ($ 7 to 61~F] for July
Sno~ and heavy freezes are atypical. Uinters are t~et and cool with occasiol~al storms 9eneratln9
heavy pr~c|pltatJwn, e~treme tidal ranges, and st~n9 ~inds. Strong ~i~ds I:req~enl|y break Off
@rees and carry salt sp¢ay |nla~d ~d~ich strongly influences the makeup of the h~bitat.

The three mjor ~zter inputs to the Above Tide area are t¢lnter precipitati,~% salt spray, and
scuemer fog drip. Freshwater aquallc habita[s are ut~cc~r~n. Discharge is ~suatly directly into
the ocean. ~aves are concentrated De heard lands, and local cureent$ can be severe.

A
Unpl ets¢ia4

Figure 19. Rocky Surf Zone (Procter et. al~, 1980).
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the United States (Dethier, 1988) ~ Dethier est~.m6~tes that the
rocky intertidal area of this section of c:o~st cortains at least
1130 plant species (2 vascular plants, 5 ol more lJ_chens~ and over
1:20 algae) and 180 animal species (mostly i]~ivertehrates)
(Appendix C). Two habitats are present iE tlhis zcne~
distinguished from one another primarily by diffe1~ences in wave
energy°

Variation in the degree of exposure to envircnment£~l factors
can create marked zonation patte~L~ns within i~<ock~ ~ sJrf habitats
(]Foster, et al~, 1988] .. These visually distinctiv~ bands of
organisms are the result of wave action intensity ~t varying tide
levels, toleranoe of orqanisms to air and s<nlic[ht, and the
presence or absence of predators (Stee~quist, i~87). W~thin each
rocky surf habitat are four vertical bands (or "~zo~les"-this term
should not to be confused with ecological z:ones): a splash zone,
and upper, middle, and lower intertidal_ zones~ Th~ splash zone
receives the spray from the surf during hig]~ tide ~nd is covered
with water only during st0rms. Algae, lichens, linpets, and
pe.riwinkles are resident:s here. The upper interti ~al area is
flooded during high tideso Barnacles, snails, ~us ~els, seaweeds,
and crabs frequent the roc.ks while shrimp, sculpin, and other
fishes swim in the tidepools. The middle il-~tertid~l area is
inundated more regularly and contains more biota tilan the higher
zones. Predominant animals include mussel~,, sea s~ars, snails,
worms, crabs, whelks, clhitons, and rock scallops. The lower
intertidal zone is exposed to the air only during ~he lowest
tidal stages. It has a greater biological diversi~y than the
other three zones° Typical organisms include star ~ish, anemones,
octopi, sea urchins, sea cucumbers~ and nudibranch.~.

Sand-impacted rocky areas occur where rocky o~itcrops lie
adjacent to or in tlhe middle of high-energv sand b~.aches. Rocky
surfaces that are scoured or periodically buried b’~ sand require
organisms living there to be tolerant of the burial_ and resistant
to the scouring. Tolerant animals include the clo~ling anemone
and several genera of chitons and tube worms~

Rocky Surf-Unprotected iHabitat

Exposed rocky surf ihabitats vary from sEeep b~drock found on
promontories and sea stacks, to flat benches dot~e(~ with
tidepools (Figure 20). ,Only the most wave~-toleran-~: organisms
such as gooseneck b~rnacles and sea palms can su~cv~ ve on the
steep bedrock. These areas receive full, di_~cect w~ve fo~cce that
produces a continuous erosional process. ~’he sediLent f~com this
scouring action is ~orted and deposited on nearbv ~ocket beaches.
Species in this envlLronment are qu[te r~si] i~nt i~n( ~ t icall

......... yp ~ y
find protection within hard shells cementec ~e the rocks or b’
inhabiting available crevices.
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Rocky Surf Zo~
A Ue.p ro~.ec ted

Headlands &
Rocky t s la.d~

1
ROCKY ,SURF- UNPROTECTED

Habitat Descript io~
This zemo Is dlaractcrized as a~ high ~rgy enviror~me~t.
Both plant z.d animals ]ivir~ 9 in this zone must be abJe
to withstand the force oF the l:~unclin9 surf. I~ny of
the rJrganirm~ must also be adapted to extreme tempera-
ture~ al~l saainity variahilicy, as ~ll as e~osore to
fresh water rain conditions. 1this habi~a~ is cob~cl-
dent with pert of I;h~ ~ar-sho~’e Kelp habitat
and of the Surfgrass I~bi tat of the oceanic

~Vegel~ted Benthic ~o~te,

Food
The food chains are quit~ short (often with only
three; trol~l¢ leve~ls} an~I include at least the
following modes of feeding: p]~kt(~|c 1:oo4~

~.xtracted by filte~ fe~clers; =acroalgae hav~aested by
the grazlnxj ani=ls; bacteria =rod perip~yton eate~
by ol~her graziers. Precletors a=~e from both the
terr~trial =~d m~rlree real=s.

Figure 20. Rocky Surf Habitat-Unprotected
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The protected rocky surf hab~L..at is a broad ~fave-cut terrace
or an area where the force of waves is reduced by offshore rocks
or sea stacks " ,(~ig,~lre 21) Lower wave .... - ¯ actlon and less spray
enable different species of plants and an.i.mals to live here than
on the exposed coast. Barnacles s turban s~,nails,, ~eriwinkles, as
well as surfgrasses a~:e abundant in this ~ore protected habitat.

ill. Above Tide ~,ocky Shore ~’~one

Though this habitat is landward beyond the sanctua1~y
boundary, it is extremely important to the nearshcre ecosystem
(]Figure 22). It provides critical statio~i]~g and nestir~g areas
for ma]:ine birds a.~ well as pupping and hauiout sites for marine
mammals Human modi ~ "~ ’- f~cdtlons to this habit~;t can ~%ave drastic
effects on the local ecology by altering sediment loading or
creating conditions that allow predator access to previcusly
isolated areas. ]~llost headlands a~!d rocky islands of the outer
Olympic coast and western Strait. c~f Juan de Fuca ace protected
within Federal, state, or tribal lands,,

iv. The Pelagic Oceanic Zone

The oceanic zones in the Sanctuary st~dy area are divided
into two major categories: i) the pelagic zone - zomprising the
water column; and 2) tlne benthic zone ~ comprising the seafloor
and waters one meter above (Proctor, e tt~ a_~l~ 1980) (Figure 2:)).
The pelagic and benthic zones ach have habitats t]lat are

e

characterized by the presence or absence of light. The pelag:[c
zone can be divided into the euphotic and disphoti~ zones, and
the benthic zone i rrto vegetated and non-vegetated :’ones.

The euphotic and disphotic habitats toqI~ethed$ ~.omprise the
pelagic oceanic zone° Tihese are the largest spa~i~.l habitats
within the marine ecosystem, and they support pl;~n):ton (sea

driftei~s), and nekton (free swinu~eic~) o Seabirds t~rive in 
euphotic habitat, and many dive to impressive de]gtls for food.
Within the context of this report~ the pelagic zon~ is svnonymous
with the neritic environment d~ , .... " °
section~ ’ ±=cu .... e@ at the begi~ ning of this

The depth of t.he euphotic layer is dete:~:mined by the
distance that !xgh~, penetrates the water" c,=,lumn (,’( 

.~9ure 24).This boundary is c~u]]ti]%ua!_ty in flux and is affected by £actors
such as latitude, :~eason,. c.loud cove:c~ t.urbidity~ sea state, and
time of day This is t" ~ ~ ~.... h~ layer of the ocean where
phytoplanktonic product ~ ,~>.... ~on occurs and is a g>~:eat feeding area for
many species.
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~ky Surf Zone
B Protected

~k~adlands and
Rocky Islands

ROCKY .,TURF-PROTECTED
I~bitat Description

’The ~e energy in this region is |ower than for unpro~

retted headlands, I~t is hi~ enough so thaz almost no
fine sediments and very li¢tie sand occurs. The orga~-
|~ must be c~lapted to the extremes in temperature and
r, al|n|ty characteristic of this ~nvironme~t. Vertical

[zoMt|on is very pronotmced. Pa~ts of two oceanic Vege-
tated Benthic Zone habitats coincide with this haJ~ita~;
they are Surfgrass and nearsl~re Kelp.

’Food ~£eb
~’.~.b consists Of three rather short and distinct
food chains, as ~ere characteristic of the unprotect~d
coast. Surfgrass becoD~s much more preva|e~t in this
area and the associated co~aJnity Is 1or~ortant.

Chara~terls:tic Flora

Surfgrass (~ad~x tor.re~f~and p~ ~couleri)
is important. Attached ~acroalgae are abundant
in this re~Jion.

Characteristic F~una
HOSt of tP~ species Focmd in ~he unprotected ou£er
coast are ailso found in th~s rl~gion, but some added
forms are also apparent. The ~arious sea anemones
(Axlttrople~ra spp.) are espec~aliiy notable. Various
sea stars ai~ brittle stars an~ occu,.

Figure 21. Rocky Surf Habitat-Protected (Procter et° alL., 1980).



Th--h’T~--h’~bltat occurs e~ steep lOlX~raphy, shallow soils.
and 0ran-erosive substrate alive the previously de-
scribed salt spray zone and ~ea~ard of the coastal
forests. Islands are salami ~)nd are: u~ually within ten
mlles Of shore.

Food Web
terrestrial habltatsp bronsln 9 c~nents Of the

food web are typical. The f~od w~ on islands is
limited. However, islands pv~vide a I~=se frorl
m~nich sea birds an4 marine m~m~als ~pqoit-rwirioe
focal source~.

Vegetatio- is low ]lying. 9radatin) from herbacious
pl~,nts nearest th~ ccbast (seaside plantain, red

~escu~. thrift, s~a~,tch, vetch) :o shrubs (thimble-
berl~t, sa~al, Suks(iorf sage, ltlool~a rose) an~ finally
~.o inland ~orest typica||y d~alna~ed by $~tk~ spruce
an~l i~tern h~rllock~

(:~,rac t©r i s t i c Fauna
F|am~ls: ~Jlack-ta~led deer, ¥o~r~end*s mole, v~grant
sh~e~. Cal~focnia sc~ lion. ~mrth~rn sea lioo, sea
otter, cjray I~0.~.

I~l~ds: storm-petrels, western g~il, California 9ell,
c~mon ~urre, pig~cwt 9uille~t, a Jklets. other
alcids, bl.~ck oys~erc.atche~’, cormorants. Hazy of
t~he lsland~ are ~’,Le~s|vely used ,y colo.ial sea bird

Figure 22. Above Tide Rocky Shore Zone (Procter et~ al., 1980).
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8ATHW~I’RY
AND

5EI) 114JIltS

HYDROGRAPHY

OCEANIC ZONES
In r~eritic torte (~ear shore, over continental sl~lf), Norlheastern Pacific ~urface ~rsters ~Ul~er
200 m) mix with runoff and Uln~c)|ing dee.per ocean ~kltrr~. Runoff recharg~ .utrient supply ~urin~
winter. Spring diatom bloom ral~idly depletes I:~is supply, but upwelllng c~xztinc~lly replaces
limitirvcj nutrient, chiefly nit,are, somer, imes also silicate (Aoclerson, G. C,,, 1972). AnnLkll rate
of prc~lucti~4"l Is over 300 91;/m , more Zion 6 times the average- productivity of the ~hole ocean,
~.cludi~xJ neritic zone (curl, ~970).

Continental sl~elf r,elatively fiat and featureless. Slol~;S slceeper near shore aod outer e~ than
in wider c~ntral area. Slc~es steepen a~d shelf narrow5 frown north to soul:h, r~ecent samds 11e
Inshore, muddy, sediments sea~rd. IP, elict saods exposed at places along ouker ed~o Rdocky bank3
occur irregularly, often associated with headlands. Thickwess of sediments is in dynamic equi-
libriu~n, accretin9 in summer, eroding in winter (Bourke 4.’t al., 1971; K~lm ,el all., 197S|.

Small ~asuna! varia¢lon in I~emlpera(ur’e moams r~nge onl’y It°1; (]~°F) - Largec~iffere-nc~s i~wiudand
precipiati0m; prevailing ~inter winds are sout_te~eesterly, brirKjing storms to t.he coast; summer
winds are z~ostly from the nortlv~esC at speeds usually lair chum in w{nter. About O0~[ of the
annual pr~ipitation occurs fro~ October to ~rch. Shor~e station precipitation data overesti-
~tes rain~rall at sea by ¯ factor of 2 to t~ (£11iott et al., 1971). Dense f o9s, r~laced to up-
~elllng of colder waters, occUr most frequently from midsummer to fall, averaging 3 co 8 davs
per ~th (OIW, 1977).

’ ’ " widely, from 20 to ]J~°foo. altere~ by ,~"~ff and u~wellin9.
T~a|lnilIy of surface ~ter~. varies ¢32 5G/oo IJl~ellir~ J increases surfac~.~te;r salinlty to
Runoff louvers surface salsuity to
>32.~o/~ insumamr, Mater temperaturevaries frxx~ae~an li~igh of: i7.~ °C (6J~°l~:~ toame~n Ic~ of
7.6ol; (h6°F), but annual m~an temperature ran9̄  is only ~°C (l~l°F], from Ik°1; (~7°F) In s~szer 
9oc (~zBoF) ~nwinter. Bothh=ghe~tandl°w’~-~tte=peratures°ccurinsummerdur~9~a’llin9

(Bourke eL al., 1571)-

Re~k~
B ¢

MU4 Muddy S4nd
D

S~ud

N~q- ¥ ICQE ~l,’ylg~ IBI~qTH~¢
B~NTHIIC(~ ZI)NIES

L
A" BKelp ’~ur fgnml~

VEGIrTAIED BENTHIC z40KE

Figure 23. Pelagic Oceanic Zone (Procter et. al.,, lq80).
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Pelagic Oceanic
Zo¢les

Euphoric Pelagic
Zone

A Euphot ic

ELIPHO TIC
Rabi tat Description
This habitat is the upper layer of ~ritlc ocean ~ate~
which is supp|ied with ~unlight ~ufficient for th~
photosynthesis of plants, i .e. ~ to COml~nsation
depth. All net prodc.,c~i0v~ of ol-gan~ic ~tter in tl~e
oceanic pelagic enviro~ozetlt occor~, in this habitat..
Oe~th Of this layer varie~ se~sc~nally and Ioc~lV.y,
generally ran~jin~j bet~en 20 to 80 4Jecers (60 to 260 ~)
deep (Sverdrup et am,, |9~12; S~ll et al., 1~72). in
winter, low primary production is b~laneed by grazing,
maintaini~j depemJent popalations., in spring, diatom
btooms indicate high priory pr(~duction tea~oorarily
e.Kceeding consu~ptlon, A~. nighC, many carnivore~ fr~*
deeper waters (disphotic ~one) ~vade this habitat ~o
feed.

Fc~od Web
Primary productivity Is ~rovided by phyt0p1ankton.
Grazing food ¢l~lns are predominant. Herbivorous
crustaceans, principa|ly :,op~pods and eupl~au~ids,
dic~lnate the ~ [rot~lc lleve|; Jel|yflsh, flshe%
a~l shrl,np are .Ir~ortant ~<ms~ners aC the third troph]c

Figure 24. Euphoric Pelagic Habitat (~’rocter et. ~i., 1980).
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Disphotic Pelagic Habitat

Below the euphotic layer is the dark sphere known as the
disphotic zone (Figure 25). The disphotic layer is the depth 
which photosynthesis ceases in marine plants due to insufficient
light energy. At night, the disphotic zone may extend from the
sea floor to the sea surface to encompass the entire water
column. As light penetrates through the water column, it is
absorbed and scattered by water properties, particles and
organisms (Duxbury and Duxbury, 1989). A twilight state exists
at the boundary of the euphotic and disphotic zones. Blue and
green wavelengths of light may penetrate into the disphotic zone
but quickly fade to darkness. Zooplankton inhabit this habitat
in large number" during the day and migrate upward during the
night to feed on the abundant phytoplankton in the upper layer.

v. Benthic Ocean Zone

The benthic oceanic zone encompasses all submerged lands of
the continental shelf. It is divided into two sub-zones
distinguished by the presence or absence of light. The vegetated
benthic zone coincides with rocky habitats and exists where light
is sufficient for photosynthesis in attached marine plants. Two
habitats (kelp forests and surfgrasses) exist in this zone. The
non-vegetated benthic zone is completely devoid of! plant life and
is classified by changes in the sediments on the sea floor. Four
different habitats are present in the non-vegetated benthic zone
including the rocky, mud, muddy sand, and sand (Figures 26-29).

Kelp Forests (Vegetated Benthic) Habitat

Kelps are large brown algae (Order Laminariales) that attach
to rocky substrates and grow to the surface in water depths from
about 2m to 20m (Figure 30). The floating portions of these
plants form dense canopies on the sea surface. Kelp forests form
one of the world’s most productive habitats. They provide
critical habitat for encrusting animals such as sponges,
bryozoans, and tunicates, as well as for juvenile fish, algae,
abalone~ and many other invertebrates. Fish associated with kelp
beds include lingcod, kelp greenling, cabezon, various rockfishes
and perch species, wolf eel, and red Irish lord. Kelp provides a
food resource for fish, and for grazing and detritus-feeding
invertebrates such as sea urchins and isopods. Sea otters depend
on kelp beds for both food and shelter. Kelp beds also serve as
resting areas for some birds such as gulls and herons. They also
reduce wave action and currents shoreward of the beds, creating a
sheltered environment for intertidal plants and animals, and
reducing inshore erosion on beaches (WDOEr 1980b).
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DISPHO 77C
Ifabi tat Description
Deeper, dark, daytime ioca~ic.~i of l~]agic car.ivores
that migrate vertically each ,day ~. r~n~e to ~ight.
Th~$¢ animals foru verti¢~[¥ ~pr~e~l l~yer$ (r_~rlecl
scatt~erlr~j layers because o~ Eheir d~ffe:ct on xO~lar
Cransa~isslons) during daylight ~C ~’~se ¢~ar4 Ctm
surface. ~readin~ out verE;c~l |y I:o ~e~l throughout
the ~pper layer (eupho¢lc ~+~) duriz~9 the night.

F~d Ueb
Grazing and detr|l~| food ~.~eS b~ on primary
produ~=¢icm In e~pko¢|c zor~ alcove, t~a| [ransferz
are p~imarlly bet~ee~ thir.~ a~zd fo~’th ~ro~hlc ~eve].

R

Cha;r~-ter izt ic F Io~’a
l~t~. Phytoplan~ton~in~ing ~h~o~gh this z~, are
~,~f’~’ ~parse arid u~p~d~ctive.

C~ha rac Le r i ~, C i c Faur~
Z~oplanklo~: euphaus;d (~ p._.~!fica)~ shri~
(~L~te~_~ siml I ix),

t~’~l~on: laotern f~:=h~ (Diap~nz ~ta, Scenobrachius
~:opsar-~, and T~l’U~:[onbeania’-cr ~-Yari~),

Figure 25 Disphotic Pelagic Habitat ~’ ~" . .- ~Pro_.ter et. al , 1980)
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Benthic Oceanic
Zones

tlo~-vege[a(;ed
B~nthic Zorm

k Rocky

ROCKY
14abi tat Description
I~ocky bo~.t~, I~1o~/ cx~l~nsa/Lion depttl but of~’en higher
than the surrounding shelf, occurs in scattered banks

at various distamces offshore all ~lon~ the coast. The

rough, Irregular terrain has more lave and current
activity, little fine¢ sediment. These areas are
generally avolde~l by trawl fisheries.

Food ~d~
~ly dctrital food chains based on production irb
overlying waters. Some d~mel’sal fish also feed
periodically in euphoric zome grazing food clhalns.

Characte¢ iscic Flora
Only phytopla,klon which sinks to the botiom from

the photic zone. No primary production.

Character i sl~ ic Fauna
Attached invel-tebrates: barnac’ll;s, sea armmones.
bryozoans, tuhe ~)ms, hydroids~ corals, and tunicates,

Unatlached |nvertebrates: s[arf~sh, crabs, shrimp,
hemit crabs, nereid worms, nud~b~anchs, and snails.

Fish: ha | i bo!i~, rockfish.

Figure 26. Rocky Non-Vegetated Benthic Habitat (Procter et. al.,
1980).
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~enthic Oceanic
~ones

Non-vegetated
Benthic Zone

B Mud
i

lt~i tat Description
~lsrlne soft bott(m communities ulher~ ~bs( nf the
sedl~nt grains are less thar~ 0.082 ml in diameter
Form a major portion of the ~Ffshore regiotl at depths
bel:lceen I00 a~d 200 m. These leve~ bo¢:t~e ~ities
contain a much more abundant and d~uerse ~lmunity
than the level bottom sand~ subsir~tes aM can be
comp(oed of fine graine<l silts and clays hut most
often are mixed ~lth either relict or terrigenous
sands~ They are thought t~ b~ very s~able environments
~ith diverse benthic populatac)n~ ~h~ch se~ as major
feedi~j areas Fur demersal fish amd shrirq).

FoedWeb
~=~b of this system I~ dleper~l~nt on detritus
both fr(~ tl~e productlo~ im ~erlyi*g ~ters and to 
lesser extent fro~ terrigenou!f sources. D~tritivores,
scaver~jer$, and carnivores ar~ importa.~ links In this
system.

MUD
Characteristic I:lora
Due to a paucity o~ light:, fesv i~iants are found ia
this recji~o

C/haracter i s tic t’aun.a
Primarily infaur~al a~d epifauna invertebrates and
&~ersa I fish.

|l~fauna: sea urchin, (Brlsasteri, bristl~orms
:(..’; t. ~rnaspis), s~a i I 

El)lfauna: shrimp (l’andalus}, b*lttle stars (~)
sea. urchin (AI Ioce.~t---’~s~,

Filsh: Oo~er sole,. ~Irroutouth fl:clnder, sablefish.

Figure 27. Mud Non=Vegetated Benthic Habitat (p:coc’ter et. al.,
 980).
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Benthic Oceanic
torts

IIon-vege tared
Benthic Z~

£ tluddy Sand

¯ ." T--+, . . _ .- . _ .

z ... .. ~.

MUDDY SAND
Habitat Oescr ipt !o~.
This habitat is interme<liate bet~en sand and mud
bottoms (50-75~ of 9raln-~ 9r e~ater than 0.0625 mm ~n
disinter), l~udclv (finer) sediments accumulated during
summer are mixed into the sandier substraZe by the
borrowlng-feedlncJ activity of ber*thos before ~;oter
storms r~uspend zhe~l. ~Chere is i~ore organic matter In
the se41111~nt here than in the sandy bottom, less cha~ in

¯ mud bottom.

Food ~eb
~--------~’~ web of this habitat is dependent 0n detritus
both from the production in overlying waters arid to

eJ(tent from terrigenc~s sources. Oetritlvores,

Scavengers, and carnivores are IIportaot.

Character i st i c FIora
Due to a paucity of light, there is no plant pro-
duct, iOn in this h~bltat. ~e hererotrophic diatoms

may persist.

:haracterist ic Fauna
~.faur~a: clams (H~o~a elimata), polychaetes
(llel~ltys sp., ~~’ a~l amphipods
(~ara~oxus va~t.~)-
Epifauna: sea cucumber (Stich(~)_us), ~rchins
(AIIocentrot.-s), shrimp (Pa-’~-n~s~-, starfish (Lurida.),

Figure 28. Muddy Sand Non-Vegetated Benthic Habitat
al., 19B0).
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lenthlc Oceanic
Z(mes

tk~-vegetated
Benthic Zone

O Sand

Habitat,Oescrlptlon
SAND

This is the smooth, relati,~’e|y h~rd I)ott~ area se~rd
of the surf zone and beyond the [~u~Jlate influence o~
breaking braves and |ongs~e currents. Current act iv~ ty
Is regular and fairly str(xlg, though r~ot as strong as
In rocky areas. The botto, sediment is sand (75~ or
Imre of grains are larger ~han 0~062~ mm in diameter)
s|mi|ar to that on the I~e~hes bu~ signii~ican¢ly
more stable. As a result ~f the ~Jreatter stability,
lack of wave breaking ac~ir~n, and reore organic material
them al beaches, popu)at~,oes are |arger ~nd there are
more species than In the I~ach habitat. This habitat
lradually grade-; into the wJJddy sand bott~ habitat
as Lhe water deepens to Lhe we.st. Kelict sand patches
occur along outer shelf.

Food t~eb
l~eenergy for the hab|t~t ~aes fr~ phytoplankton

In ~he overlying waters and from the detri~al material
Which continually rains d~l from above or is Intro-
duced free nearby estuaries. Hany of the important
organisms ere detrlta| feeders a.~ c~q)on~ts of the
food ~ are relatively sl~|e.

!~h_aar.ac, teristic Flora
[here are no primary- producers on the substrate
l)ecause of the reduced light hvel over n~st of this
enviro~e~n¢. Oia£~xas in ~he p~y~op)ankton e~ter Fr~.
’~he euphoric z~ne, and may cor~e~qtrate near the
Ix)ttom,

Characteristic Fau,~a
Invertebrates: ~gychaeCe ~on;s, ganlmaridian

a,mphipods. $|ot~’,s razor e|a~. ~uflgeness c~ab,
S~str~lx;ds, and sated ~lla~s.

Fish: English sole, Pacific sa *ddah, bugt~r sole.
skates~ and dogfish.

Figure 29. Sand (Non-Vegetated) Benthic Habitat (~rocter 
al., 1980) 
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Benthic Oceanic
Zones

Vegetated Benthic
Eone

A Kelp

KELP
Habitat Descr ;pt Ion
Kelps occur in ~hat is called the Protected Outer
Coast. They I~rsist on rocky reefs subject to occa-
sionally severe ~ve action and tidal currents. Kelps
ramge frcn extreme |ow Water (FLkr) co a depth of about
40 feet (13 m).

Food ~eb
Productivity is dominated by the kelps and their
assoc|ated algal flora. The fox)d web is dominated
by grazing organisms, Detrltal cx)mponents of the
food web are present, but of secondary importance.

Characteristlc Flora
The typical Iketp habitat is multllayered, being
cnerq~sed of ~anopy, unstory, turf, and crustose layers~
The canopy is made up of #k~rencystls luetkeana (bull
kelp). The i~derstory Is made up Of several kelps,
notably Pterygophora call fornlca, Alarla mar~inata,
Laminaria saccharlna0 Lami~_~rl.aa setc.he.ll i, and E~regla
m~nziesii. "tEe turf layer is made up o----~--filam~ntous
and Ihallose red algae. The crvstose laver Is largely
made up of Klldenbrandtia and~thophyilum.

Characteristic Fauna
invertebrates: a variety of sea urchh%s) limpets,
chitons, starfish, crabs, snails, amphipods, lsop0ds.

Fish: COl~er, brown, quillback, and b~ack rockflshes,
liogcod, kelp green|log.

Figure 30. Kelp Habitat (Procter et. al., 1980).
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Surfgrasses (Vegetated Benthic) Habitat

A common surfgrass species, phyllospadix scouleri, ranges
from Vancouver Island to southern California (Figure 31). 
also appears on the exposed shores of the San Juan Islands.
Though not a true grasse phyllospadix does produce flowers and is
closely related to the grass family. Surfgrass does not root,
but attaches to rocks by tenacious fibers. It offers cover and
concealment for many organisms while releasing oxygen to
nearshore waters. Phyllospadix can survive: low-ti~e exposure in
pools or channels with minimum water levels~ It b~comes a
valuable haven to invertebrates and other intertid~l species
seeking shade fro~ the sun during low tide (Kozlof~, 1983)o

2. Natural Re~ources

The natural resources, of the Washingt~r~ outer coast are the
result of the environmental conditions previously lescribed.

The
geology, winds and other meteorological factors, ozeanic and
nearshore currents, and diversity of habitats all ;ontribute to
the wealth of natural resources present. ,Fhe livi~ig natural
resources which will be protected by sanctuary designation
include numerous ~pecies of plankton, algae~ invertebrates,
fishes, seabirds, and marine ma~mlais.

For comparative p~rposes, the entire sanctuar’r study area
was divided into seven subareas in the DEIS/MP to ~llow for the
analysis of the distribution of living marine reso~Irces (Figure
32). An eighth region (subarea la) has been included in this
FEIS/MP beyond the original seven due to evidence ~hat the
coastal ecosystem continues several miles into the Strait of Juan
de Fuca. Coastal, geomorphological, oceanographic and/or
political features were used to delineate tlhese ~.~ubareas.

*Subarea 1 encompasses a relatively shallow o~!fshore plateau
known as "the plain"’, and the head of Juan de Fuca Canyon. The
eastern boundary extends due north from Koitlah ~PoLnt to the
U.S./Canada international boundary° The northern ~dge follows
the international boundary westward to the 100 fatl~,om isobath.
The western edge transects the head of Juan de Fuc6 Canyon and
then generally follows the 100 fathom isoba~h. Tle surface area
is approximately 753 n m 2 (2583 km2>o

*Subarea la includes an area within the Strai% of Juan de
Fuca that exhibits decidedly oceanic characteristics by its
biological dynamics j, oceanographic properties, bat~ymetry and
coastal geology. This area was studied in a separate review to
determine where oceanic properties of the outer co~st cease to
dominate the marine environment in the Strait. Th~ area
boundaries were established in accordance with the findings of
the review. The analysis of the Strait of Juan de Fuca ecosystem
can be found in Appendix E. The we.~tern boundary c f subarea IA
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Benthic Oceanic
Zones

Vegetated Benthic
Zor~

8 Sur~rass

. ¯ .. .

i~ ~.~ "

SURFGRAS$
,j

Habitat Oescr ipt ion
Surfgrass occurs on rocks on protected outer coast; from
Alaska to BaJa California. it Is most com~ from ~on-
I;erey to southern Vancouver island. I~. is found fr0~
the Intertidal Lo 7 meters d~ep and is associated with
Fur.us.
Food Web
~s along with ~everai speCie~ of kelps are
respons~b|e for most of the primary productivity.
~m coastlines have beaches domi,ated by surfgrass;
nthers have a mixture of surfgras~ and benthic algae.
Principal components of the food i*eb are detrltal.

Characteristic Flora
Surfgrass P(~t Iospadix app.) predemioates. Ulva {sea
lettuce), Iridaea cordata. Rhudor~a laux. Calliarthrom
tuberculosa., a.d---Odonthalia floccosa are comm(x~ as
understory plants. Oiat0~;, Sim~hora (a red alga),
and Pe(alonia (a brown alga) are fotmd o, the leaves.
ComFx~ly associated kelps are: A__iari_~a, Lamlir~ria. and

Characteristic Fauna
levertebrates: nereidworms, isopod~, amphipods, snails;
limpets, copepc~s, crabs, starfishes, and sea urchins.

Birds: black brant.

Fish: coho jm,eniles.

Figure 3 I. Surfgrass Benthic Zone (Procter et. al.,, 1980).
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Figure 32. Sanctuary Study Subareas (SAB, 1990)
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is contiguous with subarea 1 and extends due north from Koitlah
Point to the U.S./Canada international boundary. The
international boundary in the Strait se~cves as the northern edge
of the subarea. The eastern boundary extends due north from
Observatory Point to the international boundary. The surface

area is approximately 255 nm 2 (873 km2).

*Subarea 2 lies above the outer edge of the continental
shelf, is generally bounded east and west by the 50 fathom and
i00 fathom isobaths respectively, and includes the head of the
Quinault Canyon. The southern edge follows a line ~lich extends
due west from the southern tip of Copalis National Wildlife
Refuge where coastal geomorphology changes from broad sandy
beaches, to a rugged, rocky coastline with pocket beaches. The
surface area is approximately 791 nm 2 (2712 km2).

*Subarea 3 represents the mid-shelf area, from the 50 fathom
isobath in the west to the state’s limit of jurisdiction (3nm) 
the east. The southern edge follows a line which extends due
west from the southern tip of Copalis National Wildlife Refuge
where the coastal geomorphology changes from broad sandy beaches,
to a rugged, rocky coastline with pocket beaches. The northern
boundary encompasses the Juan de Fuca Canyon head to a point west
of Cape Flattery. The surface area is approximately 669 nm2

(2296 km 2 ).

*Subarea 4 is equivalent to the sanctuary boundary proposed
in the original SELo It generally extends from the :mean high
water line to the seaward extent of the: territorial sea (3 nm).
The northern boundary arcs around Cape Flattery and terminates at
Koitlah Point. The southern boundary is formed by an east/west
line at the southern tip of the Copalis National Wildlife Refuge
(NWR). The surface area is approximately 392 2 (1 346 km 2).

*Subarea 5 represents the outer edge of the continental
shelf between the 50 fathom and i00 fathom isobaths; and
includes the head of Grays Canyon. The northern edge follows a
line that extends due west from the southern tip of Copalis NWR.
The southern boundary follows a line that extends due west from
Cape Disappointment at the mouth of the Columbia River. The
surface area is approximately 820 nm 2 ([2813 km2).

*Subarea 6 represents the mid-shelf area, from the 50 fathom
isobath to the state’s limit of jurisdiction (3nm). The northern
edge follows a line that extends due west from the southern tip
of Copalis NWR. The southern boundary follows a line that
extends due west from Cape Disappointment at the mouth of the
Columbia River. The surface area is approximate]y 690 nm 2 (2366
km~).

*Subarea 7 extends seaward to the state limit of
jurisdiction (3 nm). It includes the estuarine areas of Grays
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Harbor and Willapa Bay. The northern edge follow~ a line that
extends due west fzcom the southern tip of Copalis NWR. The
southern boundary follows a line that externals due west from Cape
Disappointment at the mou1:h of tlhe Columbia River. The surface
area is approximately 286 nm 2 (981 km 2 ) 

NOAA’s Strategic Assessment Branch (SA~) analyzed each
subarea to determine its relative significance for selected
species of invertebrates, fishes, marine birds, and marine
mammals (subarea la was not included in this~ analysis).
Individual species were assigned scores for each s~abarea based on
their relative distribution and density. It was~ not necessary to
assign special scoring points for endangered and t~reatened
species since distribution of each species %¢ithin ~he study area
is scored relative to the entire population of that species for
the EEZ of the contiguous U.S. west coast. Thus, ~ subarea may
be significant to a species that is present only r~rely, such as
the sperm whale. One or two sightings of a specie~ with a small
population base would establish a high sco~’e.

The scores are presented in a series of table~ (Appendix C,
Tables 3 through 9) that allow the reader to compace subareas
according to selected assemblages of marine fauna. While these
tables do not provide an exhaustive list of specie; for each
subarea, they do exemplify the general biological ~haracter of
each region. The results of this analysis are use~l in developing
and evaluating boundary options for the Sanctuary, as well as
assessing the potential impacts of hu~nan activitie:; occurring in
the area.

(a) Plankton

Phytoplankton ]production on the Washington co~itinental shelf
is high. The upwelling of nutrient-rich waters into the surface
layers, which is enhanced by the Juan de Fuca Cany<~n, supports
the production of these microscopic plants which form the basis
for the oceanic food chain. High productivity in °~he spring and
summer coincides with the periods of coastal upwel~ing. The
almost continual replenishment of nutrients {especially nitrogen)
into the surface waters during the time of year wh~n solar
radiation is high, and days are long, is responsible for the
continually high phytopiankton standing stocks and rates of
production characteristic of this region (Pc]cry, e% al., in
press) 

Diatoms are the primary component of the phytcplankton.
Dinoflagellates are also an important component anc it is blooms
of these single-celled plants that cause the outbreak of red
tides in Washington~ One of the dinoflagellates (Conyaulax
catenella) contains a powerful neurotoxin that cauaes paralytic
shellfish poisoning and .~hellfish be.d closures. While most surf-
swept sandy beaches are areas of low phytoDlankton occurrence,
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the sand beaches of the southern portion of the outer coast have
such a large persistent population of diatoms in the surf that
the water is colored a conspicuous brown (Lewin, in press). The
razor clam relies on the surf-zone dwelling diatom (Chaetoceros
armatum) as its principal food source in area 4 and 7. The
population of razor clams is so abundant that it accounts for

over 70% of the recreational harvest of razor clams on the west
coast (Schink, et.al., 1983; SAB, 1990).

Unlike phytoplankton, which are limited to the euphotic zone
(approximately the upper 100m), zooplankton occur at all depths
and can undertake daily vertical migrations of up to several
hundred meters. A variety of zooplankton such as ciliates,
copepods, euphausiids, and pelagic tunicates feed upon
phytoplankton. In turn, zooplankton are an important food source
for fish and other organisms, including whales. A large standing
stock of zooplankton resides in an area from 5 nautical miles

(10km) to 16 nautical miles (30km) off the coast (primarily
within areas 3 and 6) during the summer. Copepods are the
dominant group of zooplankton in terms of biomass (Landry and
Lorenzen, in press). Euphausiids and copepods are the main food
source for adult pelagic fishes. Most marine fish and shellfish
species have planktonic eggs and larvae; these for~L an important
part of the zooplankton at certain times of the year.

(b) Benthic Algae

Both microalgae and macroalgae are abundant and diverse on
the outer coast. Over 120 species of algae have been identified
in the rocky intertidal areas of the outer coast of the Olympic
National Park (Dethier, 1988). Microalgae are primarily composed
of benthic diatoms which are found as thin coatings on rocks or
living within the sediment. These diatoms are an important part
of the "algal film" forming diatom slicks on rocks and providing
a principal food source for many grazing animals such as
gastropods and chitons (McConnaughey, 11970). Marine lichens are
found as thin veneers on rocks in the ihighest intertidal areas on
exposed rocky areas.

Macroalgae are seaweeds that grow attached "to a firm
substrate from the intertidal region down to as deep as 40m, thus
occurring primarily in areas 4 and 7. The seaweeds are composed
of three main phyla: red algae (Rhodophyta), brown algae
(Phaeophyta), and green algae (Chlorophyta). Kendrick 
Moorhead (1987) present a summary of the algal species found, 
expected to occur, at three intertidal sites along the coast of
the Olympic National Park. The authors also discuss using two
species of algae (Fucus distichus, and Endocladia muricata) as
potential indicators of recreational impact on the intertidal
communities of the National Park.

The red algae are the most diverse of the macroalgae in
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terms of number of genera (about 1.1.5) and species (at least 265)
in the Pacific Northwest (Waaland, 1977). In intectidal and
shallow subtidal areas, red algae often occupy the understory of
the larger kelps. Less common in t.he exposed area~ of the outer
coast, green algae inhabit the more protected marine and
estuarine areas in Washington. These algae reside primarily in
tidepools and rocky intertidal areas. Brown algae include the
largest marine plants and are probably the most imgortant
macroalgal group in terms of primary productivity ind direct
economic value (Gardner, 1981). Brown algae vary from the large
kelps to the less conspicuous forms that encrust rocks or form
filaments on other algae. The Pacific Northwest c,)ast supports
the highest diversity of kelps in the world (Dayto:~,, 1985). Two
species of brown algae dominate the extensive kelp forests of the
outer coast: the bull kelp (Nereoc, ystis leutkeana which is
found in relatively protected waters; and the giant kelp
(Macrocystis intercfrifolia) which prefers more exp~,sed areas
(Steelquist, 1987)~ Macrocystis beds extend into l-he Strait 

Juan de Fuca to Crescent Rock. Some of the most p~:oliferous
macrocystis beds in the state are found in the Str~it.

Algae play an important role in the functioni~zg of the
entire coastal ecosystem. Beside being a direct f(,od source for
animals, algae (especially kelps) produce large am(~unts of dead
plant material (detritus) which is the basis for tle detrital
food web. Duggins et al. (1989) showed that growtl rates 
benthic suspension feeders are two to five times a~ high at kelp-
dominated islands a~ at those without kelp beds. ;igae provide
important habitat for many animals and function as nursery and
spawning areas for small fish. Sea otters and man} species of
fish closely associate with giant kelp forests.

(c) Invertebrates

Many factors dete~line the distribution, species
composition, and abundance of the invertebrate fauna. The
seafloor geology, types of rocky substrate or unconsolidated
sediments, offshore currents and circulation patterns, exposure
to waves, water depth, Columbia River low salinity plume, and
presence of mammal predators all influence the niches occupied by
the various species° The upwelling off the coast brings cold,
nutrient-rich water to the nearshore zone where it nourishes high
marine plant productivity. This provides food and aabitat for
invertebrates that suspension feed or graze on a3ga~ (Dethier,
1988).

The rocky intertidal habitat supports the widest array of
invertebrate species (Ric’.ketts e_~t al!l., 1985). Invectebrate
species found during surveys along the coast of Oiynpic National
Park are listed in Appendix G. Representative invectebrates
include sponges, bivalves, isopodsr amphipods~ shri~np, barnacles,
bryozoans, sea urchins, sea cucumbers, and sea star~.
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Invertebrates residing in the boulder and cobble areas are
diverse and consist of organisms living on and around the rocks
and the soft sediment beneath them. Different species dominate

in this habitat than in the rocky intertidal areas.
Invertebrates living in the sediment under the rocks include the
mud shrimp (~), mud dwelling brittle stars, and several
species of clams and polychaete worms. Invertebrates living on
or under boulders and cobbles include barnacles, limpets,
amphipods, isopods, sea snails (Lacuna and Tequla), several
species of crabs, the sea squirt Clavelina, and ’various species

of edible clams (butter clams, littleneck clams, and horse
clams).

Invertebrates found in sandy intertidal areas are less
diverse than in other habitats, but some species may be found in
large numbers. For example, Dethier (1988) discovered great
quantities of amphipod crustaceans and polychaete and nemertean
worms at several sites on the outer coast. The amphipod
Euhaustorius was found in densities up to 10,670 individuals/m2.

Densities of the bloodworm Euzonus reached almost 7,000/m2 ¯
Other invertebrates present include razor clams (siliqua),
isopods, mysids (opossum shrimp), sand dollars, purple olive
snails, several species of clam (eg. Macoma secta and Tellina
bodeqensis), and Dungeness and mole crabs.

Invertebrates associated with kelp beds include many
encrusting varieties such as sponges, bryozoans, and tunicates.
Other invertebrates include amphipods, copepods, euphausiids,
numerous species of crabs, sea urchins, shrimps, sea stars,
brittle stars, periwinkles, limpets, sea snails, sea slugs,
scallops, and abalone.

squid, octopi, jellyfish, salps, heteropods, shrimp, and
euphausiids are some of the macro-invertebrates found in the
pelagic environment~ Numerous larval invertebrates are also
found there during their planktonic stages of development~

Thus, both the coastal and offshore areas are important to
invertebrates depending on whether the invertebrates are
sedentary or pelagic=. The significance of selected invertebrate
species to each of the 7 areas within -the study area is shown in
Appendix C (Tables 3 and 4). Two observations are apparent:
areas 4 and 7 stand out as the most significant of all seven
zones; and four invertebrates are particularly significant
within the study area: i) Pacific oyster, 2) ocean pink shrimp,
3) Dungeness crab, and 4) razor clam. Pacific oyster, Dungeness
crab, and ocean pink shrimp landings from the areas under
consideration for sanctuary status had combined landed values in

1987-88 of over $25 million (about 85% of the statewide totals
for harvests off Washington) (WDF, 1987; NMFS, 1989).
Decimation of razor clam populations due to pathogen infestations
and other natural calamities in the early 1980’s has ended
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commercial harvests, but recreational digging on ~ashington,s
outer coast currently accounts fo~: over 7()% of th~ contiguous
U.S° coastal sport iha3cvest.

Area 7 is particularly important for Pacific oysters because
of the significance of Grays Harbor and especiall~ ~ Willapa Bay to
oyster production (Appendix C, Fiqure 14). These two estuaries
account for over" half o:f all oyste:cs hal~¢ested alcng the entire
U.S. West Coast, and ~ometimes represent nearly i/5 of the

nationwide harvests (NMFS~ 1989a)~ Areas 4 and 7~ and the
shallower portion~ of areas 3 and 6 (within 40 fathoms), are
locations where mo:~:e than 75% of the state,’s Dungeness crab catch
is taken. Additi~nally,, areas 4 and 7 are~ important for
juveniles of the Dungeness Crab. The areal ,distribution of the
ocean pink shrimp in the Washington outer coast occurs primarily
in areas 2 and 5.

(d) Fish Re~_Qurce~%

The diverse and abundant fish fauna alc.ng the outer coast
are significant commercial and rec:reational resourzes. The same

environmental factors that determine distribution, abundance, and
species composition of other living resources of t~e area also
affect fish communities. The diverse habitats of qashington’s
outer coast each claim their own cha:racteristic assemblage of
fish.

Fish of the ~.armhore sublittoral habitat sho~T the greatest
diversity and include many commercially important ~;pecies.
Salmon are anadromous fish that spend most of their: life in salt
water but return to fresh water to spawn at maturi~y. Five
species of Pacific sal~non occur alo:ng the outer cow,st of
Washington: chinook, sockeye, pink, chum, and coh~. Two other
salmon-related anadromous species~ ;sea-run c~tthro~t trout and
steelhead, also inhabit offshore waters. Other sp,~cies include
albacore tuna, Pacific halibut,
sole (petrale, Dove]c, English) flounder (starry a~d arrowtooth),

, numerous species oi rockfish,
Pacific cod, Pacifi{z h~ke~ lingcod,, sablefi:~h, thr~sher shark,
Pacific herring, no]fthern anchovy~ jack mac’~kerel~ ~ollock, spiny
dogfish~ green and ’~.~hite sturgeon. ¯

Fishes associa’i:::ed with sandy intertidal areas include starry
flounder, staghorn sculpin., sand lance, sar~d sole~ redtail
surfperch, and sanddabo Surf smelt spawn at high tide on sandy
beaches where surf action covers and aerates the eggs (Gardner,
19 Sl).

Many of the finfish found in ~hallow rocky reefs are also
common in kelp beds. The kelp canopy~ stipes, amid noldfasts
increase the available habitat for pelagic and demersal species,
and offer protection to jluvenile fis;h. The numerous species of
rockfish are the dominant: fish. Other associated s~ecies include
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lingcod, kelp greenling, cabezon, kelp perch, wolf eel, and red

Irish lord.

The rocky intertidal habitat is characterized by a rather
small and specialized group of fish adapted for life in tidepools
and wash areas. These fishes include tidepool sculpin, wolf eel,
juvenile lingcod and greenling, gunnels, eelpouts, pricklebacks,
cockcombs, and warbonnets.

The significance of the subareas to the distribution of
several selected fish species found in the study area is
summarized in Appendix C (Tables 5 and 6). Two observations are
noteworthy. First, the salmon and groundfish species assemblages
are the most significant species in the study area. The region
is not only important for those salmon that spawn in streams
adjacent to the study area, but potentially encompasses the
migration corridor of both juvenile and adult salmonids from
California, Oregon, and British Columbia as well. Second, the
analyses suggest that offshore and mid-shelf areas under
consideration for sanctuary status (areas 1,2,3,5, and 6)
generally are more significant for non-anadramous fishes than the

inshore areas.

Offshore areas 1 and 5 are the most important areas for
commercial harvests of groundfish. More than 2/13 of annual 1987-
88 outer coast harvests came from these areas for the following
species: Pacific ocean perch, lingcod, English sole, Dover sole,
Pacific cod, and sablefish. Area 5, produced the majority of
harvests of widow rockfish. It is important to note, however,
that four of the top ten fishes commercially harvested along the
outer coast of Washington (chinook, coho, and chum salmon, and
lingcod) are either estuarine-associated (i.e., they use
estuaries during some time in their lives) or estuarine-dependent
(i.e., they require estuaries to complete their life cycles).
Additionally, the top four recreational species for Washington
(chinook and coho salmon, steelhead, and lingcod) all utilize
estuaries, at least as juveniles.

(e) Marine Birds

The rocky headlands, islands, and highly productive waters
of the Washington outer coast provide essential habitat for a
wide variety of both migratory and resident marine birds. Beyond
their common link to the sea, marine birds are a very diverse
group. They differ by size, shape, feeding habits, spatial
distribution, habitat requirements, sensitivities and a host of
other characteristics. The complex nature of many species makes
it difficult to group birds into neat categories and impossible
to apply sweeping characterizations about marine bird behavior.
There is nearly always an exception to every rule, even among
birds of the same species.
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Bird surveys can thus be quite tedious and results may vary
according to the degree of difficulty in gathering information
and the resources ~Lvailable to researchers° For e(ample,
gathering production statistics on colonial nester~ that lay
their eggs on expounded, rocky surfaces (eogo Common murre) is much
easier and more precise than collecting the same d lta on species
that scatter into coastal forests to nest iD both >id growth
trees and concealed burrows (e.g. Marbled murreleti. Due to such
differences, knowledge about some species is far re)re complete
than for others.

Nevertheless v information on ~sarine birds of ~he Washington
coast has advanced dramatically over the past decade. The most
comprehensive reports have been cow, missioned by st~Lte and Federal
resource management agencies. This discussion dra~zs heavily on
those reports - particularly those by StrJckland a~id Chasan,
1989; Speich & Wabl~ 1989; Wahl~ 1984; SAB~ 1990; ~nd MMS Study,
1992. These reports were produced through extensi~,e literature
searches and the most current survey techniques. ~hey represent
the best available information on Washington marinco~ bird
populations. Therefore~ portions of these texts h6ve been
directly incorporated into this report. It should be no~ed that
the 1992 MMS Study (cited above) was the first att~.mpt to-date 
describe offshore avifaunal distribution off Orego] ~ and
Washington using re}!)eated~ systematic sampling. Ccastal
nearshore populations have been tracked closely fol two decades
by Terence Wahl, Ulrich Wilson, and other researchers.

Data compiled from various sources lists approximately 128
marine bird species present off the Washington coast. Speich e_tt
a_!l. (1987) reported a tota]L of 87 species of birds observed 
known to occur in the area between Point Grenville and Sealion
Rock (Table i). An additional 41 species known to occur in the
study area and are :Listed in Table 2° At least eleven of these
additional species occur regularly in the offshore ~aters~ along
the coast, some in large numbers: black-footed and Laysan
albatrosses, pink-footed, flesh-footed~ Bullet’s an~ short-tailed
shearwaters, red phalarope~ south polar skua~, Sabine’s and
glaucous gulls and X antu~ ~ murrelet (Wahl~ 1991).

Species composition and abundance of marine bi ¢ds vary by
season in Washingto:r{ coastal waters~° While many species of birds
are year-round residents~ others may be sum~er or w Lnter
visitors, or migrants passing through on spr_ing and lor fall
migrations.

Resident bird~ are present throughout "the year~ Breeding
residents nest in the coastal areas of Washington~ Non-breeding
residents are represented by non-breeding individuals (juveniles
that do not migrate> during the spring and summer p~riods. The
glaucous-winged gul.l is a resident species that nes~;s in coastal
Washington, and many individual birds live tlheir entire life in
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Table i. Bird Species Observed in Sealion Rock Study Area.

Source: Speich et. al., 1987.

Common N~me Genus/Species

Loons
Red-throated loon Gavia ateliers
Pacific icon GavJs paciflca
Common loon Gavla immer

Grebes
Horned grebe Pcdicepe aufitus
Red-necked grebe Podiceps gr/segene
Western grebe Aechmophorus

occidentafis

Tube Noses
Northern futmer Fu/marus glacia//s
Sooty st~earwater PuflJnu8 gfiseus

Storm-Petrels
Fork-t~i]ed storm-petrel Oceanodrome fufceta
Leach’s etcrm-petret Oceanodroma /eucorhoa

Pelicans
Brown pelican Felecanus occidentalis

Cormorants
Doubte-crested cormorant Phelacrocorax aufltus
Brandt’s cormorant Fhalacrocorex pen/ctl/atus
Pelagic cormorant Pfla/acrocorex petagicus

Herons
Great blue heron Ardea herod/as

Swans, Geese, Ducks
Tundra swan Cygnus columblennus
Greater white-fronted Anser a#ifmns
goose
Snow goose Chen ceerulescen$
8rant Brenta bernlcte
Canada goose 8ranta cenedensis
Green-winged teal Anss crecca
Mallard Arias platyrhynchos
Northern plnfall Aries actua
Northern shoveler Anas clypeata
American wigeon Anas americana
Canvasback Aythya vallsinatla
Scaup spedes Aythya Species
Harlequin duck Histtlcnicus histfionicu~
Black scorer Melanltta mists
Surf scorer Mefsnfta perspicfllata
Whtte.wlnged scorer Melanltta fuses
Common goIdeneye Bucepha/a ¢langula
Suffleh~ad 8ucephala abfeole
Common merganser Mergua merganser
Red-breasted merganser Morgue sefrator

Ruddy duck Oxyuta ]amsicensls

Hawks and Eagles
Osprey Pandlen helieetus
Bald eagte Hellaeetus teucocephelus

Falcons
Merlin Falco columberiuS
Peregrine falcon Falco peregrinus

Plovers
Slack-bellied plover Pluvialls squataro/a
Semipatmated plover Chefddus eemipalmetus

Common Name Genus/Species

Oystercatchers
American black Haematopus bachmanl

oystercatcher

Shoreblrds
Wandering tattler Hetefosceius ;nashUa
Spotted sandpiper Acttti.~ maculatle
Whimbrel Numen{us phaeopus
Long-billed curlew Numenfus americannus
Ruddy tumstone Afenarie Interptes
Black tutns~tone

Alerl~tt’la meianocephala

Surfbird A~hriza v/gate
Sandertlngs Cafldds a/be
Western s;mdpiper Celld~is meuri
Least sandpiper Ca#dris m/nut/lie
Rock sandpiper Calid~ls pti~ocnernis
Dunlin Calidrus atf~lna
Red-necked phalarope Phalafopu$ Iobetus

Gulls and Terns
Pomarine jaeger Ste,’ccradus pomer;nua
Parasitic jaeger Stercorerlus perasiticu8
Long-tailed jaeger $tercorarius Iongicaudus
Bonaparte’s gull Larus ph;ladatphla
Heerman’~= gull Laru’.t heerm~nnJ
Mew gull iaru’.t canU$
Ring-billed gull Lotus delewsvensi~
Catifornla gull Leru:~ callfornlcus
Herring gull Lotus argentatus
Thayer’s cjul[ Latu’,; thayefi
Western gull Lsrus occidentatis
Glaucous.winged gull Lafu,~ glouce~cens
Black-legged kittiwake Rissa trldactyla
Caspian tern Sterna casp;a
Arctic tern Sterna para~iaaea
Common tern Sterna hitundo

Alcids
Common murre Ufia ztalge
Pigeon guiltemot Ceppnu$ coiumba
Marbled murrelet 8rachyramphu~ rn~rmeratu8
Ancient murrelat SynthliDoremghus entiguus
Cassln’s auklet Ptychoremphus aleuticus
F{hlnccercs aukiet Cerofhinca monecerata
Tufted puffin Freteroula c;rtheta

Swallows
Northern ~rough-wtnged Ste/gid.opta,y.x

swallow sernpenn,s
Barn swallow Hlrundo rustics

Crows and ,Jays
Notthweslern crow Corvus caurinus
Common raven Co,,~,,l$ corax

Starlings
European starl;ng Stuf,’TuS vulgafis

Songbirds
Savannah sparrow Passeroulus

~t:ltldw’.,ch~nsi$
Finches

American goldfinch
Cardue/is tfl’.;t/s
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Table ¯ Marine Bird Species Additional to those Listed in

Table 1 Occurring in oz" near Sanctuary Boundary.

Source: Speich et. al. ,, 1987.

TaLLow-biLLs©! teen
Oevia edo~o|~

Arct|c toor~
Osvia tmmer

Tu~ NQs~
Short-tailed aLbmtPose
Pl~ed4a e~trus

Laysan albatross
Diomedes Ir+mJtabtt~8

BLack-footed ~Lbatrosj:
Die,lodes niga°|pos

Butter’s shearweter
Pufflnus buLlet|

FLesh-foote~ ~hearwoter
Puff~r.Js cerrie~pe~

Plnk-faoted shearwm~er
Puff|ass creetol=u~

Hsnx sheer~ater
Pufffn~Je Puffl~us

Short-tolLed sheerwa~o,
Puff~nUs te~u~roet,o~s

r,cen Whir, PeLict~
PeLecanus er"ft~=rorhy~¢hos

Red-faces con~o,~snt
PhalocPocoro~ urtle

Swans, ~eee~, ~Ef.~
Berrcr~’s GoLd=maya
BucephaLe et~n~uLa

OLdsquav
CLsnBuLo hye~tfs

~atarope
Lobipes tobatus

,gm.tumue~
SOUth POLar skus
’Catharacta skLm

Laughtr~ guLL
13erus etrlcf~ta

OLaucous guLL
I.mrus hyporboreLm

$1.stey-~cked guLL
|.arus schisttn~us

Ivory uLt
Psgophlia el~rne~

~e~’teeee4 kittiwake
Rises brevlrostHs

Rcss’s guLL
Rhodostethia ros|m

ALeutian tern
Sterna aLeut|ca

ELegant tern
Sterne eLeoar,;

~orscar,s tern
Sterns forster|

I|al~lne~s, gull
~(~.~ sabini

Crested aukLet
A=;th is ¢risteteL {e

Leetst oukLet
Ae,th|s J~.~sf t Lo

~lskered eukLet
As,this pygmaea

I~IttL|tz,s :urre~et
B rachyra~l=hUS ~revirostrts

BLack guy LLemot
~ep~hus gryL Le

Pmr,ekeet auktet
tY,: lorrhynchus pair ttacuLa

Xan~us’ murrete~
Ertdomychurs hY1~:~t,~ucs

H~rn~1 ;~Jffin
FPii~urc:uLa eornfcuLsta

Th i’c;k-bI L Loci murre
Ur’lo l ©~l~yl e
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the area. In fact, Puget Sound and the outer Washington coast
are the sole breeding areas for the glaucous-winged gull in the
contiguous U.S. (SAB, 1990). The surf scoter is a resident
species that does not nest in the area, but non-breeding young
birds remain here during the spring and summer months, while
adults go north to nest.

Summer visitors are present during the spring and/or summer
and usually absent during the winter. Summer residents may or
may not breed in the area. Summer resident species that nest in
the area include Leach’s storm-petrel, osprey, snowy plover,
spotted sandpiper, and Caspian terno Summer resident species
that do not nest in the area include sooty shearwater and
Heermann’s gull.

Winter visitors are present during the winter, and spring or
fall, or both, and usually absent during the summer. Examples
include the loons and grebes, swans, geese, brandt, most ducks,
scoters, most shorebirds, herring gull, Thayer’s gul!~ and black-
legged kittiwake. Many species that are classified as winter
visitors could also be classified non-breeding resident species,
on the basis of small numbers of non-breeding individuals present
during the summer period. Non-breeding common loons, Pacific
loons, Western grebes, surf scoters, and b].ack scoters are
present in Washington coastal waters during the summer~

Migrants are generally only present during the spring or
fall migration periods, or both~ Examples include white-fronted
geese, several shorebirds, phalaropes, pomarine and parasitic
jaegers, California gulls, Sabine’s gulls, and Arctic terns.
Individual brown pelicans disperse up the Pacific coast from
breeding colonies in Baja California, Mexico, and southern
California, in late summer and fall, but by the end of the year
nearly all birds have departed coastal Washington for southern
waters. Heermann’s gulls have an identical pattern, but it
occurs earlier, in the summer and early fall period.

Seven marine bird species present in Washington waters are
listed as threatened or endangered. The short-tailed albatross,
peregrine falcon, brown pelican, and Aleutian Canada goose are
all on the Federal endangered species list (although the short-
tailed albatross is not yet regarded as endangered within the
U.S.). The bald eagle is listed as a threatened species, and
Grays Harbor is one of two major adult concentrations on the west
coast. The State of Washington lists the snowy plover and
American white pelican as endangered species. The marbled
murrelet may soon be considered as an active candidate for
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listing as a threatened or endangered species o

The marine birds of the Washington c(>a~t may be divided into
four groups, bas~d loosely on their geographic di~;tribution and
feeding habits :

* Seabirds, such as alcids, .’~;hearwaters and ~;ulls, which
feed in open waters from the :shoreline and ~-stuaries to
the open ocean. Some seabirds are ~trictly pelagic, while
others prefer t1~e nearshore environment;

* Shorebirds. such as sandpipers, which feed mainly along
the intertidal and nearshore marine environ1~ent;

* Waterfowl, such as ducks and geese, found rear shore on
the open coast and in estuaries;

* Birds of p r_L~.Ly, such as bald eagles and per~.grine falcons,
which breed .and :roost on land near water bo~Iies, and feed
in or near the water. (Stric.kland & Chasan, 1989)

As with the other living resources of i~:he SaDctuary, marine
birds are often a~soc~i.ated with specific habitats. In general,
seabird activity is most concentrated along the Oizmpic coast,
while shorebirds and waterfowl are found primarily in the bays
and shallow waters of the southern coast. All of the major
seabird colony sites ~[!5 with >i000 birds) along tae outer coast
are from Point Grenville to Cape F].attery. Altern~tely, Willapa
Bay and Grays Harbor are critical as resting and fgraging areas
for several million migratory shorebirds and over 9ne hundred
thousand waterfow~L. Birds of prey exist in very shall numbers
compared to the other marine bird categories and, ~hough found
throughout the study area u nest primarily on rugge] terrain along
the Olympic coast and at the mouth of the Columbia River. To
determine bird speG’ies composition for specific ha)~itats of the
Washington coast, c!ons.~Llt the species list~ in Appendix C. Note
that marine bird species interact at several trophLc levels of
the food web. This fact makes them a vital compon,~nt of the
coastal ecosystem°

1. Seabird,!..

The seabird c.olonies of Washlngton’s outer co~Lst are among
the largest in population in the continental Unite({ States
(Cummins, in Strickland and Chasan;. 1989). The category
"s.eabirds" refers to bird species tlhat spend muc]~ (~f their
lifecycle at sea. These birds inhabit sanct~ary w~:ters in
greater number and frequency than any othe]: marine birds. They
also constitute the largest population of nesting ~!arine birds
within the proposed sanctuary boundaries.

Seabirds inc.l~de those that are pelagic (i.e. generally
forage far offshore ower the continental shelf, cor tinental
slope, and in oceanic waters) and those that feed Jn nearshore
zones. Pelagic seabirds go ashore primarily to breed, and
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otherwise rarely visit land. Pelagic species include the
northern fulmar, five species of shearwaters, black footed
albatross, arctic tern, pomarine jaeger, and fork-tailed and
Leach’s storm-petrels. The sooty shearwater is by far the most
numerous. Huge flocks estimated to approach one million birds
have been observed at the entrance to the Strait of Juan De Fuca
during summer months (Strickland and Chasan, 1989). Nearshore
seabirds feed within sight of land and include Pacific and red-
throated loons, western grebes, brown pelicans, several species
of gulls and cormorants, tufted puffins, common murres, and red-
necked phalaropes~

A recent study for the US Department of Interior (MMS, 1992)
describes offshore seabird activity in the Northwest as follows:

Seabird populations were found to be most densely
concentrated over the continental shelf and least so
seaward of the continental slope (i.e., waters deeper
than 2,000 m). During late spring through late summer,
the shearwaters, storm-petrels, gulls, Common Murres and
Cassin’s Auklets numerically dominated the fauna. All
these except the shearwaters nest in the study area.
With autumn migrations the importance of shearwaters and
petrels declined, but the nu~er of phalaropes,
California Gulls, and fulmars increased. Phalaropes,
California Gulls, and fulmars~ together with other gulls,
murres, auklets, and kittiwakes, constituted the major
elements of the winter fauna. Although total population
estimates have not been attempted in this report, there
is no doubt that peak populations in Oregon and
Washington reach into the millions of birds.

Every area over the shelf harbored dense
concentrations of birds during the year. However, a few
locations stood out prominently. The major colony
complexes were located in southern and northern Oregon
and along the Olympic Peninsula of Washington. Offshore
of these sites, nesting birds foraged in dense
aggregations to about 50 km radius. Petrels,
shearwaters, and alcids heavily used the shelf-edge banks
off central Oregon and northern Washington. The broad
shelf area of northern Washington consistently harbored
large populations of shearwaters, gulls, murres, and
auklets.

The report findings demonstrate that foraging activity is
significant throughout the study area to the shelf break and
beyond. Swiftsure Bank and the Juan de Fuca Canyon stand out in
the data as intense foraging sites. The 50 km foraging range of
nesting birds extends, within the study area, from the
international border to the Grays Harbor/Willapa Bay area.
Strong topographically induced upwe!ling is known to occur along
the shelf of southwestern Vancouver Island, particularly at the
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edge of the Juan de Fuca Canyon. Oceanic f]:onts, areas of strong
horizontal property gradients, often occur at the seaward edges
of coastal upwellings. These stratified water density layers
trap poorly mobile zooplankton upon which some seabird species
feed (MMS, 1992) 

The coastal rocks and islands along the outer coast are
critical nesting and roosting sites for many seabird species (See
Appendix C, Figure 15 for ratings of significance to several
species). All major seabird nesting sites along t~e Washington
coast have been identified. Most are located on headlands or
islands protected by the. USFWS~ the NPS, or native tribes.

The colony site is a very critical habitat fo~ seabirds
because reproduct:[on and thus continuation of species depend on
these sites. Here, the population will reach its annual low,
just before young are hatc:hed, and its annual high, just after
hatching. At other times of the year, seabirds ma{ be able to
avoid problems, such as disruption of food supplie~ and perhaps
even large oil spills, simply by flying elsewhere, but for
successful reproduction, %:hey are limited to the acea in the
vicinity of the colony.

Colonial seabird populations in the study are l are estimated[
to range from I08~530 breeding pairs (Strickland a:~d Chasan,
1989) to 240,000 [r.~dividuals (Wahl, 1984). Approximately 75% 
the total estimated colonial seabird population in Washington
breed between Point Grenville and Neah Bay which i:~ in, or
adjacent to, subarea .4 (Figure 33).. The shoreline south of Point
Grenville, in or adjace:nt to subarea 7, has limited nesting
habitat available for colonial seabirds, except fo:: accreted sand
islands in Grays Harbor and Willapa Bay and the ro~;k cliff face
at: the mouth of the Columbia River (Speich and Wah~ , 1989).

Figure 34 displays the location and density o:~ breeching
seabirds along the Washington coast~ This ,data ~e~,eals a
distinct difference in profile between the breedin%f seabird
populations along the Olympic coast and those of the southern
coast (Grays Harbor/Wi~ilapa Bay). The Olympic coa~;t is dominated
by the more pelagic species and muclh higher number~; of nesters,
while the southern coast is primarily nesting habitat for gulls
and terns. There is an obvious break in nesting activity between
Ocean Shores and Point Grenville that- coincides wi1:h a distinct
change in habitat. These characteristics are also evident by the
distribution of individual nesting colonies in Figtre 35~
The dominant species of breeding seabirds in Washirgton are
Cassin’s auklets, rlhinoceros auklets, common murre~, Leach’s
storm-petrels, glauc.us~.owinged gulls and tufted puffins (Figure
36). Destruction I~land is home to one of the seven major
colonies (18,000 pairs) of rhinoceros auklets in t~e wor!d, and
only one of two major colonies of greater than 20,(00 birds along
the entire west coa~i~t (SAB~ 1990). The rhinoceros auklet, Fork
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Figure 33. Percentage of Breeding Seabirds along the Marine
Shorelines of Washington (Speich and Wahl, 1989).
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Figure 34. Estimated Breeding Populations (:number:; of
individuals) of Seabird Families (alcids, storm-
petrels, cormorants~ and terms) by Reg::on along
Coasta_l Washington (Strickland and Cha.,;an, 1989 from
data in Speich and Wahl, 1989) ~.
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Figure 35. Distribution of Nesting Sites of the Washington
Species of seabirds (Speich and Wahl, 1989).
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Figure 35. continued.
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Figure 36. Populatio:ns of Breeding Seabirds and P<~rcentages of
Total Aggregate Population in Washingt,)n (Speich and
Wahl, 198’9,) ~,
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-tailed storm petrel, Brandt’s cormorant, and caspian tern are
all restricted to very few nesting sites (Speich and Wahl, 1989).
Other species that breed on these coastal rocks and islands
include terns, cormorants, black oystercatchers, ring-billed and
western gulls, pigeon guillemots, and ancient marbled murrelets.

Alcids are a distinctive family of seabirds present along
the Washington coast that includes the tufted puffin, rhinoceros
auklet, cassin’s auklet, common murre ancient and marbled
murrelets, and pigeon guillemot. They are colonial nesters, live
long lives, and reproduce very slowly. Adults do not reach
sexual maturity for several years, and then produce only one to
two eggs per clutch. Also, breeding birds will not necessarily
mate each year. Most alcids are found in shallower nearshore
waters, especially in summer when birds are closely tied to
nesting sites. Large colonies of tufted[ puffins, rhinoceros
auklets~ Cassin’s auklets and common murres are present on the
nearshore islands of the Olympic coast. Except for Cassin’s
auklets (nocturnal during breeding), birds are often seen
roosting and gathering about the colonies. Foraging areas differ
somewhat for each species. Cassin’s auklets and tufted puffins
are commonly found foraging over the continental slope.
Rhinoceros auklets may forage in these areas but also regularly
forage in closer nearshore waters, and in Grays Harbor. Common
murres, like rhinoceros aukletsw fly considerable distances to
foraging areas up and down the coast, and are also seen from
Grays Harbor south to the Columbia.

The traits and sensitivities of the common m[irre are in many
ways typical of species within the alcid family. Common murres
are among the most colonial species of seabirds. They nest on
open rock or dirt ledges of coastal islands and narrow ledges of
vertical cliffs. A pair of common murres will produce only one
egg per year. The oblong egg is layed on bare rock and is held
between the legs of the parent. Common murres nest at 18
locations along the Olympic outer coast and sometimes shift
colony sites. These birds are strong fliers and are capable of
foraging long distances from their colonies. They dive to
considerable depths to capture fish, crustaceans, and[

cephalopods. In late summer and fall, adult females of the
Washington coastal population fly into Puget Sound to molt and
winter. Meanwhile, adult males accompany their newly fledged
chicks to sea, staying with them and feeding them for several
weeks. The chicks fledge when small and are unable to fend for
themselves. While migrating, the adult murres undergo a complete
molt rendering them flightless. The males and their fledgling
chicks swim north and enter Puget Sound through the Strait of
Juan de Fuca.

Common murres are highly vulnerable to oil contamination,
particularly during the migration phase for males and chicks.
Since these birds are flightless and completely dependent upon
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marine prey, they remain in the water whei:e they can become
immobilized and en~zased by oilo Preening can lea¢. to ingestion
of oil and toxic effects. Entire colonies could ~e devastated by
a local oil spill occurring at the time the birds are departing
nest sites for the water migration to Puget Sound~ Nesting
murres are particularl.y sensitive to disturbance ~y boats, low-
flying aircraft, and humans on foot as well. Whel disturbed,
adults flush from the colonies and may inadvertenily destroy
chicks and eggs held between thei:c legs. The remsining chicks
and eggs are subject to increased predation froi~ c/ulls, ravens
and crows. Studies by ]3. Tschanz in 1959 concluded that murres
can lay a second o:~: third egg if previous eggs are destroyed in a
given season. However, chicks hatching later in the season are
likely to have lower su].~vival rates (Wilson; 1993)

There are many threats to the populations of breeding
seabirds in Washington~ They include distu:cbance of nesting
areas by recreation, military operations, and domestic animals;
loss of habitat al,~d/or decline in the population cf prey species~
entanglement in fishing nets~ particularly ~[ill nets; and oil
pollution. A negative impact on seabi-~d po]?ulatiens may not be
realized immediately for several reasons~ One is that seabirds
have long life spans, commonly between 20 arLd 30 years. Some
more longer lived species may eveI~ have a breedJncl life of 50
years. Secondly, recruitment to breeding populatigns is slow and
delayed. Many seabirds spend at least two years:, ~ommonly three,
and up to 9 years as non-breeders. Thirdly~. c].~L’tc~i size is small
([[-5), compared to ].and birds (7-15). Long breeding lives, 
recruitment rates., and delayed maturity mask the d~tection of
effects on successive breeding populations for sev~_ral years.
This underscores the need to monitor seabird populltions
regularly to detect impacts of chronic pollution, ~abitat loss,
oil spills, and other environmental di~aste~:s (Wahl, 1984).

The effects of dist.urbance are often ~ubtle a~d easily
overlooked by the casual observer, yet are often d~vastating to
the birds. Impacts range from slight disruption o $ courtship
behavior, incubation, and feeding of nestlir~gs by idults, to
outright mortality of nestlings from exposure to h~.at or cold,
and induced predation by rival adult birds or by o:her species
(Speich & Wahl, 198.9). Each seabird species is sensitive to 

unique set of factors and the particular t inLing of any
disturbance. Some species have greater to~Lerance ~evels than
others.

Encroachment o.n seabird colonies by hur~ans or domestic
animals (whether f~r recreational purposes or other:wise) can
cause prolonged di~ruption of nesting sites, resul:ing in
increased mortality rates. Dogs are particuiarl~f ~[isruptive to
nesting birds and can be disastrou~ to a colony. ~arine
recreational activities can cause :repeated disrupt:.ons that may
eventually lead to abandonment of :nests or entire ~olony sites.



The intense activity (noise, motion, spotlights) surrounding
search and rescue operations can frighten adults from colonies
for several hours. The sudden loud noise of low-flying jet
aircraft panics nesting birds from nest sites and particularly
affects cormorants, common murres and tufted puffins.

The above disturbances can also impact birds at favored
foraging and roosting sites. Additional activities that may
directly or indirectly affect foraging seabirds are physical
alterations of the benthos (e.g. dredging, filling, dumping) and
fishing practices. Alteration of benthic habitat can reduce the
carrying capacity of the area for prey species important to
seabirds. Fishing can also deplete prey abundance and directly
damage birds that are caught in nets.

Seabirds, especially pelagic, are particularly sensitive to
impacts from marine oil spills. Clark (11989) effectively
describes the impacts of oil on seabirds:

Unlike most other organisms in the sea,, sea birds
are harmed through the physical properties of floating
oil, and the toxicity of its constituents is of minor
importance. If liquid oil (or any other surface-active
substance) contaminates a bird’s plumage, its water-
repellant properties are lost. If the bird remains on
the sea, water penetrates the plumage and displaces the
air trapped between the feathers and the skin. This air
layer provides buoyancy and thermal insulation. With its
loss, the plumage becomes waterlogged and the birds may
sink and drown. Even if this does not happen, the loss
of thermal insulation results in a rapid exhaustion of
food reserves in an attempt to maintain body temperature,
followed by hypothermia and, commonly, death. Birds
attempt to free their plumage of contaminating oil by
preening and they swallow quantities of it. Depending on
its toxicity, the oil may then cause intestinal disorders
and renal or liver failure. Quite small quantities of
oil ingested by birds during the breeding season depress
egg-laying, and of the eggs that are laid the proportion
that hatch successfully is reduced. If oil is
transferred from the plumage of an incubating bird to the
eggs, the embryos may be killed.

Indirect effects of oil pollution on reproduction
appears to be much less important than the direct
mortality of adult birds, and most attention has been
directed towards the latter problem. The species most
commonly affected are auks: guillemots (murre),
razorbills and puffins; and some diving sea-ducks:
scoters, velvet scoters, long-tailed ducks (old squaw),
and eiders. These birds spend most of their time on the
surface of the water and so are particularly likely to
encounter floating oil~ and because they dive rather than
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fly up when disturbed, they are as likely as not to
resurface througl.~ the oil slick, so becoming completely
covered with oil~ Furthermore~. t.hese ducks ar~ extremely
gregarious except when ashore for breeding~ a~d the auks
are gregarious at all times of the yea~:’. Thu~, if there
are casualties they are likely to be numero[s. Indeed
quite small oil slicks driftir.~.g th:cough concen~rations of
birds resting on the sea ~lay inflict heavy casualties
quite disproportionate to the quantity of oil. ~fhus,
when 230~000 t of crude oil %~J-as lost fro~.a the i~maco Cadiz
on the Brittany coast, the known sea bird casualties
numbered 4572; but the largest known kill o~ sea birds
from oil pollution was in the Skagerr~Lk [an arm of the
North Sea between Denmark a~id Norway] in Jenuary 1981
when 30v000 oi.led birds appeared on the. beache~, and this
appears to have been caused by small, amou~ts of oil
discharged by two vessels° Indeed~ the estimated loss of
12,000 bird~ on the north-east coast of i~ngland in
January and February 1970 from oil slicks that were never
even identified, equals the estimated loss fo~lowing the
wreck of the To]~°z-e~ ~ [the secor~d largest tanker
spill to date - 860~000 barrels in 1967].

In total~ over 500~000 seabi~ds (juveniles ilcluded) are
concentrated within Washington ne~.~.ing colonies each year. Over
325,000 colonial seabirds are found in subarea 4 £nd about 45,000
are present in colonies in subarea 7~ The remainder are found in
inland waters (SAB~ 1990) o Those species for which the study
area is particular]Ly important are t.he black-legged kittiwake,
the rhinoceros auklet~ and the tufted puffin. Ad£itionally,
nesting colonies along the outer coast of Washing%on contain more
tlhan 50% of contiguous U.S. west coast tota:t populations for the
following species : Fork-tailed storm-petreiL, Cas~ ian tern,
Cassin ~s auklet, a]~Id tufted puffin~0

i i. Shorebirds

Shorebirds do not swims but r~t.her wad,~ or plobe at the
waters edge, feeding on shallow-~water organisms oI prey in the
intertidal mud or sand. Shorebirds such as western sandpipers,
sanderlings, dunlin~ ~ind semi~palmated and black-bellied plovers
roost and forage along coastal beaches and bays d~ring their
annual migrations°

While most shorebirds tend ’to feed on ;~andy" k eaches or
mudflats, several species prefer to forage on rock substrate and
are consistently found on rocks and islands of the Olympic
coastal region, i!~epresentatives of this group include ruddy and
black turnstones, wandering tattler, surfh:ird, an~ rock sandpiper
(see Trophic Level (9~ ~ Appendix F). They pass through during

migrations, but s~nall numbers of three species wiDter in these
rocky surf areas of the coast (St~ickland and Chas~n, i_c~89).



Unlike seabirds, most shorebirds are not associated with the
marine environment during the breeding season, but nest on
coastal and interior wetlands. A few species nest: in small
numbers in the Grays Harbor/Willapa Bay region. These include
the snowy plover, kildeer, semi-palmated plover, and common
snipe.

Shorebirds depend upon critical staging sites along the
coast during migrations. Coastal bays and estuaries along the
Washington outer coast (i.e. Grays Harbor and Willapa Bay) are
important feeding and resting areas for large concentrations of
birds during migration and the winter season. These areas are
the last estuaries at which many birds stop during their
migration to Alaska. Over 12 species of shorebirds stage in the
spring with numbers greater than 1,000,000 in the Grays Harbor
area, and 750,000 in Willapa Bay. Approximately 30,000
shorebirds overwinter in Willapa Bay. These are also important
areas for the endangered peregrine falcons, which prey on many of
the shorebirds (McMinnr 1993).

iii. Waterfowl

Waterfowl are flat-billed birds that spend the majority of
their lifecycle on the water. Like shorebirds, waterfowl
typically breed on freshwater habitats, but many species move to
shoreline and nearshore habitats when breeding is complete. Many
species of waterfowl stage and winter in Washington’s protected
marine waters. Approximately I0,000 ducks and geese overwinter
in Willapa Bay, with numbers swelling during migrations to
greater than i00,000. Approximately 20,000 waterfowl migrate
through Grays Harbor (Atkinson, 1993). Very small numbers 
geese and ducks remain to nest in these two areas during the
spring and summer~

Other species, such as scoter, harlequin, bufflehead,
merganser, goldeneye, oldsquaw, and scaup, winter in the
nearshore waters of the open coast. Scoters are by far the most
numerous species of sea ducks in nearshore waters. A small
number of sub-adult birds are found in the area during the
summer, soon joined by large numbers of adults from northern
continental nesting areas. The sub-adult birds pass through a
flightless period when they molt their feathers. At this time,
flocks numbering tens of thousands are found scattered along the
coast. At least i00,000 and possibly up to 300,000 birds molt in
the area between Point Grenville and Destruction Island. After
molting is completed, many birds may disperse down the Pacific
coast, but scoters are found in Washington coastal waters
throughout the winter (Strickland and Chasan, 1989).

iv. Birds of PreM

Peregrine falcons and bald eagles nest and feed extensively
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along Washington’s coastal waters~ The Washing~o]~ DepaL~tment of
Wildlife (WDOW) No:ngartle Program counted 17 pair~,~ (f nesting
peregrine falcons in the state in ]991o Nine of ±he 17 pairs
nested on the outer coast. Peregrines prefer ste6p cliffs for
nesting. Shorebirds are a favored food sou]_~ce fo~ these birds o:f
prey. Large flock:~; of migrating shorebirds at Grays Ha]:bor
attract peregrines, from distant nest.ing sites alorg the coast.
Peregrine falcons c.ontinue a slow, steady recoverl, in Washington
and do not show evidence of serious biochemical contamination as
do populations in California and Oregon (WDW, 199~). Their low
numbers require that particular attention be give~ to preserving
habitat and minimizing disturbance.. The peregrine falcon is
listed as an endangered species by W’ashington State as %tell as
the Federal government.~

A continuous band of bald eagle nests have be~n established
along the entire shoreline of the study area, including the
shoreline of the Strait of Juan de Fuca. The nesting territories
are contiguous to one another, with nests approximately 1 mile
apart (Taylor, 1992). The eagles patrol the coastline for fish,
waterfowl and prey of opportunity° The bald eagle population in
Washington appears to be in good health and is gro~ing annually.
The WDOW Nongame ~?rogram counted 42’.6 active: nests ~long western
Washington waterways in 1991 (WDW, 1991). There ace 51 breeding
territories along the coastal boundary of the Sancnuary between
Copalis Rock and Koitlah Point (WDW, 1993) . The,. b~id eagle 
Washington State is listed as threatened by’ both t~e Federal
government and the State of Washington.

A special report by the NOAA SAB (1990’,i anal(zed marine
bird populations based on ecological consideration~ such as
breeding sites, staging areas~ and foraging areas rAppendix C,
Tables 7 and 8). Two observations are noteworthy. First,
subareas 4 and 7 a:ce most significant to ti~e overa ~i distribution
of marine birds. This reflects the importance of ,~olony sites
along the rocky headlands in subarea 4, and the st~ging areas
that serve as the last major stop-over on the Pacific flyway
before the seabirds fly to Alaska°

(f) Marine Mammals

A total of 3C species of marine mammals are r~.ported to
occur in the coastal waters of Washington [Table 3. The
distribution of a selected species of marine mammal s in the seven
subareas is shown in Appendix D, Table 9. Off thes~, seven are
considered common: California sea lions, northern sea lions
(although their numbers have decreased and they ina~-e become
listed as threatened species), harbor seals, harbor- porpoises,
gray whales, Risso~’s dolphin~ and Pacific white-:~i~ed dolphin.
The river otter, usually’ associated with f]:e~-shwate~ rive:¢s and
lakes, has adapted to the local m az’ine environment~ Species
which are known to breed in the sanctuary study ar~a include the
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Table Marine Mammal Species Reported From The Coastal Waters
of Washington (Source: Speich et. al.~ 1987;
Strickland and Chasan, 1989; and Schmitten, 1993).

Order Species Occurrence Legal Status

Carnivora
Pinnipedia

Cetacea

Sea otter, Enhydra lutris R

Ca. sea lion, Zalophus califomianus C

N. sea lion, Eumetopias jubatus C

N. fur seal, Catlorhinus ursinus R

Pacific harbor seal, Phoca vitulina C

N. elephant seal, Mirounga angustirostris R

Ca. gray whale, Eschrichtius robustus C

Right whale, Eubataena glaciali s A

Minke whale, Balaenoptera acutorostrata R

Fin whale, Balaenoptera physalus A

Sei whale, Balaenoptera borealis A

Blue whale, Balaenoptera musculus A

Humpback whale, Megaptera novaeangliae R

Sperm whale, Physeter macrocephatus R

Pygmy sperm whale, Kogia breviceps A

N. Pacific beaked whale, Mesoplodon stejnegeri A

Hubb’s beaked whale, Mesoplodon carlhubbsi A
Cuvier’s beaked whale, Ziphius cavirostris A

Baird’s beaked whale, Berardius bairdii A

Pilot whale, Globicephala macrorhynchus A

Risso’s dolphin, Grampus griseus A

Killer whale, Orcinus orca R

False killer whale, Pseudorca crassidens A

Common dolphin, Delphinus delphis A

N. right whale dolphin, Ussodelphis borealis A
Striped dolphin, Stene#a coeruleoalba A

Pacific white-sided dolphin, Lagenorhyncus obliquidens A

Dalrs porpoise, Phocoenoides dalli R

Harbor porpoise, Phocoena phocoena C

WAC, MMPA,
WAC, MMPA
WAC MMPA
WAC MMPA
WAC MMPA
WAC MMPA
WAC MMPA,
WAC MMPA,
WAC MMPA
WAC MMPA,
WAC MMPA,
WAC MMPA,
WAC MMPA,
WAC MMPA,
WAC MMPA
WAC MMPA
WAC MMPA
WAC MMPA
WAC MMPA
WAC MMPA
WAC MMPA

WAC MMPA
WAC MMPA
WAC MMPA
WAC MMPA
WAC MMPA
WAC MMPA

WAC MMPA
WAC MMPA,

ESA, WSE

ESA
ESA

ESA
ESA
ESA
ESA

ESA

WST

C = Common R = Rare A = Accidental WAC- Washington Administrative Codes
MMPA- U.S. Marine Mammal Protection Act

I:SA - U.S. Endangered Species Act
WSE- Washington State Endangered Species
WST- Washington State Threatened Species
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sea otter, harbor seal, and harbor porpoise. Fou~ species, the
northern sea lion, California sea lion, northern fur seal, and
gray whale are regular seasonal migrants along the coast.

Marine mammals listed on the Federal threatened and
endangered species list include gray, right, fin, sei, blue,
humpback, and sperm whales, and the northern (Steller) sea lion
(listed as a threatened species under the ESA by final rule on

November 26, 1990)o The sea otter is listed as a Nashington
State endangered species; the harbor porpoise is listed as a
Washington State threatened species.

Some species of cetaceans (whales and porpoises) are found
along the Washington coast during the entire year. The most
frequently observed are the harbor porpoise, Pacific white-sided
dolphin, Risso’s dolphin and California gray whale. The harbor
porpoise is a year-round resident that often inhabits bays and
inshore waters, however its shyness makes it diffizult to acquire
accurate population data. Aerial and ship surveys conducted
between 1984 and 1986 estimated a population of abgut 45,000
animals along the coasts of California, Oregon, an.~ Washington
(Osmek, 1993).

The gray whale is primarily a coastal; nearsh~re species
usually found in water depths of less than 50 meteTs. Its range
extends from breeding grounds off Baja California ~o major
feeding areas in the Bering and Chuckchi Seas. They are most
abundant along the Washington outer coast during n~rthward
migration from February through April, and southwa~Td migration
from October through December. The populai~ion of ~astern North
Pacific gray whale is estimated to be about 21,000 animals (Jones
e_~t al., 1984; Reilly e°t all., 1983). Annually, ten to fifteen
individuals remain as summer residents near Kalalo~h, Cape Alava,
and Cape Flattery.

Other cetaceans regularly observed in coastal or offshore
waters include killer whales, Dall’s porpoise and Hinke whales.
Humpback, blue, and sperm whales are seen offshore during the
summer months, but these sightings are rare. The right whale is
an extremely endangered species wit]h an estimated ~Jopulation of
only 200 in the entire North Pacific Ocean.

Pinnipeds (seals and sea lions) found along tle outer coast
include the California sea lion, northern sea lion~ northern fur
sea, Pacific harbor seal, and the northern elephan~ seal. The
distribution of pinniped haulout sites is shown in Figure 37.
Harbor seals are the most abundant pinniped in coastal
Washington. They are year-round residents of both offshore and
inshore waters and the only pinnipeds that breed ir Washington.

Harbor seals use nearshore rocks, reefs,, and ~and bars for
rookery and haulout sites. They freguent logs and floating
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Figure 37. Distribution of Harbor Seal and Sealion Haulout Sites
Along the Washington Coast (S. Jeffries, WDW in
Strickland and Chasan, 1989).
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structures, shallow bays, and tidal flats ~ear abundant food
sources. The current harbor sea]. population in W~shington is
estimated to be approximately 32,.6;88 animals (Hub~_r et al, 1993),
with approximate~Ly 2s200 seals occurr~n ~

~. g from Point Grenville to
(;ape Flattery (Speich and Whal, 1989) 

Both California sea lions and northeL~r-~ sea 1 [ons are present
on the Washington outer’ coast. Sea lions use opel water for
feeding, and nearshore islands, reefs, and rocks ~or hauling out..
California sea lions breed on islands off the coa~t of California
and Mexico. After breeding, many adult and sub-a~lult males
migrate northward into British Columbia. They ar~*. found in
Washington waters from August through May~ As ma~ly as 4,000-
5,000 individuals ihave been estimated to migrate ~hrough the
vicinity of Sealion Rock (Bigg, 1985 in Speich et al., 1987) 
California sea lions prefer isolated rocky areas (~f coarse sand
beaches free from human interference as haulout s~tes.

Northern (Stellar) sea lion population decli]r~es have beer,
documented in the core of their range in Alaska r~sulting in the
species being listed as threatened under the Endal’gered Species
Act. However, numbers of Stellar sea lions have ~emained stable
in British Columbia, Washington and Oregon. The ~ange of the

northern sea lion extends around the Pacific rim ~rom Hokkaido,
Japan, to the Channel Islands off the coast of ~otthern
California. The centers of abundance and distribution are the
Gulf of Alaska and Aleutian Islands, respec.tively (Loughlin et
al., 1987). Loughlin, Perlov, and Vladimirov (1992) estimated
tihe current Stellar sea lion population rancre-wide at 39-48
percent of the population estimated by Kenyon and Rice in 1961.
The NMFS has placed the northern sea lion or~ the ~ederal list of
threatened species due to massive populatiorL declines (63% loss
between 1985-1989) in areas where they are I[Lost abandant such as
the Aleutian Islands and the Gulf of Alaska (NMFS, 1992).

While there are no known breeding areas in Washington,
northern sea lions are found along the coas.t throughout the year.
Primary haulout sites are located along the northecn coast,
especially near Flattery Rocks, "= C~pe Alava and S, pkit Rock.Northern sea lion populations in Washington were e~timated duringl
the 1970"s to be about 450 in winter and 6[)0 in su:nmer
(Strickland and Chasan, 1989).

Northern fur seals breed pril~arily on the Prii)ilof Islands
in the Bering Sea o They migrate southward into th~ eastern North
Pacific Ocean during tlhe late fall and ear~Ly winte~-, reaching
peak numbers of 86~ 000 off Washington in April (An~:onelis and
Perez, 1984). Northward migration begins by early spring with
the fur seals mostly absent from the area from Jul~’ through
December. Northern fur seals prefer the open wate~.s of ~che
continental shelf and rarely come within 8 km of l~nd.
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The northern elephant seal is the largest of the pinnipeds
in the North Pacific. They breed between January and March on
island from central California south to Baja California. After
the breeding season, they move into coastal and offshore waters
with males traveling as far north as southeast Alaska. Elephant
seals can be seen year--round off Washington though sightings are
most common in the spring. They usually prefer waters well
offshore but have been sighted on Tatoosh Island (Calambokidis et
a!., 1987) and are reported to occur in inland waters of
Washington (Everitt et al., 1979, 1980).

Sea otters along the Washington coast once ranged from the
mouth of the Columbia River to Point Grenville, with fewer
numbers found north to Cape Flattery, Neah Bay, and east into the
Strait of Juan De Fuca. Commercial hunting for its valuable pelt
had eliminated the species from Washington by the early 1900’s.
The last known "resident" sea otters in Washington were taken in
Willapa Bay in 1910 (Scheffer, 1940). A total of 59 otters
transplanted from Alaska were released at Point Grenville and La
Push in 1969 and 1970, forming the basis for the present
population estimated to be 300 individuals in 1992 (Bowlby,
1992). Sea otters currently range along 70 km of the coast from
Destruction Island north to Point of the Arches (Figure 38).
They prefer rocky habitats with extensive kelp beds common to the
northern portion of the sanctuary study area, and usually feed
within one mile of shore in waters less than 20m deep. The
population undergoes seasonal shifts in location. The Cape Alava
area is used all year with higher numbers there in winter and
early spring. By summer some of the population has shifted south
to the area of Cape Johnson (just north of La Push). These
otters eventually return north, and by September the main
population is back at Cape Alava. This area is probably
preferred for winter habitat because of the extensive Macrocystis
kelp beds, and the protection offered by Ozette and Bodelteh
Islands. The sea otter is on the Washington State endangered
species list.

River otters are land mammals usually associated with
freshwater rivers and lakes, but have adapted to the marine
environment. They are often mistaken for sea otters and are
found in marine/estuarine areas along the outer coast, especially
in the vicinity of Cape Alava. Their diet includes marine prey
such as fishes~ crabs, mussels, oysters, barnacles, and sea
stars. Other land mammals such as black bear, deer, and raccoons
prowl the intertidal area for food.

An analysis of the distribution of marine mammals among the
seven subareas indicates that areas l, 2 and 5 stand out as most
significant to the overall assemblage of marine mammals. These
are the areas that are furthest offshore. Also, the sanctuary
study area provides particularly significant habitat for seven
marine mammals: the harbor seal, harbor porpoise, killer whale,
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Pacific white-side dolphin, gray whale, fin whale, and Risso’s
dolphin. For these seven mammal species, the areas nearest to
the coast are significant to the harbor seal~ harbor porpoise,
killer whale, and gray whale, while the other three species
depend on the outer shelf areas. Most of the region under
consideration for sanctuary status occurs within migration
pathways for several species. It is noteworthy that a major
adult summer area for the endangered fin whale occurs along the
continental slope seaward of the study area (SABv 1988).

G. Sea Turtles

Studies of sea turtle distribution and abundance in the
North Pacific Ocean are progressing, but there are many gaps in
the knowledge base. Pacific sea turtles nest on beaches in the
tropics and subtropics but have been sighted in the eastern North
Pacific as far north as the Gulf of Alaska. Many species are
highly mobile and may migrate thousands of miles. Most sea
turtle information to-date has been collected at nesting sites.
Observation and study becomes much more difficult once the
turtles leave the shore. Subsequently, very little is known
about the life stages between hatchling and adult. Some evidence
suggests that post-hatchling and juvenile life stages occupy a
poorly known pelagic habitat (Eckert, 1991).

Sea turtles live very long lives. It is believed that some
species (e.g. loggerhead and hawksbill) require as many as 
years or more to reach sexual maturity. Each individual female
will typically return to the same beach for each nesting cycle.
In addition, nesting usually occurs at multiple-year intervals
(often 2-4 years). Turtles are most vulnerable to predators
(e.g. humans, birds, crabs, mammals, fish, sharks, and reptiles)
while in the egg and hatchling stages. Adult leatherbacks are
preyed upon by killer whales in Mexican waters and presumably
larger sharks. Hard shell sea turtles are believed to have
decreasing mortality rates as they mature to adulthood due to
size and armoring. (Eckert, 1991)

Sea turtles frequent the Washington coast but have never

been found in the inland waters of the state° However~ there was
an unconfirmed reported sighting of a live sea turtle from Skagit
Bay in August, 1992. The following description of sea turtle
status in Washington waters is the best; and most concise summary
found among the available scientific literature:

Three state and federally listed species of sea
turtles - loggerhead, leatherback and green - visit
Washington waters~ but rarely come ashore unless sick or
injured. The leatherback is classified as an endangered
species [Federal and state lists] and the loggerhead and
green sea turtles are threatened species [Federal and
state lists]°
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The most common sea turtle off Washington’s coast is
the leatherback, a ]black flexible-shelled turt [e that can
be six feet in shell length. Their prima~y food is
jellyfish. They are the most wide-ranging of all living
reptiles and are more tolerant of cold waters than hard-
shelled sea turtles. Leatlherbacks nest on ~eaches in
southern latitudes. The largest known nesting area is on
the Pacific coast of Mexico. Collection of ii<s eggs for
food, primarily in the western Pacific ocean~ is a major
threat to this species.

The green sea turtle is the most common ~ard shell
sea turtle found off Washington’s coast. Like many other
tropical species~ unusual warm ocean curreni~s off our
coast [particularly E1 Nino events] can bring the green
sea turtle to our shores. Two live green s~a turtles
[were] found beached on the Washington co~ st during
winter 1989-90. ~ [Green sea turtles have be~_n sighted
as far north as Admiralty Island, Alaska. ] This species
nests on many islands in the tropical Paci~ic Ocean,
including the Hawaiian and Marshall i[slands, and the
Phillipines. While their eggs have long pr~vided for
subsistence harvest, recently developed markets for skin
and other products from the turtles has le~ to near
collapse of some populations°

The loggerhead sea turtle is :care in temperate
waters. Washington is as faz north as this s)ecies has
ever been found. A juvenile loggerhead was f01nd on the
beach at Ocean Shores in December 1990 .... Adults grow to
four feet in length.~ They feed on marine animals such as
crabs, snails, clams, and shrimp. The loggerilead nests
on beaches in the Pacific Ocean around Austral [a, China,
and Japan. Recently, thousands [>I00~000] of juveniles
were discovered feeding on red crabs off Ba~a Mexico.
The causes of recently observed declines at Pacific Ocean
nesting beaches are not known.

The first Olive Ridley sea turtle ever found in
Washington washed ashore near Copalis in Nove~iber 1989.
This carnivorous, hard-shelled sea turt ie is abundant in
the tropical Pacific Ocean and nests in Mexico, Costa
Rica, Malaysia, and Tihailand ~ ,o Synchronlzed n~,sting may
occur and can inwglve as many as 150,000 fema_es. Some
populations are on the verge of c~llapse, however,
because of massive egg collecting (WDW, 1991b] 

Aerial surveys of California~ Oregon, and Washington waters
have shown that most leatherbacks occur in slope waters, while
fewer occur over the continental shelf. Adult green turtles are
benthic herbivores., subsisting mainly on algae an~ sea grasses.
Their diet would seem to restrict them to the photic zones
surrounding islands and continents ~ Logger leads inhabit
continental shelves, bays, estuaries and iagoor~s. They are
generally found feeding on benthic invertebz’ate~ in hard bottom
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habitats. Olive Ridleys are widely distributed in the Pacific and
appear in both coastal and pelagic habitats. Foraging appears
confined mainly to tropical neritic waters, where individuals may
dive as deep as 300 meters to feed on benthic crustaceans. (Eckert,

1991) 

Duxbury (1992) asserts that humans pose the greatest threat 
the survival of all sea turtles. Turtle eggs, meat, skins, and
shells are prized throughout the Pacific, and exploitation has been
severe in some areas. Habitat loss at nesting areas has also
contributed to the decline of some sea turtle populations.
However, turtles have never been an important component of local
economies or cultures on the western seaboard of the United States
(Eckert, 1991).

Human activities that could possibly impact sea turtles in
Washington waters are fishing operations and oil spills. Since sea

turtles frequent the Washington coast in dispersed, low numbers,
incidental catch by coastal fisheries poses a negligible threat to
Pacific species. A report by the NMFS (1990) states that, "The
incidental involvement of sea turtles with commercial fisheries on
the west coast is rare... No turtles have been reported taken in
groundfish fisheries [of Washington, Oregon, and California]" (NMFS
Section 7 Biological Opinion, 1990). Leatherback turtles have been
taken in salmon seines in Alaska and[ experimental shark drift
gillnets (1986-88) off California, Oregon and Washington; however,
federal permits for the shark drift gillnet operations were not
renewed after 1988. Sea turtles have been a frequent bycatch in
high-seas driftnets, but United Nations action ended this fishery
on January i, 1993.

The effects of oil spills on sea turtles is unclear due to
lack of research~ Because the migration range of adult turtles is
wide, it is unusual to have large numbers of turtles directly
impacted by an oil spill. Spill related turtle impacts are mostly
anecdotal and poorly documented as to cause of death. Laboratory
studies, however~ have indicated that oil contamination of eggs,
hatchlings and juveniles may cause morphological, physiological and
behavioral alterations or death in young sea turtles. Pelagic tar
also seems to be harmful to sea turtles, since it can seal the
mouths and nostrils of the animals. A review of world-wide sea
turtle decline by the National Research Council (1990) presents 
conclusive data regarding oil effects on sea turtles. The report
states that additional information is needed on the reaction of sea
turtles to petroleum ingestion~ fouling, and toxicity (NRC, 1990;
(NMFS, 1991).

3. Cultural and Historical Resources

The earliest record of human life on the coast of Washington

is that of the coastal Indians (WDOE, 1986). Five native
American cultures occupied the coastal areas within the proposed
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sanctuary: the Makah, Quileute, Hoh, Queets, and Quinault
(Figure 39). An archaeological survey conducted 
the University of Washington in 1955 found a total of 19 sites in
the coastal area of Olympic National Park (]~[ational Park ServiceA,
1976). A recent inventory re-located i0 shell midden sites and 
rock art sites (Wessen~ 1989). The most important site is the
0zette Archaeological Site located on Cape Alava (listed in the
National Register of Historic Places). Here, the 3zette Indian
Nation occupied the Ozette village into the: early 1900’s. Shell
midden deposits have yielded bones and artifacts a~ old as 2,000
years along with protohistoric housles that were buried and
preserved by a mudslide (Huelsbec.k, 1983). Other 3rimary sites
include the Kahii Village Site at Toleak Point soui~h of La Push,
White Rock Village located about two miles south of Cape Alava,
and the Sand Point site about three miles south of Cape Alava.
There may be more undiscovered archaeological and ~raditional
cultural properties in the area. ]?etroglyphs of u:Iknown age are
found at Wedding Rock, about 1.3 miles south of Cail)e Alava
(listed in National Register of Historic Places) 

There are two small memorials to the crews an~| passengers
that perished in shipwrecks along the coast. The ~lorwegian
Memorial, found 8 miles south of Sand Point, comme]1orates the 18
people that died in the wreck of the Prince Arthur in 1903. The
Chilean Memorial, 4 miles to the south, com:memorat~s the 20
people lost in the wreck of the P~J. Pirrie in 192~i. Both
memorials are in the form of small stones with the names of the
victims, and are located just back from the beach in dense brush.
Other recorded shipwrecks include 9 ships wrecked between
Quillayute Rocks and C.ape Alava, 5 at Destruction ~sland, and 4
in the vicinity of Hoh Head (Malin~ 1984).

C. Human Activit~e~

i. Commercial Fishing and Aquaculture

Washington’s local water fleet is typified by small~scale
operations with relatively small earnings per vessel. In 1987,
ex-vessel revenues per boat averaged between $54~ 0C0 and $69,000.
Total employment by this fleet is estimated to be approximately
7,000 with an additional 500-700 fishermen associated with other
fleet components and tribal fisheries. The number of vessels in
the local water fisheries has been declining. Since 1975, troll
permits issued in the salmon fishery have declined by over 2,000
(NRC, 1988). These permits cannot be reinstated udder the
limited entry systen established in the 1970~s. In 1987, there
were 3,525 boats participating in Washington~s local fishery
(NRC, 1988). Over 350 boats have withdrawn from t~e fishery

between 1985-1987 due to the witlhdrawal of approximately 372
salmon troll permits.
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The fishery :cesources harvest.ed by Washingto~ ’s local water
fleet .include five species of sal~;.ILon (chinook, co~o, sockeye,
chum, pink), bottomfish (including halibut, rockfish, cod,
flatfish, sablefish, hake, green and[ white sturgeon), and
shellfish (Dungeness crab, pink shrimp, clams and oysters).
Aquaculture and ma:ci.cul1~ure operations, conducted primarily in
Puget Sound and ii-~. es<-uarine area:~ off th~ coast contribute
significantly to the local waters harvest (NRC~ 1988).

Fisheries fo:c sall~on which contribute the bulk of revenues
for the local fleet:~ are influenced by the cyclical abundance of

approximately 60 d:[.stinct stocks° Many spe~:ific s~imon fisheries
are controlled on the basis of "weak stock manaqement" in which
harvest limits are set. to safegua~.-d against over-harvest of the
least viable individual stocks~ In the ocean troll fishery for
coho and chinook salmon, occurring in the oceanic ~aters of the
study area, this management regime has put severe 3onstraints on
harvest levels~ Washington’s gill:net and seine salmon fisheries,
which occur in the Strai.t of Juan ,fiLe Fuca and in t.~e river mouths
entering the study area, are still highly ~.epend.en~ on sockeye
salmon from Canada,s Fraser River° These Fraser River sockeye
runs are based on a four-year cycle (NRC~ 1988).

Groundfish inc.lude bottomfis.h which are. caugh = mainly on or
near the seafloor~ and other marine specie~ that a.:e caught at
mid-water. The harvest of groundfish species is o)mprised of
over 35 varietie:~ c,f rockfish, flatfish and roundflsh. The
primary species caught: include many species of rock[fish (Pacific
ocean perch, widow rockfish, yel].owtai] roc.kfish~ i)lack
rockfish), flatfish (~_’nglish sole.~ Dover sole, arr~)wtooth
flounder, Pacific halibut), and z~oundfish (Pacific cod, Pacific
hake, lingcod, and sablefish). The commercJ_al coa.,~tal catch of
groundfish has risen from approximately 18 :million pounds in 1970
to 42.1 million pounds in 1991 (PacFIN~ 19!)2). Grt~undfish 
caught by bottom (otter) trawling~, midwater" trawli~g, longlining
or’ setlining, bottom trolling, fixed pots, a:c-d han([-line jigging.
Fishing may take place in depths ranging from I0 f~thoms out to
the canyons at the!,.~:.dg~= of the continental shelf,, ~:nd beyond.
Roundfish dominate the landed catch in this fisher~. In recent
decline are the abundance .and mean size of sablefi:~:h (black cod)
(Parks and Shaw, ].987). Tihe most important commer(:ial rockfish
in the eastern Pacific is the Pacific ocean perch. Because
stocks .of this species have become severely depleted, the PFMC
has adopted a management strategy to rebui].d them ~’,.o previous
levels (Ito e_tt a_/l~.~ 1987)~ Commercial interest hae recently been
shown i:n the thresher ~. .’ ’ hark which migrates into Washington
coastal waters in the spring. Both domestic and j¢ int-venture
catches of Pacific hake (marketed as whitirLg i have increased
since the early 1980~s and its stocks are currerlt]y fully
utilized (Hollowed et al.., 1988; ,3une, 1993) .. Sur~. smelt are
recreationally dipped as: far north as tlhe mouth of the Quillayute
River.
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Dungeness crab and pink shrimp stocks have historically been

quite cyclical in nature. Razor clam stocks have declined
dramatically in recent years due to the outbreak of the NIX
virus, gill parasites and overharvesting. Only a small Indian
fishery and recreational fishery exist for razor clams.

The amount and value of the local catch is of great
importance to the state:s economy. In 1992, the ex-vessel value
of the commercial landings approximated $152 million, up from the
1981-1985 average of $92.8 million (Table 4) (NRC A, 1986; NMFS,
1992a). The salmon fishery was once the largest and most
valuable fishery in the coastal waters. The salmon catch is now
exceeded in tonnage by the groundfish catch; however, the yearly
harvest of salmon is nearly three times more valuable at the
fisherman level than the groundfish or shellfish catch (Natural
Resources Consultants, 1986; June, 19931). The values and volumes
for commercial harvests of selected species in Washington State,
and in the sanctuary study area are shown in Appendix C (Tables 

and 2).

The salmon and groundfish species in the study area are
managed under Federal Fishery Management Plans (FMP’s) drafted 
the PFMC. In the FMP’s, the PFMC establishes catch limits for
groundfish and specifies the duration of the fishing season and
catch and size limits for salmon. Commercial and recreational
fishing gear restrictions are specified for both the groundfish
and salmon fisheries. The Magnuson Fishery Conservation and
Management Act (MFCMA) provides for enforcement of FMP’s prepared
by the PFMC and approved by the Secretary of Commerce after
review by the NMFS.

Fisheries for Pacific halibut are regulated by "the NMFS
under a treaty with Canada. The Dungeness crab and pink shrimp
fisheries are managed by the Washington Department of Fisheries.
The Pacific States Marine Fisheries Commission is currently
developing interstate (Washington, Oregon, and California) plans
for the crab and shrimp fisheries under the Inter-jurisdictional
Fisheries Act (IJFA). NMFS is funding portions of the state
monitoring and management of these fisheries.

The tribes are co--managers of the fisheries resources and
are involved in plan development, monitoring, licensing and
enforcement. The tribes are guaranteed[ a portion of the salmon
and steelhead catch pursuant to the Boldt Decision of 1974 which
allocates a portion of the anadromous fish among tribal and non-
tribal fishers by region of origin. For the purposes of fish
stock allocation and record keeping, local or coastal commercial
fisheries are classified as the non-treaty commercial fishery and
the treaty fishery.
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Table 4. Volume and Value of Washington State’s Local Water
Catch by’ Fishery Type (1981-1985 averag~; 1990)

FISHERY POUNDS (Millions of lbs)
1981-85 (avg) 1992

VALUE (~illions of $)
:[981-85 (avg) 1992

Groundfish 78.2 33,,6 13o9 10.8Salmon 40.6 45~! 40~0 39.8Shellfish 16.6 45~,5 10.6 57.7

Source: Data supplied by Washington Depart:ment of Fisheries,
1993 and PacFin, ].992~, Report #002.
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(a) Commercial Non-Treat~ FisherM

Salmon, bottomfish, crab, shrimp, oyster, and clams form the
basis of the coastal non-treaty commercial fishery (Figure 40).
Salmon caught off the Washington outer coast must be caught by
the trolling method. Other methods, such as purse seines, drift
nets, or drift gillnets, are prohibited in ocean waters.
Commercial trollers mainly catch coho, pink and chinook salmon.
Since 1976, coastal trollers’ salmon catch has fallen. For
example, average landings of chinook salmon declined from 262,000
fish in 1971-1975 to 183,000 fish in 1976-1980; only 54,600 were
caught in 1987 (PFMC, ]988). Most of the trolling for chinook
and coho salmon is centered around the Grays Harbor area° Pink
salmon, which are harvested only in odd-numbered years, are taken
primarily off the north coast from Cape Flattery to Quillayute.

The major commercially harvested shellfish in the sanctuary
study area and adjacent estuaries include Dungeness crabs, pink
shrimp, Pacific oysters, and several species of clams. Although
their abundance varies over and 8 to i0 year period~ Dungeness
crabs are the most important commercial shellfish. Pink shrimp
are also subject to large variations in abundance. Production
areas for shrimp harvesting are found from Cape Elizabeth north
to Cape Flattery. The razor clam population, depleted in recent
years by the NIX virus~ gill parasites, and perhaps over
harvesting, only supports a small restaurant trade and
recreational fishery. The most recent commercial harvest
occurred at offshore spits in Willapa Bay and the Quinault Indian
Reservation (Strickland and Chasan, 1989). There is also 
coastal commercial sea urchin harvest.

(b) Treaty_ Fisheries

The entire study area north of Willapa Bay can be considered
a usual and accustomed fishing area for" treaty tribes. Salmon
and steelhead trout are the most important fishery resources
available to the coastal tribes. Salmon and steelhead trout are
harvested by either gillnets or troll gear. The treaty ocean
troll fishery operates throughout the summer° The fishing
activity is centered around the areas of Grays Harbor, Quillayute
and Cape Flattery. Coho, chinook, and pink salmon are the main
species taken by this fishery. The Makah Tribe conducts a marine
gillnet fishery along the shore near Cape Flattery and in the
Strait of Juan de Fuca for chinook and sockeye salmon. In-river
treaty gillnet fisheries harvest coho and chinook salmon in the
Queets~ Hoh, and Quillayute Rivers; and[ chum, coho~ sockeye, and
chinook salmon in the Quinault and Ozette Rivers. In addition,
treaty fisheries take steelhead trout in all the major rivers of
the Olympic Peninsula.

The coastal tribes, Makah, Quileute, Hoh, and Quinault,
participate in a variety of groundfish fisheries. Rockfish,
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The Harvest
Volume of Washington"s Local Water Catc, h by Fishery Type

(1981-1985 Annual Average)

SPECIES (MILLIONS OF LBS.)

~
GROUNDFISH ................ 78.2

SALMON .................... 4.0.8

SHELLFISH .................. 16.’5

AQUACU LTU RE[ .............. 10o 5

OTH ER ...................... 4.7

TOTAL 150.;*

Va~ue to Harvesters
Ex-Vessel Value of Washington’s Local Water Cat¢h by Fishery Type

(1981-1985; Annual Average),

:’ iii!iiiiiii!!ii!iiiii!!ii!i!!iiii!iiiii ’: _p_

SPECIES VALUE OF LANDINGS
(MILLIONS OF $’s)

.... SALMON .................... 40.0

AQUACULTURE .............. 26.7

----- GROUNDFISH ................ 13.9

-~-- SHELLFISH ................... 10.6

OTHER ....................... 1.6

TOTAL $92.8

Value of Products
Wholesale ’ValuE. = of Products Processed from

Washin~gton’s Local Water Catch by Fishery Type
(198t.o1985 Annual Average)

+:.:+:.:+:.:<<.:.:..~ SPECIES VALUE OF PRODUCTS
(MILLIONS OF $’s)

.... SALMON .................... 80.(]

---~ SHELLFISH ................... 29.4

-~-- GROUNDFISH ................ 27.g

-~-- AQUACULTLIFIE .............. 26.7

OTH ER ....................... 4.0

TOTAL $168.0

Figure 40. Commercial and Recreational Fishing Ar£as (Strickland

and Chasan F 198g; WDF, [[992).
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sablefish and Pacific halibut are the targeted species and are
taken by longline and handline gear. Tihese fisheries generally
occur in the fall and spring and are centered off the north coast
of the Olympic Peninsula. The coastal tribes have recognized
treaty rights for halibut, and since 1986 the tribes have
received a direct halibut allocation from the International
Pacific Halibut Commission. In addition, the Makah and Quileute
tribes receive a set aside of sablefish from the PFMC.

The coastal tribes conduct a variety of fisheries in the
nearshore area. Sea urchin, mussels, ocean clams, gooseneck
barnacles, Dungeness crab, salmon, steelhead, rockfishes, cod,
and smelt are harvested for subsistence and ceremonial purposes
by the various tribes. The Quinault Tribe harvests :razor clam
for commercial purposes from beaches within their reservation.
The Quileute Tribe conducts a small commercial fishery for smelt
harvested from within the estuary reaches of the Quillayute
River.

(c) Aquaculture and Coastal Hatcheries

Aquaculture and hatchery operations in areas adjacent to the
sanctuary study area produce salmon, oysters, mussels, and clams
for commercial purposes or for augmenting natural stocks. The
importance of fish and shellfish farming to Washington~s seafood
industry is shown by the fact that fewer than 200 oyster, salmon,
and clam farms produce 16 percent of the wholesale value of the
state’s local seafood harvest (Natural Resources Consultants,
1986). Most of the aquaculture operations are ill Puget Sound or
Grays Harbor and Willapa Harbor. Coastal hatchery facilities
closest to the sanctuary study area include four tribal salmon
hatcheries located on the Makah, Quileute, Hoh, and Quinault
Reservations. These hatcheries released approximately 8.5
million fish in 1986, including 2 million steelhead trout (Butts,
1988). The WDF operates the Soleduck, Bear springs, Kalawa River
Ponds, and Snyder Creek (in cooperation with a steelhead guide
operation) hatcheries in the Quillayute drainage system. WDF
also operates the Canyon Springs acclimation pond on the Hoh
River in cooperation with the Hoh Tribe, and the Shale Creek
hatchery on the Queets River. A proposed WDF facility on the
Mathaney River is expected to be competed within a year. The
USFWS and Quinault Tribe operate a facility on Cook Creek.

2. Oil and Gas Activities

The State of Washington and the Federal government have both
conducted oil and gas lease sales in Washington’s offshore
waters. The state conducted a series of lease sales in the
1960’s in state waters in the vicinity of Grays Harbor. Union
Oil Company drilled three exploratory wells several miles west of
Ocean Shores. Only one well was successfully drilled, but no
commercial quantities of oil or gas were found. The Federal
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government conducted a lease sale in 1964 (Lease ~Jale P-2) off
Washington and Ore!~on,, Forty seven of the 196 "tr6~cts offered for
lease were located off Washington. Only 27 of these tracts were
actually leased. The highest bid off Washington ~’as $i~785,888
($310.05/acre) for a tract in the Copalis Beach a~ea between
Gray’s Harbor and Willapa Bay. Four wells (three original and
one redrill) were drilled off the Washington coast from 1966 to
1967: I) nine miles west of Destruction Island~ ~) nine miles
west of Westport; andg 13) nine miiles west of the rorthern
entrance to Willapa Bay. While oil and gas were ~ound in two of
the wells (near Westport and Willapa Bay), quanti%ies were not
sufficient for commercial production°

Since the early 1900"s, onshore exploratory %ells have been
drilled along the Washington coast,, The discover~ of a natural
oil seep in the vicinity of Hoh Head at Oil City, just north of
the mouth of the Hoh River, led to several attempts at drilling
for oil. An attempt in 1913 was abandoned because commercial
quantities were not found., In 1936~ drilling in the same area
led to the discovery of Washington ,’ s first oil well that went
into production. Production could not be sustained and the site
was abandoned. Currently~ there is no onshore production of oil
or gas in the State of Washington°

MMS, within <:he U.,S. Department of the Interior, is the
Federal agency with authority over all minerals development on
the OCS outside of the three-mile limit of s.tate j,arisdiction.
MMS is responsible for preparing and implementing 5-year plans
which identify the federal waters to be opened for offshore oil
and gas leasing.

MMS’s current: 5-year plan is entitled Outer- Continental
Shelf Natural Gas and Oil Resource Management Compcehensive
Program and covers the years froth 11992-1997. Accocding to the
plan, Washington a:nd Oregon are not scheduled for iny lease sales
and will not be until after the year 2000. Howevec, before any
leasing activities can take place~ a serie~ of envLronmental
studies must be preformed to determine whether or :lot oil and gas
development can take place in an environmentally sound manner.
This position is based on Federal executive policy developed in
1990 which canceled a number of lease sales around the country,
including Lease-Sale 132 (Washington/Oregon Planning Area)
(Figure 41). Figures 42 show "highlighted areas" ~hich
correspond to areas that the Governors of Washingt,)n and Oregon
requested be deleted from the former Lease Sale #i:~2; and areas
within the Oregon/Washington planning area, referr~{d to as
"subarea deferrals"~ that MMS has deleted from sal~ ~. #132.
Leasing and exploration for oil and gas is not per~titted in
Washington state waters; Washing[ton HB 2242 estab[ ishes a
moratorium on oil and gas exploration and developm{.,nt in state
waters until 1995.
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MMS has evaluated the oil and gas potential of the study
area for the proposed sanctuary. By first making an assumption
that past geologic conditions were conducive to the formation and
entrapment of oil and gas~ it is then possible to evaluate
existing seismic data to estimate the location and volume of
subsurface sedimentary structures that would contain the oil and
gas reserves. Using the limited data available, MMS has
estimated that production resulting from the former Lease Sale
#132 would total 58 million barrels of oil and 1.0 trillion cubic
feet of gas over a 35 year period¯ The entire sanctuary study
area (i.e., the entire continental shelf’ off Washington) would
include 20% of the total estimated reserves of the Lease Sale 132
area (MMS, 1990a). Of that 20%, 15% would be located in the area
south of Copalis National Wildlife Refuge (which is not within
the sanctuary boundary), with the remaining 5% distributed across
the northern portion of the continental shelf which NOAA proposes
to include within the Sanctuary (1.5% irk zone i, 2.5% in zone 2,
1.0% in zone 3). Zone 4 is entirely within Washington State
waters, and is therefore not included in these estimates (Martin,
1990a).

Under the previous 5-year plan (1987-1992), the Washington
and Oregon coasts had been scheduled for a lease sale in 1992.
In order to resolve issues surrounding the proposed lease sale,
the states of Washington and Oregon, the Northwest Indian
Fisheries Commission, the Columbia River Intertribal Fish
Commission and the Department of Interior established the Pacific
Northwest Outer Continental Shelf OCS Task Force.

The Task Force’s technical subcommittee recommended, through
a resolution to the Secretary of Interior, a series of
environmental studies to be completed prior to any leasing
activities¯ The studies consist of the following:

i. Nearshore Ecosystems

¯ Physical Oceanoqraphy
a) Estuary/coastal ocean exchange and Columbia River plume

dynamics
b) Interannual Variability
c) Support of nearshore ecosystem
d) Cape Flattery
e) Heceta Bank

¯ Marine Mammal/Seabirds
a) Supplementation of existing survey program
b) Seabird colony research program
c) Seabird life history research
d) Northern fur seals
e) Northern Sea Lion
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4) Socioeconomic
a) Expand ssope of existing recreation and i ouris1~ survey
b) Coastal i~ommunity impact..~
c) Extension. of basic analysis of Ir:Ld-.an tribal

dependencies oi] coastal resources and ~ctivities
potentially affected by OCS development

d) Causes and consequences of cumulati.ve eccsystem impacts
relative to lease sale 3.32

!5. Air ~ity

Included in the Pacific Northwest OCS Task ~’grce’s
resolution was a policy stateraent that prec.luded any leasing
activities until after the above studies a~:e completed. The
Federal policy discusse.d above was a result of th~ resolution.

In 1992, the Marine Research, Protection, an~ Sanctuaries
Act was amended to prohibit any o.il and gas devel ~pment
activities inside the Olympic Coast Sanctuary.

B o State Waters

In 1989, the Waslhington State Legislature pa~sed the Ocean
Resources ManagerELent Act (ORMA) . The Act placed a moratorium on.
the leasing of state waters for the purpose of oi. and gas
development. Tile moratorium will be reviewed dur.ong the 1995
Washington State Legi~slative session to determine whether it
should be continued or lifted.

3. Commercial Shipping

Due to the linkages between vessel traffic p~tterns along
the outer coast, the Strait of Juan de Fuca~ and .~uget Sound,
this section addlesses shipping issues whic}~ span all of these
areas. Vessel traf.fic .along the Washington Coast, in the Strait
of Juan de Fuca and Puget Sound includes tankers ~ransporting
crude oil and refined petroleum products, bulk carriers
transporting non-petroleum products, barges ~ ferrjes, fishinc[
boats, and pleasure craft. The general profile ol vessel
activities in the study area are that ferries and tank barge
movements, includ~ing bunkering activities, accoun% for the
greatest number of vessel transits,, and t&nker tre ffic accounts
for the greatest volume of petroleum products shi;ped (Chadbourne
and Leschine~ 1989) ~ According to the Port Needs Study conducted
by the USCG (i991) ~. by 2010 there is expected to ke a 555% and
81% increase in fer’ry/tank barge movements and tar~ker traffic
transits through the Strait of Juan de Fuca and Ncrthern Puget
Sound, respectively (Table 5). Washington ports and harbors
serving these vessels include the Port of Willapa ~arbor, Port of
Grays Harbor, La ]?ush., Neah Bay, Port Angeles, the Ports. of
Tacoma and Seattlej Port of Everett, Port of Anacertes, and Port
of Bellingham. These ports and harbors, al~l whi.cb are ]ocated in
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Table 5. Current and Projected Vessel Transits in the Study
Area.

Strait of Juan de Fuca
1987 2010 %

change

N. Puget Sound
1987 2010 %

change

Passenger 3,888
Dry Cargo 102,808
Tanker 1,056
Dry Cargo Barge Tow 796
Tanker Barge Tow 557
Tug/Tow Boat 4,855

4,451 14% 18,380 21,374 16%
621,309 504% 288,309 552,087 91%

1,568 48% 1,009 1,498 48%
20,859 2520% 12,574 19,636 56%

9,745 1649% 6,544 8,998 37%
89,261 1738% 51,455 81,503 58%

Total 113,960 747,193 55.5% 378,271 685,096 81%

Source: United States Department of Transportation, U.S. Coast
Guard, Office of Navigation Safety and Waterway Services.
August, 1991. Port Needs Study (Vessel Traffic Services
Benefits), Volume II: Appendices, Part i. DOT-CG-N-01-91-1-3,
Pt.l; DOT-VNTSC-CG-91-2-11, Pt. I.
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the study areas for ’the proposed Olympic C~)ast end Northwest
Straits marine sanctuaries (except for the ]?ort of Tacoma) handle
predominately petroleum and wood products r and ~..anT of the ports
and harbors have berths for fishing and plea~ure crafts as well.
While the overall density of traffic along the coa~tr in the
Strait of Juan de Fuca, and throughout Pug~t Sound is low
compared to other U.S. waterways, there are areas .>f high vessel
concentration and restricted passageways which pre~ent risks of
collisions and groundings. These conditions; also -~xist outside
the opening of the. Strait of Juan de Fuca~ beyond ~he
jurisdiction of the Vessel Traffic Service. The s;_nking of the
Tenyo Maru is the 1~ost recent example of such risk, Recent
Federal~ state, and international ir~anagement regim,~s and
legislation have been developed to address these r isks while
facilitating vessel traffic.

This section will ,discuss the:’, i) rouT.as and .~reas of vessel
concentration; 2) nature of current and pl~nned po::t-related
activities; 3) economic significance of vess.el traffic and port
activities to Wash:ington State; 4) vessel manageme)~t regimes; and.
5) vessel contingency plans and c;apabil.ities.

a~ Routes arid Areas of Vesse]LI;oncen~’ "~,xat~on"

i. Tanker Traffic

Tankers entering the Strait of Juan de Fuca o~: transiting
along the Washington coast follow four major touters: i) Valdez,
Alaska to Washington State; 2) Valdez, Alask~ to S;{n Francisco,
California and Panama; 13) the coastal tank vessel ~rade; and 4)
foreign tanker routes (Figure 43).

Tankers transiting through the Strait of Juan de Fu.~a are
predominately domestic vessels carrying North Slop~ crude oil to
the refineries in Northern Puget Sound~ These w~s~els ai?proach
the Strait of Juan de ~?uca from the north remainin,![ outside of
Canada’s Tanker Exclusion Zone (TEZ),, The T~’Z par~llels the
Canadian coastline at 60 nautical, miles na~’~rowing !~o 35 miles in
the proximity of the international border ~Figure ,:4). T.his
zone, applicable only to U.S. vessels tran.~iting f~°om Valdez,
Alaska to Puget Scund~ has been mutually agreed tlp.~n by the
American Institute of Merchant Shipping (A[[~), an~_[ the U.So and
Canadian Coast Guards,~ ’The southe:cnmost poi:at of i~he TEZ brings
tankers into the Strait of Juan de Fuca on the Uni’i:ed States side
of the international boundary. Compliance with th:s agreement
has resulted in ].ittle or no reported viol~tions (~’okeda~ 1992).

As North Slope oil supplies d,~Jind!e, tib~ prof:.le of tankers
visiting Washington is predicted t.o shift t© one d<~minated by
foreign tankers. Since ’the Strait of Juan de Fu~z:a includes

internal waters of both the U.S. and Canada~ and v~:ssels
transiting through the Strait are bound fo]~ both Ctnadian and
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Figure 43. Tank Vessel Traffic Outer Coast (Wolferstan, W.H.
Oil Tanker Traffic: Assessin~ the Risks for the
Southern Coast of British Columbia. Victoria,
B~C.: ADP Bulletin 9. Julyr 1981) 
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U.S. ports, both countries have coordinated their environmental
regulations.

Tankers transiting from Valdez, Alaska to California or
Panama remain well offshore. The route is approximately 340
miles offshore of the United States/Canadian border narrowing to
approximately 125 miles from the shoreline at the
Washington/Oregon border (Pokeda, 1992). Pursuant to a policy 
the Western States Petroleum Association (WSPA), tankers engaged
in offshore coastal traffic carrying North Slope crude or other
persistent oils, voluntarily remain at least 50 nautical miles
off the U.S. coastline when not entering ports.

Foreign tanker :routes passing through the study area include
vessels inbound from the Far East and Central and South America.
The former remain well offshore until tlheir approach to the
Strait, however the latter usually operate between i0 and 40
miles off the Washington coast.

Tank vessels entering and transiting Puget Sound are limited
by regulation to not larger than 125,000 dead weight tons (DWT)
east of Port Angeles (Title 33, CFR 161.143). The average
inbound tanker holds approximately 322,000 barrels of crude oil,
and the average outgoing tanker carries approximately 123,000
barrels of refined products (Chadbourne and Leschine, 1989).
Tanker traffic accounts for most of the volume of petroleum
shipped through the Strait of Juan de Fuca and into Puget Sound
(77% volume; 17% transits), while barge traffic accounts for the

greater number of transits (23% volume; 79% transits). In 1991,
there was an average of 4.7 tanker transits/day (petroleum,
chemical, LPG/LNG) tlhrough the Strait of Juan de Fuca (Tofino
Traffic Service, 1991). There is no large seasonal variation of
traffic throughout the year (Chadbourne. and Leschine. 1989).

ii. Barqes and Tuq Boats

There are innumerable tug and barge movements along the
coast between Grays Harbor, Willapa Bay and Puget Sound ports.
Barges are used mainly to transport lumber and wood chips from
Grays Harbor and Willapa Bay, and chemicals, petroleum products
and bulk cargos from the Puget Sound area. Barges operate close
to the shoreline when transiting through the study area,
remaining between 3 and 15 miles offshore. However, some
companies require their tows stay a minimum of 20-25 miles
offshore when towing loaded petroleum barges (Scalzo, 1992).

Barges are also used to transport decommissioned, defueled
Naval submarine reactor plants from the Puget Sound Naval
Shipyard to the Hanford Site on the Columbia River for disposal.
The normal commercial shipping lanes from Puget Sound Naval
Shipyard are used, via Rich Passage, past Restoration Point,
northerly through Puget Sound, westerly through the Straits of
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Juan de Fuca, past Cape Flattery and in a southerly direction
down the Washington Coast to the mouth of the Columbia River
(U.S. Department of the Navy, 1984). Barges used to transport
the decommissioned reactor plants travel close to shore so that
in the unlikely event that a barge carrying the reactor plants
were to sink it can be easily recovered.

Extensive precautions are take.n to en~1~Lre that these barge
shipments are made safely. The reactor compartment packages meet
stringent U.S. Nuc]Lear Requlatory Commission and Department of
Transportation regulations for transportation of r~dioactive
material, including being able to withstand such u~likely and
unrealistic accidents as a 30 foot drop onto an unFielding
surface. The transport barges are used solely for these
shipments and are designed to remain stable in an Ipright
position even with any two adjacent watertight compartments
flooded. The barges would remain afloat even with over half of
their compartments flooded, and the reactor comparsment package
is welded to the barge dec:k so that it woui~!| remai~ attached even
if the barge capsized. A fully capable backup tug3oat and an
escort vessel acco~ipany each barge slhipmento Reactor compartment
shipments are not made during the winter moriths or during any
times when unfavorable weather is forecast~

Conflicts between barge traffic and ct~ab fishermen have
resulted in a "gentleman’s agreement" reac~hed in i~71 which
identifies towing lanes for tugs and barges along i major portion
of the West Coast, including most of the Washingtoll coast (NOS,
1990). The location of the lanes are deter~lined o i a yearly
basis. According to the agreement, crab fishermen refrain from
putting their pots in lanes designated for tugs an~| barges. If
pots are placed in designated lanes, crabbers forf~it their right
to complain if pots are destroyed by a tug or barg~. In turn,
towboaters agree to stay within designated lanes~ ~is weather and
ship safety allow° The agreement has saved millions of dollars
for both the fishing and towing industries° An annual meeting,
and publication arid distribution of charts depictiilg the agreed
upon lanes, is organized by the Northwest Towboat Association
(Northwest Towboat Association, 1991)° This funct~_on has been
assumed by the Oregon State Univer~sity~ Extension ~;ea Grant
Program.

Barges account for the greatet~t numbe]c of vest,el transits
along the Washington coast and through the Strait ¢,f Juan de Fuca
and Northern Puget Sound. Barges and tug boats ac~:ounted for 33%
of! the petroleum shipped and 79% of transits throu~;hout 2uget
Sound and along the Washington Coast to Gray~ Harbor and Willapa
Bay in 1988. This represents approximately ~oI (8~%) of the
average i0 petroleum-related transits in the Strait of Juan de
Fuca and Puget Sound (Chadbourne and Leschine, 198t.). The number
of transits of barge-direct activity, (i.e , barge~; that make
direct passage in and out of the Strait without si~nificant
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movement within the Sound itself) varies substantially from

month-to-month in both volume and number of transits (Chadbourne
and Leschine, 1989). The average volume on any barge is
approximately 22,000 barrels per transit.

iii. ForeiqDProduct Carriers

Many of the vessels transiting the Washington coast are
engaged in foreign trade. There are also many foreign flagged
vessels that run coastal routes along the coasts of Washington
and Oregon. The usual[ route for this traffic extends from Cape
Flattery~ Washington to Southern California and is concentrated

between 3-20 miles offshore (Pokeda, 1992). These vessels are
not subject to the voluntary policy of tlhe WSPA that applies to
oil tankers. However, all vessels, foreign or domestic, must
comply with OMS" prevention and contingency plan regulations.
Foreign vessels, while not forced to comply with some voluntary
vessel regulations, are required to submit prevention and
contingency plans to OMS.

IV. Ferries

Ferry traffic is used extensively throughout the year to
transport passengers and vehicles to numerous destinations
throughout Puget Sound and represents the greatest source of
total vessel movement in the Sound (including petroleum and non-
petroleum vessels transits). According to statistics kept by VTS
Seattle, approximately 73% of the nearly 600 vessel transits per
day within Puget Sound and the Strait of Juan de Fuca, are
ferries along scheduled routes (USCG, 1991).

Two ferries cross several times per day between Port Angeles
and victoria, B.C. Direct ferry service also exists between
Seattle and Victoria. Scheduled ferry service from Anacortes

westward to the San Juan islands and to British Columbia transits
Rosario Strait on a frequent basis. Another ferz~’ route connects
Kingston, on Bainbridge Island, and Edmonds and another connects

Port Townsend and Whidbey Island (USCG, 1991). Other ferry
routes traverse the Sound south of the boundaries suggested for
the proposed Northwest Straits National Marine Sanctuary. All
ferries in the Northwest Straits study area (with the exception
of the Port Angeles-Victoria route which is privately owned) are
operated by the Washington State Department of Transportation.

V. Fishinq Vessels

Washingtonts fishing vessels harvest a wide variety of fish
and shellfish including bottomfish, shellfish, and five species
of salmon. The fishing vessels are operated by commercial non-
treaty, treaty, and recreational fishe~nen. Salmon landed by
non-treaty commercial fishermen are harvested using the trolling
method. Purse seines~ drift nets and gill nets are prohibited in
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ocean waters. Mo,~t trolling for chinook and cohc is centered off
Grays Harbor. T~oll:ing for pink salmon (harvest£d in odd-
numbered years) occurs off the northern Peninsula between Cape
Flattery and Quillayuteo A major fishing area fcr salmon also
exists at the entrance of the Strait of Juan de ~uca on Swiftsure
Bank. Particula:v.Zy hazardous vessel traffic conditions exist
over Swiftsure bank during periods of low visibility, when
commercial vessel traffic, must exercise ext-reme cautior~ to avoid
c.ollision with fishing boats which tend to defy radar detection.
Commercial and recreational seaso:~Ls for the sa].men fisheries are
set between May ! and October 31 (PFMC, 1984).

Bottomfish are harvested by bottom and midwa~er trawling,
longlining, bottom trolling, and hand-line jiggin_j. Fishing may
take place in depths ranging from i0 fathoms out ~o the canyons
at the edge of the: continental shelf, and beyond. The Pacific
coast domestic trawl fisheries are conducted by v~ssels ranging
from 30-110 feet .in length, weighing under 200 gr)ss tons.
Trawlers based -[rl northern Washington generally m<~ke trips of 6-.
10 days due to the greater distance to their fishZng grounds.
Vessels in the groundfish fishery operate year-ro~,nd (PFMC,
].989) . While bottomfishing occurs tZhroughout the Washington
coast, Swiftsure Bank, off the mouth of the Strai~ of Juan de
Fuca is a popular bottomfish harvesting a~’eao ~olle bottomfish
fisheries such as the hake, which are migratory i~l nature,
incorporate many, much larger trawling vessels, a~; well as large
processing ships operating on the fishing grounds

Gillnets and troll gear are used by the trib~.s to harvest
salmon and steelhei.~d trout. The Makah Tribe cond[~cts a marine
gillnet fishery along t]he shore no.at Cape Flatter] and in the
Strait of Juan de Fuca for chinook and sockeye sa]mon. The four
coastal tribes also participate in the bottomfish fishe3cy using
longline and handline gear. These fisheries occur- in the spring
and fall and are centered off the north coast of %he Olympic
Peninsula.

In summary, vessels fishing for salmon opera%e from May i to
October 31 throughout the study area, with. heavie~ concentrat.ions
in the Strait of Juan de Fuca, especially when the Treaty gillnet
fishery is in effect, off of Grays Harbor, and on Swiftsure Bank.
The bottomfish fishery occurs throughout the study area during
the entire year, with concentrations over Swiftsu~e bank as well..

vi. Pleasure Boats

Pleasure boating represents a large and expanding use of
Puget Sound waters. The. highest concentrations ar~ centered
around the San Juaru Islands. In 1989, there., were an estimated
160,000 boats registered in Washinqton~ with over ~alf o.f them
remaining in Puget Sound[ (Washington Department of Health, 1989).
There are 63 marinas locat:ed in ~.h=:- ~ Strait cf Juan de Fuca and
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Puget Sound north of, and including, Port Townsend. By far, the
largest concentration of marinas (44) are located in the San Juan

Islands (WDNR, 1990).

b. Washington State Ports and Harbors

i. WillaDa Harbor

Willapa Bay is bounded on the south by a low sandy peninsula
known as Leadbetter Point, and on the north by the sandy
peninsula of Cape Shoalwater. Willapa River and Harbor are used
primarily by fishing boats engaged in the salmon, shrimp, crab
and bottomfish fisheries, and also by barges transporting wood
chips from Willapa Harbor to Longview on the Columbia River.
There is an average of one barge per week entering and exiting
Willapa Harbor (Littlejohn, 1992). There are no petroleum
products transported by vessel into or out of Willapa Harbor.

The COE ceased dredging the Channel in 1976, at which time
the depth was 26 feet over the bar at the mouth of Willapa Bay,
and 24 feet from deep water in Willapa Bay to both forks of
Willapa River at Raymond. No deep draft vessels have entered
Willapa Bay since 1976 (US Department of Commerce, 1988).

Willapa Bar extends about three miles beyond a line joining
Willapa Bay Light and Leadbetter Point. The bar channel is
continually shifting, and depths over the bar vary seasonally.
As a result, depths have consistently been less than the 26-foot
project depth (US Department of Commerce, 1988). Today, the
minimum depth of the channel over Willapa Bar is 21 feet (U.So

Department of Commerce, 1988).

An interim dredge disposal site is located approximately
three and a half miles off the mouth of Willapa Harbor. The
site has been used for disposal of dredge spoil from the bar at
the opening of Willapa Bay. Although the site has not been used
since 1976, the COE plans to utilize the site for three years,
and then, due to the rate of shoaling, not for approximately
another ten years° The site is currently being evaluated by EPA
and the COE and is expected to be designated by 1994 (Findley,

1992).

ii. Grays Harbor

The entrance to Grays Harbor is approximately two miles
wide, but shoals extending south from Point Brown narrow the
navigable channel to a width of 0.7 miles (US Department of
Commerce, 1988). From its entrance, the bay extends eastward for
15 miles to the mouth of the Chehalis River. The bay has many
shoals and flats that are exposed at low water and cut by
numerous channels. Pilotage is compulsory for all registered

vessels (U.S. Department of Commerce, 1988).
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Grays Harbor is an important outlet for ti~e Washington State
timber industry and represents an important lumb~r port in the
foreign and domestic trade. A large number of v~ssels servicing
Grays Harbor and ~illapa Bay are engaged in coasi:wise service
between ports in Washington, Oregon and Califo:cnJa.

The Port of Grays Harbor operates three marine terminals.
They include berthing space for three ocean-goin£ vessels and one
shallow draft vessel or barge (Port of Grays Harbor, 1988). 
addition to the port-operated facilities, there are more than
seven private deep draft piers and wharves in th~ Hoquiam,
Aberdeen, and Cosmopolis area. Westport Marina Js a modern
fishing boat harbor in Grays Harbor with space fcr 800 boats.
The Marina supports commercial fishing, seafood ~rocessing,
recreational fishing and tourism,, and ship building and repair
industries. Two r~lajor railroads and two major highways service
Grays Harbor. Bowerman Airport is owned and operated by the Port
of Grays Harbor (US Department of Commerce,, 1988).

The Port of Grays Harbor, the fifth largest ~eep water port
in the State of Washington, is the only deep watec port on tlhe
outer coast of Washington capable of handling vessels of up to a
36 foot draft. There have been over 2,500 bar cr)ssings in Grays
Harbor between 1980 and 1990 representing an average of 250
vessel crossings each year (Stevens, 19’91) o In 1)88, harborwide
trade of logs, lumber, wood chips.~ lignin and petroleum products
handled by the Port and private terminals (Weyerh~luser, ITT
Rayonier, and Citifor) amounted to 5 million tons (Port of Grays
Harbor, 1988). Refined petroleum products are ba:~ged into Grays
Harbor from refineries in Northern Puget Sound.

In recent years there has been an aggressive effort to make
the Port of Grays Harbor better prepared to handl~ an
increasingly diversified mix of non-log cargo SILlC~t as so£eel and
aluminum productss paper products~ wood productsr machinery,
granite and seafood products (Barkstrom, 1992). ~’he COE, EPA and
the Port of Grays Harbor have inwested $75 millio~ in expanding
and enhancing maritime activities in Grays Harbor through
waterway dredging and port terminal development plograms. This
effort now enables the ]port to handle the largest ships that can
pass through the Panama Canal. In 1991, approximately 31% of the
cargo handled by the Port of Grays Harbor was non-log cargo. By
1992, the amount of non--log cargo handled by the ~ort is expected
to reach 50%.

Bunkering activities documented in 1988 inc;lu~ed 14 transits
from Tacoma to Grays Harbor by way of the Strait of Juan de Fuca
transporting 465,658 barrels of bunker fuel.. Within Grays
Harbor, a total of 120 bunkering operations took place,
transferring a total of 479,000 barrels of bunker ffuel. The
marketing termlna~ at Grays Harbor holds an invent Jry that
accounts for the difference between inflow and cut_~low
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(Chadbourne and Leschine, 1989).

Dredge spoil disposal is deposited at three EPA designated
dumpsites outside the mouth of Grays Harbor. The dumping of
dredged material helps control erosion occurring at the mouth of
the harbor (Tipton, 1991). Regulated dumping of dredge materials
into ocean waters falls under Sections 102 and 1013 of the MPRSA.
The designation of dredge disposal sites is delegated to the EPA.
The COE is the permitting authority for dredged material. Two
ocean dredge spoil disposal sites outside of Grays Harbor
recently received final designation by EPA Region i0 (Federal
Register Vol. 55, No. ]29, July 5, 1990). These include the 3.9
mile site and an 8 mile site. The former site is used for
disposal from the Corps’ maintenance dredging program in Grays
Harbor. It also received material from the Corps/Port of Grays
Harbor Navigation Improvement Project (NIP) accomplished in 1990.
The latter site only received material from the NIP in 1990, and
has since been de-designated by EPA (Ploudre, 1991).

iii. La Push

La Push is a Quileute Indian village approximately one half
mile north of the entrance of the Quillayute River. It is an
important recreational and Indian fishing center. The river
channel, maintained by the Corps of Engineers, leads from the sea
to a small-craft basin at La Push~ Approximately 200 berths are
provided in the harbor of La Push (U.S. Department of Commerce,
1988). Dredge disposal material from the harbor at La Push is
deposited on land.

iv. Neah Bay

Neah Bay, located on the Makah Indian Reservation, is
located about five miles east of Cape Flattery just inside the
Strait of Juan de Fuca~ The existing Federal project constructed
by the COE at Neah Bay consists of: i) an 8,000 ft. long
rubblemound breakwater between Waadah Island and the westerly
shore of Neah Bay; 2) reinforcement of the existing rock
revetment extending approximately 2,200 feet west from Baadah
Point; and 3) an 800 ft. extension of the revetment westward.
The breakwater was developed to provide a harbor of refuge. The
rock revetment protects US Coast Guard facilities and Makah
Tribal headquarters.

Neah Bay is used extensively by small vessels as a harbor
of refuge in foul weather, and as a sport fishing site.~ There
are also two cooperative fishing piers which have facilities for
icing and supplying fishing boats, and a sea urchin processing
plant. Neah Bay is a customs port of entry and customs officers
also perform immigration duties (US Department of Commerce,
1989).
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The Makah Tribe plans to develop the harbo]: ~ at Neah Bay to
provide a protected marina to support a changinc~ commercial
Indian and non-Indian fishery from a one-season~ one species
activity to a multi-species, year.~round endeavor. The
preliminary project plans aim to develop a marina that
accommodates 275 boats~ The harbor would be dredged to a minimum
depth of 15 feet below mean lower low water~ Dredge spoil will
be used to nourish reservation beaches with the remainder
deposited on land <Simmons, 1993)o An emero~ency response towing
vessel stationed at Neah Bay has been reco~[ended Lo OMS by the
Regional Marine Safety Co~n~itteeso

v. Port Anqeles

The Port Angeles harbor, located 56 miles eas~ of Cape
Flattery, is bounded by a long narrow spit c~f sand known as Ediz
Hook. Logs, lumber, pl~ood, newsprint, pulp, sha~es and
shingles, and pet~’oleum products are the pr. incipal commodities
handled (US Department of Commerce, 1988) ~ The poet currently
owns and operates two deep-water terminals ~ith a ~otal capacity
of five vessels~ Port Angeles harbor has the capa~-ity to handle
2 million tons of export logs per year under exist Lng conditions
without significant additional costs to shippers f)r multiple
shift working or vessel delays (Port of Port Angel~s, 1992). 
1988, 51 bunkering operations took place. Approxi~ately, 10,803
barrels of bunkering fuel was transferred ~ger operation. Total
bunker fuel transported in Port Angeles amounted t.) 550,951
barrels (Chadbourne and Leschine, 1989)

A ferry terminal supports ferry traffic that ~ransits
between Port Angeles and Victoria~ BoCo A small c::aft basin
supports a fleet of 563 fishing boats and pleasure craft, with
pleasure craft accounting for 60% of the boats. A marina in
Sequim Bay provides 272 permanent moorage ~,~lips ~n~[ an additional
22 transient slips° The moorage will be expanded, as de,hand
dictates, to a maximum capacity of 355 slips (Port of Port
Angeles, 1992). The Port also owns and operates t~o air!9orts,
one at Port Angeles and one at Sekiu..

A pilot is required for all vessels greater t~an 1600 gross
tons transiting east of Port Angeles° Some vesse!~ require a
state licensed pilot, while other’s require a feder~lly licensed
pilot (See RCW 88.16o070 and 46 USC 8501). The st~te may grant
an exemption to pilotage requirements to smaller p~ssenger
vessels and yachts under 500 gross tons or 200 fee~ or less in
length. Tugs in excess of 1200 horsepower a~:e sta~ ioned in Port
Angeles and tugs to 72[)0 horsepower_ ~ are available Jn North Puget
Sound and from Seattle with advance notice. Port ~ngeles is also
a customs port of entry (U.S. Department of Commerce, 1988). The
Port Angeles Coast Guard Air Station is located on Ediz Hook, in
addition to a Coast Guard VTS radal -~ tower and radic beacon and
fog signal (US Coast Pilot, 1988)o
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vi. Ports of Anacortes and Ferndale

Large volumes of crude oil are transported to refineries in
Anacortes and Ferndale. Refined products and petroleum coke are
then transported by pipeline, truck, vessel and bargeQ In 1989,
Anacortes and Ferndale received 41.9% and 51%, respec.tively, of
the tanker transits transporting petroleum products into and out
of Puget Sound (Chadbourne and Leschine, 1989). In 1988, nine
bunkering operations were documented, averaging 30,662 barrels
per operation. In Anacortes, five bunkering operations took
place, averaging 30,251 barrels per operation (Chadbourne and
Leschine, 1989) 

c. Economic Contribution of Vessel Activities

Vessel traffic is intricately linked to the economy of
Washington State, with an estimated one out of every six jobs in
the state attributable to international trade (Kapp, 1987). On 
local and regional levelu the significance of vessel traffic to
local economies is more profound. It was demonstrated that in
1988, port related activities in Grays Harbor generated 7,886
jobs (representing approximately 35% of the jobs in Grays Harbor
County), and contributed over $21 million in county tax revenues.
The jobs created by port activities include trucking, logging,
yard handling, and vessel stevedoring. The average annual wage
for these jobs is $21,085~ 33% higher than the county average
(Port of Grays Harbor, 1988).

In 1991, approximately 165 million board feet were handled
at the Port of Port Angeles, generating 505 direct jobs, and
indirect employment for over 1,388 people (Port of Port Angeles,
1992).

The economic contribution of the Ports of Anacortes and
Ferndale to the Pacific Northwest is highly significant. Without
the refineries, there would be no infrastructure to supply the
Northwest fuel demand (Weiss, 1992).

d. Vessel Management Regimes

i. Voluntary Management Initiatives

Four voluntary management regimes address vessel traffic in
U.S. waters of the Pacific Coast: i) a WSPA agreement to keep
coast-wise tanker traffic more than 50 nautical miles offshore
when not entering port (Tomasovic, 1992); 2) a crabber-tugboat
agreement to designate lanes for tugs and barges during crabbing
season (Northwest Towboat Association, 1991); 3) the use of 
Mukkaw Bay anchorage site off of the Makah Indian Reservation;
and 4) the Cooperative Vessel Traffic Management System (CVTMS).
The first two agreements have been discussed in the sections
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The Mukkaw BaIT anchorage, a mutually agreed tpon site by
both Canadian and U.S~ Coast Guard:~, is used to m~nimize
haphazard movements of vessels that are either wa~ting for a
pilot in Port Angeles, or directions from home polts (Pokeda,
1992). The anchorage is not a de:.~ignated anchoraqe and therefore
not enforced nor maintained by the Coast C uard. ~zowever, it’s
use is monitored by Tof-[no Vessel ~raffic Service. It is located
just outside of the 3 mile limit of state jurisdiction, and thus
convenient for ships to await orders, or available pilots without
having to go through U~S. customs. The use. of the Mukkaw Bay
anchorage is monitored by Tofino Vessel Traffic Service (VTS)
monitoring station. According to data provided by the Tofino
VTS, approximately 35 vessels used the anchorage between May of
1989 and May of 1990. The average duration of stay at this site
was 3.8 days per vessel°

The use of Mukkaw Bay as an anchorage ~ite ha~ creeted some
management problems. One such problem involved th~ recent
presence of the Asian gypsy moths on Washington an~ Vancouver
Island beaches which has subsequently threatened c gastal forests.
It is presumed that the moth has been introduced b f ships
infested with larvae° Also, trash and low level oiling has been
identified as a ]p~’oblem in the past, presum~bly du~ to vessel
activities at the anchorage site~ These nuisances have been
reduced in recent years with the passage of MARPOL and more
attention by the U~S./Canadian CVTMS.

Cooperative Vessel Traffic Manaqemelnt Servi;e

There are four aspects to the CVTMS: i) requii~ed reporting
by all vessels inbound to the Strait of Juan de Fu~;a greater than
500 gross tons; 2) a Traffic Separation Scheme (TS:~) in 
Strait of Juan de Fuca; 3) a vessel movemel~it repor-ing system
(VMRS) : and 4) radar surveillance~ To reduce the ~;onflicts

between fishing vessels operating at the mouth of ~he Strait of
Juan de Fuca and commercial vessel traffic, rofino Traffic
Control Center in Canada and OMS have established ~L mandatory
reporting regime where vessels greater than 500 !~r{,ss tons bound
for the Strait of Juan de Fuca report to Tofino Tr~Lffic Service
when: I) they are within 24 hours of eithe]~ countr~,s territorial
sea (vessels greater than 300 gross tons are req~i~’ed to report
to OMS); and 2) when approaching 50 nautical miles of Vancouver,
or when crossing latitude 48°N inbound fro~;[ %he so~th, and
longitude 127°00 W from the west (Figure 45)° Thi~ repo:cting
initiative allows enough time for Tofino VTS to assess language
problems and deal with t]he vessels accordingly. 11, during a
pending emergency, a vessel captain can not speak ~nglish, Tofino
is afforded enough time "to explore other avenues tc faci[titate
communications with the ship.

In addition, the Coast Guard and OMS have ini%iated an
educational campai~n to encourage vessel com~)anies to ensure that
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Figure 45. Vessel Traffic Management Service off the Strait

of Juan de Fuca (CVTMS Offshore Traffic
Management Task Force, ].991)
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captains and/or at least one Deck Officer can speak adequate
english. A monitoring effort is documenting the success of this
campaign (Motekaitis, 1992) 

The IMO sanctioned a Traffic’ Separatio~ Sche~.e (TSS~)
consisting of all navigable waters of the Strait c f Juan de Fuca
and its offshore approac.hes (Figure 46~). The US and Canada
jointly operate the system within the water~ of the Juan de Fuca
region. The TSS is comprised of a network of one-way traffic
lanes, and precautionary areas at the end pointE; or where vessels
normally join, leave, or cross the TSS~ The traffic lanes are
each 1,000 yards wide s and are separated by 500 yacd wide
separation zones. Most traffic lanes have a minimlm depth of 60
feet.

Voluntary traffic separation schemes exist in southern
Georgia Strait, the San Juan Archipelagos, Rosario Strait,
Boundary Pass and HCaro Strait. Two restricted arels are present
within Puget Sound: Rosario Strait and Guemes Chalnel. No
vessel over 20,000 DWT may enter these areas witho4t VTC approval
(3’.3 CFR Part 161.37- Harbors, Marine Safety~ Navig;~tion (water),
Telecommunications~ Vessels, Waterways). ~ ¯ °. ~osarlo ~trait
represents for large s3hips, the most difficult tra~isit within the
Puget Sound area.. Rosario Strait is the site of the 13th Coast
Guard District’s "worst case" pollution scenario which envisions
a tanker grounding~ with subsequent cargo tank r~ip~ure, involving
a major spill of crude oil. Rosario Strait is used by many small
craft and ferries. When this type of traffic is c~,mbined with
navigational factors suclh as strong tidal currents the resulting
hazard warrants imposition of the "~one-way" ~Rosari(, Strait VTS
rule. Hence, tankers moving through Rosario Straii~ are
accompanied by an escorting tug, voluntary s1~eed r~stric~cions
apply, and the Strait is regulated as a one-way channel for large
ships (U.S. Coast Guard, 1991).

According to c.’onclusions reached by the Por~ I ~ eeds Study
conducted by the U.~. Coast Guard in 1991, the p]~?icrity for the
existing VTS system in Puget Sound is to modernize the present
vessel traffic cont~col center. The surveillance azd
communications workload created by the repetitiw~ ~erry crossings
and the channel interference caused by commercia~i ~ishing boats
must be reduced through enforced regulation~ and VTS automation.
There are a number of improvements/upgrades occurring at VTS
Puget Sound including a Tacoma extensiong a new Vessel Traffic
Center, closed circuit TV c.ameras in Seattle and Tacoma,
direction finders/weather monitors at radar ~ite~, communications
improvements, a new voice hotline with the Canadiar~ VTS’s and a
new computer data link with the Canadian VTS’s (Norman, 1992).

The Joint Coo~cdinatinq Group " ~_ II3CG) is the Canadian/U.S. body
which oversees the CVTS in the Pacific North~vest. Recent issues
addressed by the JCG include: i) communication problems with non-
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Figure 46. Traffic Separation Scheme in the Strait of Juan de
Fuca and Puget Sound (U.S. Coast Guard, 1987).
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procedures; 3) vest;el routing schemes in the offshgre approaches
to minimize conflicts with fishing vessels; and 4) shortcomings
in mariner awareness of available services~ The J3G commissioned[
a task force to address these problems and ~nitiat[ves have been
developed which are now being implemented.

e. Contingency Plans

i. Oil Pollution Act of :1990 (OPA 90)

The Oil Pollution Act of 1990 creates a compr~hensive
prevention, response, liability~ and compensation ~.’egime for
addressing vessel and facility-caused oil pollutio)1. It
substantially increases Federal oversight of oil t~’ansportation
by setting new requirements for vessel constructioiLu crew
licensing and manning; mandates contingency planni~ig; enhances
Federal response capability; broadens enforcement ~uthority;
increases penalties; and creates a new research an<{ development
program. A one billion dollar trust fund is avail~ble to cover
cleanup costs and damages :not compensated by the spiller, whose
financial responsibility requirements are significantly
increased.

Six Titles apply directly to the proposed Oly~’~pic Coast
Marine Sanctuary. Title X creates a liabi].ity and compensation
regime for tank vest, el and facility-source oil pol~!ution.~ Any
party responsible for the discharge, or the substartial threat’, of
discharge, of oil into navigable waters or adjoinirg sho~-elines
is liable for the removal costs and damages, for injury,
destruction, loss o:c loss of use of natural resourcesr including
assessment costs, real or personal property damages, subsistence
use, lost government revenues, and ]Lost profits and earning
capacity. NOAA has the responsibili[ty of ~romulgating damage
assessment regulations. Sums rec,overed by a trustee for natural
resource damage wilL1 be retained in a revolving try.st account to
reimburse or pay costs incurred by the trustee wit~ respect to
those resources.

Title II makes numerous amend~Lents mandating that other
Federal statutes conform to the provisions of the Cil Pollution
Act.

Title III encourages the establishment o:f a~ i nternstional
inventory of spill removal equipment and pers, onnel.

Title IV is divided into three subtitles: ~) ?revention; B)
Removal and C) Penalties and Miscellaneous. SubtitLe A gives
added responsibility to t.he Coast Guard regal:cling m~rchant marine
personnel, including the review of alcohol a~Id drug abuse and
review of criminal records prior to issuance and renewal of

documentation. It also increases the responsibilit{ of the Coast
Guard to regulate the conduct of tankers by requiri%g some
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vessels to participate in vessel traffic service systems, and
authorize the expansion, construction, improvement and operation

of vessel traffic systems in U.S. ports.

More specifically, Subtitle A establishes double hull
requirements for tank vessels. Most tank vessels over 5,000
gross tons will be required to have double hulls by 2010, while
vessels under 5,000 gross tons will be required to have double
hulls or double containment systems by 2015. All newly
constructed tankers must contain a double hull (or double
containment system if under 5,000 gross tons), while existing
vessels are phased out over a period of years.

Subtitle B amends subsection 311 (c) of the Clean Water Act
(CWA), requiring the Federal government to ensure immediate
removal from navigable waters or adjoining shorelines of any oil

or hazardous substance that threatens to affect natural
resources. It also :requires a revision and republication of the
National Contingency Plan within one year which will include~
among other things, a fish and wildlife response plan developed
in consultation with NOAA and USFWS. Nothing in Subtitle B
preempts the rights of States to require stricter standards for

removal actions.

Subtitle C alters and increases civil and administrative
penalties for discharges and violations of regulations under the
Clean Water Act. As well as criminal penalties, other penalties
are included for negligent operations and failure to comply with
Federal law on carriage of liquid bulk dangerous cargoes, load
lines, manning,m and crew complements and requirements..
Financial responsibility and civil penalties may be assessed up
to $25~000 per day. All penalties are to be paid into the Oil

Spill Liability Trust Fund.

Title VII authorizes oil pollution research and technology
development, including the establishment of an Interagency
Coordinating Committee, that is chaired by Department of
Transportation and comprised of representatives from the
Departments of Energy, Interior, Commerce (NOAA), EPA, Federal
Emergency Management Agency, National Aeronautics and Space
Administration, and the U.S. Fire Administration.

Title IX amends the Oil Spill Liability Trust Fund and

increases from $500 million to $i billion the amount that can be
spent on any single oil spill incident, of which no more than
$500 million may be spent on natural resource damages.

ii. State Framework for Contingency Planning

After the spill from the Nestucca barge in 1988 off of Grays
Harbor, Washington, the Governor of Washington and "the Premier of
British Columbia created the B~Co/Washington Task Force on Oil
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Spills. The mis~.:;ion of the task force was fourfold: I) to seek
ways to prevent oil spills; 2) to review oil spill response

procedures; 3) to study, methods of determining coapensation
claims; and 4) tc~ develop a coordinated plan for )reventing and
responding to spills. Following the Exxon Valdez spill in 1989,
Alaska, Oregon and California joined the task for~e and it was
renamed the B.C./States Task Force. In i~as final report, the
Task Force made 46 joint recommendations involvin~I issues of
vessel traffic, vessel design, personnel, enforce~,ent, regulatory
oversight, education, interstate cooperat_[on~ and future studies.
The State of Washington proposed an additional ni~e
recommendations for state action including effort~ to reduce
navigation conflicts ,IFinal Report of the States/}; C. Oil Spill
Task Force, 1990) 

The Washington State Legislature adopted several p]-~ovisions
recommended by the States/B.C. Task Force. In "t.9~l, the State
Legislature passed Wash:.~ngton ESHB 1.027 which e~.teblishes the
infrastructure for marine spill re.~;ponse. Zncluded in this
infrastructure are the WDOE, the newly created Office of Marine
Safety (OMS), the Maritime Commission, Regional Marine Safety
Committees, the Board of Pilotage Commissioners, University of
Washington Sea Grant~ the Marine Oversight ~;oard (~OB) and
existing state agencies including "[ °

~ash.~ngton Parks and ~ecreationCommission, WDNR, WDW~ WDF, and Department c f Reveaue.

The USCG (the Federal on-scene coordirlator in coastal and
tidal waters) has ultimate authority to coordinate and direct all
Federal, state and private cleanup operations when discharges
pose a substantial ’threat to the public health or ’lelfare.

WDOE has primary responsibility for oil and h~tzardo,~s
substance spill response and clean--up on land and ’~ater.

Itfocuses, however, on land-based oil storage operat:.ons.

The primary fc)cus and jurisdiction of OMS i:~ ~essel oil
spill prevention. OMS also has responsibil:i~zy to ~nsure adequate
spill response pl.a:iuaingo The OMS h~is undertaken fSve initiatives
to fulfill its responsi].bilities: I) the establishment of four

regional marine safety committees ~-nc.ludlng one fo~ the North
Puget Sound/Strait of Juan de Fuca and one for the Outer Coast to
address vessel operations and regional traffic patterns; 2) the
adoption of tank vessel, oi.’k spill prevention plan zules to insure
that individual vessels operations provide the best achievable

protection from oil spills; 3) the adoption of c.argo and
passenger vessel ~. .... ’-s~]°eenlng rules to ensure that individual
vessels do not pose a substantial risk of harm to p~blic health,
safety, and the environment; 4) a vessel monitoring program; and
5) education and technical outreach programs°

The regional committees were charged with preparing plans
addressing the safe navigation and operation of t

- an ~ers, barges,
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and other vessel traffic within its specific region. The plans
must consider tug escort requirements, speed limits, anchorage
designations, communication systems, congestion in shipping
lanes, navigation aids, channel design plans, routings from port
construction and dredging projects, routing vessels during
emergencies, management requirements for vessel control bridges,
environmentally sensitive areas, enforcement mechanisms, and
adequacy of the Coast Guard VTS. The plans were submitted to OMS
in May, 1993. OMS is currently reviewing the plans and will
submit its recommendation by December, ].993. OMS will then
implement the recommendations over which the agency has
jurisdiction and will pass the recommendations for issues over
which it does not have jurisdiction to the appropriate federal or
state agency. The work of the committee has been ongoing and it
will continue to make recommendations and update existing ones.

The OMS will be establishing an emergency response system
for the Strait of Juan de Fuca after receiving recommendations
from the regional marine safety committee. The emergency
response system will address emergency towing and firefighting
capabilities, and emergency response availability.. The
subcommittee recommendations have been submitted to the regional
committees for review as of February i0, 1993. OMS" Vessel
Screening Program will be used to select cargo and passenger
vessels that pose a risk to the safety of Washington waters.
These vessels will be boarded and inspected as a part of the
Vessel Monitoring Program. Submitted Tanker Prevention Plans
will be used by the Vessel Monitoring Program to select and board
the tank vessels that pose a risk to the safety of Washington
waters.

The Oil Spill Prevention Plan rules, effective in September,
1993, will require tankers and tank barges transiting Washington
waters to file an oil spill prevention plan with the OMS. The

plan must ensure that tank vessels demonstrate the "best
achievable protection" from oil spills. The prevention plans
must demonstrate minimum compliance with respect to staffing,
vessel inspection programs, spill prevention training, prevention
technology on board, English language proficiency by at least one
bridge officer through procedures adopted by the vessel owner or
operator. The Oil Spill Prevention Plan program will be
implemented in three phases involving: i) establishment of
standards for interim prevention plans; 2) adoption of plans
requiring detailed comprehensive information about a vessel and
its operations to aid in defining "best; achievable protection";
and 3) establishment of standards for achieving the best
achievable protection. The best achievable protection standards
are scheduled to be implemented by July, 1995. [[’he 1993
Prevention Plans will be effective for five years. New plans
will be required in 1998 and best achievable protection standards
will be revised as required.
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~ommerclal ’i/esse.l. Screening ru.le,~ addres~ir.,g cargo and
passenger vessels over 300 gross tons will. result in a data base
of all vessels transiting Washington waters~ including information
on the vessels ca]:go characteristics, the vessels operating
characteristics, and operating environment,, past incidents and
human factors. All vessels are requil-ed to gi~e ~4 hour advanced
notification of iheir arrival and include ~j safet{ report.

The vessel :~;,creening data base and submitted prevention
plans will be used by the Vessel Inspection Progrlm to select
vessels that pose the greatest rJ.:~k to th,e safety of Washington
waters. These vessels will be boarded and inspec~ed for
compliance with ~t.a’te~ and federal regulat.i.ons. O~S is studying
the use of tax credit.s and other fina1%cial incent.ves to
encourage industry compliance with safe marine tr~Lnsportation
practices.

The Maritime ,~ ’ ’~om~nJ_sslon, established by th~_ ],egislature in
1990, is charged with:: I) developing first respon~;e oil spill
contingency plans for oovered vessels; 2) providi~.~g emergency oil
spill response services for up to 24 hours of a~:~ ~,il spill
incident; and 3) p]coviding a 24-hour communicatioT, network for
spill response notifi[za’tions. Both of these functions have been
contracted-the former to Foss Envi.ronmental and tle latter to the
Marine Exchange of Puget Sound. ’~’he Commis-:~ion d~velops vessel
contingency plans and is planninq t.o maintain a detabase of
vessel accidents.

Numerous state agencies provide, s" ’~
ko±±l :response assistanceand planning info:~nnatJ.on related to resouzces that may be

impacted by a spiiLl F °
. z, ducatlon ,~r<i ou~crea¢:h efforts are provided

by the University of Washington Sea Grant and Wa~.shington Parks
and Recreation Co:~ir~Liss.ion. The MOB provides independent

oversight of the action~; of the fe,dera][ government, industry, the
Department of Eoo].ogy~ OMS, and other state agencies with respect:
to oil spill prevention and response for covered v~_ssels and
facilities. The MOB is comprised of five guberDat)rial
appointees who ~ctin, ~ in advisory rol~ report to the, ¯ ,, 9 an
Governor, and make~ recommendation~ to ~ ~-’
legislature,

tgeno.les and the State

iii. I:h~:spcnse Readine..<~ foz o Oi!. Spills

Many of the provisions established by Washing-~on ESHB 1027
are similar to those promulgated by OPA90, includi~g the
requirement for vessels to have thei]. ~ own contin!~el~cy plans
approved by OMS before they are allowed to enter state waters.
To meet the stringent c " ~..ont~ngency plan requirement~ of OPA90 and
State legislation, many "vessel owner/operators con~:ract with an
oil spill response contractor in the State which h~s the
necessary equipment and ’trained per:~onnel to respo~d to a "worst-
case scenario ~, ide:~tifJ.ed for theii~ ~ particular ves~el.
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While the USCG has ultimate authority over a marine
incident, there are numerous response mechanisms and capabilities
in the ]private, non-profit and government sectors to address a
spill incident involving oil. If, at any time, the clean-up
response effort is deemed to be inadequate, the USCG can step in
and contract with a local resource, or call out the strike team
in San Francisco which has large ocean lightering and pumping
equipment and aircraft. The USCG can also call upon the
resources of the Navy which has mobile skimmers, and pumping and
lightering equipment. If the responsible party :is taking proper
action, the USCG and the state will monitor the events.

When a spill occurs, the Maritime Commission is called upon
to respond during the first 24 hours unless the ’vessel has its
own contingency plan and primary response contractor, after which
the designated responder assumes control over the incident (House
Bill Report ESHB 1027). Among the responders in the study area
are one large cooperative (Clean Sound Cooperative), private
contractors (Foss Environmental, Global Diving and Salvage Inc.,
and the Maritime Corporation -a division of Crowley
Environmental Services), and the soon-to-be-established Marine
Spill Response Corporation. A worst probable case scenario/plan
is in place to enable all area agencies dedicated to oil spill
response to combat a spill in Puget Sound of approximately
1,322,000 barrels.

Clean Sound Cooperative, organized in 1971, is a non-profit,
regional oil spill response organization funded by its industry
members including oil, oil pipelines and transportation
companies. They focus on the containment of spills in open water
up to 20 miles from shore~ Clean Sound owns, maintains and
operates a fleet of specialized oil spill response equipment and
cleanup vessels stationed throughout Puget Sound at
Bellingham/Ferndale, Anacortes, Edmonds, Seattle~ Tacoma and Port
Angeles. The cooperative also maintains more than 30 crew
members and backup contractor crews. Its crews and equipment are
prepared for immediate response, regardless of the location, time
of day or weather conditions. Clean Sound plans to involve
commercial fishermen in their response efforts by equipping
vessels with oil containment barriers designed to fit their
existing fishing net reels (McCartan, ]992).

Foss Environmental Services has contracted with Washington
State’s Maritime Commission to provide a first response system to
a spill. This division also provides standby response services
to several facilities and emergency oil spill response services
to other potential spillers. Foss Environmental is a division of
the tug and barge company of Foss Maritime. Foss maritime has
approximately 65 tugs and 65 barges, although these tugs and
barges are not dedicated vessels. Among these, there are
approximately 15 tank barges in use in Puget Sound at any one
time that can be called upon to assist a spill in inland waters
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(Felton, 1992).

Foss Environ:!)~ent&~S has equipr,:Lent pre-:.~taged at eight
locations around ~??ash~lngton State covering all of Puget Sound,
the Strait of Jua:~ de F~:.~ca and off’shore wate~rs. Tnis equipment
is dedicated to m~rin~ spill respc<~Lse incidents~ ?re-staging
locations are Belii!ingham, Anacortea;, Everett, Seatgle, Tacoma,
Willapa Bay, Aber~i~!~en~ }~nd Port Angeles. The equipment is pre-
staged to respond to a s~pill in all State waters n~vigable by
vessels 300 tons ~!~.:t-~d greater (with tlhe exceptior~ o~ the Columbia
River) within two hours!,. Their eq!uipment i1"~cludes nine fast
response vessels c~.pable of speeds in exces~ of 30 knots and
equipped with I00(! fro of boom; 34~000 ft~ of boo:s aboard fast
response vessels for :~:°apid deplo3~nent with recower£ capacity of
over 20~000 bbls. ~.:;e~" ~4~hr. pe~ciod at a 2D% efficiency rating
(].000 feet aboard ,:~ach fast response vessel and the balance
containerized for ]cap id deployment over la]~d or ]by air); over i00
OSHA/HAZwoper traJ~led ~cesponse pezsonnel a]?~d 30 st~ndby personnel
on-call 24 hrso/d~y 36!5 days/yr (B~rton, 1!992).

Global Divin~i~ and Salvage, .into is a private ~:ontractor
specializing in salt vase operationt~ and the c]°eanul~ of beaches,
coastal and inland wate~’ways, and :~:ivers. They ~ce~pond on a
daily or weekly basis to incidents in barbors~ sNi]~ canals and
along the coast~ /~nei~!!.- inventory includes small c~>astwi~e tug-
boats including a 70 ft.~ tug~ a fl~?.et of work boat}~, several
thousand ft. of contaJi.ni~ent boom, ~ variety of ski~ners~ and a 40
ft. barge. They h~ve no ocean~going vesse]°s and n<, ocean-going
equipment except hijh-.capacity lightering ~y~tems %’hich pump up
to 300 gallons pez minute (Craig~ 1992) 

The Crowley E]~’vJ.rc,~nnental Se~v.ic.e is a divisi[n of Crowley
Maritime Corporation, the largest tug and barge co~pany in the
world. The Mariti~e Corpo]ration, ~i~’hen approved, will concentrate
on marine response effc)}ci!~s as oppo~ed to beach clean up ~fforts.
They have access t~i~) nu]~eroi~s barge~!; and tuq~s~, saf!v~ge operations,
and are amassing b<~<)ms and skimmer~ to operate i~ ihe marine
environment° Due ~:o the mandates <>f OPA90 and Staie Legislation,
they will concentr~te c~n Puget Sounc~ and Washingtor State Waters.
Expecting to be fully operational by the end of 2992, Maritime
Corporation will pcepos~ition equip~.ent in hic~ih ris~ areas yet to
be determined (G~ ii>oug~!as, 1992)

The Marine SpSiLl ~{e&~ponse Co:cporation (~[SRC) ~iil be 
operation in 1993 ’~:o address catastrophic spills of over 25,000
barrels in open se~!~:~ a~d 40~000 ba~’rels in protec~tel waters.
Under MSRC’s chart~}~., the decision as to whe%~her th~ spill
exceeds local response capabilities wil3[ be determined b~" the
USCG. MSRC is a nc)t-for-°profit organization funded by the Marine
Preservation Association (MPA). M~A collects dues [rom oil,
pipeline, and tug a~nd barge companies~ Both MPA an~ MSRC were
formed on the reco~;~n~endation of a task force organi,~ed after tlhe



Exxon Valdez spill to examine existing resources for responding
to catastrophic oil spills. MSRC is the response to the OPA90
provisions mandating that by 1993 vessels must be able to respond
to catastrophic spills. MSRC has five regional center’s
throughout the United States and, if needed, they can call on
personnel and equipment from other regions to assist° This
ability will make it the largest oil response agency in the
world. MSRC is not intended to replace existing oil spill
cooperatives and independent response contractors° Rather, it
will respond when the existing infrastructure does not have
sufficient resources to respond to a large spill (Patterson,

1992) 

There will be three pre-staging areas where MSRC’s
equipment, and, at times, vessels and personnel will be located.
Pre-staging areas are planned for Everett, Bellinglham and Port
Angeles, WA as well as Astoria, Oregon. MSRC will provide a
best-effort response to major spills of persistent oil (oils that
do not evaporate or degrade quickly) in U.S. coastal and tidal
waters (out to the limits of the U.S. EEZ) that are beyond the
capacity of local response organizations. In addition to its own
equipment and personnels a variety of subcontractors will provide

support.

Among the equipment inventory planned for the Seattle area
is a 208 foot offshore response vessel, numerous smaller work

boats, booms, skimmers and pumping equipment. A second response

vessel will be moored at the Astoria site. Onshore facilities
will include an 80,000 sq. ft. warehouse including administrative
offices, a training center, test tank and a 24 hr. manned

response center (Patterson, 1992).

As a result of OPA90 and Washington State legis].ation, all

state waters are covered by numerous vessel contingency plans.
In Washington State, there are currently no tugs and only two
barges exclusively dedicated to oil spill response although the
Marine Spill Response Corporation plans to dedicate two barges
for oil spill response. These two barges are owned and operated
by Clean Sound Cooperative. Supporting the barges dedicated to
spill response, are a large number of tugs and barges in constant
operation within Puget Sound which are available in the event of

an emergency (Felton, ].992)°

iv. Emergency Towing Response for Vessels and

Tugs/Tows Adrift

While management of vessels into and through the Strait of
Juan de Fuca and Puget Sound is well coordinated, and contingency
planning has, and is, being addressed through a number of
Federal, State, regional, private and non-profit initiatives, the
very real possibility of a vessel or tug and tow losing power

near the sensitive offshore habitats of the outer coast and
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Strait has not been adequately addressed. The~e lave been well
publicized instances when barges and

.~ ~-vess~lo~= have lost power
causing, or threatening to cause., damage to coast ll resources.
Some examples in recent history include the groun, ling of the
Nestucca barge in 1988 off of Grays Harbo:c involving a spill of
over 200,000 gallons of oil, in addition ~c the E::xon
Philadelphia and Exxon San Francisco which lost pc,wer off Cape
Flattery in 1989.

Although there are contingency plans in pl!Ic~ no ~cesponse
strategies exist to respond to such occurrences o~!f the
Washington Coast and in the Strait of Juan de F~c~ . No vessels
are specifically designated to respond to an emer(~ency in which 
vessel or tug and :tow loses power :{n these areas. While there
are several major towing and salvage companies in the area, the
time of response to an emergency occurrinq[ off th~ outer coast
requiring towing ~vould depend on both vesseiL aw~Li~ability and
distance from the scene of the incident. Enlergency response
could be significantly delayed due to prior ass~.g~ment of
response vessels to other towing, docking, or sal\~age operations,
or the remote location of an incident fro~ available ves~sels.

The United S~:ates Navy has several tug~: in tb~ Puget Sound
area, however all are yard craft rather tha~L ocean going vessels.
Further, none are dedicated, nor readily available for emergency
response. In addition, the U.S. Coast Guard has, n~ tugs in tlhe
area (COMSUBGRU 9~. 1992). The initial USCG response to 
drifting vessel or." tug and[ tow are primarily Searc~ and Rescue
missions aimed at protec.ting human life. The Canadian Coast
Guard operating from Victoria has five ves-3els: tw~ are assigned
primarily to search, and rescue missions, and three are buoy
tenders. In an emergency, one of these ve~sels mi,~ht be able to
render assistance to a small disabled commercial w~.ssel or
drifting tug and tow (Cheng, 1992) 

The OMS, with the benefit of recommendation~ !rom, and in
coordination with the regional marine safety com~nii~tees and the
Marine Oversight Board,~ and in consultation with tlLe province of
British Colombia, is mandated by the legis~.ature t<J establish an
Emergency Response System for the Strait of Juan d~ Fuca~ The
system will address emergency towing capabi~[ity fc:r vessels in
these waters. "

4. Military Activities

Military activities in the area of the. ,~anctuary consist of
subsurface offshore v ~ ~, s~[~J.a(.e, and ae.rial ope~ationso Navy
submarines homeported in Puget Sound conduct three types of
operations within the sanctuary study area: i) transit between
Puget Sound and the undersea operating areas; 2) bHll ir~tegrity
tests and other deep water tests of 1 to 2 w~{;eks duratior:, which
are performed in a rectangular area between ? to 30 miles off
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Cape Johnson; 3) in-water testing of non-explosive torpedoes, 6-
8 times per year, lasting from 1 to 4 days, in a rectangular area
5 to 14 miles off Kalaloch; and 4) the barging of defueled

nucleau reactor compartments from Puget Sound to the Columbia
River.

Ongoing operations near the entrance to the Strait of Juan
de Fuca include surveys for hidden obstacles by Navy minesweepers
to ensure that in the event of hostilities or other incidents
affecting national security, Navy ships would be able to pass

safely to sea. The details of these operations are classified,
however, they are generally limited to passive su1~eying and do
not involve active sweeping or clearing. The Navy also operates
an acoustical net off Washington, with its operations base
located at NAS Whidbey Island.

The Seattle Sectional Aeronautical Chart shows two Warning
Areas (W-237A and W-237B) which are designated training and
operating areas for the Pacific Fleet air and surface forces, two
Military Operation Areas (MOA Olympic A and B), and Restricted
Area R-6707 (Figure 47).

The two Warning Areas extend from three miles off the coast
out to a distance well beyond the sanctuary study area, from
approximately 48°09’N latitude due soutlh to approximately
46°55’N latitude. Air operations in W-237A (the southern half of
the study area) include air combat maneuvering, air intercept,
air refueling, air-to-air gunnery and rocketing, air-to-surface
gunnery and missile exercises, anti-submarine warfare training,
and other training evolutions, at altitudes from the surface to
50,000 feet above mean sea level. In W~237B area, air operations
are basically the same. In W-237A, ordnance is expended under
controlled conditions that attempt to minimize threats to the
living environment and to ensure the safety of other ships and
aircraft that may be operating in the area. Anti-submarine
warfare operations require the expenditure of sound receiving and
transmitting buoys, called sonobuoys, as well as marine smoke
markers from aircraft. Sonobuoys eventually flood and sink "to

the bottom after use.

Surface operations in W-237 consist primarily of routine
transit, single and multiple platform maneuvering, as well as
live firings of guns, missiles, torpedoes, and cl~aff. Any vessel
or aircraft requiring exclusive use of W-237 schedules the area
with NAS Whidbey Island. For calendar year 1991, W-237 was
scheduled for 2,572 hours out of a possible 8,760 hours. During
this time frame there were a total of 575 events. According to
Boeing and the Federal Aviation Administration, these events were
distributed as follows: 156 Navy aircraft, 224 Air Force
aircraft, 131 Coast Guard aircraft, i0 Navy ships, 27 coast guard
ships, and 27 civilian aircraft.
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The Navy operates and maintains an undersea test range
located in Navy Operations Area W-237-B (Figure 48). This range
is known as the Quinault Range, and is instrumented to track air
craft, surface vessels, submarines, and various undersea vehicles
(non-explosive torpedoes, mines, counter-measures~ etc...) for
both the Navy and private industry. The range is available for
operation year round, and test operations are typically conducted
8-15 times per year, each operation lasting from 1--7 days. In
all cases, only non-explosive testing is conducted..

The typical test scenario in the Quinault range involves:
i) oceanographic measurements prior to a test exercise; 2) test
vehicle launching; 3) underwater and above water tracking of
participating craft and test vehicles during the testi~ and 4)
recovery of all test vehicles from the water surface by vessel or
aircraft or from the seabed by vessel and remote controlled
recovery vehicle at the conclusion of the test exercise. The
above-water tracking instrumentation uses standard Global
Positioning System and radio telemetry equipment and covers the
range and surrounding area as required to conduct operations.
The undersea instrumentation, all located on the ocean floor,
consists of tracking sensors connected by coaxial cable to
junction boxes. The junction boxes are connected by fiber optic
and coaxial cables to the range’s shore termination sites at
Kalaloch and Pacific Beach°

The range is located approximately 7.5 miles off the
Washington coast at Kalaloch within Military Operating Area W-237
and its area is approximately 30 square nautical miles, centered
at latitude 47°30’N and longitude 124°37’W. The location and/or
size of the undersea tracking area is adjusted from time to time
to support specific Navy testing requirements, but it remains
within W-237.

There are a variety of activities that take place within the
sanctuary area in support of Quinault Range use and maintenance.
Testing operations are supported by a variety of surface and air
craft. Vessels transit to the range, position and temporarily
moor throughout the test areasw and launch and recover test
vehicles as required to meet test objectives. Navy aircraft are
periodically used to launch test vehicles and helicopters provide
range surveillance and may be used for test vehicle recovery.
Helicopter operations include staging at shore sites, typically
Forks or Pacific Beach, and transit to and from test areas, at
altitudes from the surface to approximately 1,000 feet above mean
sea level. Testing of autonomous and acoustic homing vehicles
involve sonar searches and sonar target size measurements.
Maintenance requires replacement of underwater instrumentation
and cabling in the identified range area and along paths to shore
termination sites. Maintenance activity involves using
temporarily anchored surface vessels to support retrieval and
placement of underwater sensors, junction boxes and cable laying
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on the seabed.

Navy ranging activities primarily produce the type and level
of discharges associated with normal surface vessel traffic. On
rare occasions some of these activities are conducted outside W-
237 due to unique conditions or requirements such as lost/sunken
vessels or equipment, requests for assistance by other groups,
and classified operations. For example, the Ex-BUGARA (sunken
submarine located off Cape Flattery) is used for Naval undersea
test tracking operations.

The Navy regards W-237 to be a key part of the Pacific Fleet
offshore training complex in the northeast Pacific, which is
essential to unit training, and overall Fleet readiness. For air
operations, W-237 is particularly desirable from a cost
standpoint because it is close to the coast and therefore
requires fewer flying hours and steaming hours to reach. The
importance of these areas is expected to increase by the mid-
1990"s with the addition of a carrier battle group at a new
homeport in Everett, Washingtonu Puget Sound will become home to
several additional Navy warships and support vessels, and the
relatively few surface operations currently conducted off the
Washington coast should increase, although the exact number of
the increase is unknown. Operating costs will drive the need to
conduct routine battle group training in W-237 and the
surrounding operating areas.

The Olympic MOA A and B, which are primarily over land, also
extend three miles offshore throughout much of the sanctuary
study area. Air operations within the Olympic MOA’s include
combat tactics, flight training, intercepts, instrument training,
tanking, and formation at altitudes from 6,000 to 35,000 feet
above mean sea level; but this is not to be below ].,200 feet
above the ground. No ordnance is allowed. The MOA is scheduled
for approximately 1,300 hours of a possible 8,760 hours per year.

A restricted air space (R-6707) extends from the coast out
four miles just south of Queets and north of Taholah (Figure 49).
The following described actions conducted in this training area
were, until recently, considered vital to national defense. With
the downsizing of the Navy, however, this training site is no
longer considered as vital to Fleet readiness.

Sealion Rock, a 80’ by 30’ uninhabited volcanic rock, awash
at high tide, was historically the sole target within R-6707. It
is located at 47 ° 27" N latitude and 124 ° 24’ W longitude,
approximately 2.7 nautical miles off the coastline. This site
was used exclusively as an alternate practice bombing range for
Navy A-6 aircraft from NAS Whidbey Island, and from aircraft
carriers in the North Pacific during Fleet exercises. Only inert
ordnance was dropped~ and only in accordance with established
flight procedures detailed in an approved Operations Plan.
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Procedures in the flight operations plan dictated a north to
south pass from Destruction Island to Seallon Roc] .... Aircraft
were not to descend below 3,000 feet until they were two miles

south of Destruction Island. All exit turns were to the west,
away from the coast. Prior to practice bombing runs~ a clearing
pass w.as undertaken over Sealion Rock to clear the rock of marine
mammals. If any marine mammals remained on the rock~ an
additional clearing pass was required. All clearing passes were

below 500 feet.

The primary and alternate routes by which Navy planes
arrived at R-6707 is depicted in Figure 50. Prior to entry into
the Olympic MOA, aircraft operated on instrument flight rules
(IFR) under positive control of the Seattle Centez: aircraft
traffic control at altitudes of between 6~000 and 23e000 feet
above ground level. Within the MOA, the aircraft operated on
visual flight rules (VFR) at altitudes ranging from surface 
6,000 feet. Aircraft continued to fly as VFR traffic at
altitudes ranging from SFC to 6,000 feet into R-6707 (Munsell,

1992) 

Statistics on the number of days per month and days per year
that A-6 aircraft originating from Whidbey Island and the Pacific
Fleet used Seal.ion Rock from 1986 through 1992 is presented in
Figures 51 and 52, respectively. Usage of Sealion Rock has
declined from ].8 to 5 days per year from 1986 to 1992. Likewise,

the number of hours in which A-6 bombers have maneuvered over
Sealion Rock has declined from 31.35 hours in 1986 to 9 hours in
1992. The number of aircraft from the Pacific Fleet carriers
that actually dropped inert ordnance on Sea Lion Rock is unknown.

Pel~ission to use Sealion Rock and three other coastal
islands and rocks located in each of the three National Wildlife
Refuges was granted to the Navy by the Secretary of the Interior
in May, 1944. The Navy was denied permission to use a fifth
rock, Carroll Island~. because of nesting activity.. The Navy’s

use of the islands was to cease six months after the end of World
War II. In July, 1949, the permission was amended ’to,, allow the
Navy to use Sealion Rock indefinitely~ while pe~cn~ission to use

the other three coastal islands and rocks was rescinded.

The Navy funded a study conducted by the Wa~,~hington
Department of Game during 1984°-85r to evaluate the i~apact of
inert bombing activities on wildlife in the Sea Lion Rock study

area which extended :from near Pto Grenville north to Destruction
Island. It was bounded on the east by ’the sho~eline and extended
out to the west approximately seven kilometers. The primary
study area was located between Pt. Grenville and Tunnel Island.

As a result of the studyt existing flight patte:cns were
changed to limit all departures to the west to minimize any
flights over adjacent islands and rocks (eogo the flight pattern
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was altered to reduce noise levels reaching wildlife habitats on
rocks 3.5 miles away). The study also confirmed that nearby
Split Rock and Willoughby Rock wildlife habitat areas, 3.5 miles
to the South of Sealion Rock, had been mistaken for the target
sometime in the past. The study concluded that "A-6 activities
conducted in accordance with the Operations Plan (i.e., all
departures are to be to the west) result in minimal, and
apparently insignificant, impacts on wildlife."

The study’s conclusions and methodology, however, have been
widely criticized because: i) the study was conducted during an
E1 Nino year; 2) the study should have conducted population
studies of birds and mammals for a much longer period of time to
account for variation in environmental conditions; 3) the study
did not include an examination of a "no-use" alternative, and
thus comparative analysis was absent; and 4) the researchers were
unaware of all military overflights in the area during the study,
and therefore total impacts of military overflights were not
accounted for (Troutman, 1993). The environmental impact 
bombing activities under the revised flight operations plan has
not been investigated.

Although the Navy agreed to certain mitigating measures
requested by USFWS to reduce the impacts of practice bombing
activities (increased pilot education, radar monitoring,
consultation with the NMFS for purposes ,of obtaining "incidental

take" authorization under the MMPA and tlhe ESA), it would not
agree to a seasonal cessation, i.e., during the breeding season,
of its bombing activities.

The regional office of the USFWS and the Marine Mammal
Commission requested that the Department of Interior either
rescind or modify the Navy’s permit to prevent bombing during the
breeding season for seabirds. The regional office of the USFWS,
pursuant to its responsibilities under the Refuge Administration
Act, performed a compatibility determination and found that the
Navy’s use of Sealion Rock was incompatible with the purposes for
which the refuge was established° Notwithstanding the regional
USFWS office’s determination of incompatibility and the Navy’s
refusal to cease bombing practice during the breeding season, the
Director of the USFWS did not rescind the Navy’s permit because
of national defense considerations.

On October 22, 1992, several environmental groups (Defenders
of Wildlife, Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc., National
Audubon Societye American Oceans Campaign, the Wilderness Society
and Washington Environmental Council) filed suit in the U.S.
District Court for the Western District of Washington against the
Department of Interior, USFWS and the Navy to enjoin the Navy’s
practice bombing activities over Sealion Rock. Thereafter, the
Navy announced that it would no longer use Sea Lion Rock for
aerial target practice. On August 18, 1993 the Secretary of the
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Interior rescinded the permit issued in July, 19~9 authorizing
Navy access to Sea Lion Rock for ]practice bombinc~ activities. As
a result of the Secretary of Interior’s action~ the Navy can no
longer use Sea Lion Rock for practice boribing excercises.

The Navy regards Pacific Fleet operations o~f the northern
coast of Washington as essential to Fleet readiness. Navy
environmental protection policy precludes discharge of fuel oil,
medical wastes, plastics, and other pollutants irto the water,
and prescribes immediate containment and clean u~ procedures in
the event of accidental discharge. Fuel dumping by aircraft is
also precluded except as necessary for safety of flight, and then
only above 6000 feet.

5. Ocean Was~I~e Disposal

Regulation of dumping of materials, includirg dredged
material, into ocean waters falls under sec.tions 102 and 103 of
the MPRSA. These sections of the law are ~ointly administered by
the EPA and COE. Responsibility for designation of sites and
permitting of disposal other than dredged ,laterial has been
delegated to EPA Region ]’0. The COE, in consultation with Region
i0, is the permitting authority for dredged material.

Management of ocean dredged material disposal sites,
including necessary monitoring, is a shared responsibility
between the appropriate. Corps district (Portland 9r Seattle) and
EPA Region i0. Dredged material proposed for ocean disposal must
comply with criteria in 4.0 CFR 220-228. In February 1991, the
COE and EPA released Evaluatio:n of Dredged Materi~l Proposed for
Ocean Disposal: Testing Manual (the Green BooR:) ~hich provides 
framework for testing of dredged material. Many )f the
techniques described in the Green Book have been ~tandard
practices in Region I0 for several[ years. Based )n past and
current testings of dredged material disposed in )pen water and
monitoring at open water sites, no significant adverse
environmental effects have resulted from Dast or )ngoing disposal
(Findley, 1991). 

The regulation of point source discharges in Washington
through EPA NPDES permits is the responsibility o:[ the WDOE.
NPDES permits for tribes, howeverj, are granted di:~-ectly from EPA.
WDOE classifies the waters of the state into diff~rent
categories. Washi:ngton’s coastal waters are classified class AA
which is the highest water quality rating~ The w~ters in the
estuaries of Grays Harbor and Willapa Bay are cla~;sified class A,
a slightly lower water quality rating.

Because of the undeveloped nature of land ad~ acent to the
sanctuary study area, it is a relatively unspoiled area.
Pollution from traditional sources (e.g., wastewater treatment
plants, industry and urban runoff) is very low. ~rainage areas
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which eventually feed into the sanctuary study area are shown in
Appendix C (Map 3). There are no major industrial dischargers
within the study area. There are seven major dischargers that
discharge adjacent to study area 7 including two pulp mills, two
sewerage systems, and three seafood processing plants (Appendix
C, Figure 3, Tables CI-C4). Pesticide use is very low relative
to other areas of the U.S. west coast (Appendix C, Figure 4).
Except for inputs of "total suspended solids" from paper mills,
the greatest source of suspended solids in the sanctuary
watershed is from non-point source runoff from forest land.

(a) Point-Source Discharqes

Based on information collected in 1985 by NOAA’s National
Coastal Pollutant Discharge Inventory Program, there are 72 point
source discharges in the watersheds draining into the sanctuary
study area (Appendix C, Table Cl). Fifty-six of these are
industrial or commercial dischargers; :sixteen are wastewater
treatment plants (WWTS). Five of the fifty-six
industrial/commercial dischargers are classified as major
dischargers. Two are large pulp and paper mills discharging to
the Grays Harbor estuary, and three are seafood processing and
canning plants. Two of the seafood processors discharge to
Willapa Bay, while the other discharges to Grays Harbor.

The two pulp mills discharging near the study area rank in
the top half of the 21 major pulp, paper and paperboard mills on
the west coast with respect to pollutant discharges. They rank
seventh and ninth out of 21 facilities with respect to volume of
wastewater discharged, and fourth and sixth out of 21 plants with
respect to discharge of oxygen demanding materials.

Of the nine major seafood processors discharging to the U.S.
west coast, the plants discharging near the study area are the
top three in terms of volume of flow and oxygen demanding
materials discharged. The DOMSEA Farms plant in Rochester is the
most important seafood processor on the West Coast in terms of
discharges.

Only two of the fourteen WWTPs are classified as major
facilities. Both discharge into the Grays Harbor watershed.
Relative to other major WWTPs on the west coast, these are very
small dischargers.

A tribal sewage treatment plant on the Makah Reservation
presently discharges primary treated wastewater into the Waatch
River. The National Fish Hatchery discharges recycled water into
the Tso-Yess Rivero The Makah are planning to upgrade their
treatment facilities by either creating a lagoonal treatment
system on land which would achieve at a minimum secondary
treatment, and during low usage times of the year, tertiary
treatment or repairing their discharge pipe and discharging into
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the Strait of Juan de Fuca just east of Kc~:Ltlah Pc int.

The sewage system at Taholah on the Quinaukt reservation is
near capacity utilization. Sewage lagoons at Quests are
threatened with erosion from the nearby Q~ee.ts Ri~er.

Sewage disposal on the Hoh reservation is via septic tank
and is considered inadequate. Tihe Tribe is eva2uating a more
systematized treatment process. Solid waste is ncw transported
to Sequim, east of Port Angeles. This procedure ~s considered
expensive and alternatives are being sought~

The sewage si~stem on the Quileute Reser vatior~ is i~
desperate need of repair. The coi[].ection system ¢:onsists of
approximately 12,100 ft.~ of gravity sewer, 3,900 It. of
forcemain, and three pump stations° The treatment system is
biological and consists of ’three mechanically aerated concrete
cell/lagoons, a gas cb!orination contact chamber, and discharge
to a beach drainfield~ The community sewer syste~ is operationa:L
even though many off the system components are no longer
functional. The system is presently being operated manually as
many of the automatic controls are non-functional. The system
has a history of failures due to malfunctioning equipment and/or
deterioration fro~ salt a}r corrosion. Overflows have occurred
to the boat basin and in the street. High water and rough ocean
wave action has caused exposure of pipes in the drain field. It
is postulated that the beach drainfield has damaged the once
existing razor clam beds (Schaftlein, 1992)..

The Quileute $’ribe is in the process of hirin~ a consulting
firm to develop a wast ewater facility plan. The plan will
analyze the existing sewaqe system and provide rec.gmmendations
and cost estimates for improvements to the sewaq!e ~ollection,
sewage treatment, and sewage disposal systems. Pacticular areas
of concern include~ sludge handling and disposa~l, identification
of the most appropriate sewage treatment and disposal methods,
and reduction of present operations and management burdens.

(b) Non-Point Source Dischar¢[~ts

The greatest source of non-point source: discharge is runoff
from forest lands (Appendix C, Figures 5-7)° The zoastal
counties adjacent to the proposed sanctuary study ~rea (areas 
and 7) may be characterized as having relatively minor
agricultural activity, with an average agriculltura[ acreage by
county of only 3.6%. The major crops, excluding p{sture/range,
are alfalfa, barley, corn, wheat, and peas. According to NOAA’s
National Coastal Pollutant Discharge Inventory, which maintains a
data base of estimates of pesticide use for’ 28 comnonly applied
agricultural pesticides, the highest application off pesticides by
county for areas 4 and 7 occurs in Grays Harbor co lnty, with
6,836 pounds (base; year of 1982).. This is a relatively low
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amount compared to a major agricultural area such as San Joaquin
county in California (9B percent agricultural), where 
estimated 658,000 pounds of the 28 agricultural pesticides were
applied° As is typical with most pesticide application,
herbicides make up the majority of the amount applied in the
sanctuary area. It should also be noted that Clallam and
Jefferson counties extend inland to Puget Sound, t:hus the total
amount of agricultural pesticides applied in drainage areas
feeding the waters of the sanctuary study area is probably less
than the estimates above which use whole county figures.

(c) Ocean Dumping of Industrial and Dredqe Material

Although no ocean dumping currently takes place within the
proposed sanctuary, the coastal and offshore waters of Washington
have been used for the disposal of various materials. Low-level
radioactive wastes were disposed of prior to 1970 at several
sites over 300 miles northwest of Cape Flattery, well outside of
the proposed sanctuary study area. This dumping was discontinued
in 1970. Explosives and toxic chemical munitions have been
dumped in the past at one site 66 miles and another site 34 miles
west of Cape Flattery.

Industrial wastes have been dumped at two sites off Cape
Flattery. One site, located within the boundaries of the
proposed Olympic Coast National Marine Sanctuary, was only 5
miles from shore; the other, located outside the boundaries, was
75 miles offshore. An exhaustive search of the literature and
records of the EPA and COE to determine exactly when and what
materials were dumped at these sites yielded nothing more
definitive than information included in a report prepared for EPA
by a private contractor entitled Ocean ]Disposal of Barqe and
Solid Wastes From U.S. Coastal Cities (Smith and Brown, 1971).
Although the report does not specify the types and quantities of
wastes dumped at the site, it indicates that the wastes were
classified as industrial, which could include refinery wastes,
spent acids, pulp and paper mill wastes, chemical wastes, oil
drilling wastes, and waste oil and sewage sludge. There is no
indication as to when the wastes were dumped. However, given
that the report only includes sites active during the period 1951
to 1971, it can be assumed that industrial wastes were dumped
sometime during that period.

Information on these dumpsites from NOAA Hazmat, EPA and the
COE is limited because much of the documentation the Corps
maintained on marine waste dump sites in the Pacific Region was
lost/destroyed during the transfer of t:he ocean dumping program
from the COE to EPA in the early 1970s. The regional COE office
has indicated that it is unaware of any dumping activity
occurring off the Washington Coast between the years 1971 and
1988.
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Dredged material is the only material currenZly being dumped
in coastal waters. Spoils from the maintenance dcedging of Grays
Harbor are deposited near the entrance to the har Jor where they
are flushed out by tidal currents. Spoils fro~ d cedging of the
Columbia River are dumped at the mouth of the river and at three
sites located two to four miles offshore. The anlual average
amount of dredged material disposed off the mouth of the Columbia
River exceeded 5 million cubic: yards per year bet¢een 1974 and
].987. The dredged spoils from a proposed major c~lannel deepening
project at Grays Hiarbor are proposed to be deposi~ed at three
sites: the current maintenance site near the hari~or entrance, a
site 3.9 nautical miles offshore and to the south~lest west of the
harbor entrance (Southwest Navigation site)~ and ~ site 7.1
nautical miles offshore and west>onorthwes-~ of the harbor (Eight-
Mile site). These latter two sites were officiali~y designated by
EPA Region I0 as ocean disposal sites for dredged materials,
effective August 6, i.!990 (FRv Vo].,~ 55~ No~ 129, J~lly 5, 1990~, pp.
27635-8cv) 

6. Hard Mineral Extraction

Under the Outer Continental ’~’" .:,neli Lands Act .<~f 1982, as
amended, the Depa_’~ment of the Interior i~,~ charge<~ with
administering the mineral development of the OCS~ The Secretary
of Interior is authorized to lease any minerals~, <Jther than oil,
gas, and sulphur, on the OCS on the basis of comp~titiw~ bonus
bidding. The Sec~etary also has the responsibility for the
design, implementation, and management of OCS minerals
development. In the U°So , industry interes~ in O(!S mining has
been focused on eight heavy metal placers, stra~:~ecic minerals,
sand and gravel, and phosphorate~ Furthe~nnore, g(id is being
recovered in State waters near Nome~ Alaska~, and .~and and gravel
in New York State Waters.

Marine mineral resources known to exJ.st alone the outer
coast of Washington include gravel and titanifer~o~-s black sands.
To date, there ha~-~ been no production of these offshore minerals
in either state or federal waters°

Gravel deposits are found in Fedecal waters from Cape
Flattery to Grays Harbor, with large deposits concentrated off
Cape Flattery and offshore from the Hob, Quinault, and Chehalis
Rivers. Gravel at de}0ths of less than 50 meters can be mined
with a suction dredge° Lasmanis (1988) estimates that at least
144 million cubic yards of gravel exist at this depth or
shallower, and these deposits have the highest potential of any
offshore minerals for exploitation by the year 2000°

Titanium and iron-rich black sand deposits ar~ found south
of the proposed sanctuary° Large deposits have been found from
the intertidal areas out to two miles from shore naar the mouth
of the Columbia River and off of Willapa Bay. S~an~s have also
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been found at Copalis and Moclips that contains minor amounts of
gold. It is unlikely that mining these sand deposits will be
economically viable in Washington waters within the next 20

years.

The only mineral-related activities that have taken place in
state waters have been the exploration for and attempted
development of the black sands. Five companies have been
involved in commercial activities: National Lead Company
explored in Grays Harbor in 1949; NARECO, Inc. explored near the
mouth of the Columbia River in 1959; Washington Mineral
Products, Inc. and Beach Mining, Inc. explored in the Cape
Disappointment area; and Columbia Ocean Minerals, Inc. explored
off Benson Beach and Ilwaco in 1986.

Onshore production of gold from beach sands did occur from
about 1894 to 1908 on a strip of beach from i0 miles south of
Cape Flattery to 6 miles south of the mouth of the Ozette River
(Weissenborn and Snavely, 1968). Presently, no onshore mining 
occurring in these counties except at Twin River quarry on the
Strait of Juan de Fuca.

7. Overflights

All aircraft flying over the Sanctuary can legally fly
unrestricted. When there are military operations within the MOA
over the Peninsula, non-military airplanes stay below 1,200 feet.
Most aircraft that land at airports on the Peninsula (Sekiu,
Quileute, Copalis) are small recreational airtaxi or commuter
planes.

The 1992 statistics compiled by the Federal Aviation~

Administration (FAA) indicate that the total number of operations
(landings and takeoffs) at the Quileute Airport for a 12 month
period ending July 18, 1992 totalled 4,800. Included in this
statistic is one scheduled cargo plane per day 5 days per week.
There were 2,600 operations recorded at the Sekiu airport for the
12 months ending March 20, 1991. Copalis Airport, located on’the
beach is accessible only at low tide and could be closed due to
obstruction from drift wood. There are an estimated 300
operations at Copalis Beach per year with most planes
recreational or chartered flights that land on the beach for
short periods of time.

Other overflight activity over the Sanctuary include those
engaged in enforcement activities (USCG) and marine mammal and
seabird monitoring efforts conducted by the NMFS and the USFWS.

8~ Research and Education

Although the diverse habitats and pristine nature of the
outer coast provide outstanding opportunities for scientific
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research and education~ much of the area ha~ not iI,een studied in
detail. The 60 mile stretch of shoreline within ¢~lympia National
Park is virtually unstudied despite its relative ~ccessibility
(Dethier, 1988). Research progra:ms have been an~ are being
conducted by several universities~ the USFWS~ NPS~ NOAA’s NMFS,
and the Northwest Indian Fisheries Commission (NW~IFC). This
research has provided valuable baseline data on tle resources
present and on the impacts associated with ~cecrea£ional uses and
potential offshore oil and gas development°

Researchers with the NPS surveyed the invez~t~brate and algal
species associated with intertidal zones, and monitored the
recreational impacts on intertidal biotic commur~ities at three
sites along the Pacific Coastal Area of the Olyl~IpJc National Park
(Kendrick and Moorheadt 1986). The University of Washington has
conducted research on the biological and c.ceanogr~phic
characteristics of the coastal and offshore waters of the outer
coast. Dethier (1988) studied and classified the marine habitats
along the Pacific coastline of Olympic N ’ atlona± Park and gathered
baseline data on abundances and diversities of the biota in these
habitats. Permanent transects were set up .~cross four intertidal
areas to allow for periodic monitoring° Lar~dry an~ Hickey (1989)
present the results of research sponsored by the Department of
Energy (Washington Sea Grant is sponsoring the publication of
results) on the physical, chemical, geological, an~ biological
processes occurring on the continental shelf off o ~ these two
states.

Western Washington University (Te~;ich ~ind McK~y, 1988)
researchers studied transport along the coastline ~f Olympic
National Park. Using a sediment budget aplproach , =he researchers
studied the shoreline as a sediment system,. ~ith s~diment
sources, sinks, and exchanges.

In anticipation of the planned Federal oil an~i gas lease
sale 132, the State of Washington appropriated $40~),000 to
Washington Sea Grant and requested that they conduct studies that
would enable the State to be better able to ~Lddres:~ the issues
associated with potential oil and gas development ~ff its shores.
The resulting Ocean Resources Assessment Pl~ogram (oRAP)
synthesized existing information from past and cur3-ent s~udies~
including the research mentioned above. P]~oject~ ~unded under
OR~%P provide information on data gaps and resear,~h needs, state
and local influence over offshore oil decisions, tl~e oil and gas
potential of the Washington OCS and a conc.=IDtua ....

J~ramework for
guiding future OCS research.

The NWIFC provides technical and coordination suppo>ct to the
Washington Indian "tribes in the management and p:<~eservation of
fishery resources. The NWIFC conducts a salmon ~nc stee!head
tagging program, and conducts annual and long~ra~ge fish harvest
planning and catch monitoring programs.
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NPS interpreters conduct guided walks to the numerous
tidepools at several locations in Olympic National Park,
including Starfish Point near Kalaloch, and Hole-in-the Wall near
Rialto Beach.

MMS, Pacific OCS Region, has contracted for numerous studies
to support the Environmental Studies Program. Some of the most
recent studies, and their current status as of June,1990 are:

Monitoring of Olympic National Park Beaches to Determine
Fate and Effects of Spilled Bunker C Fuel Oil; Dept. of
Energy; Active.

Inventory and Evaluation of Washington and Oregon Coastal
Recreation; NPS; Active.

An Evaluation of Spawning and Recruitment Patterns of Fishes
off N. CAr Oregon, and Washington; IA-NOAA; Active.

Biological Impacts of Translocated Sea Otters;
Minnesota; Active.

Univ. of

Effects of OCS Oil and Gas Production Platforms on Rocky
Reef Fishes and Fisheries; Marine Research Specialist;
Active.

Potential social and Economic Effects of OCS Oil and Gas
Activities on Oregon and Washington Indian ~ribes; Central
Washington University; Active.

Conference/Workshop on Recommendations for Studies in
Washington and Oregon Relative to Offshore Oil and Gas
Development ; Bio/Tech Co~uaunications ; Completed.

Coastal Circulation Along Oregon and Washington;
Envirosphere Company; Completed.

Summary and Analysis of Environmental Infolquation of the
Oregon and Washington Coastal Zone and Offshore Areas;
Univ. of Washington; Completed.

Workshop: Recommendation for Baseline Research in
Washington/Oregon Relative to Offshore Resource Development;
Research Triangle Institute; Completed.

9. Protected Areas

Most of the offshore rocks and islands are included in three
National Wildlife Refuges: Quillayute Needles, Flattery Rocks,
and Copalis. All three refuges, established by Theodore
Roosevelt on October 23, 1907 by Executive Order 704, are managed
and maintained by the USFWS. They were established as a place
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"...reserved and set aside for the use of the Department of
Agriculture (now Interior) as a preserve and breeding ground for
native birds and animals. ,~, (Executive Order ~)04, October 23,
1907). Refuge system goals are fivefold:

I) To preserve, restore, and enhance in their natural
ecosystem (when practicable) all species o~ animals and
plants that are endangered or threatened with becoming
endangered;

2) To perpetuate the migratory bird resource;
3) To presel~nE~ a natural diversity and abundalce of fauna

and flora on Refuge lands;
4) To provide an understanding and appreciati)n of fish and

wildlife ecology and humankind,s role in tile environment,
and to provide Refuge visitors with high q~lality, safe,
wholesome~ and enjoyable recreational expe:~ience oriented
toward wildlife to the extent these activi’;ies are
compatible witlh the purposes for which the Refuges were
established; and

5) To support the Regional Resource Plan and ][egional Marine
Bird Policy.

Pursuant to the Wilderness Act of 1964 (Act o:~ September 3,
1964; P.L. 88-577, 78 Stat. 890, l~; U.S.C. 1131, eJ: seq.) the
Refuges were designated as Wilderness areas on Oct~ber 23, 1970,
except for Destruction Island which was excl~dided b~cause of Coast
Guard facilities on the island. Additionail~F, most of the
coastline within the Olympic National Park and nor1:h of "~-he Hoh
River was designated as Olympic Park Wilde]~ness in 1988. The
Quinault Indian Nation has designated most of the (oastal area
within the reservation as a Wilderness Area, which includes a
prohibition on the development of land. Classific6tion of areas
as "wilderness" results from individual Acts of Corgress to
roadless lands managed by the Departments of Agric[iture or
Interior. Wilderness is the most protective form ¢f designation
that can be applied to Federal resource lands. The Wilderness Act
stipulates that management of designated areas shot ld be such as
to "leave them unimpaired for future use and enjoy,lent as
wilderness, and so as to provide for the protectior of these
areas,, o.,, To this end, the Act generally prohibits any
construction of roads or facilities~, any use of ~{totorized
vehicles, motorized equipment or motorboats° The ~ct recognizes
that "[a] Wilderness, in contrast with those areas where man and
his own works dominate the landscape, is hereby recognized as an
area where the earth and its community of life a~e untrammeled by
man, where man himself is a visitor who does not remain. ,~ The
definition lists as one of an area’s attributes thst it "~has
outstanding opportunities for solitude or a primitive and
unconfined type of recreation°" (~J.ehl, 1991).

Except for the USCG, only those who haw~ a permit from the
USFWS may visit the offshore islands. Pursuant to ~n MOU between
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the USFWS and the USCG, the USCG may visit Destruction Island to
service and maintain the lighthouse and buildings during the non-
nesting season. Other than the USCG activities, use of the
islands is limited to wildlife surveys conducted by the USFWS.

Olympic National Park includes much of the shoreline, the
offshore refuge islands in the Flattery Rocks and Quillayute
Needles including adjacent intertidal habitat to the lower low
tide, rain forests, and mountains of the Olympic Peninsula. It
is managed by the Department of the Interior, NPS. The Park was
designated a Biosphere Reserve by UNESCO in 1976 and as a World
Heritage site by UNESCO in 1981 based upon an evaluation by the

International Union for the Conservation of Nature.. The
objectives of Biosphere Reserves are:

i) to conserve for present and future use, the diversity and
integrity of biotic communities of plants and animals
within natural ecosystems, and to safeguard the genetic
diversity of :species upon which "their continuing
evolution depends;

2) to provide for ecological and environmental research
including baseline studies, both in and adjacent to

these reserves, such research to be consistent with
objective (i) above; and

3) to provide facilities for education and training.

i0. Recreational Activities and Tourism

The rugged, pristine environment and variety of habitats
found along the Olympic Coast with its abundant natural resources
provides ample opportunity for recreation for both residents and
tourists. The Washington outer coast is an isolated area that
has always depended on its natural resources for its economy,
including tourism. Recreational activities include fishing,
clamming, camping, hiking, whale-watching, boating, sightseeing,

beachcombing, and diving.

In 1984, there were 95 public recreation areas in Clallam
and Jefferson counties and 78 in Grays Harbor and Pacific
counties. Most of these areas are small areas managed by local
governments, but the Federal government manages most of the
acreage because of the large national parks, forests, and
wildlife refuges. In 1984 there were over 1.2 million acres of
public recreation land in Clallam and Jefferson counties and over
185,000 acres in Grays Harbor and Pacific counties. Over 99o6%
of the acreage in Clallam and Jefferson counties and 92.6% of the
acreage in Grays Harbor and Pacific counties was managed by the

Federal government.

Recreational fishing takes place from charter boats, skiffs,
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jetties, sandy beaches, and rocky shores. Figur~ 41 (p. 95)
shows the more intensive~ly fished offshore rec~eationai fishing
areas for salmon and bottomfish. The ocean recreational fishery
for salmon operates primarily out of Westport~ I1waco, La Push,
and Neah Bay. The charter boat industry is centered at these
ports with Westport being the most popular location for ocean
salmon fishing north of the Columbia River (Squire and Smith,
1978). In 1986, the NMFS estimat.ed that 295,000 recreational
fishermen did saltwater fishing in the state of W~shington.
About 16% of the recreational fishing trips were Zaken in
Washington, resulting in recreational harvest of 9ver 9 million
fish. About 11% of all trips and 22% of all catcl in Washington,
Oregon and California takes place in Washington. Over 60% of all
trips and catch are by boat modes.

The decline of tlhe salmon stocks in :cecent y~ars has also
caused a major decline in the charter fishing bus~ness. The
number of charter fishermen has dropped from half a million in
1977 to a low of 4,0,000 in 1984, wh:[le the number of charter
boats has dropped from 228 to 60 (trlckland and ~;hasan, 1989).
The charter boats remaining now emphasize bottomf~shing and
whalewatching in addition to trolling for salmon. Black rockfish
and lingcod are tlhe main species caught, wi~h oogh~r species of
rockfish, cod, halibut, and flounder also of importance° Charter
trips for bottomfi~h in 1!987 totalled 1,686 from ~lwaco~ 21,381
from Westport, 452 from La Push, ,-]nd 21,058 from ~eah Bay
(ibid.). The reduction in charter boat fishing iE corroborated
by the reduction if fishing trips for party/cha~-t~r boats
reported by the NM]?S for all of Washington. From 1979 to 1986
party/charter boat trips in Washington dropped about 42% (45,000
trips in 1979 to 26,000 trips in 1986)~ However, total saltwater
recreational fishing trips increased over 23% from 1979 to 1986.
Trips by private/rental boats increased over 55%, ~hile shore
based fishing trips increased over 26%~,

Facilities at La Push and West;port rent: skiff~ and boat-
launching facilities. La Push is the only small-b, gat harbor
along the coast between Grays Harbor and Neah Bay. Additionally,
the harbor is the only place in the area where offshore small.-
boat fishing is possible with some degree of safetr. Chinook,
coho, and pink sal~r~on, as well as rockfish~ lingcoi|, greenling,
flounder, halibut, and jack mackerel are all caugb: off La Push.
The area north of La Push to near Cape Alava exper~ences little
ocean and shore recreational fishing because of it~ remoteness
from any small-boat harbor and lack of shore access; roads.
However, boats from Neah Bay frequent the area off Cape Alava and
northward to reap the benefits of t]he coastal salm~n resources.

Sandy beach and rocky shore f’.- " i.~hlng is popula~ at many sites
where access to shore is possible. Surf fishing oT sandy beaches
at places like Mukkaw Bay yield redtail and ~tripec: surfperch,
flounder, and halibut. Surf smelt and night smelt are caught
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with dip nets along the shore between Kalaloch and the Hoh River
during the summer months. Shore fishing from rocky areas is
excellent for rockfish, lingcod, and kelp greenling. Fishing
from the jetties at La Push and Westport produces redtail surf
perch, starry flounder, black rockfish, greenlinge lingcod, and
cabezon. Large numbers of coho and chinook salmon are caught
from the south jetty at Westport (Haw and Buckley, 1971).

Razor clams are the most important shellfish harvested
recreationally on the outer coast. Their harvest, however, has
dropped dramatically in recent years. A:n average of about ten
million razor clams was harvested annually from 1’950 to 1980.
The harvest averaged only four million clams annually between
1981 and 1987, with the season being closed entirely because of
NIX virus during 1984 and 1985 (Butts, 1988). Hardshell clams
(native littleneck and manila clams) are harvested from Willapa
Bay, Grays Harbor, and Hoh Head. Oysters and mussels are also
harvested: oysters from Grays Harbor, and mussels from rocky
areas north of Moclips (WDF, 1983). Dungeness crab are taken
recreationally by wading in intertidal lagoons along the coast,
and by ring nets and crab pots in Willapa Bay and Grays Harbor.

Recreational divers, primarily using SCUBA, harvest both
shellfish and finfish. Dungeness and red rock crab are the main
shellfish taken, while black rockfish and lingcod are the

favorites for spearfishing (Bargmann, 1984).

Because many of the wilderness beaches on the outer coast
are accessible only by foot, they have become increasingly
popular for hiking, camping, and beachcombing. The three most
popular areas for beach hikes are between the Hoh River and La
Push; north of La Push to the Ozette Ranger Station above Cape
Alava; and from Cape Alava to Shi Shi beach just south of the
Makah Indian Reservation (Washington Public Shore Guide, 1986).

Olympic National Park is a major tourist attraction of the

Pacific Northwest. There were 3.36 million visits to the Park in
1988 (strickland and Chasan, 1989). The 60 miles of wilderness
coast within the National Park have approximately 800,000 visits
each year (NPS, 1989). A summer 1989 survey of the coastal areas
of Olympic National Park (Leeworthy, Schruefer, and wiley, 1990)
found that 46% of the visitors to the park were out-of-state
visitors. On average, visitors to Olympic National Park
travelled 1,050 miles from their homes to visit the park compared
to 452 miles for all other sites surveyed on the west coast. Per
person trip expenditures were over $700 resulting in a direct
economic impact associated with trips to the coastal areas of
Olympic National Park of over $560 million in 1989.

A major visitor/interpretive center is planned by the NPS at
Kalaloch. The center will provide exhibits and audio/visual and
interpretive programs that will emphasize the wilderness nature
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of the coastal beaches and serve as a learning c~nter for
visitors and students.

The WDNR manages beaches on the outer coast that are open to
the public. The Washington State Parks and Recreation Commission
manages state parks on the coast that include public camping and
picnic areas. Public beaches and campgrou1~Lds between Grays
Harbor and Cape Flattery are shown in Figure 25. Islands within
the National Wildlife Refuges are closed to the pJblic.

The Strait of Juan de Fuca offers pop~lar re ~reational
diving areas. A wreck located off Tongue Point i~ accessed by
Clallam County Park facilities at Observatory and Tongue Points.
Recreational divers can access the Strait directl~T from shore
from these parks. The Washington Department of N~Ltural Resources
supports a park at the Lyre and Pyscht Rivers. B~,ating and
fishing are popular recreational activities in th~ Strait as
well. There are w~_ry few access points to the public beaches
along the Strait by boat or shore.
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PART III. ALTER/~ATIVES~__INCLUDINC THE PRE., EPd~ED~ A~TERNATIVE

Part of the process for designating a portioJl of the Olympic
Coast as a National Marine Sanctuary involves the analysis of
institutional, bcunda:~y, management~ and regulato~:y alternatives.
These alternatives have been considered in terms <~f achieving
optimum protection of tlhe ecosystemr improving .~c:.entific
knowledge of the a!rea~, and promoti:ng public under~;tanding of the
value .of Olympic Coast :resources.. The following ciescribes and
analyzes the major alternatives considered in the evaluation
proces..s.

The fundamental <::hoice is between two instit[tional
alternatives: (l} no action, or continuimg the status ~__Q; and
2) the preferred. ~:Cl.ternative of sanctuary designation as 
complementary mea,,~ure to existing program~,~ Boundary,
management, and r,~:gul,;~tory options for the Sanctuary are
evaluated within the sanctuary designation alternative.

Section: Boundaz°~ - Alternatives
A,, Introduction

Figure 53 sh,,:>~s the study area of the Olympic Coast Nationa]L
Marine Sanctuary ,<,~onside, re, d in both the DEIS/MP released in Julyj,
1991 a~d as modifLed in this FEIS/MP. The study area generally
follows the i00 fathom isobath at the edge of the ~ontinental
shelf, extending :from the U.S./Canada international boundary to
the mouth of the Columbia River. The boundary of ~he study area,
as proposed in t]~e DEIS/’MP, extended into the StraLt of Juan de
Fuca to a line drawn due north from Koitlah Point ~o the
international border° The study area proposed in zhis FEIS/MP
extends ~, to a line drawn due north :from Observatory Point to the
international bor<7,.e:r. The landward boundary proposed in the
DEIS/MP extended t,..:, the mean higher high water lin,;f up rivers
and streams to the point of tidal influence~ excep-: when adjacent
to Indian Reservations in which case the boundary ~,;as at the mean
lower low tide lid’!e, cutting acros.,~ the mouths of ~iny rivers.
Harbors were excluded and estuaries included in th,,, study area.
The landward boundary o:f the study area has been modified to be
at, the lower low water ].ine when adjacent to State lands. The
boundary remains at the lower low water line when udjacent to
Tribal lands, and at the mean higher high water lihe when
adjacent to lands unde~c the jurisdiction of the NP~ or the USFWS.
The study area has been further modified to cut ac]~oss the mouths
of all :rivers and[ ~;’II-reams. Grays Harbor and Willa~,a Bay are not
included within the study area slnc,._’ ’= NOAA"s Natio~al Estuarine
Researcl~ Reserve Sy~:~te~i~ (NERRS) or EPA’s National ~;stuary Program
(EPA) would be better tailored to meet the needs oJ: these

estuarine habitats ~

The most sign~ ficant amendment to the DF.IS/MP was the

addition of the St:~’i!tit of Juan de Fuca in the stud} area of the
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Olympic Coast National Marine Sanctuary. The inclusion of the
Strait to Observatory Point resulted from comment~ on the DEIS/MP
and an analysis of resources and uses occurring in the Strait.
NOAA has analyzed, but rejected, the Strait of Juan de Fuca as
part of the preferred alternative because: i) the public has not
]lad an adequate opportunity to co~ent on the addition of the
Strait in the preferred alternative; and 2) furth_=r analysis
considering the Strait for Sanctuary status will 10e included in
the DEIS/MP for the proposed Northwest Straits Nazional Marine
Sanctuary. If, through the fulfillment of either of these
processes, Washinqton State and NOAA agree that the Strait should
be included within the boundaries of the Olympic Coast National
Marine Sanctuary~ the Sanctuary boundaries may be amended
accordingly.

NOAA has developed five boundary options bas,~d upon an
evaluation of several factors including: I) the distribution of
living resources and habitats; 2) geological, ch~mical, and
physical oceanographic parameters; 3) human uses; 4) land use
practices along the adjacent coastline; 5) prior site
evaluations (e.g., NOAA’s 1983 Site Evaluation Li~t); and 
management logistics. NOAA found during its anal~,sis of these
factors that it was useful to consider the entire study area as
being subdivided into eight separate areas. Each area may be
characterized by its living resources, human uses~ or any
other factors analyzed° NOAA’s Strategic and Environmental
Assessment Branch (currently referred to as the Strategic
Assessment Branch (SAB) analyzed each subarea to cetermine its
relative significance for selected invertebrates, fish,
invertebrates, mammals, and seabirds with respect to the
contiguous UoS. west coast (subarea la which encompasses the
Strait of Juan de ~uca was not inc:[uded in this aralysis).

The scores a~e presented in Appendix C in a series of tables
(’Fables 3 through 9) that allow the reader to compare sub-areas

according to selected assemblages of marine fauna. While these
tables do not provide an exhaustive list of species for each
subarea, they do exemplify the general biological profile of each
region. The results of this analysis are used in developing and
evaluating boundary options for the. Sanctuary, as ~ell as
assessing the o ~ ’
the area.

p te,~Ltlal impacts of human activities occurring in

Various combinations of these sub-areas resul~, in the five
boundary alternatives considered by NOAA. The resources and uses
associated with each area are described in "Part I[:
Environmental Setting and Human Uses". Following is a
description of the five boundary alternatives whici~ are derived
from various combi:rLations of the sub-areas.
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So Boundary Alternative 1
I. Geoqraphic Scope

This boundary alternative generally corresponds to the
boundary of the "Western Washington Outer Coast" site described
in NOAA’s 1983 SEL (Figure 54). This alternative represents the
smallest area that would be considered for sanctuary status,
encompassing approximately 315 nm 2 (1,082 km2). It extends
seaward from Koitlah Point to the edge of Washington State waters

(3 nautical miles from shore) south from Koitlah Point to Point
Grenville. This boundary alternative includes the nearshore
coastal waters adjacent to Olympic National Park, and surrounding
the Quillayute Needles, Flattery Rocks, and Copalis National
Wildlife Refuges and Wilderness Areas.

2. Distinquishing Characteristics

This boundary alternative includes significant intertidal
and subtidal resources around Tatoosh Island and Cape Flattery,
and birds and mammals which depend on the offshore rocks and
islands. Over 60% of the colonial seabirds in Washington use the
offshore islands and coastal cliffs in this region as nesting
areas. This boundary, however, excludes the important seabird
foraging areas. The boundary alternative encompas~es significant
habitat for several species of marine manuals including the sea
otter, California sea lion, northern elephant sea], harbor seal,
killer whale, gray whale, Right whale, Dall’s porpoise, and the
endangered Stellar sealion. Most of the sport fislhery areas for
salmon and groundfish~ a portion of the razor clam beds,
concentrations of giant octopus, spot shrimp, and fat gapers, and
some of the commercial crabbing areas are included within this

boundary option.

Recreational fishing, clamming, kayaking, beach hiking, and
nature viewing are the major human uses which are conducted
within this sanctuary boundary option. Vessel transits within
this boundary are primarily from ships traversing the northwest
corner of the boundary when entering the Strait of Juan de Fuca
from the south, and tugs and barges traversing within
three nautical miles of the coast. The planning area for former
Lease Sale #132 does not include the area within three nautical
miles of the coastline, and Washington State has placed a five
year moratorium on oil and gas activities occurring within state
waters (Washington State House Bill No. 2242, Sect:ion 9).

Boundary Alternative 2

i. Geoqraphic Scope

Boundary alternative 2 is essentially an expansion of the
first alternative to the 50 fathom is.bath, encompassing
approximately Ii00 nm ~ (3,770 km2), and extending seaward from 

to 19 nautical miles from the coastline (Figure 55).
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2. Distinquishinq Characteristics

This seaward extension encompasses not only the large
concentrations of marine resources near the coas%line and
!offshore islands, sea stacks, and rocks, but aisc incorporates
the commercial crab fishing grounds, migration rcutes for Gray
whales and juvenile salmonids, and a large porticn of the
impori.ant commercial groundfish, .:~almon, arid pink shrimp fishing
grounds. It is estimated that only 5% of the potentia]
hydrocarbon resources in the Sanctuary study area (or 1% of the
total resources in the entire former Lease Sale #132) would be
located within this boundary alternative (Martin, 1990). This
boundary would encompass most of the routes transited by barge
traffic and foreign product carriers.

This boundary alternative encompasses more of the important
foraging habitat f!or colonial seabirds and pinrLipeds using the
offshore Islands than does boundary alternative i. However, the
boundary does not extend seaward to the edge of t~e continental
shelf which is the generally recognized geographiz range of
significant foraging habitat.

Boundary Alternative 3
i. Geog_raphic Scop_e

Boundary alternative 3 represents an extensign of the first:
two alternatives seaward to the edge of the continental shelf
(i00 fathom isobath), including the heads of submarine canyons

which incise the ~=;helf, and establishes a sanctuacy area of
approximately 1,805 nm ~ (6~182 }~l :~) (Figure 56).

2. Distinquishinq Characteristics

The resultinq area is a homogeneous and clea~ly identifiable
Sanctuary linking the nearly pristine, rugged, rocky coastal
ecosystem with the nutrient rich offshore waters. The boundary
includes areas of intensified upwelling occurring along the edge
of the continental shelf, especially at heads of ~;ubmarine
canyons. The upwelling of nutrient enriched bott,}m waters result
in increased biological productivity, especially ~lhen combined
with periods of high solar radiation°

This boundary alternative~ however, does not include the
Juan de Fuca Canyon, nor the shal]Low banks border:.ng the
rLorthwest edge of the canyon known as Swiftsure b~mk and "the
Plains." These areas are extremely productive a]:eas and support
intensive commercial salmon and groundfishing and millions of
foraging seabirds ..

Many species of marine birds and mammals for~ge along
upwelling fronts which occur alonq the edge of the: shelf. The
area over the outer edge of the shelf included in this boundary
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option is significant to pink shrimp, several seal,irds (e.g.,
northern fulmar, black-legged kittiwake, common mLrre, and
rhinoceros auklet), and several species of fish (e.g., spiny
dogfish, steelhead, Pacific cod, walleye pollock, Pacific Ocean
perch, widow rockfish~ :sablefish, lingcod, Pacific halibut,
English sole, flathead sole, Petrale sole, Dover Eole, and
arrowtooth flounder) and mammals (e.g., northern ~ea lion,
California sea lion, northern elephant seal~, kill~r whale,
Pacific white-sid dolphin, Bairdns beaked whale, tray whale,
Right whale, fin whale, Risso’s whale and Dall’s ~orpoise).
Approximately 17% of the potential hydrocarbon ]~[e~ources of the
Sanctuary study area (or 3.5% of the former Lease Sale #132) are
estimated to lie within tl~is boundary alternative°

Boundar,~[ Alternative 4 (]?referred~_
I. Geo£~hic Sco~_@

Boundary alternative 4 encompasses the areas described in
boundary alternatives ].--3 with the addition of th£ head of Juan
de Fuca Canyon and the relatively shallow banks (50-80 fathoms)
surrounding the s~ibmarine canyon and the Strait of Juan de Fuca.
This area extends seaward approximately 35--40 nautical miles from
the shoreline. Boundary alternative 4 as propose@ in the DEIS/M]?
extends into the Strait to Koitlah Point, approximatley five
miles from the entrance of the Strait. This original alternative
focused completely on open ocean environments. The surface area
of this alternative with a boundary at Koitlah Point is
approximately 2,500 nm 2 (8,577 km 2) ~ Various modifications to
the easternmost boundary in the Strait of Juan de Fuca are
examined including establishing the boundary slightly east of
Pillar Point, Low Point, and Observatory Point (Figure 57).
These alternative boundaries in the Strait encompass the
tranisitional enwironment from a marine to an estu~rine
ecosystem.

a. Pillar Point ~E~gscht River Estlarv)

Pillar Point is tlhe easternmost point of the ~eadland just
east of Neah Bay. It is located approximately 20 niles into the
Strait and concentrates most of the energy from th ~_ open ocean
waves entering the Strait. At the base of Pillar ?oint, the
Pyscht River enters the Strait of Juan de Fuca forning the most
extensive estuary and largest saltmarsh in the Strait. There is
access to the saltmarsh and a small park supported by the WDNR
along the banks of the Strait° A boat ramp provides access to
the Strait. This alternative excludes the prolifi~z kelp beds
that lie off the Lyre and Twin rivers and the exte~isive subtidal
rocky habitat between Pillar Point and Observatory Point. With
this extension intc the Strait, the area encompass,~.d by boundary
alternative 4A is approximately 2,635 sq. nautical miles (9,029
sq. kilometers).
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b0 Low point

The macrocilstis kelp beds off the Ly:ce Riv£r are the densest
kelp beds in the Strait of Juan de Fuca. Inclusion of this area
would encompass some of the most significant kelp beds in the
Pacific Northwest. This boundary extends to the head of the Juan
de Fuca Canyon although the effects of calF~yon up~elling extend
the entire length of the Strait~ This boundary ~iternative
excludes the extent of" subtidal rocky hab_~tat an~ the historic
shipwreck that flies between Low Point and Observatory Point.
With this extension into the Strait, the area encompassed by
boundary alternative 4B is approximately 2,710 s~. nautical miles
(9,293 sq. kilometers).

There is a park supported by the WDNR at th~ mouth of "the
Lyre River which is included in this alternative, There are
remarkable intertidal habitats along thi~ stretc}1 of the Strait,
supporting, among others, shorebirds~ bald eagle;; and colonies
of cormorants.

co Observatory\ Point

This boundary extends eastward to ObservaLo]-y Point, located
approximately 60 miles into the Strait. The bou~dary includes
the easternmost extent of the functioning comm~In;ty
representative of open ocean environments, cha!-a(’~terized by
macrocystis kelp beds, green ane:mone, gooseneck l,arnacles and
California mussels. These organisms cease to exist eastward of
0bservatory Point as a functioning community indicating that
Observatory Point represents the inland extent o~ the transition
from open ocean to estuarine environments,,. Ob,’~:elvatory Point is
the eastern point on the most inland headland on the Strait of
.Juan. With this extension into the Strait, bourdary alternative
,4C encompasses 2,750 sq. nautical miles (9~434 sco kilometers).

There is a county park at Tongue and obser’vatory Point.
These Clallam County parks are well developed with picnic areas
and boat ramps. ~.[!he ramps are utilized by recreational SCUBA
Divers among ot~:.rs who dive at the w , ~, h ~, ~, reck of aD historic ship
wreck located in a ~".ppro~,Imately 130 feet of water ~ff Tongue
Point. The subtidal rocky and kelp habitats of t~%e entire Strait
provide exceptional environments for recre6~tior~a] SCUBA Divers.

2. D:~-~tij__!:~!ish~ing_ Ch~!~.[,act~ristics cf 3_o.undarrX
Alternative 4_~_Inc__ludi_nq thg_ Strait_of Juan de
Fuc.a to Observat_o~f--po~n~

Oceanographic conditions, including %he upweLling of
nutrient-rich water at the head of Juan de Fuca C~nyon, result in
enhanced biological productivity ow~r ~’the ~iains’ and Swiftsure
banks which are considered by local ~ . .... ~she:~m,,n to ~e extremely
productive groundfish and salmon fishing areas. ~The Strait also
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serves as a transit and migration corridor for marine birds,
mammals and ocean organisms entering from the outer coast. Up to
300,000 common murres may enter northern Puget Sound in any given
year during the molting season. Since molting birds are mostly
flightless, they use the Strait to swim to their overwintering
grounds. Changes in biota, geology, and topography all seem to
coalesce between Crescent Rock and Obsel~ratory Point.

The Pyscht River estuary and saltmarsh support one of the
richest juvenile salmon habitats in the Strait. Further, the
kelp habitats in the Strait~ particularly off the Lyre and Twin
Rivers are some of the densest and most diverse in the Pacific
Northwest.

This alternative includes about 25% of the estimated
potential hydrocarbons in the Sanctuary study area (or 5%
predicted to be in formerLease Sale #1321). The Strait is 
corridor for fishing vessels and larger ]product carriers and tank
vessels entering and exiting Puget Sound. There is a very well
coordinated Vessel Traffic System established in the Strait and
its approaches which is operated by the U°S. and Canadian Coast
Guards. Radar coverage from Tofino Coast Guard Station covers
all waters north of approximately Cape Alava and seaward 60
nautical miles.

F. Boundary Alternative 5

I. Geoqraphic Scop_e

Boundary alternative 5 includes the entire sanctuary study
area, encompassing approximately 4,155 nm 2 (14,249 k~ :~ ) (Figure
58). This alternative essentially spans the entire coastline and
continental shelf of Washington State. This alternative expands
upon the preferred alternative to include the large area
(approximately 1,655 nm 2 , or 5,672 km 2 ) south of Copalis National

Wildlife Refuge extending seaward to the edge of the continental
shelf, and south to the mouth of the Columbia River°

2. Distinquishin~ Characteristics

This southern area is characterized by a coastal
geomorphology that is clearly distinct from the area to the
north. The shoreline consists of sandy beaches and estuaries
(Grays Harbor, Willapa Bay) in contrast to the northern rugged,
rocky coastline with high bluffs, pocket beaches, and rock
islands. Land use in the southern area is more heavily developed
than in the nearly pristine northern area. Living resources
include oyster beds in the estuarine areas, razor clams along the
sandy beaches, pink shrimp and Dungeness crab fishing areas, Gray
whale migration routes, and commercial, tribal, and sport fishing
areas for numerous finfish species (including the major sport
salmon fishing areas)° The coastal waters lying adjacent to
Grays Harbor and Willapa Bay are enriched by these extremely
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productive estuarine environments. Estuaries are important
breeding grounds for numerous species of aquatic plants and
animals and provide food for these plants and animals either
directly or indirectly through a complex food web.

It is estimated by MMS that this area encompasses 20% of the
potential hydrocarbon reserves in the entire former Lease Sale
#132 (MMS, 1990a). Most of this hydrocarbon potential (15% 
the total lease sale area) lies within the sedimentary basins
south of Copalis National Wildlife Refuge which extend seaward
from Grays Harbor and Willapa Bay estuaries°

II. Section: Regulatory Alternatives
A. Introduction

Regulatory alternatives governing different types of
potential or current uses of the Sanctuary (oil, gas and mineral
activities; discharges and deposits; moving, removing or injury
of historical resources; alteration of, or construction on, the
seabed; taking of marine mammals, turtles and seabirds;
overflights; and vessel traffic; and fishing, kelp harvesting and
aquaculture) were evaluated in terms of need and effectiveness
for resource protection.

In formulating the sanctuary regulatory regime, NOAA
analyzed the study area with respect to:: i) the resources and
human activities; 2) the existing regulatory regime with regard
to protection of the resources and qualities from possible
harmful human activities; 3) proposed alternative regulatory
regimes, including relying on the existing regulatory regime, to
protect the sanctuary’s resources and qualities; 4) the
environmental consequences of each regulatory alternative on
sanctuary resources, including no additional regulatory action;
and 5) proposed regulations based on the preferred course of
action deemed necessary to protect Sanctuary resources and
qualities.

The choice of proposed regulations is based on environmental
consequences of each action and constraints set by the MPRSA,
which states in Section 304(c):

(I) Nothing in this title shall be construed as terminating 
granting to the Secretary the right to terminate any valid lease,
permit, license, or right of subsistence use or of access if the
lease, permit, license, or right-

(A) was in existence on the date of enactment of the Marine
Sanctuary Amendments of 1992, with respect to any national marine
sanctuary designated before that date; or

(B) is in existence on the date of designation of any
national marine sanctuary, with respect to any national marine
sanctuary designated after the date of enactment of the Marine
Sanctuaries Amendments of 1992.
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(2) The exercise of a lease, permit~ license, or right 
subject to regulation by the Secretary cons i.stei~it with the .
purpose for which the sanctuary is designated.

The prohibi%ions set forth ir~ the Sar~c%uarli i, :i’egula~ions
would not apply to (see ti~e regul.~./tJ.ohs themselve:: for the exact
provisions) 

i) Any activity authorized by any w~lid ].e~ se, permit,
license, approval~ or other autho~’[zation i~l exis~ence on the
effective date of Sanctuary designation and issuec by any
Federal, State, Io<~:al or tribal authority of competent
jurisdiction, or by any w~lid right of subsistenc~ use or access
in existence on the effective date of Sanct{~ary d~signation,
provided that the holder of such authorization or right complies
with sanctuary regulations regarding the ce]~tificetion of such
authorizations and rights (e.q~_., notifies the Secletary or
designee of the existence of, requests certification of~. and
provides requested information regarding such authorization or
right) and complies with any terms and conditio[~s on the exercise
of such authorization or right imposed as a condition of
certification by the Secretary or designee as he cr she deems
necessary to achieve the purposes for which the S~nctuary was
designated.

Pending final agency action on the certification request,
such holder may exercise such authorization ,or ~;ight without
being in violation of any prohibitions set forth J n the Sanctuary
regulations, provided the holder is in comp] lance ~ith ~anctuary
regulations regarding certifications.

2) Any activity authorized by a~ty valid lease~ per~it,
license, approval or other autho:[dzation issued after the
effective date of Sanctuary designation by any Federal, State or
local authority of competent jurisdiction~ ~:<rovide~ that the
applicant complies with Sanctuary regulations regacding
notification and review of applications (_e~±~![._, r~otifies the
Secretary or designee of information regard:~ng t[he application),
the Secretary or designee notifies the app].:icant a.%d authorizing
agency that he or .~.~he does not object to is~{uance ]f the
authorization, and the applicant complies with any terms and
conditions the Secretary or des igr~.ee deems ~:~ecessacy to protect
Sanctuary resources and qualities° Amendme~:!ts, re lewals and
extensions of authorizations in existence oi-~ the e~fective date
of Sanctuary designation constitut~: authorizations issued after
the effective date.

The authority granted the DJ[]:ec’to~:~ to object ~o or impose
terms or conditiohs on the exercise of any valid 1 ~ase, permit,
license, approval or other authorization is~ued after the
effective date of Sanctuary desigi~atio):.~ magi ~ not be delegated or
otherwise assigned to other Fedel:al official[ below his or her
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level.

3) Any activity conducted in accordance with the scope,
purpose~, terms, and conditions of a National Marine Sanctuary
permit issued by the Secretary or his or her designee in
accordance with the Sanctuary regulations. Such permits may only
be issued if the Secretary or designee finds that the activity
for which the permit is applied will have only negligible, short-
term adverse effects on Sanctuary resources and qualities and
will: further research related to Sanctuary resources; further
the educational, natural or historical resource value of the
Sanctuary; further salvage or recovery operations in or near the
Sanctuary in connection with a recent air or marine casualty;
assist in managing the Sanctuary; or further salvage or recovery
operations in connection with an abandoned shipwreck in the
Sanctuary title to which is held by the State of Washington.

4) Any activity conducted in accordance with the scope,
purpose, terms~ and conditions of a Special Use permit issued by
the Secretary or designee in accordance with Sec. 310 of the Act.

When the preferred Sanctuary action is to rely on the status
quo to govern the activity either by including the activity in
the scope of regulations by not regulating with designation (i.e.
kelp harvesting~ aquaculture and vessel traffic), or by excluding
the activity from the scope or regul~tions entirely (i.e.~
fishing), the activity would continue to be subject to
regulations of other authorities.

5) Any activity necessary to respond to emergencies
threatening life, property or the environment.

6) With regard to Department of Defense activities: All
Department of Defense activities shall be carried out in a manner
that avoids to the maximum extent practicable any adverse impacts
on Sanctuary resources and qualities. The prohibitions in
paragraphs (a) (2)-(9) of § 925.5 of the regulations do not 
to existing military activities carried out by the Department of
Defense, as specifically identified in this FEIS/MP for the
proposed Olympic Coast National Marine Sanctuary. New activities
may be exempted from the prohibitions in paragraphs (a) (2)-(9) 
that section by the Director of the Office of Ocean and Coastal
Resource Management or designee after consultation between the
Director or designee and the Department of Defense.

Notwithstanding the above, in no event under the Sanctuary
regulations, would the Secretary or designee be allowed to issue
a permit authorizing., or otherwise approve, (i) the exploration,
development or production of oil, gas or minerals within the
Sanctuary, (2) the discharge of primary-treated sewage within the
Sanctuary (except for certification, pursuant to section 925.10
of valid authorizations in existence on the effective date of
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Sanctuary designat:ion and issued by other authorities of
competent jurisdiction.), or (3) the disposal of dredge material
within the Sanctuary° Any purported authorizations iss~ued by
other authorities after the effective date of Sanctuary
designation for any of these activities within the Sanctuary
would be invalid.

Each type ,oJt ~ activity proposed to be regu2ated by the
.C~anctuary is stated below and described in terms 9f its impact to
resources and uses~ The status quo is also given in terms of
existing laws~ regulations and their impacts to t~e resources and
uses of the wate:<~s off the Olympic. Peninsula.

Oil, Ga:~!._ and Mineral Activities
i. Status Quo

a~ Existin~ulatory Framewcrk

Pursuant to the 1992 reauthorization of the I{PRSA (P.L. 102:-
587), no oil or gas leasing or pre-leasing activity shall be
conducted within the area designated as the Olympic Coast
National Marine Sanct~aary. Thus, t]he preferred a[ternative
regarding the regulation of oil and gas activitie~ has been
statutorily mandated.

_b_~ l~npact to Resources

The existing regulatory framework protects t~,e Sanctuary
resources from the harmful effects of oil and gas activities. It
has been concluded that many uncertai~ties regarding potential
impacts from OCS activities still exist, even in ~larine areas for
which there is far more information than for the c)lympic Coast
(NAS, 1989; EPA, 1985; and NAS~ 1985) ~ However~ ~ome potential

risks to the Olympic Coast from OCS oil and gas a~;tivities, and
the transportation of hydrocarbon products can be evaluated.

Offshore hydrocarbon exploration, developmenJ:, and
production activities~, including tlhe transshipmen~ of crude oil
to the mainland, :may cause unforeseen and potenti~illy substantial
discharges of oii~ both clhronic and catastrophi<=, into the marine
environment. The sensitive marine resources of tlLe Olympic Coast
may be threatened by= (i) well "blow-outs" causeci by equipment
failure or damage, or geologic hazards; (2) oil s~,ills and
pipeline leaks; (3) noise and visual disturbances caused 
drilling, the presence of drill rigs or platfor~s, work crews,
supply boats, and ihelicopters; (4) pollution associated with
aquatic discharges; and (5) short-term pipeline cc~nstruction
upheaval. The impacts of oil and gas on the coastal and offshore
environment may be intensified because of the rem~teness of the
area. There are very few access points along the coast°
Further, most of the coastline is characterized b3 rocky
intertidal habitat which, when impacted by oil ant gas, does not
recover for many years.
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Normal hydrocarbon operations can result in unintentional,
chronics or small oil spillage. Since the Olympic Coast area has
had little history of hydrocarbon production, direct evidence
does not exist to illustrate the effects of exploration,
development, and production spills in these waters. Petroleum
products are, however, "transported along the coast and through
the Strait of Juan de Fuca. Two oil spills, one from the General

M C. Meiqqs and the other from the Nestucca, have occurred
recently in coastal waters off Washington State. Oil spilled
from the barge Nestucca oiled beaches found within the boundary
of the Sanctuary. The reports of damages from these incidents,
as well as data from spills in other marine waters, serve as
examples of the types of impacts that can result front oil related
accidents. Known threats to marine organisms that may result
from offshore oil and gas exploration, development, and
production are presented in Table 6.

OCS oil and gas activities that would take place offshore in
Federal waters can negatively effect state territorial waters and
coastal environments. In addition to affecting marine organisms,
these activities can disrupt human uses of the marine environment
and the socioeconomic structure of coastal communities (MMS,
1990). Potential negative impacts to nearshore and coastal areas
include: the ]presence of processing facilities which also
involves problems of air pollution and disposal of processing
wastes; interference with port operations and stress on existing
port facility space and services; conflict with shore-based
operations which use offshore waters (e.g., commercial and
recreational fishing, whale-watching operations); and
socioeconomic impacts on affected coastal communities (Mead and
Sorenson, 1970; Cican-Sain, 1985; Freeman, 1985, MMS, 1990).

Further, the activities associated with oil and gas
exploration and development would introduce into the viewshed of
the Olympic Peninsula an interference with what is known and
valued as a nearly pristine undeveloped coastline. This value is
what makes the Olympic Peninsula aesthetically one of the most
magnificent natural environments remaining in the continental
U.S.

c. Impact to Uses

The status quo prevents offshore development of the outer
continental shelf within the Sanctuary and the introduction of i-
2 offshore platforms into the area for the first time.
Associated with this direct development would be numerous
indirect increases in human activities such as increase in vessel
traffic, either servicing the platforms or transporting oil
(unless pipelines are used to offload the discovered resources),
increases in overflights from helicopters, increasing levels of
dischargesg and increased urban development. Prevention of this
development will have a positive impact on fishingr and
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Table 6. Known Threat~ to Marine Organisms from 9ii and Gas
Exploration and Development.

Activity/Faci!itv

Seismic
Profiling

Drilling

Boat Traffic

9egm_ra on
Offshore facili~tie_~s

Platforms
Well head

Su~ort
Supply boats

Aircraft

~~ort
Pipelines
Pumping buoys
Barges/Tankers

Clean-up
Oil on water

Ski~ers
Burn-off
Chemicals

Grounded oil
Booms

Straw
Chemicals
Presence of crew
and equipment

Chronic Hazard E pisodic/Ca~astronhic Events

Noise, Sub-sur!ace noise,
’~startle effect ’~ Concus~ ion

Siltatic~n,
Turbidity increase:

Sub-surface noise and
propeller hits

Intrusion
Leakage/seepage B3.ow-c:ut

Sub-surface noise and
propeller hits
Noise in the air

Leakage
Leakage
iBilge oil intrusion

Rupture

Ccllisio~1 or grounding

Intrusion

Pcllut iota--air
~f’oxicity of Chemical Pol, lutio~--water

Dispersants
Pollutio~ --sediments
Di:~turbarce to sensitive
bi~d and mammal
populaticns on beaches by
hu~nan intrusion and
ai~cra ft activity

Habitat d~struction
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recreational and tourist activities in the area.

Exploration and development of oil, gas and mineral
resources involves extensive study of the offshore ecology and
geology. These studies will need to be undertaken by other
institutions.

¯ Sanctuary Alternative

a. Sanctuary Action (Preferred Alternative)

Exploring for, developing or producing oil, gas or minerals
within the Sanctuary is prohibited.

b. Impact to Resources

The resources and qualities of the Sanctuary, particularly
the sea otters, pinnipeds and seabirds, kelp forests, rocky
shores and offshore islands, and the high water quality of the
area, are especially vulnerable to oil and gas activities. Only
partial protection would be provided due to the remaining threat
from potential oil and gas development outside of the Sanctuary
boundary’ and from vessel traffic, particularly oil tankers,
transiting through and near the Sanctuary. However, NOAA is
working with the Coast Guard to address the threats from vessel
traffic. A prohibition on oil and gas activities witlhin the
proposed Sanctuary is consistent with the prohibition on
alteration of, or construction on~ the seabed as discussed below.

The prohibition will prevent activities in the Sanctuary
which could result in discharges associated with petroleum and
other mineral development potentially harmful to wildlife
(including many endangered species) in the area. This
alternative adds further protection than P.L 102-587 by
prohibiting mineral development (e.g., sand and gravel
development) which can have detrimental impacts to the benthic
and aquatic environments.

c. Impact to Uses

There is presently no oil and gas development taking place
in the study area. Lease Sale #132 has been canceled and no
additional Lease Sale activity is proposed through the year 2000.
The Sanctuary prohibition will eliminate all potential future
direct and indirect oil, gas and mineral activities in the area.
Activities such as tourism and fishing should benefit by the
prohibition.

Discharges or Deposits
i. Status Quo

a~ Existinq Regulatory Framework

Numerous laws and regulations administered by many local,
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state and Federal agencies exist governing the c<ntamination of
coastal and ocean waters by discharges and deposits from a
variety of sources including point and non-point source
discharges, discharges of oil and hazardous subs%ances (e.g. ~ oil
from vessel bilges and toxic chemicals), overbc~ald trash disposal
(e.g., discarded fishing nets and plastic trash)j, and ocean

dumping of dredge material.

The primary ]!~ederal,, state and local iLaws, [olicies and
plans governing discharges include but are not limited to~ the
Federal Water Pollution Control Act (the ~’Clean ~iater Act", CWAII 
Title I of the MPRSA; the,Coasta±" Zone Management Act; the Rivers
and Harbors Act; the Act to Prevent Pollution frcm Ships~ (which
implements MARPOL 73/78, Annexes 3[ and II) : the ~arine Plastic
Pollution Research and Control Act (MPPRCA> (whic~ ame~ds the Act
to Prevent Pollution from Ships and implements A~nex V of MARPOL
"73/78) ; the Oil Pollution Act of 1990 (OPA 90); tae Comprehensive
Environmental Response, Compensation and Liabi]it{ Act (CERCLA)
(which, together with section 311 of the C~A, provides for tlhe

National Contingency Plan); EPA~s Administrative ~egulations; the
Washington State Forest Practices Act (FPA) (RCW ~hapter 76.09)
,[which addresses the environmental impacts of forestry on the
coastal zone); and the State Water Pollutic~n Ccnt col Act of 1972~
.[RCW Chapter 90.4£I) which implements the Federal qater Pollution
Control Act at "the stat.e level (Many of these authorities are
discussed in more detail in Appendix I) 

Responsible agencies for implementing approp ~iate
regulations and plans include, but are not limite, i to, the NOAA,
the EPA, COE, USCG,, WDOE, and WDNJ~.

i. Point Source Dischar eqe_s

NPDES permits are required by all mun~cipaiL ~nd industrial
dischargers that disci~arge pollutants from a poin°~ source into
navigable waters of the U.S.~ the waters of the c~,ntiguous zone,
or ocean waters. The WDOE is responsible for tue protection of
the quality of the state’s waters through tine d~v.~,lopment of
water quality control plans and the issuance of w.~,ste discharge
permits. The coastal tribes receive their NPDE?~ ~ermit:~ directly
from EPA and do not network througlh the State age~cy.

Tihe State of Washington is a].~o responsible >or ensuring
that dischargers .of water pollutants comply with "!he conditions
of the issued NPDES pelnmits. Thus, the WDO~ wo:~:k~ with EPA in a
program commonly referred to as the ~Complia~ce A,’~,surance
Program." Pursuant to an MOA between EPA and WDOI~ each agency’..s
policies and responsibilities directed to enforc~i~g effluent
limitations and compliance scheduiles for NPDES ’~eze delineated.
The MOA sets forth the manner and extent to which the pl-ogra~[
elements of inspections, tracking~, enforcement, a~d eval.uation
are carried out.
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ii. Non-Point Source Dischar~s

EPA has provided Washington State guidance on implementing
the provisions of EPA’s Anti-degradation Policy (40 CFR 131.12)
which is applicable to non-point source pollution as well as
point source pollution. Specifically, "where high quality waters
constitute an outstanding National resource, such as waters of
National and State Parks and wildlife refuges and waters of
exceptional recreational or ecological significance, that water
quality shall be maintained and protected" (40 CFR 131.12
(a) (3)). The non-point source provisions of the CWA 205(j), 
303(e) and 319 are subject to the anti-degradation policy and EPA
is developing additional guidance in this area.

Washington State manages non-point source pollution through
the FPA. The WDNR is the state agency with primary
responsibility to implement the Act. T]he FPA declares that it is
in the public interest for public and private commercial forest
lands to be managed consistent with sound policies of natural
resource protection and that coincident with the maintenance of a
viable forest products industry, it is important to afford
protection to forest soils, fisheries, wildlife, water quantity
and quality, air quality, recreation, and scenic beauty.

The FPA created the Forest Practices Board to adopt rules
and regulations governing the details of forest practices
management consistent with the provisions of the Act and the
Forest Practices Advisory Committee. The Advisory Committee
appointed two regional advisory committees to recommend region-
specific rules and regulations.

The FPA establishes a permit process governing forest
practices on private and public forest lands in the state, except
on Federal lands. The FPA gave counties in which forest
practices are proposed a significant role in the process. DNR
may not approve portions of applications concerning conversion to
another use to which counties object, though the Department may
appeal the county’s objection to the Forest Practices Appeals
Board which was created by FPA to hear such disputes. Both
Clallam and Jefferson Counties have waived their right to review
forest practices not involving conversion to another use under
the FPA in an effort to streamline the process.

In terms of coastal zone management, the FPA supersedes the
Shoreline Management Act in some cases. FPA specifies that in
relation to "shorelines", the forest practice regulations to be
adopted by the Forest Practices Board ’"...shall be the sole rules
applicable to the performance of forest: practices, and
enforcement thereof shall be solely as provided..." in the FPA.
It is further stipulated that no substantial development permit
"...shall be required under chapter 90..58 RCW for the
construction of up to five hundred feet of one.., road or segment



of a road provided such road does not enter "the shgreli~e more
than once," and except under unusual conditions° ~nd finally,
FPA provides that "[a]ny powers granted by chapter 90.58 RCW
pertaining to forest practices .... are expressly limited to lands
located within ~shorelines of the state’ as define~ in RCW
90.58.030. DNR and DOE (for water quality) are em?owered to make
an inspection after any forest practice.

iii. Hazardous waste~__Qil and ~rash disposal

Discharges of oil and hazardous substances ar ~_ regulated
under the CWA, OPA 90 and CERCLA~ with discharges i)y seagoing
ships of oil, oily mixtures and noxious liquid substances also
regulated under the Act to Prevent Pollution from ~hips. The CWA
and CERCLA provide for the National Contingency Pl~in (40 CFR Part
300), under which the Coast Guard serves as the le~d agency for
responding to discharges of oil and hazardous substances.

Discharges by ships of plastics and other gate,age is
regulated under MARPOL by the USCG (regulations ap~ear at 33 
CFR 151.51 to 151~77.

iv Ocean Dump_ i~nq

The COE has permitting authority, with EPA ice~iew and
approval, over dumping of dredged material in wate~-s lying
seaward of the baseline from which the territorial sea i~
measured pursuant to Title I, section 103 of the M],RSA. COE also
issues permits for discharge of dredged material i~.to navigable
waters in internal ~aters pursuant to section 404 ~,f the CWA.
EPA has permitting authority for ocean dumping oE ~aterials other
than dredged materials pursuant to Title I, :~ectio~ 102 of the
MPRSA.

The regulations under Title I of the MPRSA pr(vide for
special recognition of nationally ~iignificant marile areas, such
as marine sanctuaries established pursuant to Titl~ III of the

MPRSA.

b. Impact to Resources

Although water quality off the Olympic iPenins[la is
considered to be good, there is evidence of potential water
quality problems in limited parts of the Sanctuary. There is
also pressure to develop the coastline of the sanctuary. Faced
with severe economic hardships and limited developEent
alternatives, the populations in the coastal watersheds are
seeking ways to diw~rsify their timber-based economies. This
includes plans to expand harbors, build casinos~ restaurants,
hotels and other recreational facilities as well as promote eco-
tourism. With this development comes the associated need for
dredging and dredge disposal activities, and ,expanded poJnt and



non-point source pollution.

Further, there are some efforts to manage non-point source

pollution from upland uses in portions of coastal watershed
pursuant to the FPA. However, there is little associated coastal
monitoring of the health of the kelp and eel grass beds of the

Strait and coastal areas to assess the effectiveness of the
management initiatives. There also lacks sediment standards for

streams entering the proposed sanctuary.

Ocean dumping, manicipal outfalls, and dredged material
disposal can smother benthic biota and introduce substances into
the marine environment, which may affect fish, bird, mammal, and
algae resources. In addition to reducing overall water quality
and lessening the aesthetic appeal of the area, the discharge of
litter may harm marine mammals that sometimes ingest or become
entangled in such litter.

Thus, under the existing regulatory regime, the coastal
ecosystem will continue to receive little attention due to the
multi-jurisdictional nature of the coastal watersheds, the low
priority assigned to it by state and Federal agencies due to its
remoteness and assumed pristine quality, and the immediate need
for economic development. Management efforts will[ continue in a
piece-meal fashion with no coordinated comprehensive planning and
regulatory watershed initiatives.

c° Impact to Uses

The status quo alternative would continue to provide for
increasing development in the watersheds adjacent to the
Sanctuary with no overall plan to minimize the impacts on the
coastal ecosystem. Although the population is expected to grow
very slowly, efforts are underway to diversify the economy and

attract increased tourism to the coast.

2. Sanctuary Alternative (Preferred)
a. Sanctuary Action

Discharging or depositing, from within the boundary of the

Sanctuary, any material or other matter is prohibited except:

(i) fish, fish parts, chumming materials oz" bait used 
or resulting from traditional fishing operations in the
Sanctuary;
(ii) biodegradable effluent incidental to vessel use and
generated by marine sanitation devices approved in
accordance with Section 312 of the Federal Water Pollution
Control Act, as amended, (FWPCA) 33 U.S.C. 1322 et seq.;
(iii) water generated by routine vessel operations (e.q.,
cooling water, deck wash down and graywater as defined by
Section 312 of the FWPCA) excluding oily wastes from bilge
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pumping;
(iv) engine exhaust 

Discharging or depositing, from beyond the b)undary of the
Sanctuary, any materJ.al or other ~natter that subsequently enters
the Sanctuary and injures a Sanctuary resource .or quality is
prohibited except: those listed in (i-J.v) above.

b. I,~_~act to Resources

The intent of this prohibition is to protect the Sanctuary
resources and qualities from the harmful effects .~,f land and sea-
generated point and non-point source pollution, s’~ich as, but not
limited to, trash and oil disposal by vessels and pollu’~ant
loading from adjacent land use pra~tlces.

By maintaining the high water .quality of the ecosystem off
the Olympic Peninsula~ the organisms responsible ~or primary
productivity at the base of the food clhain, the coastal wetlands
and estuarine habitats will be protected from the direct effects
of pollutant loadings~ Benthic biota will be protected
especially from smothering and turbidity increases from the
dumping of dredge material. Fish~ seabirds, tu~:’tles, and marine
mammals will be protec.ted from direct negative impacts such as
entanglement in discarded trash and infection fro~ degraded water
qplality, and will benefit from the indirect effects of protected
habitats and enhanced prey abundance.

c. __I~p_ac_~tL to Uses

Overall, the impact, of this regulation on human uses as well
as the Sanctuary resources and qualities is expect~_d to be
beneficial No e" ’¯ x lstlng human uses will be terminlted with
designation and in the long--term0 many activities ~uch as fishinq
and tourism will c, ’ ¯ Cntlnue to benefit from the maintenance of the
high water quality of the area.

In accordance with section 304(c)(I) of the M~RSA, 16 U.S.C.
1434(c) (i), NOAA m.ay regulate existing permits tlI1r~,ugh
certification which may include imposition of teL~m~; and
conditions consistent with the purposes for whicln 1;he Sanctuary
is designated. Permits issued after the date of d~signa’~ion are
subject to a review process which :may include adde~ terms and
conditions or objection "to issuance, as necessary ~o protect
Sanctuary resources and qualities~ Any applicatior for an
amendment, renewal or extension to an existing per~it is
considered a new permit in which case NOAA must approve of the
issuance of the permit.

NOAA will work within the existing process, rather than
create an entirely new regulatory review and approval procedure,
governing discharge activities in the Sanctuary and coastal
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watersheds. NOAA intends to minimize any additional
administrative burden on those dischargers that are required to
obtain a NPDES permit for discharges that affect, or may affect
the Sanctuary, while at the same time, ensure that the existing
process addresses the special concerns of the Sanctuary and it’s
resources and .qualities. In addition, a close working
relationship between the Sanctuary and existing authorities and
affected users will necessitate the identification and exchange
of information relevant to the maintenance of the area’s high
water quality, and the protection and conservation of resources
and qualities of the Sanctuary~

Consistent with the MPRSA primary objective of protecting
the Sanctuary and its resources, (Section 301(b) (5) of the MPRSA,
16 U.S.C. § 1431(b) (5)) w the Sanctuary regulations address
discharges within the Sanctuary boundary (15 CFR 925.5(a) (2)) 
well as those discharges outside of the Sanctuary boundary that
enter and injure Sanctuary resources and qualities (15 CFR

925(a) (3)).

Specific impacts to uses of the area that involve discharge
into the Sanctuary are discussed in more detail below.

i. Vessels

The impact of this regulation on vessel operations is
expected to be minor° Oil discharges are presently regulated
under, e.g., the CWA~ OPA 90 and MARPOL. The disposal of non-
biodegradable and ot1~er potentially ha~nful trash is already
regulated by MARPOL. The exemptions from this regulation are
designed to allow continued use of the Sanctuary by vessels that
do not appear to threaten Sanctuary resources and qualities.
Thus, fish, fish parts, chumming materials and bait used in, or
resulting from, traditional fishing operations within the
Sanctuary (exhaust, vessel cooling watersw and approved marine
sanitation wastes) are specifically exempted from the
prohibition.

ii. Dredqe Disposal Activities

There are no dredge disposal activities occurring in, or
near the Sanctuary at the time of designation. The regulation
would prohibit the designation and use of any new dredged
material disposal sites within the Sanctuary. Dredge disposal
activities outside the boundaries of the Sanctuary that enter and
injure Sanctuary resources and qualities are prohibited.

iii° Point Source Discharqes

There are no point-source discharges entering directly into
the Sanctuary. Discharges and deposits from point sources
entering indirectly into the Sanctuary, pursuant to any valid
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permit existing on the: effective date of th~se ~::eculations, are
allowed subject to all prohibitions, restrictioi~s and conditions
validly imposed by any other authority of compei:ert jurisdiction,
provided, however that NOAA may regulate the ~ ’

, e~_ezcise of these
existing permits as necessary to achieve tile puz’pcses for which
the Sanctuary was designated~

In consultation with scientific institutioz~s and local,
State, Tribal and Federal governments, NOAA will consult with the
permittees and the relevant permitting authorities to determine
means of achieving the Sanctuary purposes. If additional
constraints are necessary, NOAA will work with the permittees and
permitting authorities to determine the necessary level of terms
and conditions to provide adequate protection of t:~e Sanctuary’s
resources and qualities.

The requirement of NOAA certification c;,f e~:is~ing permits
for, e.g., munioipal and[ industrial sewage, will e~sure NOAA
consideration of potential impacts on Sanctuary resources and
qualities.

New proposals for permits, licenses, or other authorizations
after the effective date cf Sanctuary designation, e.g., allowing!
the discharge of municipal and industrial sewage w~)uld be subject
to Sanctuary review’ to ensure that Sanctuary resgu:~ces and "
qualities are protected from injury°

When existing pen~its are sub~itted for renew~l, they would
be reviewed as a new permit. NOAA will evaluate the activity to
determine whether there would be any negativ~ effe~ts to water
quality or resources, whether the permittee !~as co~iplied with
permit standards, and~ if necessary~ decreased dis~:harge~ and/or
increased treatment standards due to the presence <~f the
Sanctuary.

This regulation could thus res;u].t in addition~.l cosmos to
existing and future dischargers if the Sanctuary w~re to
determine that a higher leve] of t~:’eatment ot~ o’the~-~ more
expensive disposal methods were preferable in orde~ ~ to ensure
Sanctuary resources and qualities are protected. ~he requirement
of Sanctuary certification or approval of permit~ lot point
source dischargers ~i].l ensure that these potentia31y halqnful
activities receive ,~ "’ 0. pec~lal conside~cat.ion fro:~ the ~anctuarySs
perspective°

iv0 Non-Point Source Dischaz’q~s_

Land-based non--point source discharges within ~#atersheds
adjacent to the Sanctuary that d:rain into the Sanctuary will be
monitored to ensure the activity is consistent with the goals of
the Sanc.tuary and that Sanctuary resources and qualities are
protected. If evidence arises that Sanctuary re~ou~ces and
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qualities are threatened, NOAA intends ’to work with existing
regulatory agencies and responsible parties to determine
appropriate measures to prevent the threat of injury to Sanctuary
resources and qualities.

Do Historical Resources
i. Status~

a. ExistinqRRg_gulatory Framework

Under this alternative any historical resources (as defined
by Sanctuary Program and Sanctuary regulations to include, inter
alia, archeological, paleontological, or cultural resources) will
remain subject to the existing management regime. The existing
Federal regulatory regime includes the National Historic
Preservation Act of 1966 (NHPA), 16 U.S.C. 470 et seq., the
Archeological and Historical Preservation Act of 1974, 16 U.S.C.
469 e_tt seq., the Abandoned Shipwreck Act (ASA) of 1987, 43 U.S.C.
2101 et seq., and the Archeological Resources Protection Act of
1979 (ARPA), 16 U.S.C. 470aa et seq. Permits are issued by the
State office of Archeology and Historic Preservation, within the
WDCD, for those historic resources in State waters pursuant to
the State Historical societies-Heritage Council-Archeology and
Historic Preservation Act (Chapter 25-48 WAC and Title 27 RCW).

Before any archeological excavation of a site of tribal
significance, the State office of Archeology and Historic
Preservation consults with the Tribe regarding mitigation
measures to be incorporated into the permit. Title 43 CFR Part 7
of the ARPA requires that before issuing a permit a Federal land
manager shall provide notice to the interested tribes, and within
a 30-day period discuss tribal interests, including ways to avoid
or mitigate potential harm or destruction such as excluding sites
from the permit area~ Such agreed upon mitigation measures shall
be incorporated into tlhe terms of the permit. The Federal land
manager may enter into agreements with an Indian tribe to
determine locations for which the tribe wishes to receive notice
of permits.

Within the framework of the status quo, any historical
resources known to be within the proposed sanctuary, especially
those that are on the National Register listing under the NHPA,
will be carefully monitored by Sanctuary staff. In addition~ any
activity that could lead to the discow~ry of historical resources
will be carefully monitored. The Sanctuary manager will try to
ensure that adequate information is aw~ilable regarding the
national significance of these resources and appropriate
management measures are in place.

b. Impact to Resources

Existing regulatory authorities provide some protection for
underwater historical resources in the Sanctuary. Guidelines
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published by the NPS assist the states and :ede~::aj agencies in
developing legislation and regulations to carry oft their
management responsibilities regarding shipwrecks ~n accordance
with the provisions of the ASA.

The NHPA mandates that Federal agencies constlt with the
Advisory Council on Historic Preservation before engaging in any
undertaking that could affect historic resources+. Consultation
with the expertise of this Council+ provides Feder~l agencies with
an opportunity to ensure ?:heir proposed activities are
technically adequate and that any plans to salv~+ge historical
resources take into account preservation requirements fear the
long-term protection of the resources.

Under the state permitting process, archeolog[cal and
historical/cultural resources can be excavated and as much as 90%
of the value of the salvaged objects may remain in private
ownership. The State has priority in determining ~hich of the
10% of the artifacts are to remain in the public domain. This
regime provides the public access to the historica ~ resources for
educational or researc:h purposes before being turn~d over to
private ownership~ Further, guidelines in permits granted to
permitees ensure that the marine benthic environme]~.t is protected
during salvage or research activities on historical+ resources
within State waters pursuant to the State Environm~ntal

Protection Act (SEPA).

c. Impact to Uses

Salvage operations in State waters are subjec~ to permits by
the WDCD as described above. Salvors are required ~o obtain a
permit after consulting with the coastal tribes (iJ excavations
involved artifacts of tribal interest) and assessing the impacts
to resources in the vicinity of the operation. [Ch£ salvor may"
retain up to 90% of the value/artifacts salw~tged following
inspection by the State Arc-heologist. There is no coordination
in policy for salw~ge operations c ....

o.currlng in State and Federal
waters.

S an c 1~:u---a~+Y- A--Jl_t e rnative [ Pre___ferred_~
a. Sanctuar___y Act_ion

Moving, removing or injuring~ or attempting to move, remove
or injure, a ocmctuary historical resource is 3rohibited.
This prohibition does not apply to moving, removing or

injury resul.tJng incidentally from traditioral fishing
operations.

b. _I_~t to Resources

Under this alternative, moving+ removing or in iuring or
attempting to move~ remove, or injure a Sanctuary h~storical
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resources without NOAA approval will be prohibited (see the
introduction to Part ][II). Sanctuary management of historical
resources under the authority of the MPRSA shall be consistent,

to the extent practicable, with the Federal archeological program
by consulting the Uniform Regulations, ARPA (43 CFR Part 7), the
Secretary of the Interior’s Standards and Guidelines for
Archeology and Historic Preservation (48 CFR 44716.~ Sept. 29,
1983) and other relevant Federal regulations. NOAA also intends
to work closely with the WDCD and the State Historic Preservation
office (SHPO) regarding approval to move or remove abandoned
shipwrecks, title which is held by Washington State.

Management of historical and cultural resources of
significance to the tribes will be managed so as t:o protect other
Sanctuary resources and the interests of the governing body of an

Indian tribe(s) in such historical resources. If an Indian tribe
determines that a historical resource of tribal significance
should be researched, excavated or salvaged~ the Sanctuary
manager may issue a Sanctuary permit if the criteria for issuance
have been met. The terms and conditions of the permit will
ensure that the Sanctuary program has access to artifacts and
research results for education purposes and that the artifacts
are placed in a location agreed upon by the interested Indian

tribes.

This regulation is necessary in order to protect these
valuable resources for research and interpretation. In addition,
during its review of a request for a Sanctuary permit, NOAA would
consider the impacts of the proposed activity on adjacent
Sanctuary resources and qualities such as benthic communities and
associated fish populations.

c~ ImDact to Uses

Human activities that "take ~’ a historical resource would
require Sanctuary approval (however, see exception in regulation
for certain fishery activities). Such approval would only be
given under specific circumstances such as for research or
education purposes. Where this responsibility overlaps with
other state and Federal agencies the Sanctuary would coordinate
its review with the appropriate agency. Most archeological work
being conducted is related to the culture and history of the
coastal tribes. Shipwrecks that have occurred along the coast
have disintegrated due to the high energy environment that
characterizes the Pacific Northwest° As only a few uses "take"
historical resources, the impact of this regulation on uses is

expected to be minor.



Alteration of or Consi-ovuct~on on h~ .q,~ ah~
i. cj tatus _Q/!e ......

a o, ]~xistine- Recfi~lator~ m,-~.~ .........

The most relevant legislatio]r~ pertaining ~::o the a:Lteration
of, o:c construction on v the seabed includes Se(:~tJon i0 of the
Rivers and Harbors Act; ,~ectlon 404 of the CWA; U itle Z of the
MPRSA; the Submerged Lands Act; the O~ter Cont:.n£ntal Shelf Lands
.Act; and the Wash.iLngton State Submerged Lands Aci:.

[~he primary F’ederal agencies affected ] -~ "
limited to, the ..... ~ ;,

.nc.~uo.e~ but are not
.... OE and LPA., The WDNR is the primary state

agency,

Under this alternative, t:he bent]iic :ce..sou~-ce~ and the
various substrates of the Sanctuary will -~-- ’ ..~ ,:,.a~tiz ue to be protected
by the existing II1anagemerlt regime and existing st lte and Federal
regulations gow~i:-ning activities on t~le se61bed wi Ll still apply.
There will be no ~:pecial conside:ratio:~i of the sea)ed as an

environment that ?~rov~des variel~, of habitats tllat in turn,~ , a . ._y
support the rich colonies of kelp and other algae, benthic
invertebrates and associated org,anisms dependent ~pon these
habitat assemblages,,

Activities s’,uch as sand and gravel mining :-~n<[ dredge
disposal may cause less of sediment and associate~{ disruptions in
benthic, kelp and algae communities from erosion ~f habitat and
smothering of organisms from ’ ,~, ~-~.. lnc ....... a~ed tur:bi.dit:!~ ~nd particle
deposition. The benth:i.c commun_~ties off t]he no:ct]ern Olympic
Peninsula are rich feeding grounds for mari~ne mam~als and
seabirds and development activities could ~ " ~. "
with marine mamma.], and seabird ecology, ~-rlo,ls~y interfere

Harbor maintenan:::e activities are predicted I~o increase,
particularly at Neah :Say and La Push including dr~dging, The
alternatives for d:I:edge disposal :~<Ltes may .includ£ ocean
disposal. There is also interest in mining grave] deposits off
of Cape Flattery which may result in loss ¢)f fish habitat and
fishing grounds. These activitie~.~ may dimi~ish the ecological
and aesthetic value of the Sanctuary°

2 o Sanctuar~< Alternative
_-- .... ~.~D_ct!ta__r~L_Acit !~Ln..n

Drilling into~ dredging or otherwise altering the seabed of
the Sanctuary; or constructing, placing or ab~.ndoning any
structure~ material or other matter on the seabed of the
Sanctuary, i.,{~ prohibited ~x(~:~pt as an inciden:al result of:
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(i) Anchoring vessels ;

(ii) Traditional fishing operations;
(iii)Installation of navigation aids;
(iv) Harbor maintenance in the areas necessarily associated

with Federal projects in existence on the effective
date of Sanctuary designation~ including dredging of
entrance channels and repair, replacement or
rehabilitation of breakwaters and jetties; or

(v) Construction~ repair~ replacement or rehabilitation of

docks or piers.

b. Impact to Resources

The intent of this prohibition is to protect the. resources
and qualities of the Sanctuary :from the harmful effects of
activities such as, but not limited to, archeological
excavations, drilling into the seabed, strip mining, laying of
pipelines and outfalls, ocean mineral extraction (including but
not limited to sand mining), and dumping of dredge spoils and
offshore commercial development that may disrupt and/or destroy
sensitive marine benthic habitats.

c. Impact to Uses

New activities, for example, development of new breakwaters,
new applications or requests for offshore commercial development
projects such as, but not limited to, placement of artificial
reefs, gravel mining and dredge disposal would be prohibited. No
new dredge disposal sites will be allowed within the Sanctuary.

Since harbors are excluded from the Sanctuary boundary, all

harbor activities within the exclusion zones would be excluded
from the scope of regulations. The construction of new docks and
boat ramps in the Sanctuary will require NOAA approval.

Takinq Marine Mamma!sL Turtles~ and Seabirds
l. Status_Q_u_q

a. Existinq Manaqement Reqime

The MMPA, ESA, and the MBTA are the principal Federal
authorities, and the Wildlife Code (RCW 77), the Fisheries Code
(RCW 75), and the Hydraulic Code (RCW 75.20) are the Washington
State authorities for the protection and conservation of marine
wildlife. Agencies involved in the administration of these
measures include the NMFS, the USFWS, WDF, and WDW.

b. Impact to Resources

Under this alternative the MMPA and the ESA would provide
protection to the marine mammals, turtles and seabirds of the
Sanctuary--both prohibit the taking of specific species protected
under those Acts. Taking is defined as meaning: I) for any sea
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turtle, marine mamzr~al c,r ~;eabird 3[isted as either ~ndanc~-ered or
threatened pursuant to the Endangered Species A¢,t, to harass,
harm, pursue, huntj shoot~ wound~ kill~ trap, capt:are, collect 0]7
injurer or to at t,,~mpt to engage in any such conduc~; and 2) for
any other sea turtle~ marine mammal or seabird, th~ ter~ means to
harass, hunt~ capture: kill y collect o~. ~ injure, or to attempt to
engage in any such conduct°

The MBTA cod: fie~ a series of conventir~ns between the U.S.
and Great Britain~ Mexico~ Japan and the states that comprised
the former USSR p1:’oviding protection of the migrat ~ry birds, and
their nests and eggs from taking~ killing., possessing, selling
and other specified forms of exploitation. Such a-.ts are allowed
only via pez~its (regarding marine mammals except ~ea otters, see
the discussion of fishing for information on the five year
incidental take exemption for COnL~ercial fishermen established by
the 1988 amendments to "the ~PA due to expire in O~.’tober of
19.93). These resource~ will continue to be protected on 
species basis but not under the special purv~.ew of the Sanctuary
management regime which provides the authority to ~anage uses for
the protection of the ecosystem.

c. Im~2actt to Uses

All users of the Sanctuary are prohibited f:co~ taking any
marine :mammal or endange:red or threatened seabirds and turtles
unless in possession of a permit. !P’or instance, il.~ciden~al
taking of an endangered species in the course of fjshing is
prohibited except under special circumstances. AI3 taking of
migratory birds is ][)rohibited by the MBTA without 6 permit, and
permits are not g r:~nted for taking :in the course o~ fishing.

¯__ Sanctua~:y_ A_]ternative fPrefer]-edl
a. Sanctuar~ Action

Taking any ma:i?ine l~am~sal~ turtle or seabird i~ or above the
Sanctuary is ii:~]:~oh:ibJLted~ except as authorized by the
National Marine Fisheries Service or the United States Fish
and Wildlife Service under the authority of the Marine
Mammal Pro~-e:ct~[on Act, as amended~ (~PA), 16 U.S.C. 1361
e.t s_9_q., the ~i!~ndaDgered Species Act, as ame~de~ (ESA), 
U.S.Co 1531 ei- se~., and the Migratory ~E~ird Treaty Act, as
amended, (MBTA), 16 U~S.C. 703 e t ~., or pursuant to any
treaty with a~:! Indian tribe to which the Un~te~ States is a
party, provided that t.he treaty right is exercised in
accordance with the MMPA, ESA and MBTA.

Taking is defi~.ed as meaning:: I) for any sea t~rtle, marine
mammal or seabird listed as either endangered )r threatened
pursuant to the Endangered Species Act~ to harass, harm,
pursue, hunt, shoot~ wound, kill, trap~ captur,~., collect or
injure, or to ~tte~,.~pt to engage in any such co~duct; and 2)



for any other sea turtle, marine mammal or seabird, the term
means to harass, hunt, capture, kill, collect or injure, or
to attempt to engage in any such conduct.

b. Imac~aqt_to Resources

The proposed prohibition would overlap with the MMPA, MBTA
and ESA but strengthen protection by imposing Sanctuary fines for
violations of the provisions of the Acts. This regulation
includes all marine mammals, sea turtles, and seabirds in or
above the Sanctuary.

This regulation would not affect any users other than those
- r

already regulated. However, upon violation of this .ScLnctua y
regulation the MPRSA (Section 307) allows NOAA to assess civil
penalties as high as $i00 000 for each violation. The status quo

sets maximum sanctions as follows: The MBTA sets laaximum
criminal fines at either $500 or $2,000 per violation, depending
on the violation. The MMPA sets maximum civil penalties at
$i0,000 and maximum criminal penalties at $20,000. The ESA sets
maximum civil penalties at $500, $12,000, or $25,000 per
violation, depending on the violation and maximum crilainal fines

at $50,000 (the statutes also provide for imprisonment for
criminal violations). Thus this Sanctuary regulation may further
deter violations. In addition, since civil penalties received

for violation of Sanctuary regulations go back into the Marine
Sanctuary Program, more directed efforts can be implemented to

protect these valuable natural resources.

c. Impact to Uses

As indicated above, this regulation will not affect any uses
other than those already regulated which include fishing, whale
watching, overflights and commercial development that may take

marine mammals, seabirds or turtles.

Go Overf_lights
i. Status_u_Qg_Q
--a~ Existing Requlatory Framework

Overflights are regulated by the Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA). Current FAA regulations specify minimum
altitudes over open water, unpopulated and populated areas which
are codified in 14 CFR Parts 91-95. The only restrictions for
aircraft flying over the Sanctuary are minimum altitudes of 500
feet from any person, vessel, vehicle or structure. Helicopters
may be operated less than 500 feet from the ground if the
operation is conducted without hazard to persons or property on
the surface. Each person operating a helicopter must comply with
any routes or altitudes specifically prescribed for helicopters
by the Administrator of the FAA. The FAA has established a 2000
ft. advisory for aircraft flying over National Parks, Wildlife
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Refuges and Wilderness Areas.

Thus, all ai:rcraft flying over the Sanctuar3 can legally fly
unrestricted. Wihen there are milit.ary operation~ within the
MOA’s over the Peninsula,, non-milLtary airplanes stay below 1200
ft. Most aircraft thai: land at airports on the ~eninsula (Sekiu,
Quileute, Copal ’ .-’l..~ are small recreational airtaxi or commuter
planes.

b,, :n.mpac.,_.t To R_e_s___.oUrces

Compared to areas around more congested population centers,
the air traffic patterns above the Sanctuary a~e light. However,
the minimum altitude requirements do not prevent lircraft from

disturbing the marine mammal, pinniped and partic:larly sensitive
seabird colonies c,f the Sanctuary.., Low level ove:~flights of
ecologically sensitive coastal areas are know to cause
disturbance and even fatalities of marine wildlife.,. Nesting
colonial seabirds are especially vulnerable to no:.se disturbance
from overflights in that a startle reaction may r~:sult in egg
destruction, or vulnerability of cfhicks to prey.° Migrating and
foraging cetaceans are .also known ’to change their behavior
patterns when approached by aircraft flying at Io:,’ levels.

c. I~a_cit___To Uses

Under the status quo, recreational and commu%er aircraft
will continue to fly ow~r the Peninsula and the Sanctuary.

Therewill be no regulations of overflights that }~Jrotect the

ecologically sensitive habitats ,of the Sanctuary.

. ~an_c.tua_rfK Alternat iv ~....... ’e_~_P_ re fe~
a. Sanct_~uary A c__tion

Flying motorized airc:raft at less than 2,060 feet above the
Sanctuary and within one nautical mile of the Flattery Rocks,
Quillayute Needles, or Copalis National Wildlife R~fuges or at
less than 2,000 feet above the Sanctuary within one_ nautical mile
seaward from the coastal boundary of the Sanctuary is prohibited,
except as necessary for valid law enforcement purp,,ses, for
activities related to tribal timber operations conducted on
reservation lands, ,or "to transport persons or suppi_ies to or from
reservation lands as authorized by a governing bod,~ of an Indian
tribe.

b. Im~a_ct to_ Res_o, Ll-r_ces

The prohibition on overflights below 2000 fee~ (610 m) 
designed to limit potential noise impacts, particularly those
that might startle hauled-out seals and sea lions~ sea otters or
birds nesting along the shoreline margins of the Sanctuary.
Intrusive overflights during sensitive biological ;eriods will
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therefore be minimized. The 2000 foot minimum was chosen to be
consistent with the already existing FAA advisory over the
National Park and Wildlife Refuge areas adjacent to the

Sanctuary.

9- Impact to Uses

Overflights over the Sanctuary within one nautical mile
seaward of the offshore islands and the coastal boundary will be
required to remain at least 2000 ft. above ground level.
Exceptions will be allowed, if necessary, to respond to an
emergencythreatening life, property, or the environment,
landings or takeoffs from Copalis, Quileute, or Sekiu airports,
or for valid law enforcement purposes. Further, tribal
operations that involve overflights to facilitate access to
tribal lands are exempt from the regulation pursuant to treaty

rights of access to reservation lands.

H. Vessel Traffic
i. Status Q~Q

a. Existing Regulatory Regime (Preferred~

NOAA does not propose to promulgate vessel traffic
regulations. Vessel traffic, however, will be placed in the
scope of regulations. This preferred alternative, to give NOAA
the authority to regulate vessel traffic in the future, but to
work within the existing management framework with designation,
will enable NOAA to work with the USCG, Washington State OMS, and
WDOE on appropriate action to protect the resources of the
Sanctuary.

The principal legislation and conventions governing vessel

traffic include: OPA 90 (P.L. 101-380); MARPOL 73/78 and its
Annexes I, II, and V; Ports and Waterways Safety Act;

International Convention to Prevent Collisions at Sea; and the
Washington State Oil and Hazardous Substance Spill Prevention and
Response Act (RCW 90.56, RCW 43.21I, and[ RCW 88.46). The
responsible agencies are the USCG, Canadian Coast Guard, IMO,
Washington State OMS, and WDOE (Appendix I). The resource
assessment discusses the roles and authorities of each agency in

greater depth.

There is a CVTMS in the Strait of Juan de Fuca with
designated inbound and outbound lanes on the U.S. and Canadian
sides of the international border, respectively. No vessel
greater than 125,000 dead weight tons may pass east of Port
Angeles and all tankers passing into Puget Sound must be
accompanied by a pilot and one (and soon to be two) escort tugs.

Outside of the Strait of Juan de Fuca there are voluntary

agreements by maritime associations to coordinate the movement of
coastwise tanker traffic and tank barge traffic. Under these
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agreements, tankers transiting along the coast r~main at least b0
nautical miles from shore unless entering a po~i~t of call.

Bargesfollow agreed upon lanes within 5 and i0 m~Lles flom shore
pursuant to the c:~:abber-tugboat agreements negotiated yearly°
The future of these agreed upon lanes, however~ ~s uncertain.

There are no tugs specifically dedicated fo~: emergency
response in Puget Sound, the Strait of Juar~ de Fu~a or Grays
Harbor. There have been a number of near misses when vessels
have lost power either off the coast or in the Stcaits.
Likewise, there have been collisions off the Strait of Juan ,de
Fuca (Tenyo Maru in 1991) and barges punctured of ff the coast
(Nestucca, 1988) which have resu].ted in oil sp~ll~. However, the
Strait of Juan de Fuca Emergency T "

Ta¯ owlng Vessel ~k Force has.
been formed and i.s charged with t.be mission of es =ablishing,
maintaining, and operating an emergency towing re ~sel in the
Strait of Juan de Fuca°

NOAA has been wolcking closely with the USCG ~n
recommendations t’.o the !NO to designate an area f:~om the
shoreward boundary of the Sanctuary to 25 r:autiaa, miles off the
outer coast as an Area to be Avoided (ATBA)o T~li~ ATBA will
ensure enough time, in the event of an engine fai~nre aboard a
vessel or other disab[i’ing accident, for a tug t9 ;ntercept the
possibly eastwardl.y dJcifting vessel during- a woLcs~;-case storm
before it grounds on the shoreline of the Sanctla~.y.

The USCG will " ~ ..... ~ ~h.=¯ e~..o~L~m~na to t..~,_ IMO in .June.. ~ 994 that an
ATBA be established off the western Washing1:on ~i~oast. ATBA~s are

areas within defined °~imits in ,-’~~ wh~:~_h either navigation :~s
particularly hazarlous or in w ’...... hlcn it is excepti orally important
to avoid casualties, a.nd which should be avoided ~y all ships, o:c
certain classes of ships (IMO~ 1991).. ShouLd the request 
establish an ATBA not be forwarded to the ][MO, or not approved by
the IMO, NOAA will reconsider it,s options to address vessel
traffic issues at that ti~e.

The ATBA would, :in effect~ create a ~buffer zone". This
zone would provide suf’f~ cJ en....... t time. for response vessels to arrive
on the scene of a maritime emergency~ A "~ ’ddl,:lon~llz, creation ofsuch a zone would provide time for emergency teams ashore to be
notified, contingency plans to be activated~, and s~ould there be
a spill, some weathering to occult whiclh would reduze the risk of
damage to the sho.L~..l~ne.

b. !~Dact to Resources

With the pro[] ..ct~,u increase in the number of ,~essels~-m z~ q

approaching the mtrait of Juan de ].u,.a~ it is only a matter of
time before the coast experiences another vessel r~.lated
accident. Such arl event, eithe~c collision or a gr()unding due 
loss of power or steering control or human error~ ~ould likely
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result in a spill of hazardous material. The roc~ intertidal
areas and the productive food chain off the Pacific coast are
extremely sensitive to damage by oil or other pollutants. This

is an area with little coastal access and most booms are
ineffective during common winter storms.

co 1impact to Uses

Under the Status Quo, uses will be subject to the outcome of
the contingency and response planning initiatives by Regional
Marine Safety Committees of the OMS, WDOE and the USCG. There
will continue to be no restriction on vessel traffic movement
along the coast, and barges and foreign vessels will be able to
transit as close to shore as they choose. However, OMS requires
all vessels to comply with contingency and prevention plan
requirements. If a spill occurs, as it has in the past, there
will be serious consequences to the region. Spills interfere
with subsistence gathering of intertidal biota, as well as treaty
and non-treaty fisheries for salmon, groundfish, halibut, and
shellfish. There are substantial impacts to shore birds,
seabirds, and marine mammals. Tourism to the coast will also be
affected.

The USCG and the OMS are studying various prevention and
response proposals to increase marine safety in both inshore and
offshore waters° Escort tugs for tanker traffic inside the
Strait of Juan de Fuca, tanker free zonesr contingency plans,
etc., have all been considered and regulations have been
implemented.

¯ Sanctuar~ Alternative
a. Sanctuary Action

NOAA will regulate vessel traffic ,either by prohibiting all
vessels, or vessels carrying hazardous substances, from
transiting the Sanctuary, or by creating defined vessel traffic
lanes for vessels to follow when transiting along the coast.

b. Impact to Resources

Sanctuary regulations would ensure that Sanctuary resources
are protected from vessel related incidences occurring as a
result of domestic vessel traffic. Regulations would likely
apply to ships carrying hazardous cargo, appropriate distances
from shore, contingency plans, and vessel and crew standards.
However, Sanctuary regulations would have no applicability to
foreign vessels.

c. Impact to Uses

A prohibition on vessel traffic within the Sanctuary, or the
regulation of vessel traffic within the Sanctuary~ can seriously
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undermine the ongoing efforts to address vessel s lfety, cause
undue economic hardship to a point where the costt~ outweigh the
benefits, or increase the risk of collisions at sea. Further,
another management layer will cause added confusion to an already
complicated but well coordinated vessel managemen= regime.

This is an alternative that highlights the d~licate balance
between too much and too little vessel traffic requlation. The
entrance to the Strait is a highly congested area due to the
presence of tankers, freighters, tugs and barges, and fishing
vessels. Any regulations or management actions that further
restrict vessel traffic on the approaches to the :~trait,
especially if promulgated by multiple authorities~ will cause
greater risk of an accident, especially giw~n the multilingual
profile of mariners entering the <’’ ’,.,tralt.

A prohibition on vessel traffic, or establishment of
specific lanes along the ,coast will also minimize the flexibility
of barges to negotiate the area in various weathe~ conditions.
At a certain point~ decreasing flexibility among ]hariners, and
complicating the milnagement regime increases the ~isk of an
accident and consequent damage to Sanctuary resoulces.

Fishing ~_ Ke!~ Ha rvest in~LL A_~_9_Gu I ture
i. Status Q~l_9_o ~Preferredi

a. Exist in~~_at_ory Framework

Fishing and aquaculture are not listed in the scope of
regulations. Principal fishing legislation and regulations
include: Washington Fish and Game (;ode, Fishery Management Plans
(FMP’s) promulgated pursuant to the MFCMA (16 U.S.C. §§ 1801 et

s_eq (Groundfish Management Plan, Salmon Managemen% Plan),
International Pacific~Salmon Treaty, and the Inteznational
Halibut Treaty, and the Boldt Decision° The implementing
authorities include the NMFS, the PFMC~ the WDF, the WDNR, and
the International Halibut C " ° ommlsslon. (Appendix I) Kelp
harvesting, however~ is in the scope of regulations.

b._ ......Imgact to Resources

The fishery ):Llanagement regime is highly coordinated and
extremely complex. The harvest of fish stocks are coordinated
between Oregon, C~lifornia, Alaska, Canada, and within Washington
State, between treaty (among 23 tr:ibes along the olter coast,
Strait of Juan de Fuca and Puget Sound) and non-treaty fishers
(sport and commercial)° The management regime for salmon
allocates harvest by fish originating from specifi,z watersheds.
Management coordipates hatchery production and mon {tors the
status of the weak,:st natural runs originating fro~ specific
river systems.

Currently, there is no salmon or shellfish aq~laculture
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occurring within the Sanctuary. However, there are numerous
tribal and state operated hatcheries that release salmon into
streams entering the Sanctuary.

There is very limited kelp harvesting occurring within the
Sanctuary. The Lummi and Klallam Tribes harvest small amounts of
Kelp near Neah Bay for a limited herring-roe-on-kelp fishery.
There is interest in commercially harvesting kelp in the Strait
of Juan de Fuca and the WDNR is working on a kelp harvesting

management plan. Sea grasses and kelp resources are under the

jurisdiction of the WDNR.

Fishing activities in the Sanctuary are extensive in the

Strait of Juan de Fuca and its approaches. Commercial and
recreational salmon and halibut fishing occurs along the coast

and in the approaches of the Strait. Sport fishing is
concentrated around Neah Bay, Pillar Point at the mouth of the
Pyscht River and off Freshwater Bay at Observatory Point. Salmon
are harvested off the coast using the trolling method and in the
Strait of Juan de Fuca by gillnets and purse seines. Halibut are
harvested by hook and line. Significant halibut grounds are
located in the Strait of Juan de Fuca. The halibut quota
established by the International Halibut Commission is divided
among treaty and non-treaty recreational fishers. Groundfish are
harvested by trawling°

Invertebrates are harvested in the Strait of Juan de Fuca
and along the outer coast in the intertidal and subtidal areas.
Treaty members harvest barnacles, chitons, sea urchins, sea
cucumbers and other invertebrates as part of their subsistence
economies. Sea urchins are harvested by non-treaty commercial
divers around Neah Bay and managed by WDF through rotation of

beds. Sea cucumbers are harvested in the Strait in the
commercial dive, limited beam trawl, and treaty subsistence
fisheries. Sea cucumbers are also managed through the rotation
of beds in the Strait of Juan de Fuca. Octopus are harvested

from the Strait subtidally by recreational divers~ tribal

subsistence fishers and incidental to other dive fisheries.
Harvests are only permitted if done by hand, or with instruments

that do not penetrate the skin.

The FMP’s are drafted by the PFMC. The FMP’s establish
catch limits for groundfish and specifies the duration of the
fishing season and catch and size limits for salmon. Commercial
fishing-gear restrictions are specified for both the groundfish
and salmon fisheries. Trolling and trawling are the only
permissible gear on the outer coast for salmon and groundfish and
set nets, gill nets, trolling and purse seines are permissible in
the Strait of Juan de Fuca for salmon, and trawling for
groundfish. Research has shown that the impacts of these gears
on the benthic communities is minimal since trawls are designed
to be used on soft bottom habitats, and to roll over rocky
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substrate. Pots are used to iharvest crab~

The MFCMA provides for e = ,
ntorcement o~ FMP’s prepared by the

PFMC and approved by the Secretary of Comlilerce a ~ter review by
the NMFS. Fishery regulations are enforced by tile USCG, NM[FS and
WDF. ’ "

The 1988 AnLendments to the MMPA established a five year
exemption for coroner sial fishermen to take marin,~ mammals (except
sea otters) incidental to their fishing activi-ci~s. Marine
mammals, except sea otters, may be taken incidenJlally to
commercial fishing pursuant to l~; U.S.C. § 1383a until October
1993, after whiclh rule.making purE;uant to I~ U.I~.(:. §§ 1371, 1373,
and 1374 may be ~equired. The a~mendments ~cequii, r~ the I~MFS to

establish an exemptic, n~ observer,, and repo~ctin!i~ ~ystem to
document incidental captures of ~:~Larine mammals b~ fishermen that
are expected to, take marine mammal[s° Based on reports of the
fishermen, the N_~,ES :~s to submit to Congres~s -its recomr~lendations
to manage commer,:zial fishing activities in a way that reduces
adverse impacts to marine mammals,, The inter.i~:~ exemptions will
expire in Octobe:i~, 1993. NMFS, the fishinc~ industry and
environmental groups ore curren-tly developiing 6~ ~ermanent
management plan. The revised management plan will address the
Makah Tribe’s tr,~eaty right to hunt whales and marine mammals.

The taking c;f sea otters was specifically exzluded from the
five year interil~ i .... nclQental take exemptio1~1 for c gmmercial
fishing operational. During the interim period, i ]tentional
].ethal taking is prolhibited for Alaskan sea otter~ (which is the:
stock off Washington) rather than a total prohibizion (which only
applies to southern (California) sea otters) (5<) ,TFR 229 4(b)(2)
and 50 CFR 229.6(c) (6)) 

In general,, fishing activity is extensivel~{ ~:egulated to
ensure continuous production of fish stocks for l~,ng-term harvest
and to reduce potential conflict with marine ma:~nm~ls seabirds,
and the benthic communities°

_c_. ...... _I!~ac_~t to Use~!

Fishing in t~i~. Sanctuary wou]Id be reguiLateC[ t ther than under
tlhe Sanctuary regulatory regime by Federal and ,’~t~te authorities
of competent jurisdiction, ("Fishing regu:latior~- means 
regulations that is directed specifically at fis~hJ[ng activities
or fishing vessel~° This does not include a re~i[ulatio n that is
applicable to all types of vessels or activitie<~,.)

Under the status quo fishing would continue ~ithout any
additional regula~ion under the Sanctuary regulatory reqime. As
a result of other sanctuary regul~tions aimed at i aproving water
q~lality and fish h~bitat it is expected that the S~nctuary would
have a positive if<pact on fishing activities.
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The Sanctuary regulations include four regulations that (if
written without the exemption) could potentially have an indirect
effect on fishing activities. However, ,each of the four
regulations specifically exempts traditional fishing activities
from the scope of the prohibitions to the extent consistent with
other existing state and Federal regulations°

The four regulations are: (i) discharges and deposits
(including those from fishing vessels) are prohibited except for
stated discharges and deposits including ones intended to allow
traditional fishing activities; (2) moving, removing, or injuring
or attempting to move, remove, or injure a Sanctuary historical

resource is prohibited, except resulting incidentally from
traditional fishing operations; (3) drilling through, dredging 
otherwise altering the seabed or the Sanctuary or constructing,
placing or abandoning any structure, material or other matter on
the seabed of the Sanctuary is prohibited, except resulting
incidentally from traditional fishing operations i.e., the use of
traps and bottom trawls, and gear recovery; and (4) taking 
marine mammals, reptiles, and seabirds is prohibited, except as
permitted by regulations promulgated under the MMPA, the ESA, and
the MBTA. Thus, each regulation otherwise potentially affecting
traditional fishing activities is specifically designed to
exclude such activities from the effect of the regulation.
However, if in the future NOAA determines that these exemptions
are resulting in injury to Sanctuary resources or qualities from
aquaculture~ kelp harvesting or traditional fishing activities,
changes to the Sanctuary regulations may’ be undertaken pursuant
to the Administrative Procedure Act’s (APA) notice-and-comment
rulemaking process and the applicable requirements of NEPA and
the MPRSA.

Aq~,aculture activities would also be unaffected by the
regulatory regime. NOAA will work with the WDF and DNR and kelp
harvesting and aquaculture user groups if new activities are
proposed or increases in current levels to determine the impacts,
if any, of the activity on the resources and qualities of the
Sanctuary.

There are many existing regulations and restrictions on
fishing activities in the sanctuary designed to protect the long-
term health of fisheries and other resources and qualities of the
region. Therefore, NOAA does not believe it is necessary to
promulgate any additional regulations~

In its evaluation of the issue, NOAA considered whether,
under the present regulatory structure~ sufficient protection for
Sanctuary resources existed. NOAA has determined,, after
consultation with the USFWS, NMFS, PFMC, WDF, and DNR that
fishing in the Sanctuary, including fishing for shellfish and
invertebrates, shall not be regulated as part of the Sanctuary
management regime. Fish resources of the Sanctuary are already



extensively managed by existing authorities an~l i[OAA does not
envision a fishery management ro].e for the San:zt~{ary at this
time. Instead the Sanctuary will provide rese:~r~:h results and
recommendations to existing fishery management at}encie,~ in order
to enhance the protection of fishery and other S,}.nctuamy
resources.

Furthermore~ in its decision advising NO,.~i ~:.o proceed with
the preparation of. a ~.EI.~/MP’)~ " for the Sanct{~ary ~.he PFMC also
recommended that the regulation of fishery res~-~u]~ces remain under
the jurisdiction of -the State of Washingto~, the NMFS the
’Tribes, and the ]?3~MCo " - ’

Sarlctma_)~ Aiterna% ire
a ~anc .uar~ Act Ion

If NOAA were to consider regulating .... ~ -’,. -..... hl:~g in the Sanctuary
lit would first p:covide the PFMC with an op]?ortu.nity to prepare
draft regulations foil" fisheries within the EEZ should the need
arise to protect ~,anctualy resources and q~lalities fro~ specific
fishing activities. Any changes to Sanctu~Lry reg!]lations would
be undertaken pu~,-~.~;ua1~t to the APA~s :notice.~.an d comment rulemaking
process and the ~pplicab].e require.cents of the NEPA and MPRSA.
In the future the Sanctuary will work with fisher~:aen and
management agencies including the WDF,, the PFMC, ~nd the coastal
tribes to determine any additio~lal management ~ea~ures that may
be necessary to protect the reso.urces and QualJti.~s of the
Sanctuary Such actior.,~s will be ~- {" ~.u.bm.tteo~:Ln dra[t for public
review and commenb, on any s ,’ peclfic measures taken to address
threats from fishing to Sanctuary resource~ and q lalities.
Finally an MOA has been prepared between N~FS and NOS regarding
fisheries and prot.ection of Sanctuary resorirces (~%ppendix J).

b~ I:[n~act ’.to Resources

Actions prom.~Iga.ted under this a[ithority wil~ be targeted at
protecting specific resources, cf~.alit]es and ha’oi-:ats shown to be
injured by fishing activities, aquaculture or kel~, harvesting
Such injury coul0 include~ but. l:~; not ~lm±ted t~:), destraction of
benthic habitat from bottom tra~3.~ng~, incidental ".:ake of marine
mammals and seabirds from gill nets~, evidence o~ :~eductions in
fish stock size, degradation in ~ater quality a~d disruption of
the seabed from aquaculture and hegative ilm]?act~ i.o sea otter
habitat during kelp ha~rvesting o;~e.:cations°

Under this al.ter~ative NO~A_A ,i¢i].]. work -~{ ~
¯ -- ~,~t~ a~fected fishing~

aquaculture and kelp har.w~stin,j o,’~ °~,-° en,~l~.les to ass~.s~ the kevel of
impact of their a ~’ ’ °’ ~ ,c,~.Ivl.tles Actio, r~s ~..ill be ta]<.e] to m_.nimize
negative consequences while at the same time addressing any
threat to Sanctua~-y resources an~ ~?aaiities~.
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Naval Inert Bombinq Practice at Sealion Rock
I. Status Quo

a. Existin~ Requlatory Framework

The Navy voluntarily ceased practice bombing activities over
Sealion Rock. On August 18, 1993, the Secretary of Interior
rescinded the permit authorizing the Navy to use Sealion Rock as
an alternate practice bombing site. Therefore, the Navy may not
use Sealion Rock for practice bombing exercises unless it
receives a new authorization from the Secretary of the Interior.

b. ImDact to Resources

The Navy’s past bombing activities over Sealion Rock had
the greatest i~act on seabirds and marine mammals° Seabirds and
marine mammals exhibit startle reactions to the loud noise of the
A6 bombers. When seabirds flush from their nests in a startle
reaction they often knock their chicks from nests, leave them
vulnerable to prey by other birds such as gulls, or in the case
of common murres which hold their egg in their feetr drop their
eggs. All three reactions are extremely detrimental to seabird
populations which are vulnerable to population i~acts because
they are colonia], mature late in their development,, and produce
only a few offspring at a time. Most of! the colonial seabird
populations in the Sanctuary are showing signs of serious decline
due to a variety of factors. Perhaps most indicative of this
decline are the common murres, whose population has plulmmeted
from approximately 30,000 in 1980 to approximately 3,000 in 1992
(Table 7).

Marine mammals also react in a startle response in such a
way as to endanger the young. When startled, pinnipeds stampede
into the water often crushing the young in the process.

c° Impact to Uses

Under this alternative the Navy may not use ,Seal ion Rock
without a new authorization for the Secretary of the Interior.

¯ Sanctuary Alternative (Preferred)
a. Sanctuar]{ Action

The Navy’s use of Sealion Rock as a practice bombing target
is determined to be incompatible with Sanctuary designation.
Therefore, the Sanctuary will prohibit all bombing activities
within the Sanctuary° Furtherv the regulations will provide that
no exemption from this prohibition may be issued°

b. Xmpact to Resources

This prohibition will provide maximum protection to the
seabirds and marine mammals by ensuring that they are undisturbed
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Table 7. Number of Common Murres at Najor 8ree:~zl.q ~ " ~ Sites on the
Outer Coast of Washinqton# 1979-°±992.
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during the most sensitive time in their ecology.

c. Impact to Uses

This alternative could place an operational inconvenience on
the Navy. The prohibition on bombing activities within the
Sanctuary will provide a more positive experience for those
individuals living on the Peninsula or visiting the Olympic
National Park, and Olympic Coast National Marine Sanctuary.
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III Section : ]~![ana,gement Alterr~i~tives
A. Introd~!_ction

Three mana(:ement alternatives were identifi.~d and considered
in terms of ,(i) ~esource protection~ research, a~id education
requirements, al:~d (2) cost-effective~esso The M~Inagement Plan
(Part V) includes a detailed discussion of the p>:oposed Sanctuary
management regime regarding resoLlrce protection1, research
education and administration.

...... Alter~_n_a!hives
! .... Status Q_uo_

Under this alte-i~native protection and management of the
Sanctuary will remail.r~i entirely under the existinc regime of
Federal, state and local authorit.ie.s, and existilg research and
education facilities and programs with no I¢~OAA p~esence.

2 S~nct:c~-j2Y_ Ma~ement Alternativ~ 31.~ferred)

Under this altez°native~ NO~k would esvablish an irldependent
management and administrative sy~-~tem for the S~nctuary in a
headquarters that is managed and operated ,~_:iirectl~r by NOAA. The
location of the headquarters will initiall.ji, be in Seattle at
NOAA’s Sand Poin% Facility. Sta~fing will. initially include a
NOAA Sanctuary .a:~<I operations ~ma~ager and ~,has6 i~ an assistant
manager, research and education coordinato~, and a joint position
of an nterprete.k:/enl.orcement o ~ :" ~ ". -

The office l,~ould c.oc)rdina-te ~ ° ~=-. -~.ir~.tiy and ~t Lvely with other
state and local ac!en,cies in de~l,.,.ton makin<j and i:~plementation c)f
Sanctuary regulations° The prior it,. ~n the fir:~t two years would
be to establish %he Sanctuary Steerinc/ Com~ittee ~nd initiate a
comprehensive pl£~nnin,g initiative to identify res~arch, education
and administratiYe priorities and siting of offic~s on the
Olympic Peninsula°

This alternative establishes Sanctuarly~ hea<iq]arters on the
Peninsula soon after designation ,~ ....

(, ithln six mo~,tl.s) and
immediately .-’ ,~ ,~provld~_s ~ull.-staffin<~ in the posi’t.i_o~.s described for
Sanctuary management. ~][:te:cnative ~[~ The p.r[ori~:.y of this
alternative is immediate :full ~ta~...Lh9 and ~itii~g of headquarters
and satellite " °.- ,off~..es immediately afte~ designaticn rather than
immediate investment in a watershed planning in:_t:[ative~ The
feasibility of th:i~ alternative depends upo!.~ the e vailability of
funding o
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PART IV: Environmental Consequences of Alternatives
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ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES OF ALTERNATIVF.S

This section evaluates the environmental consequences of

each boundary, regulatory and management alternatives for the
Sanctuary including the status quo (no action). Tl~e consequences
of each action are discussed in the context of the predicted
impacts to the affected activities and existing jurisdictions,
and resources and qualities of the Sanctuary.

Appendix C evaluates each boundary alternative with respect

to the distribution of colonial seabirds, marine :mammals,
invertebrates and fish. Because the study conducted by the
Strategic Environmental Assessment Branch of NOAA was undertaken
prior to the publication of the DEIS/MP, the Strait of Juan de
Fuca is not part of the analysis presented in Appendix C.

Pursuant to comments on the DEIS/MP, NOAA has undertaken a
comprehensive analysis of the resources and uses of tlhe Strait of
Juan de Fuca. This analysis is presented in the following
discussion of boundary alternative 4.
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_Section: Bounda~3r Alternatives
A. Introdu£;tion

The five boundary alternatives analyzed will protect
resources and attributes of the ecosystem off %he Olympic Coast
to varying degrees of aerial extent° Each bou~dacy alternative
is described on t:he basis of the resources and huuan uses
encompassed by the alternative. ’[’he environmer~ta[ consequences
of each boundary alternative are discussed in the context of the
preferred resource protection and managemer~t regi:~e.

B. B°unda ~L A~er--n- at ive !_~

Boundary alternative 1 extends f~om Kcitlan :’oint ~ust west
of Neah Bay to Pt. Grenville and ~eaward to the t~ree nautical
mile limit of state jurisdiction.° This boundary e:~Lcompa~ses an
area of 315 sq. nautical miles. This boundary alt~rnative focuses
primarily on land/sea interactions; and the ~ rot,~c~:ion of seabird
colonies and pinniped haul-out sites. Most of °~he coast= between
Cape Flattery and Point Grenville is domina~=ed by steep cliffs
rising abruptly from shore 50 to 300 feet above a wave-cut
platform. Interspersed among these cliffs ~re po[ket beaches.
Small islands, sea stacks, and rocks dot the co~s%al and offshore
waters. Most of the rocks and islands are included within the
boundary of the National Wildlife ;~efuges and O3~y~pic National
Park.

There is very little human d~velopment alor~g this coastal
boundary. The Makah, Quileute~ Hob and Quir;~aul% Tcibes have
reservations adjacent to the coastline and the ~e~i~inder of the
coastline is under the jurisdictio:n of the Olympic Naticnal Park
and Washington State (between Pto Grenville and Co3alis Beach).
The coastal area of the Makah and Quinault Rese~vaiions encompass
the largest coastal areas of all four tribe~,, and =heir coastal
regions adjacent to this boundary alternative are ~edicated
wilderness areas. Witlhin the watersheds that drai:~ into this
coastal boundary, the two principal[ lar:,d uses are =ecreation
associated with the Olympic National Park) ~nd timi~ering
operations. There is anecdotal evidence that up!a~d forest
practices are pressuring coastal resources s,lch ~s kelp ~geds and
estuarine areas. The largest sources of fre~hwa~=e::~° disci~arges
are the Quinault, Queers, Hoh and Soleduck river~.

Many tourists visiting the Ol~pic National P~rk travel to
the coastal areas to arti,-i ate in sports f:ishi~g~ birding,p ~ p
hiking, kayaking, and razor clam d:[!~qing. Touri~m is
economically important to the trib~. The t:cibe~ 61so depend on
the coastal and intertidal resources for sub<~istence hunting and
gathering. Degradation of the coastal environme~t~ would
severely impact tribal economies°

Treaty and non.~treaty fisheries; are importaz~t human
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activities in this boundary. Treaty fishers use gillnets in the
mouths of the coastal streams to harvest; salmon returning to

their spawning grounds. Treaty and non treaty fisheries for
salmon, groundfish and shellfish occur offshore.

There are numerous archeological resources wi.thin this
boundary which are significant to the coastal tribes. These
include burial grounds, and other areas of cultural and spiritual
significance. The Makah Archeological Museum documents some of
the tribal archeological history of the area. Marly artifacts
recovered from the recently excavated Ozette Village are
preserved and displayed at the museum. There have been numerous
shipwrecks on the rocks and islands, however most have
disintegrated from the high wave energy in this region. There is
evidence that during the period of the last glaciation, there
were human settlements seaward of the present day coastline.
However, boundary alternative 1 excludes much of the region

believed to contain offshore archeological resources..

Boundary alternative 1 includes Sealion Rock. The Navy has
permission from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service to use Sealion
Rock as a practice bombing target. Whidbey Island and Pacific
Naval Fleet A6 bombers drop inert bombs on the island. While the
Navy has voluntarily ceased their practice bombing activities
over Sealion Rock, their ability to use Sealion Rock in the
future depends upon the outcome of a lawsuit brought against the
Navy and the USFWS. The lawsuit addresses the legality of the
permit issued by the Department of Interior under which the Navy

is authorized to use Sealion Rock.

There is minimal vessel traffic in this region due to the
rocky nature of the shoreline and strong wave action. There may
be an occasional tug and barge transiting the coast close to
shore where there are few rocks, but most are likely to traverse
seaward of the refuqes. This boundary precludes the Sanctuary
from addressing vessel traffic which, although predominately

outside of 3 miles, threatens the coastal ecosystem.

The benthos off the coast is predominately sand which
originates north of Point Grenville from sediments transported by
the Strait of Juan de Fuca and upland drainage basins. South of
Pt. Grenville sediments originate from drainage basins emptying
into the Columbia River. Overlaying the bedrock along many areas
of the coast are gravel deposits laid down by glacial streams
during glaciation of the Olympic Mountains° The most extensive
gravel deposits are found off Cape Flattery and just north of the
Quinault River. Boundary alternative 1 would encompass the
deposits off the Quinault River, but exclude those off Cape
Flattery.

Extensive macrocystis kelp beds extend from Koitlah Point to
Cape Alava and into the Strait of Juan de Fuca to Observatory
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Point and boundary alternative i encompasses that portion of ke].p
on the outer coast. There is anecdotal evidence ~hat in the
recent past the kelp beds extended, further south =han Cape Alava.
High sedimentation is believed among some to be tile cause of the
decline in kelp biomass. A lack c~f monitoring ac=ivities along
the outer coast makes it difficult "to substantiat,~ this
observation. Boundary alternatiw~ 1 includes the kelp resources
along the outer coast., but excludes the extensive and diverse
kelp beds located in the Strait of Juan de Fuca.

NOAA’s analysis demonstrates that boundary a~ternative i is
one of the least significant areas in the study a~’e with respect
to total aggregate fish resources (see Appendix C} ° Some
commercial salmon~ crab, .and recreational groundf.~sh fisheries
occurs in this boundary, however significant fish resources and
harvesting areas are excluded. Boundary alternative 1 includes
much of the recreational :fishing areas for bottomlish, some of
the recreational area~ for salmon~ and excludes mcst of the
halibut fishing grounds. This boundary alternative also excludes
tlhe seaward extent of the commercial salmon fishirg grounds.

Boundary alternative 1 rates most significant with respect
to invertebrates {Appendix C). This analysis, however, does not
include the Strait of Juan de Fuca which ha~ re~arkable subtidal
invertebrate commLmities. In fact, the intertidal areas of the
Olympic Peninsula represents some of the most diverse intertidal
habitats in the world° The intertidal habitats ha~e been studied
extensively at Tatoosh Island by researchers from ~everal
Universities.

When compared to the other boundary alternatizes, Boundary
alternative 1 is significant for offering haul out sites and
rookery areas for pinnipeds, but, excludes many of the haulout
sites in the Strait of Juan de Fuca. It is~ howew~r, one of the
least significant boundary alternatives for marine cetaceans.
This boundary does not encompass the foraging habi’~ats or
migration routes of the marine mammals and thus is incomplete
from an ecosystem perspective.

This boundary alternative includes most of ’~h~ colonial
seabird nesting sites in tlhe study area~ and some (~f the largest
number .of seabird colonies in the contiguous Uni~eC States. A
small number of colonies exist slightly east of l<oJtlah Point
outside of this boundary alternative~ Boundary alternative 1 is
limited in that it does not include the foraging areas of the
seabirds. Seabirds such as the sto]~m petrel forag~ for days at
the shelf edge during the nesting season. Other s£abirds forage
at varying distances from the nesting sites. Thus, this boundary
alternative offers no protection for these critical foraging and
nesting habitats from the impacts of oil and gas exploration and
development, or vessel traffic accidents. The coastal area of
this boundary alternative is remote with few access points. This
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remoteness, coupled with the extreme sensitivity of rocky
intertidal habitat, pinnipeds, and colonial seabirds, makes this
coastal region particularly vulnerable to impacts from offshore
development.

The few airstrips along the coastal boundaries of the
Sanctuary include the Copalis Beach air strip (accessible at low
tide when landings and takeoffs are not obstructed by driftwood),
and an unstaffed airstrip at Quileute. One cargo plane daily
uses the Quileute airstrip Monday through Friday. There are 40
additional operations per week at the Quileute airport. There is
no radar coverage below 3000 ft and therefore no statistics
available on the number of aircraft flying over the Sanctuary.

Most aircraft are recreational craft or small air taxis which are
believed to observe a 2000 ft. advisory over the National Park
and National Wildlife Refuges. There are no altitude
restrictions over the Sanctuary waters. During the nesting and
breeding season, low flying aircraft present a threat to
Sanctuary resources. This boundary alternative will protect the
colonial seabirds and mammals of the Sanctuary by prohibiting

overflights less than 2000 ft.

In summary, boundary alternative 1 surrounds some of the
significant features that one can see from the shore, i.e.,
seabird nesting colonies, pinniped haul-out sites, part of the
cetacean migration corridor, some of the kelp habitat, much of
the rocky intertidal habitats and pocket beaches. It is,
however, severely limited in encompassing the entire ecosystem in
that is does not protect the extent of these resources, including

those that exist further offshore and into the Strait of Juan de
Fuca. This larger ecosystem supports the biological features
visible from shore. This boundary alternative also provides no
buffer against activities that could seriously impact the coastal

resources.

Figures 59-62 depict boundary alternative 1 in relation to
fisheries, marine mammal haulout sites, kelp habitat, seabird
colonies and foraging areas, and human uses other than shipping.

C. Boundary__Alternative 2

Boundary alternative 2 extends the seaward boundary of
Boundary alternative 1 to the 50 fathom isobath and the southern
boundary to Copalis Beach. It encompasses an area of
approximately ii00 square nautical miles. It has all the
features of boundary alternative 1 but includes more fishing
grounds including all the crab fishing areas, and more of the
commercial salmon and groundfish fishing grounds. When
considering the relative density of fish species in the study
area, based on commercial and recreational harvests, boundary
alternative 2 contains approximately 27% of the density of fish
in the study area (Appendix D)~ There is active vessel traffic
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through this boundary including most of the tug a~id barge
traffic, and foreign product carriers and foreign tankers. There
are estimated to be oil and gas reserves under th~ Federal OCS.

Boundary alternative 2 contains approximately, 30% of the
density of invertebrates within tlhe entire study 6rea (excluding
the Strait of Juan de Fuca). Dungeness Crab, oce£n pink shrimp
and giant octopus account for the majority of invertebrates
within this boundary alternative.

With respect to marine mammals, boundary ab.ternative 2 is
only slightly more significant than boundary alternative i.
While it increases the area encompassing the whale migration
routes, it fails to include the significant marine mammal
foraging habitats and miLgration routes found near the edge of the
continental shelf ~

This boundary alternative encompasses more seabird foraging
area as well. However~ as with mammals, this boundary excludes
the rich neretic zone environments near the shelf ~nd canyon
edges significant to seabird ecology. The boundar~ also excludes
the intense foraging area right out:side the Strait of Juan de
Fuca over the Juan de Fuca canyon where millions o~ seabirds are
found foraging during the summer months.

There are more vessels (tugs and barges and f)reign product
carriers) that transit the waters encompassed by b~undary
alternative 2 than boundary alternative i. While domestic
tankers transporting petroleum products in coastwi.~e transit
remain offshore well outside boundary alternatiw~_ i~ pursuant to
the voluntary agreement of the WSPA, many domestic barges engaged
in coastwise traffic transit within boundary alterilative 2.

TheMukkaw Bay anchorage, where vessels anchor awaiting either

dl’ailtblesP~lots in Port Angeles for entry into Pu~et Sound, or
om home ports, is also located within boundary

alternative 2. The Sanctuary would[ work with the (:anadian and[
U.S. Coast Guards to undertake an educational camp6ign to inform
mariners of Sanctuary status and the applicable :ceculations.
This boundary alte:rnatiw_~ does not completely allo%’ the Sanctuary
program to address the impacts from vessel traffic since vessels
including many tugs and barges transit further thal the seaward
extent of this boundary.

With respect to oil and gas development~ bouncary
alternative 2 adds Sanctuary control over an additional
percentage of the estimated oil and gas reserves i~ Federal
water. Since there is a prohibition on oil and gas within the
boundaries of the Sanctuary, this boundary provides a buffer for
the coastal resources. But it does not encompass the reserves
that extend seaward to the continental shelf.~

In summary, boundary alternative 2 adds more r~_sources and
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uses within the Sanctuary boundary than are encompassed by
boundary alternative i. Boundary alternative 2, however,
excludes a significant amount of the coastal ecosystem and areas
that support uses which threaten the integrity of the Sanctuary.
The relationship of boundary alternative 2 with respect to the
extent of resources and uses is depicted in Figures 63-66.

D. Boundary Alternative 3

Boundary alternative 3 expands upon boundary alternatives 1
and 2 by extending the seaward boundary to the continental shelf.
It encompasses an area of approximately 1805 square nautical
miles. While it cuts across the head of the Quinault Canyon, it

excludes the more significant Juan de Fuca Canyon~ As such, it
is an area enriched by enhanced upwelling from the edge of the
continental shelf and the Juan de Fuca Canyon which fuels the
rich ecosystem over the shelf and near the shelf edge. This area
encompasses significantly more fishing grounds including salmon
trolling areas and groundfish trawling areas. It includes the
productive banks that surround the Juan de Fuca Canyon along its
southern edge. This alternative also encompasses the pink shrimp

trawling areas near the shelf edge.

Boundary alternative 3 includes approximately 42% of the
fish resources (Appendix C). Lingcod, rockfish, sablefish and
salmon are common fish resources within this boundary
alternative. This boundary alternative encompasses a
significantly increased portion of the fishing grounds for sole,
rockfish, halibut~ sablefish, lingcod, hake, Pacific cod, and
includes the entire pink shrimp trawling areas north of Point
Grenville. It also encompasses more commercial salmon harvesting

areas.

Invertebrate densities (of commercial and recreational
significance) included by the seaward extension of boundary
alternative 3 are dominated by pink shrimp concentrations found
closer to the shelf edge and also added Dungeness crab
populations. This boundary alternative includes approximately
42% of the total invertebrate density calculated by’ NOAA

(excluding the Strait of Juan de Fuca).

The seaward portion of the study area added by boundary
alternative 3 is one of the most significant with respect to
marine mammals. Not only does it encompass significantly more of
the cetacean migration corridor, but it also adds an area where
there have been sitings of such rare whales that inhabit deeper
ocean environments such as the sperm whale and right whale, the
latter which is the most endangered of all whales.

Boundary alternative 3 adds significantly more colonial
seabird foraging areas at the shelf edge, especially for the
Leach’s Storm Petrel. It also encompasses the mid-shelf and
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nearshore foraging a:Eieas.. However, it still excludes those
areas over the Juan de Fuca Canyon seaward fro~:~ the entrance to
the Strait of Juan de Fuca where one is most likely to see the
densest concentrations of foraging seabirds, gi’his area was
recognized by the most recent and comprehensive seabird study of
the West Coast, conducted by MMS~. as one of the most significant
seabird habitats off the west coa.c~t of the contiguous U.S.

From a human-o.use perspective, this boundary ,~ould encompas.c~
an increasing aerial extent of the former Lease S~le #132 which
adds a greater buffer from impacts of coastal dev~lopment. This
will protect the viewshed off the Sanctuary by maintaining its
pristine quality.~ This boundary alternative also encompasses
more of the vessel traffic corridor. Radar. coverage from Tofino
extends 15 miles into this bounda:ry alternative. Figures 67-70
depict boundary a].ternative 3 with respect to tlhe areal extent of
fisheries, marine mammal haul out: sites, kelp distribution, and
human uses other than fishing.

E. Boundary Alternative 4

Boundary alternative 4 was the preferred bou~,dary in the
DEIS/MP for the Olympic Coast National Marine San~tuary.
Pursuant to comments on the DEIS/MP, NOAA has und,~.rtaken an
analysis of the resources, uses, and coastal deve.opment patterns
in the Strait of Juan de Fuca. Boundary alternat:.ve 4, as it
appeared in the DEIS/MP, includes the area .of boundary
alternative 3 and ’the addition of the head of the Juan de Fuca
Canyon. The boundary includes the key fishing z~r.~.as off the
Strait, the most significant bird foraging afeard, additional
ocean pink shrimp~ squid, salmon~ and groundfish i!~arvesting
areas. This is also the area where vessels conve]*ge as they
enter and exit the Strait of Juan de Fuca. It is a complex area
in terms of managing human uses due to the variety" of uses,
vessel types, cargo and languages spoken by marin~rs. This
complexity was most recently evide.nced by the sinking of the
Tenyo Maru which resulted in an oil slick along tle coast killing
numerous pinnipeds,, bf[rds and fish.

NOAA’s analy.~is [if the resources and u~es :in the Strait
demonstrate that the ,Strait is ecologically conuicuous with the
outer coast environment. The Strait of Juan de Ftca is widely
recognized as a transition zone between the open ¢cean
characteristics of the outer WashJ.ngton Coa~t and the inner sea
dynamics of Puget Sound proper. These characte];.i~tics include
beach profiles, sediment types, bathymetry,, salfnity, currents,
wave force, and biological resources. No study has been
identified that specifically defines a boundary between the outer
coast ecosystem and that of the inner sea. In any event, such a
boundary would hardly exist in nature as a fixed line of
demarkation but rather a band or zone where ope;~ c~ean processes
cease to predominate and inner sea processes~ (hereafter referred
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to as "estuarine") become more common. Once such a zone is
identified, a fixed boundary may be drawn that will include the
furthest inland approach of oceanic processes in any given
season.

The entire Strait of Juan de Fuca east to the San Juan
Islands is decidedly marine in character with water salinity
approaching that of the Pacific Ocean (29 to 21 ppt). Salinity
is often lowest

in the eastern and northern portions of the Strait due to the
influence of the Fraser River and other freshwater sources.
Surface temperatures range between 8 ° C and Ii ° C; the west
portion of the Strait of Juan de Fuca is warmest due to the
influence of Pacific Ocean Water" (Long, 1983). The water column
in the San Juan Island area is more stratified due to a large
volume of freshwater inflow from the Fraser River. Water density
in the Strait of Juan de Fuca is fairly homogeneous at all
depths. The salinity and temperature regime of the Strait does
not shift or change in any manner that would distinguish oceanic
from estuarine processes (Duxberry, p.c.., 1992).

The center channel of the Strait exceeds 100 fathoms from
the western entrance to the head of the Juan de Fuca subsea
canyon (offshore of the Twin River estuary). The westward limit
of the Juan de Fuca Canyon extends several miles off the
Washington coast. Though upwelled water travels up the canyon,
upwelling occurs across the width of the Strait. However, the
distribution and density of upwelled nutrients in the Strait has
not been systematically identified (Duxbery, p.c.j, 1992).

Studies in the late 1970"s conclude "that year-round net
circulation in the Strait consists of a rigorous two-layer
estuarine [current] pattern with seaward flowing near-surface
currents of 20.-40 cm/S and landward flowing deeper currents of -
i0 cm/S. The level of no net motion is typically between 40 and
60 m. These studies also have shown that during non--summer
months, the near surface (upper 15 m) circulation in the western
Strait is dominated by the sub-tidal motions with periods of 5-30
days which induce reversals in the estuarine flow of up to 60
cm/S. Such sub-tidal fluctuations are strongly correlated with
local winds, atmospheric pressure, and sea level. During a later
winter experiment in the eastern strait, seven such current
reversals lasting from 2-6 days with maximum upstrait velocities
of 20 cm/s were found to depend upon the direction, strength, and
duration of winds associated with coastal cyclonic storms.
During current reversals, coastal water, which can be fresher
owing to Columbia River discharge and warmer owing to summer
heating, has been observed to intrude up to 135 k~ into the
strait (vicinity of Dungeness Spit)" (Frisch et al., 1981).
Studies have "also found evidence for tlhe reversals to intrude
along the southern half of the western strait first...Details of
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the flow at the ~[~:vterface between inflow arid outf_ow were mapped
with an HF curre~.-malipping radar and reveal compl~x mixing
circulation with ~3iversion to the south" (Friscll ~;t al., 1981).
This area of mixing :i~ located between Victoria B~’, Dungeness
Spit and Port AnQeles.. In addition to these surf~ce and deep-
water current fqL¢:~~v;s~ longshore flows between Cape Flattery and
Dungeness Spit al:~e nooi: appreciable for the :most p~.rt, b~.it when
existing (usuall}~ in pocket beach areas) flow iil .~n easterly
direction (Schwai:t.z, 1991) 

Tlle coastlire we.’~t of the [:i,~zha delta is c.om]~osed
predominately of bedrock° It is. cfharacterized i-oy rocky exposed
shorelines and in.{:ertidal areas v :_~:mall estuarie~!~ short pocket
beaches, and high steep backshores%. The armore,:] ~horeline is
stable with a minimum of longshore sediment trains~ort (net shore-
drift). The coastlil:te east of the Elwha Delta ]Ls primarily
composed of eroded and compacted ~llacial ti.ll. I~[. is
characcerized by ~.~..’,and spits~ protected baysg g:r~dl ally sloped
beaches and mudf].i_~,’ts ~[[S]ni]pman~ 19!912)°

The geologic~Ll break at the iE;lwha Delta between western and
eastern features ~:>f the Strait coincides with bio]ogical
distinctions in the same area. West of the Elwl~a River delta are
the mo~t proliferz~us :~:lacrocystis kelp beds in the state (located
near the Twin Rive:c de.llha). Macrocystis is desc:rJbed as
"strictly an open coas;t species" (Kyte, 1992) and extends into
the Strait eastwa:i:’d to Crescent Rock where it abruptly ends.

The macrocys-i:.is beds are accompanied bi~ othe~ organisms
endemic to the ou:::er c:’.oast. Three species of o(~eenic sea anemone
are found inland ~::o Tongue Point. These are Urticina Lofotensis
(White Spotted TilL:li.[.a)~ Urticina PJLscivora iFish ~ating Tillia),
and Anthopleura X:~nthogrammica (giant green aneraor.e). Giant
green anemone ran~e, eastward beyond Tongue Point hut only to
Observatory Point where their concentrations end. Though some
are found sporadi,:u~ll~] ~ :]i_n the San Juan Islands,, nc significant
populations exist east of Observatory Point: (Kyte, 1992).

The Purple U:cchin ,ilStronglocentrotus p~r_purat~s) is. a grazer
that moves among i::he z:ocks in search of kelp. Purple Urchin
populations do not extend east of Tongue Point except for
scattered numbers ![.n 1:.h~ San Juan Islands.

Two common o,;:’~ean-Lc invertebzoates, Calif’ornJa ~ussels
(Mytilus Californ:~anu~} arid Gooseneck Barnacles (Pgllicipes
Polffmerus), also .~har~:~ the exposed rocky habitat of the north
O:Lympic Peninsula. Tbes~e species are commonly found on the outer
Washington coast. A cursory survey from the Ell’ha River to Slip
Point identified ]:~iixed populations of these specie~ between
Observe, tory Point ~nd Toncjue Point i:n the east and between Pillar
Point and Slip Po::~_nt "to the west (Goodwin, 3_992). Both species
form dense beds ih the intertidal zone where wa\~e ~ction is
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strong. Gooseneck Barnacles are only found on vertical to near-
vertical surfaces. Giant green anemones settle into these
colonies during their early life stages. As the anemones mature,
they move into the lower intertidal and subtidal zones where wave
action makes prey available to this passive predator. Giant
green anemones may live from 50 to i00 years and qrow up to a
foot in circumference. Also associated ’with the mussels and
barnacles is the Purple or Ocher Sea Star (Pisaster Ochraceus)., 
predator to both species.

An important element to any ecosystem is the relationships
between the organisms found there. The organisms listed above
interact with each other to foz~ one example of biological
interdependence along the shores of the Strait of Juan de Fuca.
The rocky substrate and strong wave action from the Pacific Ocean
create the conditions necessary for the proliferation of the
California mussels and gooseneck barnacles. These residents feed
on plankton that is washed in by the surf. Another resident, the
purple urchin, grazes on the nearby kelp,. As the mussels and
barnacles colonize into dense beds, the green anelaone moves in
and waits for urchins and other organisms to be scoured from the
rocks by strong waves and delivered into it’s tentacles.. This
set of interactions has been documented by Dr. Robert Paine
(Professor of Zoology at the University of Washington). Though
some of the species involved may be found individually in areas
of the San Juan Islands, these species are never found together
as a functioning community east of Obsex~atory Point. Since the
community is common to the outer coastal, regions of the Pacific
Northwest, its presence in the Strait provides an indicator that
the coastal ecosystem extends into the Strait as far east as
Observatory Point.

Macrocystis~ as an individual species, is decidedly an open
coast oriented kelp. The fact that rocky habitat extends east of
Crescent Rock - Macrocystis does not - indicates that factors
beyond mere topograp~ are necessary for its survival beyond that
point. Since Macrocystis thrives on the coast, some significant
property of the coastal environment must end at Crescent Rock~
This indicates a break between the oceanic processes of the outer
coast and the estuarine processes of inner Puget Sound. It

should be noted that Crescent Rock is within six miles of the
point where the community in the previous paragraph ceases to
function. Macrocystis also serves as a food source for sea
urchin which in turn serve as prey for sea otters (Enhydra
Lutris) . Macrocystis beds are a common habitat feature where
sea otters are present.

Sea otters have been identified inside the strait as far as
First Beach on the eastern side of Neah Bay. ’gThe sea otter is
on the list of Washington State Endangered Species. The federal
government considers the California sea otter a threatened
species, but not the Alaskan sea otter (the source stock of sea
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otter~ in Washington} ~’’ (Calambokidis et al., .I~8~) o The Strait
conta%ns the greatest percentage of Washington sborelir~e occupied
by keip (Thorn and Ha]lure,, 1990) o As the Washi~igton Coast sea
otter population expands,, it is eYpected that ett=_rs will move
into these prime habitat areas of the strait (Stricklar~d and

Chasal’!, 1989)

The Strait of Juan de Fuca serves as a transit and migration
corridor for mar.i~e blrd., mammals and ocean organisms entering
from the outer coast~ Up to 300s000 commo~ mu1.res may enter
northe:cn Puget Soilnd J.r.~ any given year during the molting season.
Since the birds ~!~i~’e mostly flightless, they must ~se the Strait
to access the ini.and waterways (Strickiand and Chlsan~ 1989).
[)rift studies have identified oceanic species in significant
quantities as fat: east. as Dungeness Spit. Curt E~besmeyer has
been studying cuzTents and drift patterns in the ~trait for [[5
years and estimates tlhat 1 of every 1000 organisms on the
Washington Coast enters the Strait of Juan de Fuc~l on eastward
current flows and[ migrates along the north shore ~,f the Olympic
Peninsula Such tra~sfers of ~ -~:~~ ou._~r coast resourc~s are
indicative of an inland extension of the coastal ~.:cosystem.
(Notes The 1/10(!() transfer capacity of the currei~ts is 
Ebbesmeyer~s estir~ate for the rate. at which oil s[~,illed at the
Strait entrance would travel inland0.)

’ik%ere is evJ.dence that up to 15 gray whales ~spend ~:he summer
near Cape Flattery’~ Gray whales have often bee.~ :~ighted well
inside the Strait of Juan de Fuca~, ~Unlike mos!: <etaceans~ gray
whales feed on bottom animals; in Northwest at~:~r, these prey

W ~ ~

’ " "~= ~]~ crustac.eans near kel~.~ keds"
Inclue,= amphipod and m ~id
(Strickland and Chasan, 1989) o A 1985-86 surve]i~ [f gray whale

presen,~e between Cape Flattery and Pillar Point t~acked a
continuous presence of ~she species from December %hrough the
summer~, Gray whales were often seen foragi:~ig in ~elp beds
between K ’ oltlah Point and the Sekiu River (Calambckidis et al 
11987) °

II’~ the above sur~ey conducted between cape Fl~tter) -~ and
Pillar Point, "two species of small cetace.ar~s were fre~ently
seen .... Harbor porpoise were the most abundar~t cetazean and were
seen p .~marlly fro~ 0 to 1 5 n~ offshore Sj.@<ht~

~ o ~n ~ frequencyof harbor por~ois,{:~ varied by region with the greatest, numbers
seen off the Sekiu. River and Kyadaka Point° Hazbo~ Porpoise were
present i~. all se~sons but were most numerous ].~ f~ll. Dall’s
porpoise were seeh less often than Harbor P<rrpo~se and tended to
occur farther off:~:’,hoz-6~.o Dall’s porpoise we~:e seen in all

se-asons ~ (Calambokidis et al.~ 1987). A report prepared for the
National Marine M~.~mma]. Laboratory in April, 1992 e~timates harbor
porpoise abundance for the. Strait of Juan de Fuca ~nd Swiftsure
Bank at. 2 226 ° ~,-an].L, als~ It is the. first comprehens ive report of
harbor porpoise ir,.~ the Strait~ The report also li{ted direct
sightings of 100 [i~l!~s porpoise in the same; are~ iCalambokidis
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et al., 1992) 

California sea lions are present in the Strait and appear in
a small concentration at Neah Bay. Harbor seals are the most
common marine mammal in the Strait and have many haul-out sites
between Cape Flattery and Observatory Point (Cala~okidis et al.,
1987). Migrations have been observed from the outer coast and
eastern Strait of Juan de Fuca into the western Strait
(Strickland and Chasan, 1989).

The majority of strictly pelagic birds (e.g. ~ albatrosses,
cassin’s auklets~ shearwaters, storm petrels), however, do not
enter and reside inside the Strait for any appreciable length of
time or in large numbers. Most only appear at Tatoosh Island and
seaward, swiftsure Bank, at the entrance of the Strait, is a
critical feeding area for birds (Wahl, 15)92). "Huge feeding
flocks estimated to approach one million birds (have been)
observed at the entrance to the Strait of Juan de Fuca ’v where
oceanic fronts converge (Strickland and Chasan, 1989). It should
be noted however that no comprehensive bird studies ihave been
conducted exclusively for the Strait of Juan de Fuca. Nor has
any research been conducted to analyze bird populations within
the Strait in the context of ecosystem dynamics.

This analysis suggests that the ecosystem of the outer
Washington coast extends into the Strait of Juan de Fuca as far
eastward as Observatory Point. Changes in biota, geology, and
topography all appear to coalesce between Crescent Rock and
Observatory Point. The constant eastward drift and migration of
coastal organic matter resupplies the area with new colonists and
prey organisms. Coastal water is transported into the Strait by
currents that break and mix north of Dungeness spit. The dense
kelp beds are a central factor to the productivity in the Straits
and Macrocystis serves as a particularly strong indicator for the
inland extent of the coastal environment.

The human uses in the Strait include vessel traffic,
commercial, recreational and tribal fishing, recreational boating
and SCUBA Diving~ The Strait is a heavily used corridor for
barges, larger commercial vessels and fishing boats transiting
between the outer coast and Puqet Sound. There is a carefully
coordinated vessel traffic system operated jointly by the U.S and
Canadian Coast Guards to manage vessel traffic (see Part II for
further discussion)° Clallam Bay and Neah Bay are central
locations for the charter boat industry and recreational fishing
in the Strait is concentrated off Pillar Point, Slip Point and
Neah Bay. Although various types of clams are present throughout
the Strait, recreational clam digging in the Strait is prohibited
from April 1 through October 3] due to Paralytic Shellfish
Poisoning. The Strait is a Usual and Accustomed fishing area for
some of the Tribes~ Gillnets are used by Tribal fishers in the
Strait to harvest salmon.
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The kelp bed~, subtidal com~c~unities, and ~ Ehipwreck off
Tongue Point offer spectacular diving throughout the Strait.
Most of the beaches (i.e., tidelands) in the Stre. it are publicly
owned (Figure 71)~ Access to these beaches is severely
restricted because the back beach environment :~.s characterized by
steep bluffs in private ownership to the extent c f high tide.
There are approximately seven access Doint~.~ alon~ the entire
Strait between Obse~%~atory Point and Neah Bay. ~ost of the
beaches are accessible only by boat, and then u~nder mostly
dangerous conditions because of submerged ~:ock~. and strong tidal
currents. The beaches are predominately sand,, g~avel, cobble and
hardpan and submerged at mean high water. Boat access ramps are
limited to Freshwater Bay, Silver King Resort and Pillar Point
Recreation Area.

Clallam County has developed county parks at Observatory Pt.
(Freshwater Bay Recreation Area) and Tongu~ Pt. (Salt Creek
Recreation Area) which provide boat access :ramps, shoreside
access for SCUBA Diw~rs, sport fis~hing, picnic taoles and other
outdoor recreation. The WDNR ha~ developed a sta~e park at the
]Lyre River with many of the same accommodations. The Twin River
and Pyscht River have undeveloped recreation area~. Clallam Bay
has a harbor supportinq a popular charter boat inlustry.

Coastal land ownership patterns :~n the Strai~ adjacent "to
the beaches include reservation lands (the Makah Cribe), private
landowners (including ti~er companies), a~d ccun_y and state
protected lands. The towns of Joyce, Claliam Bay, Sekiu, and
Neah Bay are the population cente.rs along the Strlit. Their
economies are influenced by recreational and co:mmercial
activities occurring in the Strait ,of Juan de Fucl.

Boundary alternat.ive 4 with a southern boundlry extending to
Copalis Beach, and! eastward into the E~trait to Ob~ervatory Point
encompasses what can De considered a distinct ecological system
with intertidal communities, rookeries and haul o’,it sites,
foraging areas, rich fishing grounds and f~sh con,~entrations, and
proliferous kelp beds continuous throughout thi~ i~oundary.
Vessel traffic, oil and gas explo1.~ation, fishing, minerals
mining, and overflights, are all uses that can ipo-=entially
threaten the resources of this still relatively p~:istine area.

An extensiorJ into the Strait to Observator{ i~oint would
afford maximum protection and monitoring of the c~astal resources
within an identifiable ecological system. The i~t~:ait is where
much of the population and uses are concent:cated. Protection and
monitoring of the resources would be. benefi~zial~. Further,
coordination of Sanctuary research and educatio:1 programs would
enhance the efforts of the State~ local and triba~ initiatives in
the Strait. When :further opportunity is provided for public
comment NOAA will re-consider addi:ng the St:cait i~to the
boundaries of the Oly~pic Coast o~" the proposed N(,rthwest Straits
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Marine Sanctuaries.

Boundary alternative 4 excluding the Strait, therefore, is
NOAA’s preferred alternative. The boundary encom~)asses the most
sensitive and vulnerable habitats along the outer coast and,
although excludes the transition corridor into th~ estuarine
environment of Puget Sound, includes an ecologica~.ly identifiable
oceanic ecosystem~ The boundary will facilitate ~lose
coordination with Tribal, Federal, International, State and local
initiatives. Through this coordination, the Sanctuary will
afford greater protection to the nearly pri:stine ~.nvironment off
the Outer Coast. Boundary alternative 4 with Res~,ect to the
fisheries, marine mammal haul out sites, kelp distribution,
seabird colonies and foraging range, and human ~Is~s other than
fisheries are depicted in Figures 72-75.

F. Boundar~ Alternative 5

Boundary alternative 5 encompasses the entire: study area
from the Washington/Oregon Border to the Canadian Border and into
the Strait of Juan de Fuca to Obse.rvatory Point. This
alternative adds to boundary alternative 4 ~Zhe sa~dy beach
environments of the southern coast. Many comme~:~t~rs supported
inclusion of the estuaries of Grays Harbor and 14i3 lapa Bay within
the boundaries. However, upon further consideration, NOAA
believes that the estuary of Grays Harbor and Wil]apa Bay are
more appropriate candidates for e~,tuarine managem£nt regimes such
as NOAA’s National Estuarine Research Reserve System (NERRS) 
EPA’s National Estuary Program (NEIP) and thus the estuaries are
not included in the Sanctuary study area of the Final EXS/MP.
Therefore, the coa.stal boundary of alternative 5 cuts across the
mouths of Grays Harbor and Willapa Bay~

Further, the southern portion of the study alea abuts more
populated areas and encompasses more marine develcpment~ The
southern portion of the study area is clearly the most developed
and populated regions of the Washington outer coast. Major
population centers of Grays Harbor~, Raymond, and Ccean Shores
support fishing and logging industries, pulp and ~aper mills,
port activities, and tourism.

Consequently~ a large concentration of uses cccur within the
southern portion of the study area.. This southerr~ boundary
encompasses valuable groundfish, salmon~ ocean ~:~i~k shrimp and
dungeness crab fishing areas. It is also transited by tankers
engaged in coastwise trafficg and tugs and barges entering and
exiting the Ports of Grays Harbor., Willapa Bay~ amd the Columbia
River. The tugs and barges transport, amonc 7 othez things,
refined petroleum products, chemicals and logs a~nd wood chips.
There has been an ongoing $75 million Federal/State/local
partnership to diversify ~-he Port of Grays Harbor ~hich has
involved the dredging of Grays Harbor channel to enable larger
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vessels to enter the port. Clean dredge spoil from the dredging
project are dumped at three EPA/COE permitted dumpsites located
off the mouth of Grays Harbor. There is also an interim dumpsite
off the mouth of Willapa Bay and three others off the Columbia
River all receiving dredge spoils from maintenance dredging of
the respective ship channels. These dredge disposal sites and
port activities would conflict with the Sanctuary regulations
prohibiting alteration of, or construction on the seabed, and
discharges.

The southern addition adds approximately 46% of the relative
density of invertebrates harvested by commercial and recreational
fishers in the total study area. The largest significance is
attributed to the presence of Pacific oysters in Willapa Bay, and
the Dungeness crab and ocean pink shrimp stocks offshore. This
is reflected in the tables comparing the relative abundance and
importance of selected invertebrates off Washington (Appendix C).

The southern addition also is significant in that it
represents approximately 43% of the relative abundance of fish
species in the study area. Salmon, steelhead, lingcod and
Pacific cod account for the greatest density indexes. The salmon
and steelhead accounted for in these areas are migrating through
from the Columbia River, Chehalis, tributaries of Willapa Bay, as
well as from river and stream systems located in Oregon. The
significance of this addition is skewed by the importance of
estuaries for marine fish. During the spring when freshwater
inflow into the estuaries is greatest, and the predominant
currents originate from the north, the Columbia River fresh water
plume is kept south of Point Grenville dominating a large area of
the marine environment off southern Washington. This essentially
extends the Columbia River estuary well offshore. The boundaries
of the water masses support rich fishing grounds.

The seaward portion of the southern addition is weighted as
being very significant for marine mammals (Appendix C). This 
due to the inclusion of the migration corridor for the right,
minke, and humpback whales, Dall’s porpoise and while-sided
dolphins. The migration of these marine mammals are most heavily
concentrated at the edge of the continental shelf. Gray whales
migrate through the study area within approximately 12 nautical
miles from shore. Appendix C reflects that the most seaward
portions of the entire study area is significant for marine
mammals. Hence, the extension of boundary alternative 5 adds
little difference. The tables in Appendix C also reflect the
significance of boundary alternative 5 because the estuaries are
critical haulout sites for pinnipeds.

The table comparing the estimates of seabird populations
within the study area indicates that only 12% of the population
was counted in the southern boundary. The largest bird
populations in the southern portion of the study are juvenile
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rhinoceros auklets feeding off the mouth of Gra!fs Harbor,
Glaucous-winged qulls and caspian terns. Appro:~i~,ately four
small colonies of !pigeon guillemots are loc~ted i~i the jettys of
Grays Harbor in driftwood debris: at the opening o:f the Colombia
River and Willapa Bay (Speich and Wahlr 1989). The estuaries
provide valuable habitat for migratLng shorebirds whose
populations swell in the spring and fall.

While the resources in the southern po:ction ~f the study
area are significant to tlhe marine ecology of the Pacific
Northwest, the ar~alysis of resource.~ and uses ind~.cates that
there are two separate but related ecosystems. T~ the north of
Copalis Beach, the marine environment is dominatec, by rocky
intertidal habitats, kelp forest subtidal habit~:~t~, and
ecologically rich heretic zones all of which are J’ueled by
upwelling from the Juan de Fuca Canyon coupled ~ith the presence
of the shallow offshore banks in the photic zone. This portion
of the study area provides rich foraging areas ~.~nc, haul out sites
for colonial seabirds and marine !mammals. Sedime]:ts nourishing
the benthic environment originate predominately f~om the Strait
of Juan de Fuca. The coastal environment is sparsely populated,
with the greatest immediate threats to the reso1~rces runoff from
timber activities in the adjacent watershedst and offshore
development (vessel traffic, and potential offshole development
of oil and gas and gravel deposits.)o The ability to respond to
potential spills from offshore development are hanpered by
limited coastal access; and the high energy x~arine environment.

By contrast, the sandy environments south of Copalis Beach
are much less diverse (with the exception of the ~stuaries) and
are capable of rebounding from an oil spill relatively quickly
compared to communities of rocky intertidal habitats. The
southern boundary has already experienced heavy development and
there are a number of point and non-point source ~ischarges and
dumpsites. Consequently, the southern portion of the study area
does not have the pris~tine qualities of the northern areas.

The benthic ’,~ediments in the southern ]?ortio~ of the study
area originate from the Columbia River Basin refl£cting the
aerial extent and influence of the Columbia River Plume. The
ecosystem that do~n:i.nates the southern portion of the study area
in fact extends we][.l into Oregon and state boundaries present an
arbitrary delineation. Thus, while there are ~:ignificant
ecological qualities to both the ~orthern and southern regions of
the study area, there are notable differences ir~, their ecology
and human-uses that characterize these regions a~s distinct.
Figures 76-79 depict boundary alternative 5 with respect to
fisheries, marine r~tammal haul out sites, keZp dJ.stribution,
seabird colonies and foraging ranqe, and human use~ other than
fishing.
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Section II: Requlatory Alternatives
A. Introduction

This section analyzes the environmental consequences of the
eight activities included within the scope of the Sanctuary
regulations. For each activity the preferred Sanctuary
regulatory action is identified along with an analysis of the
impact to natural resources and human uses of both the Sanctuary
regulatory alternative and the status ~io. There are also two
regulations proposed (preferred Sanctuary action) whose purpose
is to facilitate enforcement of the other Sanctuary regulations:
the regulations prohibiting possession of resources and
interference with enforcement.

Overall, the proposed final regulations and designation are
intended to: (i) improve resource protection by instituting new
regulatory measures and by supplementing present surveillance and
enforcement actions; (2) minimize negative impacts to human uses,
particularly to those deemed consistent with the purposes of the
Sanctuary and; (3) provide for a manageable area including such
factors as its size, its ability to be defined as a discrete
ecological unit, its accessibility, and its suitability for
monitoring and enforcement activities.

It is important to note that in promulgating these
regulations, NOAA must work within the constraints of Title III
of the MPRSA. Specifically, section 304(c) states that while
NOAA cannot terminate valid leases, pe~nits, licenses or rights
of subsistence use or access existing as of the date of Sanctuary
designation, NOAA can regulate the exercise of such
authorizations and rights consistent with the purposes for which
the Sanctuary was designated.
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Oil, Gas and Mineral Activities
i. Status Quo

a. Consequence of Impact to Re~oirces

There is presently no oil and gas developmen’~ taking place
in the study area~ Under the most recent FJ.ve-Ye~ir Plan for OCS
oil and gas leasing activities developed by the ~[S, an OCS lease
sale on the Washington OCS was scheduled for the ~;pring of 1992.
However, the reauthorization of the MPRSA (P.L. I~2-587) mandates
a permanent prohibition on oil and gas pre-leasin~f or leasing
activities within "the Sanctuary~

Currently, state law prohibits oil and gas a(~tivities in
state waters. Also, Washington state has reque~!~t~d that MMS
delete from any ].ease sale the portion of its pla~ning area that
lies north of the 47th parallel, and the area witlin 12 nautical
miles of the Grays Harbor, Willap~L Bay, and Col~Iml~ia River
estuaries.

Scientific evidence concerning the potenti~!~l impacts of oil
and gas activities on t]~e natural resources of ~he Olympic Coast
is not conclusiver and the studies planned by ~4S and the Pacific
Northwest OCS Task Force will address several c~itical questions.
A recent National Academy of Sciences study (NAS, 1989) as well
as past EPA (1985) and NAS (1985) studies, have e~amined whether
there is adequate information available to dete1~m~Jne the effects
of oil and gas activities on the marine envirom~lert. It has been
concluded that many uncertainties still exist, even in marine
areas for which the.re exists far more information than exists for
the Olympic Coast.. Howew~.r, it is still possible to evaluate
some of the potential risks to the Olympic Coast from OCS oil and
gas activities, and the transportation of hydrocazbon products.

Offshore hydrocarbon exploration, development, and
production activities, including the transshipment of crude oil
to the mainland, may cause unforeseen and potentially substantia]L
discharges of oil~ both chronic and catastrophic, into the marine
environment. The sensitive marine resources of the Olympic Coast
may be threatened by: I[I) well "blow-outs" cau~;e~ by equipment
failure or damage~ or geo].ogic hazards; (2) oil spills and
pipeline leaks; (3) noise, and wisual disturbances caused 
drilling, the presence of drill ric[s or platform, ~ork crews,
supply boats, and helicopters; (4) pollution aE;so~iated with
aquatic discharges; and (5) short-term pipeline ~onstruction
upheaval.

Normal hydrocarbon operation can result Jn Inintentional,
chronic, or small oil spillage. Since the C lym~ic Coast area has
had little history of hydrocarbon production, direzt evidence
does not exist to illustrate the effects of explorltion,
development, and production spills in these waters. Petroleum
products are, however, transported along the coast and in and out.
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of the Strait of Juan de Fuca. Two oil spills, the General M.C.
Meiqqs and the Nestucca, have occurred recently in coastal waters
off Washington State. Oil spilled from the barge Nestucca
soiled beaches found within the boundary of the Sanctuary. The
reports of damages from these incidents, as well as data from
spills in other marine waters, serve as examples of the types of
impacts that can result from oil related accidents. Known
threats to marine organisms that may result from offshore oil and
gas exploration, development, and production are presented in
Table 6 (page III-19).

Even though OCS oil and gas activities may take place
offshore in Federal waters, the activities can negatively effect
state territorial waters and coastal environments. In addition
to effecting marine organisms, these activities can disrupt human
uses of the marine environment and the socioeconomic structure of
coastal communities. Potential negative impacts to nearshore and
coastal areas include: the presence of processing facilities
which also involves the problems of air pollution and the
disposal of processing wastes; interference with port operations
and stress on existing port facility space and se~ices;
conflict with shore-based operations which use the offshore
waters (e.g., commercial and recreational fishing, whale-watching
operations); and socioeconomic impacts on the affected coastal
communities (Mead and Sorenson, 1970; Cican-Sain, 1985;
Freeman, 1985; MMS, 1990a).

(a) Sources of Oil Spills and Potential Impacts

Inputs of petroleum into the marine environment come from a
variety of sources. Less then 2% (50,000 tons of a total
estimated 3.2 million metric tons) of the annual input of oil
into the world oceans is from offshore production activities.
The largest input, accounting for approximately 45%, is from
transportation related incidents including tanker operations,
spills at terminals and dry docks, bilge and fuel oil flushing,
tanker and other ship or barge accidents. Municipal and
industrial wastes, and runoff account for 36.5% of the oil
entering the world oceans. Other sources include natural seeps
(7.7%), and atmospheric deposition (9.2%) (NRC, 1985; Boesch 

Rabalis, 1987). Due to the near absence of industrial and
municipal discharges along the Olympic Coast, it is clear that
the major threat of oil contamination in this area currently is
from tanker and barge operations.

Accidents, natural disasters, and human error can lead to
situations which result in the release of oil into the marine
environment. Chronic discharges, well blowouts, barge and tanker
accidents, pipeline breaks and leaks, and equipment failures
cause spills. The large majority of spills involve relatively
small amounts of oil, usually less than i000 gallons (24 barrels)
(MMS, 1986; 1987)~ Small spills, defined by MMS as less than
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1,000 barrels, account for almost all spill incidents in U.S.
waters~ but only 28% of the total volume of spi~Ll~d oilo One to
two barrels, on average,, are spilled during routire operation for
every million barrels of oil produced from offshore platforms
(MMS, 1986). The cumulative long-term impact of ~any small
spills and chronic discharges is not well under~tcod and requires
further study.

Well blowouts and tanker accidents can result in large,
acute oil spills (greater than 1,000 barrels) that may have
severe~ long-term .impacts on marine environments (MMS, 1984). 
addition to blowouts, platform spills can result from leaks and
small releases of fuels and lubricants. Offshore production also
carries with it the. risk of spills from pipelines; 95% of oil and
gas produced offshore is transported by pipeline. For both
Federal and state waters, the loss of oil from major spills
ranges from 0.15-I barrel of oil spilled for every million
barrels produced (~MS, ].986) (note: these figures ~ere calculated
prior to the Exxon Valdez spill and other spills ozcurring in
1987-88).

Blowouts were the cause of sixty-five percent of oil spills
associated with drilling and production from 1964 ~hrough 1980.
During these 17 years, a total of 1102,382 barrels ~ere discharged[
into marine waters as a result of blowouts at offshore wells in
the Gulf of Mexico, while about half that amount, 55,213 barrels,
was spilled as a result of non-blowout associated incidents (The
Futures Group, 1982). Massive spills caused by well blowouts
have been highly publicized, but such spills are r~ire. The OCS
spill-rate for platform spills of more than 1,000 ~)arrels is one
per billion barrels produced (MMS, 1986).

Most blowouts have been relatively minor, especially in
recent years. From 1964 to 1981, 99.5% of the spii_l volume
caused by blowouts in the Gulf of Mexico was spill,~d in the years
1964 through 1971. After 1971 the volume of blowout-produced
spills was negligible, yet there was no reduction ~_n the number
of blowout spills (The Futures Group, 1982). The c)CS spill-rate
for small platform or pipeline spills is 379 spill~; per billion
barrels produced or transported. Ninety-nine perc~nt of these
spills are less than 50 barrels, and 89% are les~ than one barrel
(MMS, 1986).

Although the offshore oil industry has been s~Ic<~’essful in
reducing the volume of oil spills~ ’the record indi~ates that if
oil development were to take place in the area of the Olympic
coast, spills from blowouts, platform accidents, a~:d
transportation of crude oil to shore are likely ~I:o occur. MMS
(1986) has estimated that during the 35 year life ~pan of lease
sale #132 a total hydrocarbon equivalent of 243 million barrels
of oil (58 million barrels of oil and 1.043 billior cubic feet of
gas) would be retrieved by a single platform drilling 30 wells.
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Using a high-case and low-case production scenario, ~S has
estimated rates of oil spillage off the Washingtor[/Oregon coast
should the lease sale #132 area be developed. Employing the low
case scenario (58 million barrels produced) with tanker
transhipment, MMS projects that 0.23 large spills would occur,
with a 11% probability of a large spill occurring. The high case
scenario (180 million barrels produced) estimates are 0.51 large
spills projected and 16% probability of one or more large spills
occurring. A cumulative scenario, which adds in the effects of
oil transhipment along our coast of oil produced elsewhere
changes the projected figures to 3.16 spills over the life of the

field, with a 96% probability of occurring.

These MMS projections indicate that OCS oil and gas
activities would increase the risk of hydrocarbon contamination
along the Olympic Coast, but that the major threat is from tanker
or barge oil spills. From 1974 to 1981, there were 81 tanker or
barge related oil spills of more than 1,000 barrels in U.S.
waters. Only six of these were on the West Coast---three in port
and three at sea (The Futures Group, 1982). In 1988 and 1989
there were six significant oil spills resulting from tanker or
barge accidents. Three of these tanker oil spills occurred on

the east coast and three on the west coast.

The largest of the three east coast spills occurred on June
24, 1989 when Uruguayan oil tanker Presidente Rivera ran aground
near Philadelphia, releasing 800,000 gallons of oil into the
Delaware River. On June 23, 1989, the Greek-registered World
Prodigy grounded on Brenton Reef near Newport in Narragansett
Bay, Rhode Island dumping 300,000 gallons of oil. A].so on June
23, 1989, the tanker Rachel B. collided with a barge resulting in
6,000 gallons of oil spilling into the Houston Ship Channel.

Other spills occurred off the west coast: the tanker Puerto
Rican near San Francisco in 1984~ the Oil barge Nestucca off
Grays Harbor, Washington in 1988, the General M.C. Meiqgs off
Cape Flattery, Washington, and the Exxon Valdez near Valdez,
Alaska in March 1989. The Exxon Valdez ran aground on Bligh Reef
off of Valdez, Alaska and spilled 242,000 barrels (over
i0,i00,0000 gallons) of crude oil onto the shores of Prince
William Sound. This was the largest oil spill to date in U.S.
waters. The Exxon Valdez disaster has received much publicity
and scientific investigations are currently undel~ay
investigating the long-term effects of the spill and possible
future management measures (CMC, 1989).

The tanker Puerto Rican broke apart approximately eight miles
seaward of the Golden Gate Bridge after becoming disabled by on-
board explosions. The tanker released 48,000 barrels of
hydrocarbons into the ocean and of this amount, only 1,.460
barrels were recovered during cleanup operations (USCG~ 1985).
This spill killed an estimated 2,874 seabirds, and caused
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additional damage to water quality, fishery resouzces, marine
mammals, and human uses° For comparison, in February, 1986, the
tanker barge Apex _[{o__ustgn spilled some 600 barrels of oil along
the central California coast killing an est-[mated 9,817 seabirds
within the Gulf of the Farallones National Marine ~anctuary.

The Nestucca and Meiqqs spills occurred off’ t~e Washington
coastline, and the oil spilled affected coastal areas found
within the bounda~oies of the proposed sanctuary° Fhese accidents
demonstrate the seriousness of potential hazards t9 the proposed
sanctuary resource~ and environment from spilled o[i regardless
oI~ its source.

On December 22, 1988 the barge ]Nestucca was s=ruck by its
tug the Ocean Servi~ce. The barge released 231,000 gallons of NO.
6 fuel oil into Grays Harbor and coastal waters polluting the
shoreline from Grays Harbor to Cape Flattery. In ~Lddition, oil
polluted beaches inside Grays Harbor and along tile western
shoreline of Vancouver Island, in British Columbia Canada. The
resulting oil slick covered over 800 square miles ~Lnd more than
110 miles of the Washington coastline. Cleanup ~ce~ponse was
started immediately and actual cleanup efforts wer~. underway by
December 23, 1988. As of August ic)89r very little visual
evidence of the spill remains on the beaches, thou~lh long-term
impacts to marine biota are not known.

An assessment of damage resulting from ~he oi~ spill has not
yet been completed, although short-term impacts ar¢~ known. Over
10,300 oiled waterfowl (mostly murres and grebes) %ere collected
(WDOE, 1989). Although No. 6 fuel is a relatively low toxicity
oil, it is highly viscous~ maintains large slicks cn the water
surface, weathers slowly, and kills by physical c~ortact and
smothering.

Of the 10,300 birds collected after the Nestu_~cca spill,
approximately 9,300 were dead or died at the bird ~escue center.
It is likely that this nudger of dead birds represents only a
small portion of those birds affected because many oiled birds
were not collected because of sinking, predation~ hiding and
burying ~0

Another example of an oil spill a ~" ¯ -ccldent in the vicinity of
the proposed Olympic coast sanctuary is the Gene!al M.C. Meiqgs.
While under tow, the unmanned troopship broke loose and grounded
I0 miles south of Cape Flattery in January, !972 spilling
approximately 55,000 barrels of Navy special fuel oil.
Prevailing winds blew oil globules onto beaches whece the oil
became incorporated into the sediment. For the period of a five-
year study, oil pel-sisted in the intertidal area of a
contaminated cove, causing the intertidal organisms to be
continuously exposed to the oil. Some primary obsecvations of
the study were that hydrocarbons taken up by mussel~ persisted in
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their systems for five years after the spill, and 70% of
surviving sea urchins lost their spines (Clark et al., 1978).

These oil spill events demonstrate a number of concerns
related to oil spills in general:

.
The size of the spill does not necessarily correlate with
the resulting damage to the environment.

¯ For many oil spill incidents, exemplified primarily by the
two spills in California and the W~idez disaster, the
existing capability to contain and clean up the spill is not
sufficient. The areas affected are coastal marine waters,
and to be effective clean-up equipment requires less
turbulent conditions than normally encountered in the waters
off the Olympic Coast.

¯ Mitigating measures alone may not be sufficient to ensure
adequate protection of sanctuary resources.

These oil spill incidents, especially those occurring off
the Washington coast, illustrate the vulnerability of the
Sanctuary environment and resources to the potential impacts from
oil and gas activities and hydrocarbon transportation. Lack of
sufficient baseline information collected on the Olympic Coast
makes it impossible to determine or predict the full extent of
potential impacts. Some research in the Olympic Coast area has,
however, shown that negative impacts from oil and gas activities
(including seismic surveys and exploratory drilling) on the

highly valued fisheries; vulnerable stocks of sea otters, fur
seals, and seabirds; and other coastal marine resources are
potentially great (Wahl, 1984; EPA, 1985; Felleman, 1985;
Battelle, 1987; Bowlby et al.~ 1988; Grader and ]Laychack, 1989).

Seasonal sensitivity of certain species to a possible oil
spill must also be considered. In the Olympic Coast area certain
species of marine mammals and birds are seasonally present in
numbers representing an ecologically significant percentage of
their entire population (as discussed in Part II Section 2).
Potential harm to marine organisms would be magnified if an oil
spill were to occur during a period of high density or during a
breeding season. The concept of seasonal susceptibility has been
highlighted by the U.S. Bureau of Land Management (1979) 
regard to the marine resources surrounding the Northern Channel
Islands, off Santa Barbara, California.

Consideration of the physical oceanographic dynamics is
important in protecting sanctuary resources from possible
contaminants transported by currents and eddies. Oil spill
trajectory models have not been developed for the Washington
coast primarily due to the limited amount of detailed current and
wind data that is available. Studies recommended by MMS and the
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Pacific Northwest OCS Task Force ~rould allo~ fo[:~ ~4he development
of trajectory models. Available data for mean ~,~i~d, wave, and
currents, however:~ indicate that the sanctuary ar(a is vulnerable
to spills occurring outside the proposed boundaries. On the
average, surface c.~ilrre~lts over the shelf travel northward and
shoreward in the winter months and southward and ~eaward in the
summer, with transitional periods in the sp~ing ard fall.
Coastal upwelling occ’~rs during the summer ~onths~ bringing deep
water to the surface, while downwelling occurs .~.n the winter.
Prevailing wind di~ec.tion is northward in the winter, and
southward in the ~ummer with a strong shoreward ccmponent during
all seasons. Wave directions are shoreward over the entire year,,
and mean flow along the bottom is northward during all ~easons.

(b) Effect~ of _I_~2_d~[Qcarbons on Livi.n~L_~_rine~_

Although most spilled crude oil initiai]y flo~ts,
approximately i% .... 5% of the volume of a suI’face slick will occur
in the water column as a result of dislsolution, dispersion,
sinking, or sedimentation in the vicinity of the s2ill.
Additional oil may be retained in the ~ater as the result of a
lesser known mechanism, the formation of a subsurface oil plume.
Because the oil :ih such a plume remain:.~ below the ~urface it may
have a different chemistry than the surface slick ind be more
toxic to marine orqanismso In the case of the IXT~)C blowout,
which occurred in June, 1979 in Mexican waters of ’=he Gulf of
Mexico, it was found that a subsurface plume of oil droplets,
extending from the wellhead and generalb!y aligned ~ith the
surface slick, contained high concentrations of lo~ molecular
weight aromatics~ alkyl benzenes and naphthalene compounds which
are acutely toxic to marine organisms (MMS, 1986’I.

The toxic effect of oil on organisms can be s}~.ort-term,
long-term, lethal or sublethal. Toxic effects on ~[ifferent
organisms vary an~ depend on a number of factors i~cluding:
chemical composition of the oil; environmental f~Ictors such as
temperature, sali~ity~, and viscosity; the level of feeding and
reproductive activity by tlhe organism; and diffe:ce~ces in
susceptibility among species and a:mong life cycle ~:tages within
the species. The sublethal effects of hydrocarbon~ on marine
organisms include: the disruption of normal feedi, g behavior,
breeding, and locomotion; interference with ther~no- regulation;
reduced resistance to ~tress; and diseases caused ly the intake
of carcinogenic or potentially metagenic chexnica~.s (MMS, 1986).
At the tissue levelly, lesions may develop on the ~kJn, gills, or
intestine (Hawkes, 1977). Some organisms, howeve.~r~ may have the
ability to compensate for minor toxic stress and mey thus be able
to tolerate low concentrations of toxic hydrocarbors.

A large amount of research has been completed showir~g the
sensitivity of commercially important fish~ ~hellfish and non-



commercial invertebrates. Effects to these organisms are
summarized by Strickland and Chasan (1989).

Sublethal and long-term hydrocarbon impacts on ecosystems
are associated with low oil concentrations in marine environments
which may result from the evaporation, degradation, and
dispersion of hydrocarbons following a large spill or from
chronic, low-level~ small spills (less than 1,000 barrels). 
the two, chronic small spills may pose a greater hazard to marine
ecosystems than isolated large spills. The damage resulting from
the Nestucca, ~ Houston and Puerto Rican spills illustrate
that even small spills, in the short term, can kill a large
number of individual birds or other marine organisms. Oil can
directly affect living marine organisms biochemically or
physically (see, for instance, Boesch e_tt a~l 1973; Michael, 1977;
National Research Council, 1985; EPA, 1985; MMS, 1987; Boesch &
Rabalais, 1987).

The greatest damage to the marine environment occurs under
any of the following circumstances: (i) The oil is spilled into
or reaches a confined, shallow body of water, such as an estuary;
(2) the oil is refined oil, such as home heating oil or diesel
oil; (3) storms or heavy surf cause the oil to be churned into
the bottom sediments. In many instances, it does appear that the
marine ecosystem can recover from the damage occasioned by oil

spills although the rate and completeness of recovery remain
subject to dispute.

Petroleum hydrocarbons can also have sublethal or indirect
lethal effects on marine organisms through the destruction or
alteration of food supply, through chemical interference with
reproductive success, synergistic effects which may reduce
resistance to disease, and other stresses which alter behavioral
patterns such as feeding. The physical damage resulting from the
coating of marine organisms (e.g., feathers of marine birds, fur
of marine mammals, and respiratory apparatus of fish) with oil is

well documented (see~ for instance, U.S. Bureau of Land
Management, 1979). Below is a summary of the impacts of oil
spills on the biological resources and uses of the Olympic coast
and offshore waters.

Oil Spill Impact on Pinnipeds and Sea Otters:

Floating oil can foul the fur or skin, and irritate the eyes
and membranes of pinnipeds and sea otters, and cause harm when
the oil is ingested or inhaled (U.S. Bureau of Land Management,
1980; Geraci and Smith, 1977). Oil contamination can cause loss
of buoyancy, and impairment of normal thermal regulation. Of the
two, impairment of the body’s insulation properties is probably
more damaging, particularly for fur seals and sea otters which
depend primarily on the fur for insulation (U.S. Bureau of Land
Management, 1980) 
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Although northern fur seals depend only p~r%ially on their
fur for thermal protection, oiling could de.pre~.s their
thermoregulatory abilities, which could lead tc~ bypothermia and
death (Kooyman, e_jt al__~ ~, 1977). Studies by Kool,man, et al.,
(1977) indicate that among sea manu~als, the mo~t profound effects
of oiling may be on the sea otter pup: its:-., therm~l conductance
increased by 2.1 times after oiling, indicatinc~ a significant
loss of insulation capacity. The results of Kooyman’s later
studies confirm that even a light oiling c<~uld have marked
detrimental effects on the thermoregulator3~ ab~lizies of otters
(Kooyman and Costa, 1979). The limited mic~rat.cry abilities and
lack of a blubber layer make sea otters even mere vulnerable to
oiling (Strickland and Chasan, 1989).

The sea otters ’which inhabit the nears;hore a ;eas within the
proposed sanctuary are a Washington state endangered species and
their distributio~ is localized to a specific str.~tch of the
coastline. The sea otters were reintroduced to the area in the
1970"s after being hunted to extinction before 19_0. The
localized distribution of this sea otter pc, pulaZi~n makes them
even more vulnerable to the effects of spilled oil. than other
more established sea otter populations. On~ oilL ~pill ,~ould
eliminate the entire population.

Phocid seals rely on blubber and vascular :ne,~.hanisms for
thermal regulation and are thus more resistant i~o thermal loss
caused by contact with oil (Geraci and St o Aubi::~ 1980)~ Phocid
seals of the Olympic Coast include the northern e~ ephanu seal and
harbor seal.

The ingestion of oil by pinnipeds is most ~!i]oely to occur
during feeding or as the animals cle.an thei~ co~t~. The impact
of such ingestion depends upon the amount ingestec, its toxicity,
and the physical condition of the pinnipeds. The long-term
effects on pinnipeds of various levels of h~fc[roc’albon
bioaccumulation are largely unknown. Longe:~-te]:m effects may
result from subtle changes in habitat and i~~trinsic stressors
within the environment rather than direct mortality (Boesch 
Rabalais, 1987).

Oil Spill Impacts on Cetaceans:

Effects of oil on cetaceans include: damacie to skin or eyes
upon contact, the fouling of baleens, and physiological effects
of ingestion, and inhalation. Because the ~kin of cetaceans is
smooth and furless, oil is unlikely to adhere tc it, although it
may adhere to the callosities that occur on right ~nd humpback
whales. In a study of bottlenose dolphins to detecmine the
effects of direct skin contact with spilled oil~ i~ was found
that exposure to crude oil for periods of u~ to 45 minutes
produced short-term, morphological, and biochemica [ changes to
the skin. Recovery appeared to be rapid following the oil



exposure (Geraci and St. Aubin, 1982). Since whales depend 
blubber rather than fur for thermal regulation, oil would
generally not affect their ability to thermoregulate. How
cetaceans react to an oil spill on many variables including the
species type, time of year, and severity of the oil spill.

Although the effects of oil on cetaceans have not been
carefully investigated, scientists hypothesize that oil could
cause short-term and long-term harm. Scientists hypothesize that
cetaceans may suffer eye irritation as the result of contact with
oil, and that Baleen whales, such as the gray whale which migrate
through Olympic coast waters, are subject to baleen fouling as a
result of exposure to spilled oil. The southern migration
includes pregnant females, and the return migration to arctic
waters includes females accompanied by calves. Both pregnant
females and calves may be more susceptible to oil pollution than
male adults.

The bioaccumulation of oil in both ]baleen and toothed
cetaceans can occur as the result of eating contaminated food
supplies. There is little likelihood that oil would be inhaled
through the blow-hole, although it is possible the whales might
inhale small quantities of toxic fumes (Geraci and St. Aubin,
1980). Although the ,effects of hydrocarbon accumulation in
cetaceans are unknown, one can assume that the longer an animal
is exposed to spilled oil, the more likely it is to suffer
adverse effects. Prolonged exposure is most apt to occur when
feeding grounds are contaminated. For example, because baleen
whales are filter feeders, they may ingest oil or oil-tainted
substances. Gray whales that migrate through the sanctuary area
are susceptible to contamination since they feed on nearshore
bottom organisms.

Oil can destroy fish eggs which in turn can upset the
delicate balance of the food web, and thereby diminish an
important local food source for some species. In addition, oil
effects may reduce a mammal’s ability to find food, flee from
predators, and care adequately for their young. Although
bioaccumulation can occur, there currently is no data available
showing that accumulation of oil through the food chain will
result in a biomagnification effect on cetaceans.

In general, little is known about the ability of cetaceans
to avoid oil spills. Humpback whales, however, have been
observed feeding in oil-slicks without apparent immediate ill
effects (NOAA, 1979). Other cetaceans such as the bottlenose
dolphins can detect and will avoid thick oil accumulations, but
not thin oil sheens (Geraci and St. Aubin, 1982, 1983).
Experiments have also shown that dolphins can detect oil and,
under certain circumstances, will avoid oil (Boesch & Rabalais,
1987). The likelihood of prolonged exposure is diminished if the
slicks are avoided and even if certain species move through at
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normal speeds~

Oil Spill Impact on Marine Birds~

Oil spills can seriously har]u or kill .~seab]i.r~..s, which are
one of the most v~tlne~Tab].e ani~la3~s~ to ,oil s]~ill:!~o The impacts on
seabirds from the , ~"- .I~esnu~ca spill clearly de mons~;r~ted this fact.
Over i0,000 seabi~cds ’~,Tere killed in the days and %eeks following
the Nestucca spill. ~.~he major cau:~e of immedia~::e mortality among
seabirds contaminated by oil is fouling of the :!~e6thers~ which
reduce.,s flying and swi:r~ning abilit:]{ and results i, a loss of
buoyancy and ther>.~tal insulation° Xt is general[iy assumed that
most birds that ace oiled as a result of a :~aajo~:~ t~pill will die
(Hunt in MMSe 1989i,o The ingestion of toxo[~ ,~" hydrccarbons,

sometimes by preening contaminated feathers,, ca,l ~roduce
physiological str~,’.s which may eventually result ~n death. If
non-fatal contaminati:~n occurs during the b]Teed:[nc season it may
lead to reproductlive abnormalitie:~ and failures, -Birds that have
ingested toxic el~ll:tents may produ~e inviable eggs, and birds
wlhose feathers ar~z~ co~Ltaminated may transfer oil %o eggs or
chicks~ thus redu~zing hatching or fledgling suc<:ess. Other
laboratory and fi,~}Id :~:tudies have shown tha% the ].ngestion of
petroleum product~ ca~ cause physiological damac[e and potential
disruption of " .,~-.~rep.oduct.~v~, function (Hunt 1987; Fl’.y 1987 in MMS,
1989) 

A number of :!~actc~.li~ influence the vuln~.~rability of different
specie~ of birds ii’.:c, contact with spilled oil. 5;pecies which have
a tendency to for]:~ large, dense flocks on the w6~ter~ spend
considerable time swimming on the ~ate~.-, or dive ~hen alarmed are
extremely vulnerab~Le, as are species which e.xist in small,
isolated populations ~[U~S0 Bureau of Land ~Ma~nagement, I~.80).

Diving birds and ~pecies that spend a c.onsiderable amount of
t-[me resting on the water arees~_ ....... p~,lal~,~y" ~ - -~ vulnerabl_~ to contact
with spilled oil. Th~i~ a~Icid seabirds~ whic~ dol[iinate the
population of ~’ " ,sea~,,~ird,~ on the Olympic coast (e.q., compose 86% of
the nesting seabi:!t~d populations)~ are also vulnera01e due to
their concentrati,<)~’l in dense colonies. Dominant s3ecies in tlhis
group are Cassin’~; auklet~, commori mu:rres, :chinc, cecos auklets,
and tufted puffi:n~. Destruction ]~s].and hosts one 9f the seven
major colonies of rhinoceros aukiets in the world. The Copalis
Rocks Refuge con’t~ins 82% of the Brandt.’s ccrmoranCs, 77% of ’the
common murres, and 39% of the rhinoceros auklets b_~eeding in the
state of Washing’torl, o

Local population:~:~, of cox’mo:ca~ti~ts and waterfowl are vulnerable
because they repre.~en~:- a large poz’tion of the leca ~ total
population, the populations are io~, and they wcdll most likely
recover slowly (Strickland and Chasan~ 1989). Sinelrwaters and
terns are also vulnerable but less so t~han diving i~irds. Marbled!
murrelets (which ar:e being considered by USFWS for inclusion on
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the threatened species list) have the highest oil/bird
vulnerability index of any seabird because they feed in local
concentrations close to shore.

Catastrophic oil spills, like the 1971 Golden Gate spill,
generally result in extremely high marine bird mortality. Other
major oil spills, such as England’s Torrey Ca_aD_yon incident in
1967, have affected far larger numbers of birds tlhan did the
Golden Gate spill and have resulted in very high bird mortality
(Holmes and Cronshaw, 1977) Attempts to clean oiled birds often
prove unsuccessful and may occasionally cause even more stress
than light oiling.

Oil pollution threatens bird populations beyond immediate
mortality from ingestion of oil or fouling of feathers. Because
of their direct dependence on nearshore food sources, long-term
contamination of foraging grounds could cause major alterations
in marine reproductive capabilities. As with marine mammals,
birds may be adversely affected by the ingestion of oiled
invertebrates. The potential long-term, cumulative impacts of
nearby oil and gas development on marine bird habitat areas and
feeding grounds in the Olympic .coast area remain ].argely unknown.

Oil spill treatment and c].eanup operations (including the
adverse effects of human intrusion) can also have serious impacts
on marine birds and marine mammals. Often the emulsifiers used
and the associated human activity during cleanup procedures have
been more harmful than the oil (MMS, 1987). Because many new
generation dispersants, which are supposed to be no more toxic
than oil, have not yet been fully evaluated, their environmental
effects remain largely unknown (MMS, 1987). Mechanical cleanup
and containment, devices, such as booms, pose no toxic threat to
marine birds, however, the extensive human activity associated
with deployment can cause social disturbances within the marine
bird and mammal populations. As with oil spills themselves, the
impacts of cleanup operations would be particularly severe at
times when marine birds and mammals were highly concentrated,
e.g., during breeding or feeding activities.

Oi.l Spill Impact on Fish, Planktonic and Benthic Biota:

Oil spill impacts on the fish stoc.ks and benthic fauna of
the Olympic Coast waters would depend largely upon the type of
oil involved (solubility, toxicity, etc.), the timing of the
spill with respect to reproduction and larval development,
migration patterns, and prevailing weather conditions.

Both lethal and sublethal effects of petrochemical pollution
have been noted in fish (Hawkes, 1977; Patten, 1977; Sniderman,
1979, 1982). Observed sublethal effects range from visible
physical abnormalities to subcellular defects. Some fish exhibit
severe anatomical deformities such as curvature of the spine. At
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the tissue level~ lesions may develop on the skit, gills, or
intestine (Hawke~m,, 1977; Sindermanw 1982). In acdition to any
possible health hazards :from the consumption of contaminated fish
by humans, these sublethal effects are aesthetically displeasing
and increase the difficulty of marketing fish fo~ human
consumption.

Patten (19771 and Sinderman ,[1.978) discuss changes 
behavior, metabolism~ locomotor and activity patterns, growth,
feeding and reproduction,. Laboratory research~ for example, has
demonstrated deleterious effects on the su:L~ival and growth of
eggs and larvae during spawning conditions due t¢ short, low-
level hydrocarbon exposures (Whipple et al., 1978). These
laboratory results do not necessarily predict the effects of open
ocean exposure to hydrocarbon discharges, where levels of
contaminants may differ.

The lethal toxicity of oil ranges from .l to i00 parts per
million of solub][.e aromatics for adult marine organism~. Larvae
are usually i0 to i00 times more sensitive tharJ adults.
Sublethal effects have been demonstrated with aromatic compounds
in concentrations as low as i0 to 1,000 parts per billion
(Johnston, 1979).~ The impact of a spill is thus apt to depend 
the magnitude of egg and larval mortality. Becaume the early
life stages are often pelagic~ they are more susceptible to the
effects of a surface slick. Heavier hydrocarbon elements are
characterized by aromatics of higher molecular weight and lower
water solubility~ These elements may be avoided ~y adult
finfish, but benthic organisms are highly susceptible to the
lethal effects.

Although offshore production in general may me compatible
with healthy fisheries in some areas, studies fol towing past oil-
tanker spills demonstrate some long-term damage f corn crude oil in
the near shore a~oea. S:tudies plaice, centered on breeding
grounds and estuarine habitat, show 27 months after the spill,
recovery of the fishery, although improved, was s;ill not
complete (Neff aI’Jd Haensl~f, 1982).

A large oil spill in,, or close to, valuable fishing areas
poses a potentially serious threat "to Washington ,~tate’s valuable
sport and commerc, ial :fisheries, including aquac~l=ure. Oil
spills or chronic exposure can affect fisheries t),rough loss of
fishing time or 9ear~ tainting of fish, and direc’= destruction of
the fishery. The most serious long-term effect is lingering
tainting of stocks (Michael, 1977). Although direct toxic
effects on an entire fishery of finfish whose populations cover
large areas are ncJt probable, smaller fishery seg~ents can be
seriously harmed. Generally, fisheries are most ’Tulnerable
during the reproductive and juvenile stages. Milnv species
concentrate in small geographic areas during thes,; stages
increasing the potential for serious ecological c~,nsequences as a
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result of contaminant concentrations.

In the waters of the Olympic coast, salmonids are very
important to both the commercial and recreational fishery. They
are susceptible to spills which could occur near estuaries and
river mouths. Some lethal and sublethal effects of adult salmon
exposed to oil in laboratories include tissue damage, narcosis,
and reduction in the ability to sense "home" waters. Tainting of
the salmon flesh, which can spoil the catch’s marketability,
poses a serious threat to the commercial fisheries. A large
potential risk from spilled oil exists for juvenile salmon during
their migration into salt water from riw~rs and estuaries.
Groundfish are also w~inerable to spilled oil at all life cycle
stages; the groundfish catch off the Washington coast has
exceeded that of salmon (Strickland and Chasan, 19139)..

Shellfish, particularly Dungeness crab, pink shrimp, razor
clams and oysters are also important fisheries of the Olympic
coast region. Crab and shrimp eggs and larvae float in the water
and are extremely sensitive to lethal and sublethal effects from
hydrocarbon exposure. Razor clams and oysters are particularly
susceptible to the effects of oil because they are immobile
filter feeders (Strickland and Chasan, 1989). A major oil spill
could cause significant long-lasting damage to the production of
clams and oysters along the Washington coast.

The effects of oil and gas activities on kelp are serious
particularly because kelp is a critical habitat for many species
of fish. It is generally believed that "the susceptibility of
kelp and other plants to oil pollution w~ries with life stage,
and that the adult kelp generation has an outer mucilage covering
which appears to protect it against oil toxicity (U.S. Bureau of
Land Management, 1979). While there appears to be little
evidence to indicate that kelp is harmed by oil, the fish and
fauna which live in the kel p may be harmed by ingesting, or
coming into contact with, the oil trapped in the fronds.

Drilling and production platforms may form an artificial
reef environment which could have short-term benefits for some
fishery species. The fishery habitat remains in existence only
during the life of the field and disappears once the platform is
removed. This limited enhancement must be balanced against
threats posed by oil and gas production.

Oil Spill Impacts on Estuaries, Wetlands, and other Critical
Coastal Habitats:

The intertidal area is an important breeding, spawning and
feeding ground for many marine organisms; the area also provides
substrate and suitable habitat for many other species. Oil in
the intertidal zone can affect the benthic biota by smothering,
fouling, or directly poisoning organisms (Michael, 1977). As 
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result of the Valdez and Nestucca spills, for e~.[allple, a
significant amount of oil washed up on beaches, r{,cky shorelines
and bays. A tanker collision spill, which occ!ir]-ed at the
Golden Gate Bridge in 1971, provides an example o~ oil
contamination in mussel beds located on the high ]°ocks at
Duxberry reef. Although comparison of pre-oil !~n<[ post-oil
transects showed a significant short-term decre~s,~ in marine life
after the oil spill[, the visible signs of oi! pas~ed ra~her
quickly with no long term damage doc.umented (Chan 1977). Oil
spills, however, pervaded the upper tidepool waJ=e)~s almost a year
following the accident and there was selective ewdence of
marginal organism recruitment.

Wetlands and estuaries are critical coastal ][:abita~s for a
number of the species discussed in Part II. The.s~ areas are
highly productive areas that are important in suslaining offshore
oceanic biota witlh nutrient resources as well as ~abitat for part
of their life-cycles. Estuaries are. critical rea~ing a~eas for
juvenile flatfish and other groundfish, salmonids~ crab and other
significant species.

The estuaries of the Washington coast are ]?o~)rly flushed
soft-bottom embayments which can retain haz~nful o~I residues and
delay biological productivity. Once in the sedim~nts of an
estuary, oil can remain for years and destroy t}~e entire
ecosystem (MMS, 1987) o If the substrate is heavi]y oiled,
erosion can increase by 24 times (MMS, 1987) and lhereby
permanently alter the morphology and physical fluid dynamics of
the estuary. Finally, according to MMS (1987) i~ is extremely
difficult to protect estuary mouths by sealing "chum off if they
are larger than I00 m0 The openings to both Gray~ Harbor and[
Willapa Bay are greater than I00 meters in width ~nd are
therefore especially vulnerable to oil spills.

(c) Impacts From Discharg~other than oil] F:;~o~ OCS Activities

A wide variety of pollutant discharges are normally
associated with OCS oil and gas development; d’ci3 1 cuttings and
muds, sewage and trash, formation (or produced) w~ters, marine
corrosion products~, and air pollutants (e.g~ petrcleum aerosols
and exhausts). Hazards to living resources from cil development
operations can result from the on-site discharge c f drill
cuttings and drilling muds. These materials may 6dversely affect
benthic biota as well as fishery resources, seabizds, and marine
mammals. Drilling muds consist of naturally occuzring minerals
such as barite, simple chemicals such as sodium h]~droxide and
potassium chloride~ and complex organic compounds such as
lignosulfonates and formaldehydeso Department of the Interior
OCS Order Number 7 forbids the discharge of drilL ling muds
containing toxic substances into ocean waters.

In 1983, the Marine Board of i:he National ];[eEearch Council
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conducted a study of drilling discharges. The study found that
these discharges present minimal risk to the marine environment.
The Marine Board did note, however, that drilling discharges do
have an impact on the immediate benthic environment (National
Research Council, 1983). However, more recent research (EPA,
1985) has shown significant benthic impacts from platform
discharges up to two miles from a drilling site. Rocky reefs and
hard-bottom areas off the Washington coast are susceptible to
impacts from drilling fluids and mudso

Fluids and the lighter elements in drilling discharges
rapidly disperse in the water column. The heavier elements, over
90 percent of the discharged material, settle to the bottom,
usually in a plume extending in the direction of prew~iling
bottom currents. The potential impacts on marine organisms
resulting from the discharge of drilling muds and cuttings are:
i) decreased primary production caused by increased turbidity
which reduces light levels; 2) interference with filter feeding
caused by high particulate loads; 3) burial of benthic
communities; and 4) injury resulting from the acute or chronic
toxic effects of drilling mud constituents.

Air pollution discharges normally associated witi~
hydrocarbon activities (e.g. nitrogen and sulfur dioxides, carbon
monoxide, particles, and organic fumes) can affect and
potentially degrade local air quality. The discharged gases
originate from a number of activities directly associated with
oil and gas development including: flaring of excess gas, motor
emissions from the platform, vessel traffic, onshore facilities,
and petroleum fume releases from normal operational spills.
Impacts on air quality from these gases depends on local
meteorology and wind conditions° MMS projects possible impacts
to the Puget Sound area, and minor impacts to the coastal area.

(d) Acoustic and Visual Disturbances

Oil and gas platforms, rigs, and related activities create
both a visual intrusion on the scenic qualities of the area’s
seascape, and disturbances from construction activities and the
sound and movement of boats and helicopters (U. S. Bureau of Land
Management, 1979). Seismic survey equipment can interfere with
fishing activities. In Decemberv 1980 more than 1200 crab pots
were caught in the airgun array of a vessel conducting a
geophysical survey in Federal waters off Washingtont causing in
excess of $I00,000 damage to fishing gear alone. As these pots
were rendered irretrievable, they continued to catch crab. The
Washington Department of Fisheries estimated a 5% loss of the
offshore crab resource and untold opportunity costs as a
consequence of this incident alone. The acoustic signals used
during surveys have been shown to decrease catches of some
rockfish species, kill fish eggs and lax~ae that are present near
the generating apparatus, and alter swi~ing behavior in gray
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whales. The continuous human activity associated ~ith oil and gas
development and the soteady stream of crew and s!Ip]~ly boats create
visual impacts and noise which may disturb :marine birds and
marine mammals, particularly during sensitive nes~:ing, pupping,
and migration seasons,. Pinniped stampeding or ~u~{den flights by
nesting birds can occur if these disturbances occult very close to
shore (U.S. Bureau of Land Management, 1979). Du~:ing critical
breeding periods, such reactions could result in :ncreased
mortality rates in young marine birds and marine ~Lammals (U.S.
Bureau of Land Management, 1979) .0 The Washington Department of
Ecology is funding an analysis of probable biological impacts
from seismic testing to be completed in the su~e~- of 1990.

Due to the undeveloped nature, of the Olympic Coast area, the
presence of an oil rig offshore w~uld~ ~ detract f~oi~ the wilderness
experience derived from visiting t:he beaches alone the sanctuary
shoreline. MMS (19891, stated that platform const{uction will
create unavoidable adverse impacts~ to the visual!, lesources, and
that these impacts would last the life of the pro’ected OCS
activity.

(e) Socioeconomic Impacts

The socioeconomio consequences of prohibit:nc oil and gas
activities within the sanctuary include effects or local
communities and industries such as tourism and fishing.
Prohibiting oil and gas development within the sanctuary will
result in net positive effects on the local comm~u~ities by
reducing threats to the natural :resource based eccnomies.

Most of the :cevenues produced from oil .and gas development
would flow to the oil industry, while most of the impacts would
be borne by the local communities and state government. If oil
and gas developme:nt were to proceed, local communities might
experience the short and long term effects of the Doom-bust
phenomenon. The Ioca_~L communities along the Olympic coast have
traditionally relied on natural resources (e.g. ~ timber, pulp,
and fish) for the basis of their economy. The eco,uomy of these
communities is chronically depressed and unemplc~ym~_nt has been
higher than the Washington state average. The exp~_cted
employment benefits for the local c:ommunities is minimal. MMS’s
low case scenario predicts that 1,1.76 jobs %~ould b ~_ created at
the development stage. Es~timates indicate that at the
development stage SL platform would employ 105 people per 12 hour
shift and 175 people per 7 hour shift. Most of th ~. skilled jobs
located on the drilling rigs would be filled by no:~-local
workers. The influLx of outside wo:ckers could prodlce some
problems in small oommunitieso Past experiences dictate that
increased population could increase: housing price~, certain
types of crimes, traffic, demand for social service.s, and need
for government spending°
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Construction work might be made available to the local
residents, although there is no guarantee that the lessee would
hire locally. Even though a very small amount of jobs may be
created, the minimal employment might have a significant short
term benefit to the smaller communities. After the production
stage the work force would rapidly decrease and eventually
diminish completely.

Offshore oil and gas activities may also significantly
affect fishing activities with or without consideration of a
major oil spill. The impacts on fish populations following a
major spill have already been addressed above. It must also be
recognized that OCS oil and gas exploration and development may
create spatial conflicts with fishermen, both offshore and at
dockside. At the exploration stage, the gear employed during
seismic surveys could become entangled with crab pots and other
fixed gear, and have in the past off Washington. Placement of a
platform could cause similar but more severe space use conflicts
since the platforms would remain offshore for the life of the
lease. While platforms can serve as artificial reefs, which
could enhance the fishing from charter or privately owned fishing
boats, commercial trawlers may suffer economic losses by having
to avoid the platforms. This, of course, would depend on whether
the rig was placed within a popular fishing area. There is also
potential for conflicts between supply boats and fishing vessels
over harbor space for docking or anchoring. This dockside
spatial conflict has occurred in the Gulf of Mexico where oil
companies and the fishing industry compete for dockside
facilities.

b. Consequences of Impact to Uses

Under the status quo, no oil or gas will be developed within
the Sanctuary. This action adds further protection to the
coastal resources and fishing and tourist industries from the
potential impacts of oil and gas development. This action also
maintains the undeveloped viewshed. Further, there will be no
social impacts of oil and gas development on coastal communities.
The impacts of the industry on coastal communities may be both
positive and negative. Development would bring economic
development to coastal communities suffering from unemployment
and seeking new opportunities for economic growth. The oil and
gas industry, however, tends to employ individuals with
specialized skills and would likely import labor. The
importation of labor to develop oil and gas resources off the
coast may result in cultural conflicts with the existing
population, and overly stress the existing community
infrastructure which is insufficient to ihandle such growth (MMS,
1990) 
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¯ Sanctuary_ Alternative i[PreferredlL
a Consequence of I]~act to Resourc~es

NOAA is implementing through Sanctuary reqiulations the
¢."ongressionally ~landated prohibition on oi~ and[ g~s exploration
and development within the boundary of the Olymlpi~ Coast National
Marine Sanctuary,~ Further, the ~eLnctuary l:0egu~ at ions prohibit
all mineral development and exploration wi¢thin the Sanctuary.
This prohibition will protect the significant rLat~ral resources
and qualities that are especially sensitive to potential impacts
from outer continental shelf oil and gas activities. In
particular, the sea otters, sea birds,, and pinr Lipeds that use the
haul-out sites, kelp forests, and rocks along the Olympic
]Peninsula and the Sanctuary’s high water quality ~re especially
vulnerable to oil and gas acti’vLties in the ar6a. MMS rates the
Washington/region planning area as the area of th~ continental
U.S. (outside of Alaska) in the current Five Y~ar Leasing Plan
that is highest in rank on a broad index of marin~ productivity
and environmenta]L sensitivity° It ha~; a highe~ e~vironmental
productivity and ~ensitivity ranking~ and lower h~drocarbon
potential, than the Monterey Bay, California Sanctuary planning
area which was recently closed ¢gff to OCS (~il and gas activities
by Presidential Proclamation. A prohibiti~n on o[i and gas
activities within the Sanctuary boundary will hel 9 protect
Sanctuary resources and q~alitiea~

This prohibition does not completely [~rotect the Sanctuary
from the potential impacts from oil and gas devel)pment.
Development activities can occur south of the San ztuary boundary,
and if an accident: were~ to occur during the winte¢ months, the
spill would be carried by’ the currents northward into the
.C~anctuary. NOAA will have some c~ontrol over any ~uture
exploration or development activity through the S~nctuary
prohibition on die, charges that enter and ir~jure S~nctuary
resources from outside Sanctuary boundaries,,

b. Conseq!aences of I~?act to Uses

NOAA’s prohibition on oil and ga~ exp]oratiol and
development within the Sanctuary boundary will .el [minate the
potential for increased noise and human activity in coastal and
offshore waters¯ It will also eliminate the need for additional
supply boats to enter the nearsho~ce waters and ow~rflights of
helicopters that may incidentally appz-oach nesting or resting
marine mammals or birds. This prohibition ~ill etiminate the
development pressures on shore to support such ac;ivities.

Given the wealth ef sensiti’~e rer~ewable natu:~al resources
within the proposed Sanctuary, the high tourism ald commercial
fishery value of the area, and the present indica-ions of low
national oil and gas resource potentiai, it is i:¢O~A’s judgement
that the net economic effect resu][ting from a res*~riction on



hydrocarbon operations is most likely positive. The net economic
effect of the regulation depends largely on the amount of
hydrocarbon reserves foregone, dollar value of the oil, the
estimated value of the renewable resources, and the economic
value of the tourist industry.

NOAA believes that the regulation will have positive long-
term economic impacts by contributing to the preservation and
health of renewable sources of income, such as fishing and
recreation, due to the long term protection of such activities
from potential oil spills, discharges and visual and acoustical
disturbance. In addition, the Sanctuary research and education
programs would have long term benefits by enabling natural
resource managers to make better informed decisions regarding the
preservation, enhancement and possible additional economic
benefits of the areasns natural resources and uses. This
regulation will however eliminate any use of the area by the oil
and gas industry~

Boundary alternative 4 encompasses an estimated 5% of the
reserves estimated to be in former Lease Sale #132. Since the
exploratory activities have been cursory, there is no accurate
indication of the amount of oil and gas :reserves within this
Lease Block. Tiherefore, it is impossible to dete~nine the exact
economic impact of the prohibition on oil and gas development
within the Sanctuary~

It is possible that the proposed prohibition would reduce
U.S. Treasury income from offshore lease sales and leasing
royalties. The total amount of lost revenue estimated by MMS
from these conditional resource estimates may be modified by the
results of petroleum development pursuant to actual drilling
associated with some future Lease Sale, as well as an analysis of
economic feasibility and environmental and regulatory
constraints. Economic feasibility is determined solely by the
oil industry based on lease sale costs at the time of sale,
current oil prices, proposed project costs, and environmental
reviews and mitigation costs. Oil development costs and expected
returns per investment are considered confidential information by
the oil industry. Once again, environmental and regulatory
constraints are impossible to identify due to the lack of
experience of the Washington/Oregon planning area with offshore
oil and gas development.

C. Discharges or DeDosits
I. Status Quo

a. Consequence of Impact to Resource

With increasing human uses in the ocean and adjacent
watersheds, discharges and deposits into the proposed Sanctuary
can be predicted to increase, further threatening the resources
and qualities of the area, particularly in the coastal zone, and
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human uses such a~’, fishing and ~cecreation "~hat de gend upon high
water quality.

Under the status quo, discharges will. continue to pressure
the resources of the coastal zone~ It is believe~ that the
cumulative impacts, of point and non-point ,~_~ource 9ollution has
already begun affecting the quality of the kely beds and benthic:
communities along the Strait and outer coast. Without a
coordinated approach and goal for protecting the zoastal
resources, the impacts may continue to deg:~:ade under the pressure
of coastal development.

i. Discharges from Point Sou cces

The Tribes :ceceive their NPOE, S permit~{ di~eczly from EPA
rather than obtaining them through the WDOI~,,

The only point source disch,~rges fro-{~’L the, J o ~o along the
outer coast and ~’,,trait of Juan de Fuca occur fxom Tribal
treatment plants,, The Makah and the Quileute ~ri )es are the only
Tribes that are permitted by EPA to dischaxge ~.~aszewater into the
marine environment. The Makah’s have an i~adeqJa ze sewage
treatment plant and are J.n the prc,ces.<~ of upgradi%g their
treatment system. Under considex’~tio~:~ is restGra:ion of an ocean
outfa].l pipe wh,ich has not been in ’use for yea~:s, but is
permitted by EPA~, This; ocean out:fall wou~-[~.!! dischlrge into the
Strait of Juan de Fuca sewage having x’eceived prinary treatment.
To rehabilitate the outfall would require a Clean Water Act
l[Section 301(h)) waiver from EPAo The Makah~s ~_ co nsidering

building a lagoon to treat their wastes which wou td achieve the
equivalent of sec:’,ondary treatment during peak sea~on and tertiary
treatment during the off season,,

The Quileute Tribe. have bee~ plagued %;ith ~zo~tly mechanical
failures and erosion of the drainage field[ ~¢hic~ ,irains their
treatment plant. They too are planning to upgrad~ their
treatment plant.

iio Non-Point ~ource Disclna~ges

Non-point source discharges ~cesu!t mainly as a consequence
of timber practices in the coastal drainage basin, s. There is
anecdotal evidence that the kelp beds have been n~gatively
impacted by increasing sedimentation o,ver %he p~s: 20 years. The
Pyscht River estu.ary~ supporting the ~targest salt~;ater marsh in
the Strait of Juan de Fuca, has experienced sewar~ sedimentation
which is degrading important juvenile salmonid i~abitat and is
likely represente~tive of other small estuaxine en.rironments
adjacent to the boundaries of th~ study area~

iii. Hazardous waste~ oil ;~n~! trash disposal

There is an unknown quantity!! of pollutai~ts a~d trash which



enters the Olympic Coast area from the open ocean. These
discharges and deposits may have been transported far distances
by ocean currents or may have come from vessels. In addition to
reducing overall water quality and lessening the aesthetic appeal
of the area~ the discharge of litter may harm marine mammals that
sometimes ingest or become entangled in such litter. In areas of
the northern Pacific Ocean as many as 8,000 fur seals become
entangled in such debris annually (Haley, 1978). The incidence
of the mortality associated with this type of ma~nal disturbance
remains unclear.

The MPPRCA of 1987 amends MARPOL, by prohibiting the
disposal by ships of plastics, such as fishing lines and bags.
This protects marine animals and seabirds from ingesting these
wastes while foraging, or becoming entangled in them, possibly
leading to illness or death. The MPPRCA regulations also
prohibit, for example, the disposal by ships of paper, rags,
glass, metal bottles, crockery and similar refuse less than 12
nautical miles from the nearest land; the disposal of dunnage
lining and packing materials that float less than 25 nautical
miles from the nearest land; and the disposal of victual waste
less than 12 nautical miles from land (if ground, 3 nautical
miles).

Discharges, such as cooling waters from boat engines and
fish wastes~ used in, or resulting from, fishing vessels during
traditional fishing operations are unlikely to harm the resources
of the Sanctuary. Discharges resulting from military activities
in the area~ such as smoke markers, sonobuoys and Ordinance, are
slight and do not appear to pose a threat to the resources and
qualities of the proposed Sanctuary. In addition, Department of
Defense vessels are required to be equipped with oil-water
separators. The water effluent from these devises must meet
standards of 20 parts per million (ppm) oil within 12 nautical
miles from land, or 100 ppm beyond 12 nautical miles from land.
The oil portion is retained on board for shore disposal..

iv. Ocean Dumping

Ocean dumping, municipal outfalls, and dredged material
disposal can smother benthic biota and introduce substances into
the marine environment, which may affect fish, bird, and mammal
resources. However, all ocean dumping need not meet the
standards established by Title I of the MPRSA.

Currently, the dredge disposal sites in Washington are
located off Grays Harbor, Willapa Bay and the Columbia River. No
dredge disposal sites are located north of Grays }{arbor. There
are plans to expand the marina at Neah Bay and dredge disposal is
planned to be used for beach nourishment near the marina and
disposed at upland sites.
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Most regulai~::ory decJ-sions p~!~i:tai.~:~ing to dJ.schargers are
determined on a .~>~Lse-by~case basiE~ with th~- primary intent of
facilitating the use rather than protectincl the enviror~.ment. The
Juan de Fuca Can~fon and important benthic habitat~ wou]d not be
given special co,_~!~ider&tion whe]~ deciding upon permits.
Therefore from the Sanctuary ~s ]?~-~i:spective~ cert.e!in gaps remain
in the regulatori’j frame:work,,

o Sanctu~.d:’~ A:Lte~matJ_ve ~(Preferred~
a. Co~se~-tle.nce of Impact to Reach.our(el<

fl~he proposed fil]~al, ~:egulations prohib:itin~i 6=ischarge or
deposit of mater.iials or other matter (with certain limited

exceptions) without NO2!& approva]L complemer~ts the existing
regulatory syste:~:~e a_rxl would enhance the ~:eae~: cveral]
recreational and aesthetic appea].~ maintai]:~ the ~resent good
water quality in the Sanctuary, and help p~-otect ~anctuary
resources. By m~intaining high water qual:ity <~ff the Olympic
]Peninsula and re<:)uiati,~g discharg.e.~ and deposit activities from an
ecosystem-wide p~:~]:~spect.ive the .i~,.pact of this i:ec]ulation is
predicted to pro~:::ect the resourc.es and qua].itie-s ~f the Sanctuary
above that of th~: status quoo

Although the Sarictuary would not be t~rmir~.ating ar~_y existing
uses that discha>:ge or deposit .i~%t:o the Sar~ctuary, it is expected
that this discha:cge prohibition would have a positive J.mpact on
Sanctuary resources through the restrictio~:~ and ~gssib]e
]prohibition of f~.Iture discharges that thre.~ten the resources and
qualities of the Sanctuary. By ~ez%~ing as the steward for
Sanctuary resources, the Sanctuary intends ’to atoDitor the statu:.~
of coastal resou:cces arid impacts from point and Don-point source
discharges. The:de i~: currently~ no comprehensive protection and
monitoring of tho~,;e z~esources, despite the fact:, that they
represent some of the most diver,se and prolific: intertidal and
subtidal communities irl the Pacific Northwest~ arld indeed~ the
world,. Protection of these res©tlrces from poi;,t and non-point
source discharge~::~ wi:Ll ensure continued use of the resources for
subsistence harw~,st, recreationa]L diving, .~5,.nd recreational,
commercial, and t]=eaty fisheriel~,, The SanctuaiTy program will
coordinate with ~atez-shed manage~ent initi~.tives and a9"encies
with management [iu.risdiction in t, he coastal watezsheds to monitor
and protect the ,<x:~asi:al ~=eso~rce, s,

~he impact of the,,~e regular.ions is expected to be beneficial
to the users of %he S, ar~ctuary, q~he requirement, c f Sanctuary
review of permit~:~ foz municipal outfa21 di~z~posal ensures that
these potentiall!f haz1~ifu]L activities :ceceive sDecial
consideration frolic, the Sanctuary-’~s pe:vspective. ~he Sanctuary



will ensure the continued use from such activities as
recreational diving, fishing, tourism, research, aquaculture and
others that depend on high water quality.

Another positive effect of the regulations would[ be that by
working within the existing regulatory process NOAA will provide
and coordinate data from existing studies that can be used to
make better informed management decisions by all agencies
including the Sanctuary. For example, there are a few site-
specific watershed planning initiatives that are underway on the
Peninsula to minimize point source pollution in the coastal
watersheds. Yet, because there is little or no monitoring of the
coastal resources, it will be difficult to evaluate the
effectiveness of watershed plans and the means by which to fine-
tune them if necessary. NOAA can facilitate the process by
coordinating these initiatives and helping to set standards for
discharges that will ensure the future protection of the coastal
resources.

Those that discharge into the Sanctuary would not be
prohibited from, pursuant to existing permits, conducting their
activities following designation. Discharges and deposits are
subject to all prohibitions, restrictions and conditions validly
imposed by any other authority of competent jurisdiction. NOAA
may regulate the exercise of existing permits or other
authorizations (but not terminate them) to achieve the purposes
for which the Sanctuary was designated.

NOAA will also review applications for new permits and other
authorizations. Applicants must provide timely notice of the
filing of the applications and any additional information NOAA
deems necessary. NOI~ will either approve them, approve them
with terms and conditions, or disapprow~ them to ensure Sanctuary
resources and qualities are protected.

Activities conducted by Tribes pursuant to an existing
treaty shall not be terminated by the Sanctuary program. Tribal
activities authorized by an existing Treaty may only be regulated
if all other possible alternatives have been exhausted with no
resulting benefits to the resources, or in emergency situations.

NOAA intends to consult with scientific institutions and
local, State and regional organizations, as well as with the
holders of, or applicants for, any authorization or right and the
relevant permitting authorities of these activities to determine
means of achieving the Sanctuary purposes. If additional
conditions are necessary, NOAA will work with the permittees and
permitting authorities to determine the necessary level of
conditions to provide adequate protection of Sanctuary resources.
Procedures to ensure efficient administration of NOAA
certification and other processes are explained in the proposed
final Sanctuary regulations. In general, NOAA intends to work
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with existing authorities to fo~:-malize the over~si,~ht and
management role of’ the Sanctuary and increase Fed~ral, state,
tribal and local cooperative eff©]cts to achieve ti~le agencies
mutual goals.

For example~, the requirement of NOAA c.ertifi~’ation of
existing permits for municipal sewage outfalls wiil ensure NOAA
consideration of potential impacts on Sanctuary r~sources and
qualities. The NC,AA certification process will b,~ coordinated
with F~PA, the state and tribal governments° NOAA approval of
future permits for municipal sewage outfalls is n~cessary to
exempt such outfalls f:rom Sanctuary regulatory !prohibitions.
NOAA participation in the permitting process will ensure
protection of Sanctuary resources and qualities~

The require~ent for new permits of secondary treatment or
greater, as necessar~F depending on the risk to l~a~,ctuary
resources and qualities, is expected to minimally impact the
coastal economy. The Quileute Tribe is currently planning
improvements to their wastewater treatment facili~y and the Makah
are planning upglades of their facility as ~ell~ Both are
currently discharging primary tzeated effluents; i~owever, their
improvements are expected to attain secondary t:ce~tment.

In reviewing existing or future permits~ l:ic~{nses,
approvals, or other authorizations~ NOAA intends ~o encourage
best available management practices to minimize n,,n-point source
pollution entering the Sanctuary. Sanctuary revi~;w of discharge
activities will be done ~n coordination witt, EPA, the state and
%:he tribes. No d!isposal sites may be permitted w:.thin the
Sanctuary.

Do Historic.al ;i~esources
i. Status ~ao

a. Consequence of Impact to Re~o~,~rces

The most significant cultural resources are ~:ribal areas of
cultural and/or k~ist~:cical significance. The t~cil}es have
inventoried the sites that are significant. Many are rocks,
paths, islands witlh b~Jrial grounds~ etc.. tlnat ’.io~ the entire
Washington Coast. There have also been numerou~ ~;hipwrecks along
the coast, most have been a result of grounding~ ~}n the offshore
rocks° The wave energy, however~ has resulted in the
disintegration of :most of the shipwrecks. There ~re records of
shipwrecks further offshore but none have been ex{:avated due to
the low economic value of the cargo transpocted b~ these vessels,
and the technical difficulty in accessing the shi]}wrecks. There
is one shipwreck in 130 feet of water off Tongue ]~oint in the
Strait of Juan de Fuca which is a popular dive ~p~,t. The mast of
this ship, located in i!30 feet of water, reache!~ J~o a depth of 80
ft.



A recent MMS study of the geologic makeup of the offshore
continental shelf indicates that there were probably human
settlements along the submerged continental shelf dating back to
the last glaciation. Studies using satellites and radar imagery
are needed to locate artifacts submerged in the offshore
continental shelf.

The Washington State office of Archeology in the WDCD is
responsible for maintaining an inventory of marine archeological
resources in Washington State waters. The tribes are consulted
during the permitting process for activities resulting in the
excavation or disturbance of tribal archeological resources in
state waters. Pursuant to the State Environmental Protection
Act, the process for permitting research activities accounts for
ecological impacts on the marine environment.

b. Consequence of Impact to Uses

Current activities will continue under the status quo
without any special protection to historical sites beyond state
waters There would be no special requirements for private sector
uses such as treasure salvors and recreational divers or public
sector agencies such as the Navy, to consider the historic value
and ecological consequences of their uses from a Sanctuary
perspective.

. Sanctuary Alternative (Preferred)
a. Consequence of Impact to Resources

Historical resources are defined as resources possessing
historical, cultural~ archaeological or paleontological
significance, including sites, structures, districts, and objects
significantly associated with or representative of earlier
people, cultures, human activities and events. Thus any
inundated prehistoric aboriginal sites and associated artifacts,
as well as shipwrecks would be included in the resource
protection regime of the proposed Sanctuary.

This regulation is aimed at protecting historical resources
NOAA’s policy regarding historical resources is fairly congruent
with existing state policy. NOAA intends to extend this policy
to Federal waters. The regulations provide for the issuance of a
NOAA permit for various reasons, e.g., research or to further
salvage or recovery operations in connection with an abandoned
shipwreck in the Sanctuary (title to which is held by Washington
State).

NOAA will thus be able to ensure that all parties affecting
historical resources within the Sanctuary conduct their
activities according to recognized archeological procedures.
NOAA will also be able to ensure that the activity is conducted
consistent with the NHPA and tlhat the proposed user consult with
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the Washington State Historic Preservation Offi<~e]~.

As part of the Sanctuary mana~ement regime NCAA intends to
research the number and type of hi:~torical :Jceso~:Lrces within the
boundaries of the Sanctuary, building on th,~ research of others
in the area, and at other Sanctuary sites a~Long tke west coast.
This research will further our understanding of h~man
populations, their use of the marine environment, and how to
protect these resources so that they are availab].~ to future
generations.

NOAA will also seek National Register kist~nc of appropriate
identified resources located in the_ Sanctua]~y under the NHPA.
Listing would make available grant and survey fun6s fro~l the
Secretary of the Interior (Heritage Conservatio;:~ and Recreation
Service) to be used to identify resource distributions and assess
their significance~ Placement on the Natio~lal ]~’.egister also
ensures careful review of proposed Federal activi%ies which could
adversely affect identified resources° However~ ]istin¢ 3 does not
prevent removal or danlage of the re.source by no~L-1~ederal
entities.

Historical resources in the marine enwiron~er~t are fragile,
finite and non-renewable. This prohibition is designed to
protect these resources so that they may be rese~a~hed and
information about their contents and type a~e made available to
the public.

b. Consequence of Impact to Uses

The proposed final regulation is not 1.]ke!l, to sigr~ificantly
affect existing ac.tivities within the Sanct~:Lary. Users such as
Navy salvage operations,, recreational diver~:, and treasure salvors
would have to obtain a Sanctuary permit if their ~roposed
activity would vio.~[.ate the. Sanctuary prohibitior~.

The current ]’~lanag’ement regime for excavatir~g ~rchec.logical
resources allocates up to 10% of the value {eccn’~omic value or
artifacts) of an excavation after having an opportunity to
examine all of the resourc.es prior to falli~Lg i~to private
ownership. The Sanctuary will require that "the sanctuary program
has access to all archeological resources for educational
purposes, including thos~e ultimately destin~d f~,r aerso~al
possession pursuant to state lawo

NOAA can also impose penaltie~ of up tc~ $i00, 300/v~olation
for infractions of the Sanctuary regulation addx-es~ing
historic/cultural resources. This regulatic,n deles not apply to
moving, removing or injury to historical re~{ources resulting
incidentally from aquaculture or traditional fisniag operations.



me Alteration of, or Construction on the Seabed
i. Status Quo

au Consequence of Impact to Resources

Currently, the only activities that involve altering or
constructing on the seabed are the placement of hydroacoustic
sonobouys and cable by the Navy within a 25 square nautical mile
subsurface torpedo range off of Kalaloch. However, commercially
valuable sand and gravel deposits off of Cape Flattery and the
Quinault River have the potential of being commercially
developed. This mining could potentially have severe impacts on
the benthic environment disrupting habitat for the valuable crab
and groundfish fisheries, and gray whale foraging areas (Table
8).

bo Consequence of Impacts to Uses

The status quo will allow dump sites to be established
within the Sanctuary pursuant to EPA and COE permits. Also,
gravel deposits will be available for development. These
activities will be pursued without protection from a Sanctuary
perspective.

. Sanctuary Alternative (Preferred)
a. Consequence of Impact to Resources

The Sanctuary prohibition on alteration of, or construction
on the seabed will ensure the continued integrity of the benthic
habitat which is critical to the support the marine fish, mammal
and seabird populations. Effects of marine mining include
emissions of gaseous or particulate matter to the atmosphere,
changes in water quality such as red tides, increased turbidity,
and storm induced slides, major geologic impacts in the coastal
zone where wave energy is a dominant force, changes in current
patterns inducing erosion or deposition, and introduction of new
habitats which may cause the loss of feeding areas for marine
mammals and other organisms in the food web.

b. Consequence of Impact to Uses

The Sanctuary regulation ensures that the integrity of the
entire ecosystem of the Sanctuary does ]not degrade through the
cumulative impacts of development projects. These impacts
threaten to diminish the value of the region for fisheries,
recreation, wildlife, and spiritual benefits.

Currently, dredging of harbors within the preferred boundary
(La Push and Neah Bay) occurs rarely and clean dredge spoils are
deposited to renourish beaches and stabilize jetties.. These
harbor maintenance activities will not !be impacted by the
Sanctuary since harbors are exc].uded from sanctuary boundaries.
The planned expansion of the marina at Neah Bay will necessitate
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Resource lind
Environment

AiR QUALITY

WATER QUALITY

Natural Effects

Induced Effects

Significant Findings

Emissions of gaseous or particulate matter to the atmosphere are of greatest potentiaJ concern. Principle
emissions &re nitrous oxides m~d residual (reactive) organic compounds. During exploration and test mining,
emissions are expected to have little effect on onsi’,,~,e e, Jr qusJiIy except offshore Calilocnla where high
background pollution already exists. Emissions from m~_~iqe m~n~no sources ~..r~ e:<pectc-~- to. be qu~it~tweiy
~nd que-nEt~tively simii~t to oil and g~ reisted sour~_~.~ !~ tL’~ dee~ ~.e~t~,: ~c~’n,~ g~ses ,..’~.igh~. be .~!.==.~C
from se~wvaler brought to the surface from the seabed v~ hydraulic’dredging; information on this effeci is
sparse. Noise from non-explosive seismic exploration activity is gener~iy dismissed ~ insignif~cmt. In terms
of g~;L~ or r~Jor~:~J~ e~ects O~ m~in~ rnining, there is only !imff~ed ~eratur~ o~ ~, i~s subject, Effects ~re
gener~Jly examined on ̄  she-specific }evel, No si~nlr~cant problems or priority ~eas for research are n~ted_,

In genera, the natural effects of environmental change are easily recognized. Phenomena such as red tides,
mega-plumes resulting #ore seabed hydrothermal ect]vih/, ~.nd storm- or earthquake-induced stides may
resutt in significant but temporsry chan~es in water queJity.

induced effects (e.g., turbidity, nutrient or trace metal enrichment) may result in second .eu~y effec~ thro,~ho,~,~
the ~ophic web.

,-,~,=~.,= ~ um~cu~t TO assess. The capacily for assimilation o~ p~umes increases in deep water, however
other factors (e.g.= presence of a thermocline, iow velocity benthic currents) may prolong the effects 
plumes compared to si"~diow coastal waters. Effects sho~id be examined on a site*specirm basis, Difutlor~ of
t~ discharge to low con, centt~tloes is rapid (i,e., reduced to ~,000 i~pm within 2 rain of discharge; to 10 ppm
within 1 h), The affected zone typically extends t ,000 to 2,000 m down current. Field studies of drilling muds
and other discharges indicete that pollutants are rapidly reduced to background levels. Long-term, chronic
effects of these disch&’ges h~ve not been observed. Mining discharges e~re subject to the s~me seffiing a,,’rJ
dilution factors as o41 and gas related discharges, Turb~-ffV #ore, resusser4ed se,4ir,-~en~ t~y ~ dct~cto~,~"
c!own current over many kin; direct effects and indirect effects (e.g., nu~ient or trace metal enrichment.
increased biotogic~ or chernicaI oxygen demand) are limited to the immediate area of Operations. Petroleum
spills from marine mining acWiiies would be limited to fuels (during transfer) emd tanker loss.

Coastal and
Onshore

Marine mining would affect water circulation and water quality proportionally to the level of activity. Large
stockpiles of marine minerals or mining wastes could be usefully maintained or disposed of at convenient
sites near to shore; impacts from these activities can only be assessed by analysis of site-specific conditions.
The sl~llow and confined nature of many coastal waters makes them susceptible to perturbation or
pc41Lff~n,t~. Turb~di~. [-: g~r’4r~JLy r~ot cor~s;deled & p~r.,431em (e.g., sand and gravel mining operations are
discontinuous; deposits rarely contain large amounts of silt-sized material). Good mana,:3ement practices are
critical to eliminate potential impacts. A very low potential exists ~or release of chemicals normally ~ssociated
with harbor and channel dredging (e.g.. PCBs, trace metsJs).

Salient References*

USDOL MMS (t988b)
OTEC publications

Aurand and Mamo,ntov. (i 982)
Cruickshank et ~, (i~TJ
de Groot (tg79b}
Drinnan ~ Bliss (1986)
ECOMAR (1983)
Evans et 8L (1982)
Gi-’II~ ~d Kirk (t~0)
~ ti;’~cl; et ~. (~ ’976)
Middleditch (t961}

U.$. Congress: C’~, o~
Technol. Assess. {198"~
7~ ~

U,S. Congress, Office of
Technol. Assess. (t987)
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Resource and
Environment Sl~lniflcant Findings Salient References*

Terrestrial Sites Impacts on water quality at shoresids facilities are attributed to gaseous, I~uid= or solid waste emissions. Ellis 0987, 1988, t989)
Potentially serious problems include the dumpin<:j of mined railings ~ processing wastes into adjacent Ellis and I--ioover (1990)
waterways, The rmture of ’,he effect will b~ influenced by ~ characteristk:s of the dumped materRd, the
,n.cture of the waterway.,, and its ecosystem.

GEOLOGICAL The primary effect is the removal o! the ore; edd~ secondary effects may include alteration of the value of
RESOURCES remainin~l mineral resources (cjrade depletk>n) e.,’t<:l alteratk:>n of the seal0ed.

Mineral Mineral deposits removed by mining result in an irretrievable transfer of the mineral from a resource base to a
consumptive use.

Other Majo¢ geotogic impacts of marine mining result from ecWities in the coastal zone where wave energy is a Chasing (1988)
prime factor. The effects of targe excavaeons ~" shoaling resulting, for example, from the mining of mineral
sands will depend on location. C}’~nges in wave or current patterns induced by altered conditions can cause

!
changes in shoreline aquilibrium, causing ecosion or deposition. Posslble effects from sub-seabed fracturing
using convenSonal or other ,~pe explosk, es ~re not well discussed in the literature; ,~lditio,’~,J study and
observation (Le., in offshore aret, s susceptible to slumping, in deep water) was suggested. Coral reef growth
may be severely affected by siltation, altering the supply of coral sands to adjacent beaches.

BIOLOGICAL Most biological impacts are secondary, attributed to some alteration in existing physical, chemical, or trophic Cruickshank et at. (1987)
RESOURCES equilibria. Impacts in the coastal zone have a greater tendency to be significant because o( higher energy

levels. Physical changes which may induce biological effects include changes in temperature, current
pa~erns, c.’noun% of pa,’~:~ ulates present‘, ~,.,~- ~ "-- v,"4 ...~ .... ~u~..,=,~--"-’-=~--’~ ,, ,. ~,~..~...,=-~^’~’-’:^- v,-’, r¢~-, ....., ,a,~,=,-~.L-~’~-= o:--:,~---.
chemical chaz~:Jes include changes in the presence of nutrients, trace elements, of toxics. Trophic changes
ir~lude removal or alteration of indigenous species. Biological impacts are the major enigma of impact
assessment. Crlter~, up~’~ which sign~lCard bk:~ogical ct’mnges are based are typically axbitrary.
Generalizations rarely allow met=nir, gful prediction o~ the effects of specific mining operaeor~. E~oiogical
studies should be directed on a cese-by..cese basis to respond to specific needs. Effects of turbidity,
sedimentation, explosives, light, and noise on madr~ biota have been reviewed. Other data sources were
noted from deep seabed minir~l, OCS oil and (:jas, and academic research.

Birds

Mammals

Large o~1 spills which h~ve the potential to kill numerous sea birds ar)d shore bi~ds axe not anticipated from
marine n~.inir~ operations. Effects of sm~! spills tend to be localized and short-lived.

Effects of operations may include loss of lee<ling areas, uptake of heavy metals, and noise, Oil spills are not
considered significant because of the low risk. Mining activities Iocaled away from known migratory pathways
and calving or feeding grounds are unlikely to adversely affect marine mammal populations although
individual transient animals near mining sites may be startled or show avo~a.q<:e behavior. Limited research
suggests habituation to low-level noise.

USDOI, MMS (t983b. 1~t)

c-~les (19e2)
Geraci and St. Aubin (1980) 
USDOC, NOAA (1981)

]USDOI, MMS (1983~,b)
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Sl~lniflca nt Flndinqs

Both adverse and beneficial impacts have been noted. Beneficial impacts include the attraction of fish to
offshore structures: enh~%ement of substrata habitats by alteration of the texture; enhancement of substrate
habitats by the presentation of new surface nutrients by mixing and replacement of the benthos; thermal
stimulation of growth; and introduction of nutrients by mixing of water masses and enhancement of
ph’:lop!~Mon qrowth. Adverse eff~, ~, inck~ dire,st iethd toxic effects (e.g,, abr,<,n,q~J 9sJwth, reduced adult 

diversity and abundance via food web disruption, changes in predator-prey relationships, etc.). Analyses of
potentJ~ impacts requires a knowledge of ~e pre-operafir~ populations and their natureJ cycles, a!iowing a
differentJatioTq bet’~een naturaJ fluctuations and impact response. Adequate knowledge of pre-operating
conditions (baseline,I, is debatable. Difficultie~ ~ri-~e in the._ se!ection of indicator speciee. Eff~ of m=,~’ine
mining operations occur from turbidity, smot~hering, ~nd pollutants (from mined formations). Turbidity effects
may not be a concern ff di[u-tion rates are high ~nd ~ensitiye communities are not proximal to the mining site,
Numerous studies have been conducted regarding ~ effects of turbidity on indigenous fauna, especially
fishes. The exposure of free-floating organisms (e.g., plankton) to high turbidity concen~’ations will be limited.
Turbidity impacts from aggregate dredging operations on sensitive benthic organisms will be far less than
placer mining. Smothering of bottom dwelling organisms is due to the settlement of suspended sediments
and associated depletion of oxygen in surrounding waters. Coral reefs and seagra.~s beds &re padJculazly
sensitive. Smothering is perceived a.s being of greatest concern }n placer min}ng operations. Pollulz~’~ts may
aff-_e.~_-t g[O’~[rJ ~F.~_’ reproductive rates. ,’R, ne efiec~ of po[iu~n% on the physiology of nm6dne fauna has
received only limited study. Effects on madne phytoplankton are observed in response to decreased
iilumination in the iaboraton/ but these shading_ effects &re not expected to be a problem in open waters, In
the benth<~, soma species will likely be more affected than o1~hers because of feeding mode (filter feeders),
life h~h~ (surface dwellers), degree of mobility (tub~ dwellers), or sensitivity of life stage (larvae). Areas 
may not be able to withstand slight increases in sediment depocition include coral reefs and &rea~ used by

Resource and
Environment

Marine and
Aquatic Fauna

bottom spawning fish, in cases where a majority o~ the benthic community has been adversely affected,
recc4onlz~tJo~ wil{ occur from populations ou~ide the disturbed &rea. Benthic organism,, may serve
ind;,’-:.af~-s of r,cJh;f~mt~ ~r’,d ~’,~ s~l~ctu~e of ~’~ beP.!.hk..- communi~ m~y bc Lqdicc.~¢c~ ,~f .7.. s~esssd G,-
disturbed environment,

Salient Reference,=*

Aurand and Mamontov (1982)
Bigham et el. (1982)
Bleeder (1980)
California Department of Fish
a~’~ ~e (1977)
Chc, n ~.,hd Anderson (l~l)
Cl&rk (f 988)
Cressard (! ,,~-3t)
Creased ~ Augris (1982}
Cruickshank t~n-~. ~-_, .
Dawson (1984)
de Groot (I 979a,b)
Drinnan and Bliss (f986)
Ellis and Hoover (1990)
Gillie and Kirk (!980}
Glasby (I 985)
Hanson et el. (1982)
Hiro~ (!.9~1)
Hu (~,~)
ICES (1979)
Kaw~’nura and H&ra (!980)
Levin (1984)
Lunz et ~d. (1984)
Matsumoto (1984)
NRC (1985)
Pr~enmeyet (~, g70)
U.3. Airily Ei~beei D;~k,t
(i g74)
U.S. Congress, Office of
Technol, /L~se.~.~. {t98~
United Nations (198f)

USDOI, MMS (1988b)"

Flora Effects on flora are not recj&rded as a major concern.

Sensidve in sensiOve ~ees (e.g., Arctic waters), particularly in shallow water, or in the deep sesbeds, slow regrowth Dunton et al. (f 982)
Habitats affected communities is expected. Areas of hydrothermal venting along mid-ocean ridge crests support USDOC, NOAA (tgat)

unusua~ benthic colonies. Draft regulations have provided for avoidance of such environments. USDOI, MMS (1983a)
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Threatened and Impacts were discussed under respective biotic resource categ~es, impacts are associated with noise
Endangered (marine m~’nmals, birds), accident~ oil or fiJel spills, and increased turbidity.
Species

SOCIAL AND Most actions resulting in environmental query are biggered on the basis of some social or economic need.
ECONOMIC Such ~spects are buiit into the scoping process for respective environmente~ documents. The }iterature is
RESOURCES voluminous and scattered.

Human Rosourcee USDOI, MMS (1988a,b)

Commercial and
Recreationa~
Fisheries

Regional
Economies

Effects on human resources include health, employment, and infrast~uctural needs. For processing plants
and mining operations conducted from platforms or seabed mining operations c~ried out in the h~d rock,
extended periods of relative isolation cre,’,te impacts on mining personnel. The social environment is
extremely veriable .~.nd widely described, but not specifically for marine mining. Disturbances must be
weighed against benefits. The ranking ot muttlple uses is potenfalty hi£hly subjective. From e legal
perspective, national laws 8re not adequate for many minerals and interr~tlonal laws regarding the mining of
the seafloor are still not well-defined. In many instances, national and international laws have I~,gged behind
rapid social chJ~e. Several aspects have * significant effect o~ planning and conduct of operations,
including the exhaustibfe nature of mineral resources, resource conserva6on, and multiple uses of mineralized
~ress.

Literature from Europe is more extensive on this subject than in the U.S. Modern European prospecting
operations cause little disturbance to the marine environment and do not interfere with other activities at sea;
no formal government consultations procedure exists for a prospecting license, however, the permi~ng
process is substantive. As a resource, ste, nding fishery stocks are affected by various factors (e.g., turbidity,
pollutant !oading, physical disturbance). Direct effects of oil or turbidity are limited due to the mobility of fish.
Indirect effects include damage to eggs, lervae, and juveniles; subietf~l uptake of hydrocarbons and
pollutants; loss of prey; loss of habP.at: and reduced reproducWe socce~s. M~ine mineral acE~vitJes may
~nterfere with fishing activities and compete for space at sea and in port. Space use conflicts between
fishermen ~r~ vessei operators have occurred w~’t entanglement o¢ severing of net and trap lines.
Coordination efforts between the two incluslz~s have heEped avoid most vessel conflicts. Recent research
interest has included assessment of the potent~l for marine geophysical surveys to reduce c*tchability of fish
and damage to fish eggs and !~vae. Long durafon, spatially concentrated use of seismic energy sources
ca,-’, disturb P,e. sp~fal dish,buSch of fish in ~ water column ~..,-~d reduce catch&bili~. It is extra’tied #~e.-t
there h~ been some ~oss of individu~ ir~cc.T,e ~rough lost catch oppc~-tdnity or gear loss ac, d incre~ed cost
of pod space.

impacts from resource disturbance wiii be measurable on the economy, The extent of the ec~ic impact
resulting from a given action is affected by v~ious factors A determir~tion of a prospecrs feasibility must
consider the net rate of return on the investment.

Local economies are site-speclfic, driven by many factors.Local Economies

Nu~ny and Chillingwo¢,h
(f 9~,6)
Pasho (~9,~)
Zippin (1985)

i
So{ense,’, =~J Me~d (~969)
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S;(~lnlflca nt Findings

Effects are p&,~Jculady difficult to quantify because intangible cultural systems are subject to the historical and
contempoqary changes induced by all human ac~,,ities, A comparison of a|ternai~.,es using semi-quantitative
methods of factor analvsi,~., ....m~hi..,, be v~, A:ch~=_~Jc-}};a! ~e;oure¢; m~.y be 3ig~-:’~-~{ ~d ~.h;~id b~
p~ o~.ectc-,~.

Salient References*

Cruickshank (1974a)

Technical Major impacts on technology appear in the fo~m of disturbances to the system due to materiaFs fcJlure
Re~c~urc~ prlma,fib’ ~ffectc~ by ~r,o;~,~’~, p~e~ure, c~rosi~, a.r~ b~-oi~{c~ fouiir~. ’,,q~p~, on t~ environment aze
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* - Salient references indicate key sources; severaJ reference listings (e.9,. Marine ~nd Aquatic Fauna) have bee~. p~,~. given ~bulm- space co~3s~’~r, ts.
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the disposal of dredged material outside sanctuary boundaries.
Inside the Sanctuary~ activities associated with harbor
maintenance including the installation of navigation aids are
exempted from the Sanctuary regulatory prohibition. The
Sanctuary program is supportive of the marina expansion and will
work with the Makah Tribe to pursue appropriate disposal
alternatives. Tihe Makah Tribe plans to use the dredge spoil for
beach nourishment and upland projects.

Commercial mining of sand and graw~l deposits off the coast
is prohibited within the Sanctuary. This prevents the public
from receiving economic benefits from these potential commercial
endeavors.

The regulation prohibits placement of any structure or other
matter on the seabed, such as, but not limited to, artificial
reefs, pipelines and outfalls, unless relevant permits are
reviewed and certified or approved by NOAA. The prohibition also
includes placement or abandonment of any structure oi: other
matter on the seabed, which includes vessels that run aground.
This helps ensure that owners and operators are responsible for
the removal of their vessels.

The activities exempted from this regulation would be
monitored by tlhe Sanctuary manager, based on information supplied
by the EPA, COE and the WDNR. If the data collected demonstrate
that a greater degree of Sanctuary oversight is appropriate,
amendments to the regulations could be proposed.

me Taking Marine Mammals, Turtles and Seabirds
i. Status uQ_u_q

a. Consequences of Impact to Resources

The current regulatory regime under the U.S. Departments of
the Interior and Commerce gives each Department the authority to
designate and protect oceanic habitats if found to be "critical"
for species listed as "endangered" under the ESA (ESA). The MMPA
and the ESA prohibit the "taking" of marine mammals and
threatened or endangered species. The MBTA prohibits the taking,
killing, possessing, selling and other specified fo~ns of
exploitation or migratory birds. The term "taking" is defined
broadly under the ESA and MMPA and has been interpreted by the
administering agencies, so that the ESA and MMPA provide
considerable protection. However, the potential threats to
marine mammals and endangered species range from direct injuries
to a specific animal or population to indirect or cumulative
degradation of their habitats. Neither the MMPA nor the ESA
fully prevent such degradation of habitats. Section 7(a) of the
ESA does provide protection against actions which jeopardize
endangered species or their critical habitats, but this section
applies only to activities authorized, funded or carried out by
Federal agencies, not to private or state actions. There is no
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explicit provision for the designation or p~.~otection of marine
mammal habitats under the MMPA. Thus the ~FMPA, E~A and MBTA
together provide considerable protection to the marine mammals,
turtles and seabirds of the Sanctuary by prohibht~ng the taking
of specific species protected under those acts~ b~t fail to focus
particular attention on the habitats of the species covered by
the Acts.

Further, no Eede:cal authority currently exis%s to identify
and protect localized marine habitats of exceptior~l importance
to non-endangered species° While the MMPA and the MBTA proscribe
the hunting and taking of marine mammals and miciratory birds,
they do not protect their habitats from potenti6Lll Z adverse uses.
Such program deficiencies have left" certain Valuable marine
habitats largely unprotected. If current uses int~_nsif~ ~ and
seriously threaten resources, the lack of suitable management
authority to intex’;vene could allow undesirable environmental
impacts to the seabirds, marine mammals and[ turtle~ of the area.

b. Consequence of Impact to Uses

Currently the status quo addresses the taking of marine
mammals and seabi~:>ds under relevant legislation~ 4arine mammals
(except sea otters) may be: taken incidenta].!y te c gmmercial
fishing pursuant to 16 U.S.C. 1383a until October [993, after
which rulemaking p~Lrsuant to 16 U~S.C. 1371~ 1373 ind 1374 may be
required. Fishing activities that potentially tak~ marine
mammals are required to have observers and/or logb.~oks on board
to monitor the extent of takings. Researchers stu~lying marine
mammals are required under the MMPA to obtain a pe:~mit for their
activities.

. Sar~ctuar’z. Alternative [Preferredl
a. Consequence of Impact to Resou::ces

The proposed regulation would overlap wich th~ ~. MMPA, MBTA
and ESA, extendingl protection consistent with the ntent of the
MPRSA to protect the Sanctuary resources on ~n enw_ronmentally
holistic basis. The proposed regu].ation woul.d iilc~ude ai[l marine
mammals, sea turtles and seabirds in or abowe the ~’,anctuary.

The
Sanctuary regulation would also allow for the imi!)o~ition of
greater penalties, i°e..~ $i00,000 per violation.

b. Consequence of I!~act to Uses

The regulation would not preclude a number of current
activities from continuing° For example, sc[entLf~c research on
marine mammals and seabirds that a~[e Sanctua~cy res~:.urces is
encouraged as part of the Sanctuary mandate. To f6cilitate this
research the proposed final regulations allow the issuance of
Sanctuary permits for research. ]-f the research i~ on Federal or
state designated endangered species or on ma_~cine m6mmals~ the
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researchers are already required to obtain permits from the
relevant management agency and would not have to obtain a
Sanctuary permit or other approval under the proposed final
regulation.

As another example, NOAA will work with existing fisheries
management agencies as well as National and local fishery
organizations including the PFMC to ensure that the incidental
taking of seabirds, sea turtles and marine mammals in commercial
fishing nets is minimized.

Finally, rehabilitation of injured seabirds, and studies on
dead seabirds and marine mammals, would be permitted under these
Sanctuary regulations in response to an emergency threatening
life, property, or the environment or pursuant to a research
permit.

Go Overfliqhts

i. Status~!~_q

a. Consequence of Impact to Resources

There are a few small airports and landing strips along the
coastal portions of the Sanctuary including a beach landing strip
at Copalis, an unstaffed airport at Quileute, an airport at Sekiu
and one at Port Angeles. Most of the airplanes utilizing these
airports are recreational aircraft or airtaxis. There is a cargo
plane that lands daily at Quileute Monday through Friday.
Airtaxis to Sekiu are used largely to taxi sports fishermen to
Neah Bay for recreational fishing excursions. A radar tower on
the peninsula monitors air traffic above 3000 feet above ground
level (AGL). A military operating area extends over the Olympic
Peninsula and Sanctuary waters above 1200 feet AGL. When in use,
other planes must stay below this altitude.

Over Sanctuary waters, there are no restrictions on
aircraft with respect to the altitude they may fly. There is a
2000 ft. advisory over the Olympic National Park and USFWS
offshore refuges. Most aircraft are believed to observe these
advisories, but compliance is not mandatory.

Low flying aircraft threaten the safety of the seabirds and
mammals that use the offshore islands and coastal habitats~ The
noise startles birds and mammals resulting in egg destruction,
vulnerability of chicks to predation by raptors and gulls, and
stampedes of pinnipeds causing the crushing of young mammals.

b. Consequence of Impact to Use

Although .only a few charter airplanes fly ow~r the
Sanctuary, the uses may intensify as tourism increases
potentially as a result of the expansion of the Neah Bay marina
and the presence of the marine Sanctuary.
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This prohibition is intended to Drotec~t marine birds and
mammals from the disturbance and harassment of lo~-flying
aircraft and to be consistent with the FAA:’s 2C00 ft. advisory
adjacent over protected areas adjacent to the San ztuary.

b. Conse~iuence of Impact to Uses

This regula~ ion ,will require; aircraft to remlin above 2000
feet AGL within one mile seaward of the coastal b)undary of the
Sanctuary unless responding to an emergency threa~=ening life,
property, or the E~nv[ronment or necessary for val ~d law
enforcement purposes. Department of Defense praco:ice bombing of
Sealion Rock will be prohibited f~.~om March 1 through October 31.
Helicopters involved in timbering operatior~s on t::ibal lands j, and
transporting researchers and tribal members to tr:.bal lands will
be exempted from this prohibition as well to be consistent with
treaty-secured riglhts of access of tribal membecs to tribal
lands.

Aircraft flying below 2000 ft. within the ce~ulated zones
for research purposes would need to obtain a Sa~:]c’huary research
permit. The application ’would be processed expeditiously to
ensure that while ~anctuary resources and quali~:~ies are
protected, there w~.~uld only be a minimal administlative burden on
the applicant.

S~ Ve s s e I_TV a f ~ i_q
i. Status _Q~l~o _/_Pre fe riced~t

a. Im59act to Resources

With the proj ~.ct~..d increasing number of vessels approaching
tlhe Strait of Juan de Fuca (see Part If) it is likely that there
will be a vessel~..0~... :.lated~ ’ accident° Such an everlt, either by
collision or grou~ding due to loss of power or steering control
or human error would iike]iy result in a spill of hazardous
material. The rocky intertidal areas and the productive food
chain off the Pacific coast are extremely sensitiv~ to damage
from oil or other pollutants. This is an area ~,ita little
coastal access, and 1~ost booms are ineffective during common
winter storms.

The implementation of an ATBA will offer significantly
increased levels of protection by building in a sa[ety net of
time ":o allow eme~~clenc. ~ <y response vessels to responl to an
emerg,:ncy off the outer coast°

b. Impact~ to U~e,~ ....

NOAA will rely or~ the existing management reg_me to manage
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vessel traffic rather than promulgate regulations° However~ NOAA
will work closely with the USCG, the Washington State OMS and the
vessel traffic industry on matters relating to vessel traffic
through the Sanctuary~ Vessel traffic will remain in the scope
of the Sanctuary’s regulations.

There is a Coordinated Vessel Traffic Management System in
the Strait of Juan de Fuca with designated inbound and outbound

lanes on the U.S. and Canadian sides of the international border,
respectively. No vessel greater than 125,000 dead weight tons
may pass east of Port Angeles and all vessels greater than 300
gross tons passing into Puget Sound must be accompanied by a
pilot. All tankers must be accompanied ]by one (and soon to be
two) escort tugs.

Outside of "the Strait of Juan de Fuca there are voluntary
agreements by maritime associations to coordinate the movement of
coastwise vessel and barge traffic. Under these agreements,
tankers transiting along the coast remain at least 50 nautical
miles from shore unless entering a port of call. Barges follow
agreed upon lanes within 5 and i0 miles from shore pursuant to
the crabber-tugboat agreements negotiated yearly. The future of
these agreed upon lanes, however, is uncertain.

There are no tugs specifically dedicated for emergency
response in Puget Sound, the Strait of Juan de Fuca or Grays
Harbor. There have been a number of near misses when vessels
have lost power either off the coast or in the Straits.
Likewise, there have been collisions off the Strait of Juan de
Fuca (Tenyo Maru in 1991) and barges holed/damaged off the coast
(Nestucca, 1988). However, the Strait of Juan de Fuca Emergency

Towing Vessel Task Force has been formed and is charged with the
mission of establishing, maintaining, and operating an emergency
towing vessel in the Strait of Juan de Fuca.

NOAA has wo~:’ked with the USCG and maritime industries in
Washington State to analyze the time it would take for a vessel
or barge travelling along the outer coast to ground once power
was lost. This analysis was used to recommend preventative
measures to minimize the chance of a spill of hazardous material.
Following is the analysis upon which NO~ has recommended a
strategy for addressing the risks presented by vessel traffic in
the Sanctuary.

ANALYSIS OF VESSEL/BARGE BUFFER AREA OFF
THE NORTHERN WASHINGTON COAST

The following are three actual incidents that occurred in
Washington state waters. Two resulted in spills of contaminants.
While the third did not result in a spill, it illustrates that
response time is critical in order to avert an accident.
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io On December ~, 1988 the barge Nestucca was struck and
punctured by its tugr the Ocean Sel~vice whi]Le att~mpting to
retrieve the barge following the parting of the tcwline,~ The
barge released 2311~000 gallons of fuel oil into Gzays Harbor and
the surrounding coast~C[ waters~ ipo]Lluting the coastline from
Grays Harbor to a~ fai~c ~~orth as Vancouver I~lan<i[.

2o In January, i~-}7~ the General M.C~ Meiqs broke free from
its tow during a ~;#inter storm and went adrift a~pzoximate!y 9.5
nautical miles (nmi! west of Cape Flattery. The tug was unable to
retrieve the ship~, E:ight hours later,, the ~hip gl~Dunded near
Portage Head, just south of Cape Flattery. The ir~ident resulted
in a major oil spilL!.

3,. A recency, near-omiss was reported bl, ~ Th6~ U~CG’s Puget
Sound Vessel Traffic Service (PSVT~) .as fol]lows:

"A 13,946 DW’I[’ ta:t~k~r~ loaded with caustic sod~ and other
chemicals, lost a]Ll power off Cape Flattery and reTuested
immediate assistance. Within minutes, PSVTS locat_~d the nearest
lite tugs, and had[ them underway to the scene at tJp speed.
PSVTS kept local, rnationa], and Ca!nLadian interests informed with
real time information throughout the incide~Jt. Th ~- tanker was
retrieved and towed safely to anchorage for’ repair{o"

What follows is a hypothetical scenario describing a
maritime emergency off the western Washington coast. Its purpose
is to assess current emergency response capability to a drifting
barge or a disabled and drifting vessel in water,s llong the
western Washington coast.

This scenario wa~ developed by a former comma~ding officer
after consultatior~ with members of the commercial ~;owing
community, local ~etec,rologists and weather foreca.~{ters, members
of the USCG and the Uni’ted States Navy,~ and 6)erson~el with
experience in oil si.pill ’trajectory analysis. It g::aphicaily
depicts the fact that response time is critical ~Ln the event of a
maritime emergenc~- ~,

Estimates foz ti~e~,~ of arrival, of assist.anc~ ,:ugs were
obtained from the ~3mergency Respon~e subcomm~..ttee ~f the Strait
of Juan de Fuca/No~the3cn Puget ~;c.und ~egionaL Ma:~’i~e Safety
Committee.

The meteorological, conditions described in ~i~h~ scenario
co~id occur at any time during the ]period Oc~obe;c i~hrough March.
Th s specific scenario was developed by a ve~era~:~ ~orecaster from
NO~’s National Weathe:c Service Forecast Office ii.n Seattle,
Wa: ~hingt on.

The United St ate~ Coast Pilot for the P~cif~Lc Coast~
California, Oregon~ Wa~hingto.n, and Hawaii (26th ecition’ makes
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the following note about weather in the vicinity of the western
Washington coast near La Push, WA: "In the late fall and winter,
the low pressure center in the Gulf of Alaska intensifies and is
of major importance in controlling weather systems entering the
Pacific Northwest. At this season of the year, storm systems
crossing the Pacific follow a more S path striking the coast at
frequent intervals... Gale force winds are not unusual."

The hypothetical incident involves a tug and petroleum barge
on a December transit from a refinery in Anacortes to a port on
the Columbia Rivero During this month, the following average
weather can be expected (Director, Naval Oceanography and
Meteorology, 1976)~

i) visibility of less than 1 nm along the Washington coast
can be expected for approximately 1.7% of the time or 0.5
days.

2) Winds in excess of 34 knots (kts) can be expected 
approximately 7.7% of the time or 2.4 days.

3) A westerly wind component with an average speed of 18
kts can be expected for approximately 10% of the time or 3.1
days.

4) Wave heights averaging 10-12 feet can be expected for
11.9% of the time or 3.7 days.

5) A current with an average speed of 1.0 knot setting to
the north along shore can also be expected.

These are average conditions. In severe conditions,
sustained winds in excess of 40-45 kts can be expected with
accompanying seas of over 20-25 feet (U.S. Department of
Commerce, 1990).

THE SCENARIO

Wednesday A.M (i000 Local Mean Time (LMT))

The ocean-going, twin-screw tug, North Wind (fictitious
name) has just taken in tow a petroleum barge loaded with 30,000
barrels of Marine fuel oilo The tug and tow are bound from
Anacortes to a port on the Columbia River. Anticipated speed
over ground is 8.0 kts. Estimated time of arrival at the
Columbia River bar is approximately 30 hours.

Current weather is moderate. A slight chop covers Puget
Sound and the Strait of Juan de Fuca. visibility is 3-4 nm. The
sky is overcast with occasional drizzle. Winds in the Strait are
easterly at 10-15 kts. The forecast is for an offshore~
deepening I000 Millibar (Mb) low pressure system to move onto
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northern Vancouver Is~land during tlhe next 2~ to 3~; hour~. Winds
along the western Washington coast are currentllil ~E at 15-20 kts.
Seas are reported 6-8 feet and building due to ’l~h~ approaching
storm.

The captain of the tug considers all facto cs and decides he
can clear Cape Flattery and be well southbound before the system
comes ashore. Further, he concludes that condii::ic,ns at the mouti~
of the Columbia River in :30 hours will be moderat~ enough to
safely cross the bar upon arrival°

The tug and tow clear Anacortes and proceed c utbound.

Wednesday P.M. (2200 LMT~

Twelve hours after departure from Anacortea~,, North Wind and
its barge round buoy ~jw~ at the entrance to the S%rait of Juan de
Fuca. The trip through the Strait has been uneventful. The
weather, however, has begun to deteriorate. The: haromet-er is
falling. Wind speed :is now a steady 20-25 kts SSE with
occasional gusts to 30-35 kts. Wave height is increasing rapidly
with the increasing wind.

To save time and in an attempt to beat "the approaching
system, North Wind takes up a southbound course using the
published "Towboat-Crabber,, traffic lane. This lane is a
north/south route passing approximately 7 n~:L we~t 9f Cape Alava.

Although the North Wind’s parent company has ~stablished a
policy of voluntary adherence to a trackline 10-30 nm offshore
when towing a loaded petroleum barge, this practice_ will not be
followed today due to unfavorable weather conditioas offshore.
Further, due to sea state and wind being encounter:~d, North Wind
slows to 6 kts to reduce the beating on both tug a~d tow.

Thursday A.M. (0230 LMTI

North Wind’s .position is approximately 6-7 nm SW of Cape
Alava, in the ’WTowboat-.Crabber Lane, "’ proceeding s,~uthbound.
NOAA weather radio reports that the low pressure s’rstem is still
moving toward Vancouver Island but is "rapidly dee!!)ening" at 
rate of 1 Mb/hour. Pressure at the center e,f the ~.ow is now 980
Mb. Frontal passage is expected shortly. Winds a:?e steady SSE
at 30 kts with gusts to 40 kts. Seas are 12--15 ~in~! building.
The barometer is falling. North Wind slows to 4°0 kts.

T__hursday A.M. ~0300 LM’~I

With the front rapidly approacfhing the coast;, winds
accelerate to SSE 50 kts, with gusts "to 65 kts. S~as are now 20
feet with some . ’exceedlng 30 feet During a period of
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exceptionally high sea and swell combinations, the towline parts.
The petroleum barge is now adrift. Recognizing the danger, the
captain notifies the Coast Guard of the situation and begins
attempts to recover the barge.

After frontal passage, the wind begins veering to SW 30 kts
with gusts to 50 kts. The result is a confused sea with 20 foot
swells from the SSE and building 15 foot waves from the SW. The
barge is drifting generally NE at approximately 0o9 kts (USCG,
1991a).

Initial efforts at recovering the barge are thwarted by the
fact that the insurance wire (an emergency pick up line) from the
barge is fouled and laying along the lee side of the barge.

The tug begins attempts to retrieve the tow by using the
emergency barge retrieval system (a second backup retrieval
device). During one attempt at retrieval, the tug passes too
close to the barge and a collision occurs. The North Wind
sustains damage to its hull and begins taking water in its engine
room. On further inspection, one rudder is also found to be
damaged. No further attempts can be made at retrieving the barge
and the crew begins efforts to control tlhe flooding and repair
the rudder.

Thursday A.M. {0400 LMT)

North Wind immediately issues a Mayday call and notifies the
Coast Guard that she is drifting and taking on water. The
captain reports that he will be able to control tlhe flooding and
remain afloat. However, the petroleum barge is adrift and North
Wind will be unable to regain control of it. In the darkness,
with high winds and seas and poor visibility, the tug loses sight
of the barge and is no longer able to identify it on the radar
screen among the sea and rain clutter. The barge is, in effect,
lost.

There are no vessels of opportunity in the area able to
respond to the Mayday call. The Coast Guard initiates a search
and rescue operation but has no vessels capable of talking either
the tug or barge under tow. There are, however, two tugs in
Anacortes. The Mayday call has been relayed to them and they
have notified the Coast Guard and North Wind that they will
respond° A smaller, twin screw tug in Grays Harbor has also
heard the call and will respond.

Thursday A.M. (0500 [~T)

The responding tugs from Anacortes were conducting a docking
evolution but concluded operations within an hour" and were
underway at 0500 LMT to render assistance. Estimated time of
arrival at buoy "J" is 1300 LMT. Arrival on scene is estimated
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to be 1500 LMT, i~’]::Lurs~day afternoon -~ 12 ho~rs af%er the incident.

The tug fro~L Gr~;y:~ Harbor was also unde~¢~y within an hour
but will only be able to make 8-]0 kts in ~:ihe be~vy we6<ther.
Estimated time of ar:i;JvaZ for the Grays Ha:~;bor tt)g is between
1330 - 1400 LMT. The forecast fo): the scene at time of arrival
of the respondinq tu(:!s is for w.;sterly ’ ’~

,....... =~ - .. wlnc~ at 2 mproxJmately 20
kts with gusts t<~ 30 kts,,

The tug and barge began drifting while ap[.}re~imately 6.5 nm
WSW of Cape Alavig. 9?be tug is able to mai~;tairi sr_eerageway and
hold position but is still taking on water,, The oarge, however,
is being affected by the wind (i.e.g drift dowlt~wiad at 3% of the
wind speed) and a J.~0 kt (approximate) nor±her]y zurrer~t
(Director, Naval Oce.~nography and Meteorology, 19 76) 

Although co~i<’,ditior~s aboard the North ~4:[nd ar~ uncomfortable,
the crew is making repairs, staying ahead cf the {ater and the
tug is not in danger of foundering. Due t~:; sea s~ate, wind,
visibility, and low ceiling, the C.oast Gua~:;d deci]es that the
safest course of ~Lction to preserve human life {~iLl be for its
rescue vessels to remain on scene, and also attemp= to locate "the:
drifting barge. Coast Guard helicopters and rescle vessels will,
however, react immediately should rescue of the t lg’s personnel
be required.

The petroleum b~rge continues to drift~ Ti~e responding tugs
are 8.5-10 hours away. Using data obtained fro.J:n i Jandry and
Hickey (1989) to pred.ict the combined effects of ~ind and
current, personnel from NOAA’s Office of Ocean Re~ource~
Conservation and Asse~,sment in Se~ttle estimate t]~at the barge
will probably grc.und in the area <~f Waatch Poini5 :.n 6-7 hours
(I000 LMT). The bargie~, however~ <,’ould go aground near Portage
Head in 4 hours (0700 LMT) or near Cape Flatterer :n 8 hgurs (ii00
LMT) due to loca], variations in wind and cu[oren:;~

Thursday P.M. f1400-i!~00 LMZ’ l

Responding ~ugs ~rive on scene° No.rth Wi:,d is taken in
tow. The barge is aground and bi:e.akJ~ng up. Over 30,000 barrels
of marine fuel oJ~l are now at ri~i~< of being spi~’i.l~;d.

As noted eaziier in this FEI:S/MP there are n(w no
specifically designated emergency response towi,,:~g vesseks in the
Strait of Juan de Fucn~, along the ~estern W~shihgJ:on coast~ or in
Puget Sound. The~;’e ai:;-e several major towing and ~alvage
companies in this area but, in the event of an <~mergency that.
requires towing, time of response would be based c n both vessel
availability and dista~nce from the scene of the ircident.
Emergency response co<Y[d be signi:~icantly delay~=~d due to prier



assignment of response vessels to other towing, docking, or
salvage operations, oi: the remote location of an incident or
emergency from available vessels (Knight, 1992). Further, severe
weather might prevent an emergency response vessel from leaving
the Strait of Juan de Fuca or, if it didj prevent operations from
commencing when it arrived on scene.

In a separate scenario developed by members of the Strait of
Juan de Fuca/North Puget Sound Regional Marine Safety Committee,
vessels responding to an emergency near the entrance of the
Strait of Juan de Fuca would depart from Cherry Point,
approximately 2.5 nm north of Lummi Bay. From there, they
estimated it would take approximately 8 to 9 hours to reach Buoy
"J" at the entrance to the Strait of Juan de Fucao

NO~A has been working closely with the USCG on
recommendations to the IMO to designate an area within 25
nautical miles off the outer coast as an ATBA~ This 25 nautical
mile ATBA will extend from the southern boundary of the Sanctuary
north a line directly seaward from the designated lane entering
the Strait of Juan de Fuca. This 25 nautical mile ATBA will buy
enough time, in the event of an engine :failure aboard a vessel,
for a tug to intercept the eastwardly drifting vessel during a
worst-case storm event before it grounds on the shoreline of the
Sanctuary.

The USOG will recommend to the IMO that an ATBA be
established off the western Washington coast. ATBA’s are areas
within defined limits in which either navigation is particularly
hazardous or in which it is exceptionally important to avoid
casualties, and which should be avoided by all ships, or certain
classes of ships (IMO, 1991).

This action would, in effect~ create a ’~buffer zone". This
zone would provide sufficient time for responding vessels to
arrive on the scene of a maritime emergency. Additionally,
creation of such a zone would provide time for emergency teams
ashore to be notified, contingency plans to be activated, and
should there be a spill, some weathering to occur which would
reduce the risk of damage to the shoreline.

The idea of establishing an ATBA is consistent with already
existing voluntary vessel management practices. U.S tankers
approaching the Strait of Juan de Fuca from the south are now
voluntarily remaining 40-50 nm offshore until turning inbound to
enter the Strait. Additionally, Canada has instituted a tanker
exclusion zone affecting all U.S~ tankers engaged in the
transportation of crude and processed oil originating from
Alaska. Several towing companies based in the Northwest region
currently adhere to self-imposed plans requiring their captains
to remain anywhere from 10-30 nm offshore while transporting
petroleum products.
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In the worst case scenario described abow~, the fictitious
tug, North Wind, chose to use the "Towboat-~Crabb~r Lane. " As
exemplified in the scenario, the distance offshore provided by
this lane was insufficient in the face of conditions described to
allow sufficient time for response vessels to arlive on scene.

Using the drift rate for wind (3% of wind s~eed) previously
cited, the weather conditions of our scenario, ard the abetting
i. 0 kt. near shore current, the average directior and speed of a
disabled and driftinc 7 vessel or barge would be a;proximately NNE
at 1.3-1.8 kts. With this, if tanker free zone limits were set
at 10v 15, 20, 25~ or 30 nm offshore, times to grounding would be
as follows (Time of grounding = Distance offshore/speed of
drifting vessel)

Distance Offshore~ Time to Grounding (hrs)
i~) 5.5-7.7
i~5 8.3- Ii. 6
20 Ii. 1-15.4
2!:i 12.9-19.2
30 16.6-23.1

Due to the shap~ of the Washington coastline and the
unpredictable va~ciables of weather and currentp t~e calculations
shown are approximations. For example, using dat~ fro~L Landry
and Hickey (19891i personnel from NOAA’s Office of Ocean Resources
Conservation and Assessment Group estimate that i~ the conditions
described, if an incident occurred further south, 20 nm west of
La Push, it migh! be 24 hours before the barge or vessel cam,_:
ashore north of Cape Alava~ near Portage Head, WA.

The establishment of a 20-’)0 nm buffer zone vithin the
sanctuary would alter the most direct route from ~he Straits of
Juan de Fuca to i>orts such as Grays Harbor or ti~o~e along the
Columbia River. Five tracklines from Buoy "J" at the entrance to
the Strait of Juan de Fuca to the entrance of Grars Harbor were
examined to detezmine the extent of these differeilces. The
tracklines were as follows:

I o Direct ~Route~a nearshore route covering the minimum
distance possible between Grays Harbor ~tnd the Strait
of JuarL de iFuca.

® i0 nm offshore utilizing the existing tlraffic lanes
into and ou°t of the Strait of Juan de F~Lca.

. 20 nm offshore utilizing the existing t];affic lanes
into a~d ouli- of the Strait of Juan de F~Lca.

30 nm offshore utilizinc~ existing tra!i~flc lanes into
and out of the Strait of Juan de !’uca.
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5. "Towboat.-Crabber Lane°’-established by agreement.

The following tables illustrate the difference in using these
lanes. The variability in distance between the routes to and
from Grays harbor is due to the use of the already established
traffic lanes at the entrance to the Strait of Juan de Fuca.

Grays Harbor to Buoy "J"

Route
Direct Route
i0 nm Offshore
Towboat-Crabber
20 nm Offshore
30 nm Offshore

Distance (rim)
102
105
109.5
114.5
123.5

Additional nm

3
7.5
12.5
21.5

Buoy "J" to Grays Harbor

Direct Route
i0 nm Offshore
Towboat-Crabber
20 nm Offshore
30 nm Offshore

105.5
Ii0 4.5

i13 7.5
120 14.5
133 27.5

The above tables demonstrate that the establishment of a
tanker free zone 20 nm offshore would add 12.5 nm to a transit
from Grays Harbor to Buoy "J" and 14.5 nm to a transit from Buoy
"J" to Grays Harbor. If the distances travelled by transiting 20
nm offshore are compared to the already existing "Towboat-
Crabber Lane", the differences are even smaller, i.e., 5 and 7
nm, respectively. The additional time and distances required by
using a 30 nm zone are greater but offer the option of having all
petroleum and hazardous material barges remain completely outside
of the sanctuary boundaries until taking up a course inbound to
the Strait of Juan de Fuca.

It would not be wise to have a traffic lane further out than
30 nm as the conflict with larger and faster tanker traffic would
increase the risks of collision between vessels.

From the foregoing analysis, NOAA has requested that the
USCG establish a zone requiring vessels or barges transporting
petroleum or other hazardous materials to remain a minimum of 20-
30 nm offshore and also to begin the process for establishing an
ATBA off the western Washington coast.

If the ATBA is adopted by the IMO, the impact to uses will
be minimal. The 25 nautical mile zone is fairly consistent with
customary barges and vessel traffic routes. According to the
analysis above, the proposed ATBA will add approximately 17
nautical miles on a vessel or barge’s northbound transit, and
approximately 21 nautical miles on the southward transit° The
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increased protection of coastal resources ~.,~il] benefit the tribes
who depend on coastal_ resources for their~,,Jubs~..stence,-- and the
entire local economy which depends largely on tourism.

¯ Sanctuar~5 Alternat:Lve-Requlation ot Vessel Traffic
a., Consequence ,of Impact to Re~,ources

Regulation ~:~I." vessel traffic at the p~:eseri:t time would
undermine existilc~g manage.ment initiatives that aze wel].
coord:Lnated between the State of Washington, ar~.d the U¯S. and
Canadian Coast Guards° A well coordinated man6igement and
regulatory environment for vesse3Ls entering and exitinQ- the
Strait of Juan de Fuc.a offers a safer environment for mariners¯
This minimizes the chance, for w=_ssel accidents that ca~. harm the
environment. The£efore, NOAA believes that the S~nctuary is best
,served by working within the existing managemerlt framework.

b== Co[~sequence of Impact to UE:es

Additional ~:.~e~guZat:.ion of vessel traffic will create
confusion among ,~!:~ariners in a very congested a~Ld zomplex
environment. Further~ regulations promulgated by NOAA without
the approval of IN[O wi].l have no effect on foreig.~ vessels.
Exclusion of foreign vessels from a ’vessel. traffiz management
regime does littZe to minimize the risk of a vess_=l traffic
accident and may result in competitive disadvar..taje for the
domestic shipping industry~

I¯ Fishin££, Ke~. Harvestinq and Aquacultur~
i¯ Status ~.u__o (Preferredi

a,, Consequence of Impact to Resources

What little data exists shows that there are some impacts to
the benthic resources from roller trawling depend Lng on the
substrate (Loveric.h, 1990,; WDF, i.!985) .. Impacts o C trawling 
soft bottom include an increase in turbidity with Ln a 24 hour
period, a depression in the substrate 2-3 Jncb.es leep, and
c.rushing of shellfish beneath the otter boards. ~hen trawling
occurs on hard bottom, there are no noticeable ira)acts on the
benthos. The greatest impacts of trawling are no=iced when
trawling occurs in kelp and eelgrass beds. The:re is no
commercial kelp harvesting occurring within the Slnctuary. A
small herring-roe-on-.kelp fishery is pursued by tile Lummi and
S’Klallam Tribes and kelp from near Neah Bay is h~rvested for
this fishery. The. Department of Natural Resources; is currently
working on a kelp harvesting management plan for ;he Strait of
Juan de Fuca.

b o Consequence of Impact to Uses

Fishing activities are predicted to benefit from designation
of the Sanctuary° F:ishing in general has benefito;ed from
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Sanctuary status at other sanctuaries in the program due to the
protection provided to the industry and fish stocks from the
impacts of ocean dumping, offshore oil and gas development,
seabed mining and water pollution. Fishing in the Sanctuary is
heavily regulated by other Federal and State authorities.

NOAA evaluated the possibility of proposing ~ome additional
Sanctuary regulation of fishing. However, the existing
management authorities, the WDF~ WDNR, N~FS, PFMC.~ and the Tribes
have comprehensive management authority of these resources. The
management regime is highly complex and well coordinated with
Canada and other west coast states through the International
Pacific Halibut Convention and the Pacific Salmon Treaty.
Sanctuary regulation of fishing would undermine the existing
international and regional regime. The species are highly
migratory and direct Sanctuary management of fishing would have
no foreseeable ecological benefits.

Notwithstanding the above, the absence of specific fishing
regulations does not absolve fishermen from obeying not only
existing State and Federal regulations but also Sanctuary
regulations of general application~ which are designed to protect
Sanctuary resources and qualities.

NOAA may support research on the Sanctuary’s marine finfish,
shellfish, and algae resources, and strengthening the present
enforcement capabilities of the WDF and other enforcement
entities including the NMFS and the USCG.

Sanctuary Alternative

a~ Consequence of Impact to Resources

Sanctuary regulations at the time of designation would be
intended to protect identified resources at risk from the threat
of fishing activities. Such regulations would require extensive
consultation with affected parties and agencies. Furthermorev no
major threat has yet been identified~ There does not appear that
any major benefit to the environment would arrive with
promulgation of Sanctuary regulations on fishing with
designation.

b. Consequences of !mgact to Uses

Sanctuary regulations would add another set of restrictions
on the currently complicated, intricately coordinated and heavily
regulated fishing industry. Aquaculture and kelp harvesting
remain unregulated by the Sanctuary. Any future action would be
done in cooperation with relevant Federal and state agencies,
particularly the WDW, the WDNR and the WDOAo
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Navy Bo~nbi~!.~ of Sealio:n Rock
i. Status .Q~U2D_

a, Consequence ~of Impact ~:=o Rest. urces

Figure 80 compares the Navy~s use of ~eaiio] Rock from 1985
through 1992 witi:L the ~ise of off~ihor’e rock~ anG El ~lands by
nesting colonial ~eabirds. It i~; evident that tle Nav:y’s use of
Sealion Rock coincides with the particularly s~n~ itive colonial
seabird breeding events, Under the status quo~ the Navy will not
be permitted to use Seal[on Rock as a practice b~:mbing target for
A6 jets unless t:he Sec,cetary of the interior i:~sl:es a ~’~ew
authorization.

b0 Consequence of Impact to U~e~

Under thes ~.atu:~:~ ..... quo, there will be no i~a~:~ac:t fro~ Sanctuary
regulations on the Navyts use of ~ - -:~e~l._on Rock°

o Sanctuary AlternatJ_ve ~Preferre£il~
a.:, Consequence of Impact to R6scGrces

By prohibit:iLng practice bombing exercises, NgAA is: extending
maximum protection under the euthority of the ~[P~:.~A to seabirds
and mammals in the Sanctuary,

b_. .......qQ.::s~uence of Impact %o Uses

This alternative will have no imr~act <~n t~e ~avy since tlhe
authorization to use ~,qeallon, ’ Rock for ~ bonfb i. ~)~ ~:ra ztice exercises;
has been rescinded.

III. Section: Manaqement Alternative Con,,~equence
A. Consequences of Statu~%~j~,u,o

Under the status; quo alternative~ protection ,and management:
of the proposed ~:anctuary area will remain enti:re :.y under the
existing regime of Federal~ stai:,~ tribal and loc:l authorities.
No single agency will be the ste%~’ard for the marine resources and
ensure that all users and agencies are cooz~dinate{~, to protect the
resources of the Sanc.,tuary area~

1. Enforcement

A reliable and e:f:fective enforce~ent <:: :~pab :i :[ ty by both the
Federal GovernmeDt~ the State of WashingtoD~ an:_] :he tribes .’is
necessary to ensure that regulations are o:bs;ervP.d The WDF has a
total of 14 officers available to pat:~ol offshcce water~ with
five actively assigned to the Olympic Coast (We:~t:~ort-t,~o; Port
Angeles-two; and Cla].la:m Bay-one) o DurJnc: the ca,:or clam season~
all 14 are likely to be patrolling the Oly:m:~pic ,:i;o,: ~st beaches~
WDF operates a 55 ft~ patrol boat that enfo:cces f: shery
regulations in state and Federal waters off the O1~ ~rmpic Coast
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during the comme~cial fishing season, and is on c~ll during the
]zest of the year,, There is also a 45 ft. patrcl 19oat patrolling
the Strait of Juan de Fuca which is available to 9atrol offshore
if the need arises. WDF officers are deputized t9 enforce NMFS
regulations in the exclusive economic zone~

The WDW does not routinely patrol in the arel of the
proposed Sanctuary; however, six officers are avaLlable to assist
WDF in emergencies or when no WDF officers are available.

The USCG has primary enforcement and Searclh ind Search and
Rescue presence (personnel~ boats and aircraft in the area of the
Olympic Coast National Marine Sanctuary. Station offices
(employing between 25-50 personnel on call to res~ond to
emergencies) are located at Quileute Rive:c~, Cape )isappointment,
Grays Harbor, Neah Bay and Seattle. Group office~ (with over 20.0
personnel offering administrative support service.~ relevant to
the area of the proposed Sanctuary) are located i~I Seattle, Port
Angeles and Astoria, Oregon. The district office is located in
Seattle, Wa.

The USCG has six large patrol boats, t~o large buoy tenders,
t-hree helicopters and two jets available for sear,~h and rescue
and law enforcement operations. One medium endur~ince cutter with
helicopter capability is patrolling the waters of $ the coastlines
of Northern California, Oregon and Washington at ~lll times. The
locations of the six patrol boats stationed in the vicinity of
the proposed National Marine Sanctuary are: l) Po:_~t Angeles (210
ft. and ii0 ft.); 2) .Astoria (210 fto); 3) Anacor.es (82 ft.); 
Port Townsend (82 ft.); and 5) Everett (82 ft.)o The tow 
going buoy tenders are located in Seattle (175 ft ), and Astoria

(1180 ft.). There are 14 smaller boats, between 4,)-45 ft., 
call for search and rescue (three at Quileute Riw~.r, five at Cape
Disappointment, four at Grays Harbor and two at n~.ah Bay). These
smaller boats proceed at a maximum of i0 knots and have 50 mile
offshore capabil~ty. There are three helicopters at both Port
Angeles and Astoria with over 120 mile offshore c~pability, and
two jets stationed at Astoria.

The Makah, Quileute, Hoh and Quinault tribes have an
enforcement presence within the boundaries of the Olympic Coast
National Marine Sanctuary. There are 12 Tribal f;_shery officers
in total (Hoh-l; Quinault-4 ; Quiieute-.4 ; and Ma]{ah-3) . 
addition, the Tribes operate five patrol boats in the area
(Quinault-23 ft~ patrol boat with radar; Quileute~-23 ft. and 19
fit. boat; and Makah-44 ft. and 24 ft~ boat).

The NPS employs seven full time employees !~o patrol the
beaches along the Olympic Coast (one at Ozette; t~w at Morra; two
at Kalaloch; and two assistants from the Hob Trib~.). During the
summer, there are five additional rangers p~troll~_ng the coastal
beaches. The NPS has one zodiac available for ,~e~_rch and rescue
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missions.

The USFWS undertakes aerial surveys approximately five times
per year during the spring and summer. In addition, a biologist
conducts surveys in a 19 ft. zodiac three or four times per year
to gather information and undertake surveillance. The USFWS and
the NPS have entered into a cooperative agreement enabling the
NPS rangers to provide the USFWS with information concerning
violations of USFWS regulations.

The NMFS has no enforcement personnel, boats nor aircraft
patrolling waters in the vicinity of the proposed Sanctuary.
Enforcement of their :regulations have been deputized to the WDF.

Upon consideration of available State, Federal[ and Tribal
enforcement staff it appears that enforcement of Sanctuary
regulations can be adequately addressed ]by the existing
enforcement presence.

2. Research and Education

The existing management system contains no mechanism for
maximizing the areas research value, e.g., by means of a
comprehensive or extended program framework. A variety of
organizations conduct significant research in the nearshore
waters of the Olympic Coast. The establishment of the Olympic
Center linking the terrestrial and marine ecosystems of the
Olympic Peninsula has been authorized by the legislature. The
National Park, USFWS and the University of Washington continue to
conduct resource studies along the coast. To date, 11owever, no
coordinating entity exists to identify regional research
information needs or to design strategies for filling them.

There are no marine oriented information centers on the
outer coast. Thus, tourists, recreational fishermen and nature
enthusiasts who visit the area have little or no knowledge of its
geology or of tlhe complex communities of biota that inhabit the
canyon and surrounding waters and the intertidal habitats. Nor
do they realize the value of the oceanic waters to, the mammals
and birds that feed there or pass throug]h in transit.

B. Consequence of Sanctuary Alternative 1

This alternative slowly phases in t]he necessary management
structure in parallel to the growing presence of the Sanctuary
and the demands of its users. Pursuit of this alternative will
not capitalize on the present momentum of the local community in
support of the Sanctuary. Further, fewer staff will be able to
network and coordinate research, education, monitoring and
management policies programs.
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Gradually NOAA would provide an ~nhanced enf )rcement regimE:
by providing add:Ltiorlal boats, personnel ,~.,d equ!)ment for on the
water surveillance and enforcement. See "Lhe Mana,~ement Plan for
possible additional enforcement measuz’es p,~:ovided by the
Sanctuary.

2. Resear<~h and Educ.~tion

Research and ed~cation progz’ams would not :~erelop to their
fullest potential for many years due to thc~ lac![ }f staff.
Therefore, ’this ~i.lternative would not facil.itate ~esource
protection and ma~lage:~ent becau~e the research an, i education
components of resc, urce protection wilE. not be reatized.

C. Conseql~ences of Sanctt~.a~c X Alternative 2 _~Preferred][

This alternative supports fu~Ll time staffing and immediate
NOAA presence wit:l] s~ting of an offi.[~e on tlhe Pen _nsula. Given
the limited NOAA budget in FY93~ this would occtlr at the expense
of specific projects~ The emphas-[s of the _=;tall ,zould focus on
coordination and planning with other agencJ.es~ ipr~}grams and
governments on the pe:ninsula. NOAA believe~ th;It a fully staffed
Sanctuary would facilitate coordination witi~l oti~e} - programs in a
more rapid manner than if staffi!~g we~’e phased in over time.

1. E~ f orcement

The impact of enhanced su~:vei]~lance a[~:f[ ChlOe;cement efforts
focused on Sanctt~ary :cesources wouid be unr,_eces~a:oy at the
present time. G].ven the extensive Federa]L~ State and Tribal
enforcement presence along the coast~ and tile minimal h~man uses,
added enforcement is not the highest priorit.y wit]~in the first
year of the Sanctuary’s existence..

Eventually,. ~{OAA envision~ ~ State-Fedex~al.-’f::~ibal
cooperative enforcement system i~~volving tlhe WDI?, WDW, the four
coastal Tribes, the USCG~ the USF!?IS~, the Nat.ion~,~l Park Service
and the NMF.~. Since the proposed Sa~ctuary would include both
State and Federal watches, and adj~cent to Igdia:~ [[’~eservations,
close coordination between State and Federal auhh~rities wou].d be
required.

This alternative provides fu!! staffinq, i::~c[uding a
manager, education coordi:nator and researcb coo:~:’.d:.nator. The
manager would over, see tlhe establi,~.~hment a~d ope:ca’hions of the
Sanctuary Advisory Committee. The research and e~:~ucation
coordinators would benefit from the direction p:,:.;o,i’ided by the
Sanctuary Advisor!~ Co~aittee. I~<p].ementation of interpk’etive and



research projects and coordination with the many agencies with
programs in the area would commence fairly rapidly.
Establishment of a strong and complete infrastructure will
provide positive momentum to the program°

IV. Unavoidable Adverse Environmental or Socioeconomic Effects

Specific environmental and socioeconomic effects of each
proposed regulation are included throughout the environmental
consequences section of the preferred alternative and in Part i
of the FEIS/MP. The net environmental and socioeconomic effects
of designating the Sanctuary and implementing the Sanctuary
Management Plan and regulations are estimated to be positive.
While such effects are difficult to quantify, the goals of the
Sanctuary in part will be to maintain water qn~ality, fisheries,
aesthetics and tourism without causing any adverse effects.

The final Sanctuary regulations would allow all activities
to be conducted in the. Sanctuary except for a relatively narrow
range of prohibited activities (subject to all prohibitions,
restrictions and conditions validly imposed by any other
authority of competent jurisdiction, and subject to the liability
established by Section 3].2 of the Act). The procedures proposed
in these regulations !’or applying for National Marine Sanctuary
permits to conduct otherwise prohibited activities, for
requesting certifications for existing licenses, per~its, other
authorizations or rights authorizing the prohibited activity, and
for notifying NO.~% of applications for authorizations to conduct
a prohibited activity, would impose a cost in time and effort on
the part of app~ticants fer such permits or certifications°
However, NOAA will keep such costs to a minimum by working
closely with State and Federal regulatory and permitting agencies
to avoid any duplication of effort and setting guidelines for
expeditious review of applications.

The regulations prohibiting discharges and deposits and
alteration of or construction on the seabed may require permit
holders or applicants for such activities to seek other areas of
disposal or apply higher levels of treatment. All measures,
terms and conditions applied to existing activities will be done
in consultation with the affected party and the appropriate
management agency°

Estimates of revenue foregone by the prohibition of oil, gas
and mineral activities within the Sanctuary boundary has been
presented in detail under the socioecono~aic consequences for this
proposed final ]feguiation. Balancing the foregone revenue would
be the adverse environmental and socioeconomic effects avoided by
the proposed prohibition. For example v ~-he proposed prohibition
may alleviate or remove matters ranging from costs to local
communities for developing on-shore facilities to political and
legal action resulting from public controversy and apprehension
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concerning propertied oil and gas~ ~ctiviti~

It is not ~olssib~Le to quantify the po~iti’.re socioeconomic
effects of proh~!{)iting OCS oil a~nd gas activiti.e~;. The recent
NAS study (1989) on the Adequacy of Envi~oo:~men%al. Info~ation For
Outer Cont:[nent~i! Shelf Oil arld Gas Deci~ions: ~’lorida and
California foun4 thane ’~few data have bee~i~ ~oll~c’!~ed by MMS or
anyone else to address the socia3, and economic i~Lpacts of OCS
activities ,, "

V. Section: Relat/~.o:nslhi~/ Bet.~3’~en Short~-~erm U~!,es of the
Environment and the Hainten~.nce a]~d Enhancement

Sanctuary designation empba~;.izes the :Lmpo::~t~nce of the
natural and historical resources on the Cii.~’mpi~3 [oast area. Tihe
marine waters off th~i~ Olympic CO~SLSt JS re1~t.iwi~3.~ pristine and
the healthy and[ dive~:se natu~al ecosystem :is r~l~,tivel~
unaltered. Desig:nat/~on will enhance publi~ aw~.~r~ness of the area
and provide long~-t~r:,:~ assurance that its 3~esou:.~c~s will be
available for fut.ure %Tenerations~ ~mple~e~tat:o, of the
preferred altern~t:iv~ ensures that changes in [~.s~ patterns evolve
in a manner that i~;~ro[::e~3t~ the q~.~Ciity of the n~!~t~ ral environment.

The educatio:n~ :~::-esearch~ ahd. resource pro%e(: tion programs
will provide info:cmat:ion~ manage~:~ient and p~:otectJon that develops
a foundation for wise public use of the area and results in long-
term productivitv~, ~;i~ilarly~ il~fo~mation col[[e(:ted in the
research program 1~ill assist marine resource managers 5n making
bette:c management de.::~isions that will resu~-t i~:~ ~itigation of u:~e
conflicts and adverse effects of human act%vit:e~
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Section I: Introduction

The Marine Protection, Research, and Sanctuaries Act of
1972, as amended, and its implementing regulations (15 CFR Part
922) require that a management plan be prepared for each proposed
Sanctuary. Once the Sanctuary is designated, the plan will be
implemented. The management plan focuses on Sanctuary goals and
objectives, management responsibilities and guidelines for the
resource protection, research, education and administration
programs.

The plan establishes an administrative framework which
addresses the need for cooperation and coordination to ensure
effective management. The Sanctuaries and Reserves Division
(SRD), National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), 
responsible for management of the site. Variable funding for
staff and program development over the :next several years may
affect specific aspects of Sanctuary management described in this
plan. Modifications to the scope and scale of the programs may
have to be made because of such unforeseeable changes in the
level of funding. The goals and objectives of the plan will~
however, remain unchanged.

Sanctuary goals and objectives provide the framework for
developing the management strategies. The goals and objectives
direct Sanctuary activities towards the dual purposes of resource
protection and compatible public use and are consistent with the
intent of the National program. No actions taken by NOAA in
administering the sanctuary shall infringe upon Native American
treaty rights unless the action is absolutely necessary to
protect the resources from extinction and no other protective
measures are available.

The management strategies planned for the proposed Olympic
Coast National Marine Sanctuary (OCNMS) are directed to the goals
and objectives outlined below. The management plan is designed
to address the first five years following sanctuary designation,
after which time it will be revised. Although the plan offers
guidelines for the sanctuary manager, there are four important
tasks identified as having high priority immediately following
designation which, when completed, will set in motion progress
towards fulfilling the objectives of the plan. These four tasks
are:

(i) Establish liaisons with the appropriate agencies 
ensure the Sanctuary mandate can be carried out through a
cooperative management strategy. Sanctuary staff will meet
with other agencies and institutions operating in the area
to familiarize them with the Sanctuary mandate and staff,
and determine appropriate working relationships and mutual
agendas. These meetings will include, among others, the
Washington Departments of Ecology, Natural Resources,
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Fisheries, Agriculture~ and wi]LdiifeA, the J.:~. Coast Guard,
Canadian Coast Guard, U.S~ Fish and Wildlife Service,
National Park Se~,vice, the four coastal Tribe,s, local
businesses, towns~ counties~ timber and fi~h~ng
representatives~ and research and education ~.nstitutionso

(2) Create an Olympic Coast National Marine Sanctuary
Advisory Committee (SAC) which will be pro~!~ctive and
reactive in its se:cvice to the sanctuary man~ger. It is
intended that the ~BAC will: a) create subcom~ittees to
assist in developing program~ in research, e(~ucation,
resource protection and administration for tile Sanctuary;
and b) advise the manager on policy issues.. Thus the SAC
will play a key role in advis~ing on what the management
priorities should be, and coordinating Sanctlary actions
with those of oti~e]~: agencies° The SAC will ~.:onsist of
appointed rep:~’esentatives of government agencies, research
and education groups, and co~@~ercial and environmental
interests.

(.~) Coordinate %~:i.th the U.S~ Coast Guard to Conduct 
emergency response drill to assess the state of preparedness
to respond t~J an emergency within, or in c~L.ose proximity to
the sanctuary!/, add generate a plan to addres~ inadequacies.

(4) If the z~il![O ;ceject’s the U.S. Coast Guard’s request for
an Area To Be Avoided, the ~sanctuary manager should work
with the Canadian and U~S. Coast Guards to generate a vessel
traffic management plan for the sanctuary.~

Besides the four priority tasks which should be revisited
with every manage1~ent plan revision, the managemeDt plan calls
for on-going resource management~ research# and education
initiatives. The manager will revJ.ew development or management
proposals that wiil impact upon the. marine resources, provide
policy advice to other agencies working in the proposed Sanctuary
area, and make presentations to appropriate levels of government..

The sanctuary w Lll support management-related research and
monitoring through funding, staffing~ and other means that may be
available and app~opriate. It is the highest priocity of the
research agenda to complete a site profile within the first five
years following designation. Completion of the size profile will
be critical to refining the sanctuary contingency ~lan.

The education program calls for coordinaticn ~ith, and
support of, existi;r~g interpretive and education prggrams, such as
those of the NatiorLal Park Service and the Seattle Aquarium. The
general public and interested organizations on the Olympic
Peninsula and in Washington State~ will. play important roles in
attaining resource protection goals in the Sanctua~yo
Interpretive programs fostering public understanding and, hence~



support for management objectives, are inherent in the plan’s
concept. High priority communication tools will include
publications, exhibits, school curriculum, and special events
that convey the significance of the Sanctuary’s resources to both
the in-state and out-of-state public. The management plan will
highlight the linkages between the health of the Sanctuary
resources and upland uses and habitats.

Information exchange, sharing of facilities and staff, and

the coordination of policies and procedures for resource
protection will be features of all programs, including research
and education. The sanctuary management plan is designed to
guide management of the proposed Sanctuary for the first five
years after implementation. During this period, management
initiatives will generally fall into four basic programs:
(i) Resource Protection; (2) Research; (3) Education; and 
Administration. The remainder of this section describes goals,
guidelines and initiatives for each program°

II. Resource Protection

A. Introduction

The Sanctuary resource and quality protection program
includes: (i) a statement of Sanctuary resource and quality
protection goals; (2) Sanctuary regulations, including procedures
for working with existing regulatory authorities in cases of
overlapping jurisdiction; (3) contingency and emergency response
plans; (4) encouragement of compatible use in the Sanctuary; and
(5) identification of surveillance and enforcement plans¯

B. Goals

The highest priority management goal for the Sanctuary is
the protection of the marine environment:, resources and qualities
of the Sanctuaryo Sanctuary goals are therefore designed to:

i. Reduce threats to Sanctuary resource and qualities;

¯ Ensure that the water quality of the Sanctuary is
maintained at a level consonant with Sanctuary
designation;

¯ Promote public awareness of, and voluntary compliance
with~ Sanctuary regulations and objectives, through
education and interpretive programs stressing resource
sensitivity and wise use;

¯ Encourage participation by interested agencies, tribes,
and organizations in the development of procedures to
address specific management concerns (~_g~, monitoring
and emergency-response programs);
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.
Ensure that research res~ults and scientific data are
made available to management agencies t~ improve
resource protection strategies;

o coordinate activities of management and regulatory
agencies to resolve conflicting or duplicative
regulations, policies and enforcement pcocedures.

C Sanctuar~RZ_Rg_q_u_!lations

Existing regulations and proposed Sanctuary ~egulations are
presented in Part III of this document. The proposed Designation
Document (Appendix) includes the consolidated :;anctuary
regulations and activities subject to regulation ~1ow or in the
future.

To ensure protection of Sanctuary resource~ ~nd qualities
and conservation of its valuable ihabitat, NOAA ~roposes seven
regulations that govern~ (i) oil~ gas and mineral activities;
(2) discharges and deposits from within Sanctuary boundaries;
(3) discharges and deposits from outside Sanctuary boundaries;
(4) uses that may injure historical resources; ([5) alteration 

or construction on the seabed; (6) uses that ma],~ injure marine
mammals, sea turtles and seabirds; and (7) overflights. Two
additional regulations are proposed to aid faci~[itate enforcement
of Sanctuar~ ~ regulations: I) a prohibition on possession of
Sanctuary resources not exempted by pre-existing treaties; and 2)
a prohibition on interference with enforcement operations.
Vessel traffic may be regulated in the future if consultation
between SRD and the U~S. Coast Guard reveal a significant threat
to Sanctuary resources from current vessel traffic conditions.
SRD and the U.S. Coast Guard are working toward the establishment
of an Area to Be Avoided (ATBA) off the northern Clympic
Peninsula, extending 25 nautical miles from the shoreline, for
all vessels transporting hazardous materials. ]implementation of
this ATBA is pending IMO approval. For details on the proposed
ATBA, see Part IIX of the FEISo

Kelp harvesting has also been included within the scope of
possible future regulation. While very little kel~ harvesting is
occurring at the present time, inclusion of kel~ hi~rvesting
within the scope of! future regulation is necessary to preclude
overharvesting of kelp in the future. Overharvest[ng of kelp
could threaten the integrity of the kelp habitat so important to
the entire coastal ecosystem.

D. Co__j~cy__jPl ans

The resources of the Sanctuary are susceptibl,~ to natural
and human-related changes. Many of these changes ~ire gradual and
can be detected only through long-term monitoring ~)f
environmental and biological indicators. However, certain sudden
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and catastrophic, changes in conditions (due to an accidental oil
spill or vessel grounding, for example) c.ould seriously damage
resources and present severe health and safety hazards.

1. Exi st inqL_~Dabil it ies

In 1991, the State Legislature passed Washington F.SHB 1027,
pursuant to the recommendations of the BC/States Task Force,
which identified the response parties for marine spill prevention
and response at ti~e state level.. The 1991 and subseq~lent
legislation has established a network of agencies for marine
spill prevention and response that includes the Washington
Department of Ecology (WDOE), newly created Office of Marine
Safety (OMS), Maritime Comalission~ Regional Marine Safety
Committees, Board of ]Pilotage Cow,missioners, Uniwersity of
Washington Sea Grant, Marine Oversight Board, and existing State
agencies including Washington Parks and Recreation Commission~,
Department of Natural Resources, Department of Wildlife,
Department of Fisheries,’ and Department .of Revenue°

The Coast ,Guard (the federal on-scene coordinator in coastal
and tidal waters) has ultimate authority to coordinate and direct
all federal, state and private cleanup operations when discharges
into the marine environment pose a substantial threat to the
public health or welfare.

WDOE is the state agency with primary responsibility for oil
and hazardous substance spill response and clean-up on ].and and
water. However, the agency is more familiar with land-based
spills. The OMS has responsibility for vessel response plans,
barge cable standards, bunkering and lightering operations, and
review of federal vessel inspection programs° The OMS has
established three regional marine safety committees including one
for the North Puget Sound/Strait of Juan de Fuca and one for ’the
Outer Coast. The committees will prepare regional plans
governing vessel traffic, including consideration of tug escort
requirements, speed limits, navigation aids, vessel conflicts,
environmentally sensitive areas~ and the Coast Guard VTS.

The OMS will review the plans and implement those
recommendations over which the state has authority. By the end
of 1993, the OMS plans to implement an e.xtensive Tanker
Prevention Plan and Commercial Vessel Screening Req~lirements.
The plan will require tankers and barges transiting Washington
waters to file a spill prevention plan verifying t.hat they pose
no risk to State waters. The prevention plan wil.1 address issues
related to vessel quality, procedures and crew training
standards. Commercial Vessel Screening Plans r will require all
cargo vessels over 300 gross tons and commercial passenger
¯ vessels to give OMS advanced notification of their vessel
~haracteristics and cargo prior to arrival in state waters. The
OMS is mandated to establish an emergency response system for the
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Strait of Juan de. Fu.ca based on ~:~corzc~enc~.a%:ion~, ~rom the regional
marine safety co~Litt:ees,. The O~,~S is cul- ~’~r~ti~,~ " ~:,~viewing the
recommendations ~ubm:[.ttted by the comm.[ttee~;o

The Maritime Co~mission~ e,’~tablished il~iy, t~’e Leqis]ature in
IL990, is charged with: i) develo~ing first ~es~,or~te oi] sp~.ll
contingency plans, for covered veE~e].s~: 2) ~3~ovidj. t~g emergency oil
spill response se~ices for up tc:.~ 24 hours follo~iing at! oil spill
incident; and 31) providing a 24-~b.our commu~.ic~ticn network for
spill response notifications° ’~CL~,.~ latter two of Lhese function-,~
have been contracted to private companies~.tl~e ~Oz~er tc~ Foss

Environmental and the latter to "~h ~,~.~e Marine Exclhan.je of Puget
Sound The .i~ .’ . .¯ Comm_,~SlOn develops v~sse~L co:~;F~:[ngenc;~ Dla~s and
maintains a database .of vesselac.~.ide,~.d~=’,’ ~ -~ o "

Numerous State agencies provide ~zpill res,~on.~; assistance
and planning info~mation related to resouz"ce~ til~a z may be
impacted by a spill° Education and outreach effoTts are provided
by the University ,of Washington Aea Gz~ant ~.nd ~Las ~_ington Parks
and Recreation Corn:mission. The Department ,of ~ev,~.nue i~ cha~cged
with studying tax: incentives for ~-~ " ~ ~p.tl_~o risk :~:edt~c~ion through
coordination with WDOE and the Department <:f .Tr~d,~ and Economic
Development,, The Marline Oversiqiht Board .i°~ an in~lependent
citizen review of Federal~ State and industc~ a:zt..ons, The Board
is comprised of five gubernatorial, appointees~ ,,~h~ acting in an
advisory ro]Le report to the Gover~aor~ and m~ke !Te~:oml~endations to
agencies and the State legislature°

A detailed descz0iption conceit:ruing eq%~i~n~eni:: ,~nd proceQures
for emergency resp~gnse can be foui~-’~d iri pa:t:’t. ZI :~f the F~IS~

2. S a n c t u~ r_C’~5 c t i o n

One of the fi:ITst management i~..c;tions c~:£" the S~t~ctuaL~y will be
to conduct an eme.[’genc, y response e~erc.ise t[or a~~ ~ il sp:i.ll in the
Sanctuary boundar?,’~ if’he intent of t’.hi.~ exe:~:-c;is~ ~i[[1 be not only
to test the adequacy of existing )?[Lans andL the ~v[ilabiiity and
effectiveness of the eq~lipment ali!.ocated bui: al~o to provide an
opportunity for existing emergen,c]~, response age:t:~cfes and
personnel to work %~ith the Sanctuary and to dell.he, roles and
responsibilities.

The San.ctuarh, ~ program is pr,~f~az..in,i~ a i~q~tio~a] Plan with
additional site specific plans,~ scich a~ fo:c the C’]~pic Coast~
that will address needs for Sanc’t~:..~._~ry ~taff t.ra.i.n_~.c~,~-~ appropriate
equipment necessa.~::.y, to respond to a la~!~ge~<,,ale e~ergency
requiring long-te.~.~ response and c.].ean.--up c/Q~ab~Xi.~ies, and NO/~
policies regarding use of dispersant~,t,

To provide further protec;tio~-~, to ~:’he ’~.~- .......o~;n~t.~az f rescurces and
qualities, the Sa~oC tuary staff wi]~l ~.,-’~’~,~°~ i:he ~.’ta.c.e of



preparedness of the relevant parts of the contingency plans as
they relate to the Sanctuary° This action will entail exchanging
information with government and industry response teams and
seeking their support in assessing detection and clean-up
capabilities that can be used to protect Sanctuary resources. In

addition, and consistent with the National Marine Sanctuary
Program Regulations (15 CFR Part 22), NOAA will provide the
necessary resources and impetus to develop and implement a site-
specific contingency and emergency-response plan designed to
protect the Olympic Peninsula’s offshore resources. The plan
shall contain alert procedures and actions to be taken in the
event of an emergency such as a shipwreck or an oil spill. The
plan will specify the role of the Sanctuary and the action items
with which the Sanctuary has lead responsibility versus providing
assistance when requested by another lead agency.

An SRD-level contingency and emergency-response plan has
been prepared for the Channel Islands and Key Largo National
Marine Sanctuaries. A similar plan for the proposed Olympic
Coast National Marine Sanctuary will be created that will:

Describe emergency-response procedures and coordination
requirements for SRD and Sanctuary staff;

Define SRD policy regarding use of dispersants;

Provide a geographic information system depicting
resources at risk which will build upon the GIS
developed by the State Department of Natural Resources;

* Outline procedures for emergency research; and

* Provide dalmage assessment guidelines°

In conjunction with this plan~ agreements may be formulated
to improve spill detection programs and augment containment
capabilities (i.e~, with additional equipment, staff, and
deployment plans).

E. Compatible Use of the SanctuarM

An important aspect of the resource program is to encourage
the private and public uses of the Sanctuary, not prohibited
pursuant to other authorities~ in ways that are compatible with
the primary objective of resource protection° Thus the Sanctuary
will:

i. Develop educational materials and programs aimed at
enhancing public awareness of the Sanctuary’s resources and
characteristics and their need for protection~

2o Provide relevant information about Sanctuary
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regulations and u.~e policiee.~;

3. Collaborate with public and private organization s in
promoting compatible use of the c. oanctuary

4. Monitor and assess the levels of use to identify and
control potential degradation of resources and miDimize
potential user conflicts; and

5. Consult with other agencies on policies and proposals
for the management of activities which may a [fect protection
of Sanctuary :resources and qualities;

Monitoring and information exchange progralms are discussed
under research (Se,tlon III)~ The development of materials 
discussed under education (Section IV).

F. Survei____ l lance_and Enfor_cement

i.. Sanctu___a_ry_ Action and Coordination ~,~ith Existinq
A__gencies .... ---

A primary feature of the resource protection program is the
surveillance of sanct’~lary waters and enforcemen~l~ (.f applicable
regulations. Although a detailed enforcement pla~ has not been
developed, NOAA cu:crently envisions a State~Feder6~l-Tribal
cooperative enforcement system invol.ving the Stat~ of Washington,
U.S. Coast Guard, U.So Fish and Wi~Ldlife Service, National Marine
Fisheries Service, National Park Service, and coastal A1~erican
Indian Tribes. Because the proposed sanctuary :L.ncludes tribal,
state, and federal waters,, close coordination between tribal
state, and federal authorities is required°

Cooperative agreements between state and federal authorities
exist at other sanctuary sites. For example, u~ider a cooperative
agreement with SRD, the California Department of Fish and Game
(and other federa~i agencies including NPS, NMFS~ and USFWS)
enforces living marine resource regulations within the C-ulf of
the Farallones Sanctuary and state enforcement c, fficers are
deputized to enforce sanct.uary regulations° As discussed below,
the Washington Depa, rtment of Fisheries (WDF), through 
agreement with National Marine Fisheries Service (~,~MFS), enforces
fishing related laws and regulations in state and [ederal waters
off the coast of Washington State° Opportunities ~xist to
coordinate enforcement efforts between SRD and WDF, The current
regime for enforcing relevant laws and regulations within the
boundaries of the proposed sanctuary is su]~Larized below.

The USCG has broad responsibility for enforciJ,g all federal
laws in navigable waters under UoS,, jurisdiction° Where these
laws regulate fishing harvests, the USCG works clLo~ely with the
NMFS and WDF,,
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Sanctuary designation would have the effect of broadening
USCG enforcement responsibilities to include the enforcement of
sanctuary regulations. Neither NOAA nor the USCG has the fiscal
resources to conduct systematic surveillance and enforcement
operations to ensure compliance with sanctuary regulations.
However, both the USCG and the state conduct operations in the
area. The USCG would provide limited surveillance in conjunction
with multi-mission, surface, or aerial operations.

WDF is the state agency with primary enforcement
capabilities in the area of the proposed sanctuary. With the
exception of traffic laws, WDF fisheries patrol officers have
full police power pez~itting them to enforce all criminal laws of
the state of Washington. There are currently nine Fisheries
Patrol Officers who could be available for sanctuary enforcement
(a sergeant at Montesano; two officers at Westport; two
officers at Ocean Shores; one officer at Forks; one sergeant and
one officer at Port Angeles; and one officer at Clallam Bay).
WDF officers are cross-deputized with NMFS, and enforce
Washington fishing regulations in state territorial waters (0-3
miles offshore), and federal fishing regulations in the Exclusive
Economic Zone (3-200 miles offshore). WDF conducts 
enforcement patrols on the sixty miles of shoreline in Olympic
National Park between Queets and Neah Bay.

Five permanent NPS law enforcement rangers with full federal
commissions are stationed along the coastal strip of the Olympic
National Park year around: 2 at Kalaloch, 2 at Mora, and 1 at
Ozette. During the summer, 5 more seasonal law enforcement
rangers are stationed on the coast. In addition, 18 full time,
commissioned rangers are stationed in other parts of the Park
with 13 more commissioned seasonal rangers on duty in summer.
These numbers fluctuate somewhat from year to year. Enforcement
of federal regulations within the portion of the sanctuary that
overlaps the Park can be performed by these rangers. Authority
for law enforcement in other portions of the sanctuaz~ would have
to be specifically granted to the Park by NOAA.

USFWS staff make occasional visits to the Refuges along the
coast for biological surveys. Enforcement authority is limited
to the islands. Incidental observation can be made of the
surrounding waters.

Each of the four coastal tribes is an independent, self-
governing, sovereign entity, with administrative and management
authority over their own lands. In addition, as federally
recognized co-managers of the fishery resources tribal
enforcement authority extends out into the adjacent waters of the
north coast region. In aggregate, the four coastal tribes and
North West Indian Fisheries Commission employ more natural
resource management personnel to work on environmental
protection, habitat enhancement, and fishery management issues in
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NOAA plans io ~<e[y on such obse~--ve~s ~om otler agencies and
cooperating orgarJ.za~[on~:Jv incZ~d.in£1 excu:i-:~ion anl service boat
operators~ to prc:,~’ide the surw~J.ii! Lance inf~cmatio:~ needed for the
enforcement p£o£ r:am ..... ~ ’~ ¯ ’~. ouspect~=c~ ~"~Lo!a~tions~ ~ill .~e reported to
the sanctuary mar4,je~, who %~JoI~L inves~ -~ ~~ ¯±ga~e the r.~ports and take
appropriate acticr~ The enforc~.~nt prog]ca~:~ is e:~pected to be

" ° " ~ ~.~o~<~.~ .....~91 .......d vi(~] ation of sanctuary
regular ions ,,

~n the even% that analyse~ of u~e~ patte~:ns after sanctuary
designation indicate ~i~hat additional ~urveJIZan~ze is required,
NOAA will provide for m o:~-e :[nten~ve enfo£c~ment ’:o protect
sanctuary resourc~ The effectiveness of sanci:.u~ry enforcement
operations will be ev,i~luated two !~.~,eai~:~ after’ sa~,ci:uary
designation,, and .~nnuaZiy therea]~i~;~:~,~

2 Public ...." ~~ " ~ ~ ~ °~ ~ ......... ¯ .....

An emphasis ,~’:io].]_ ~.iso be pl~c.ed ©:~. p~bi.[:Lc ~d~ cation efforts
to pre,:;lude the n~ed :if~:~:!t’ a l.ar~e~;;c.ale enf©_-~-’cem~n’~: program.
Interp:cetation an"![ edi[cation pz0o~i~.~&ms ’~ili ~ther{~f~,re be important
for gaining volun i:ary <.zompliance ~:,ith ..~anct~.~ary r~gulations
Because the most. :~ffe::~tive enforc~me.:nt is p?eve;:Itlon, the
sanctuary int~rpr.~’i::iv~ program wiiZ make e~:y ~f~ort to inform
people about’, wise :!.~an::::tuary us~, ~]!i~! enjoyme~t, lJ[ is essential
that a~l users of the ~anctu.a~-y b,~i~ prc~ide~ with ~asily
understood materi~Is ’.i~4%ich explai.~ t.he requ ati~;~n~, their
rationale, and th,:: sh.!:.:ced gove:~-n~,~.t z~espon~ibi[ it y for their
en f orc~ment .

Some first s~!~p ;~,~ctions direc~;ed towar,~ th:[.s effort include:
(:i) developing anJ~ di~it~:’ibuting i,~.~!:oc.huces e:~plainJng sa,:~ctuary
regulations and t!:~e.ir :h;~it.{~nt,; (2 i posting :_;anc~:uary re~’ulations
at appz’opriate io<~ati~:~n~ ,[e.go ~ :~.~:~.ina~ sa:.] in,~i~ ciubs, public
docks, waterfront ]:~ec::.eation ~it~ and rest~.~ura~:~t~); arid (3)
establishing cont~ct ~:~.th indust:c~i~, and rec,~eatlor>al and
commer{.~ial groups /~eo!i~ ~,. fishi~~g ~:~nd s]~lippi~g i~}~dt~stry) to
present and explain the regulatio.~:~.;. Discu~sioz~s ~ith various
groups will help ,i:~.ete~::i[~iine.~ appro]~,~:~iate educ~<tio~a] materials for
promoting compatik-,]o.e ~::~s~!~ of the ~4~ctu~:!~:ry,



surveillance lew~].s and methods.

Section III: Research

A. Introduction

Effective management of the Olympic Coast National Marine
Sanctuary requires the development of a coordinated and focused
research program. Research conducted within marine sanctuaries
is designed to improve knowledge of the sanctuary’s environment
and resources and provide data and information that is most
useful to the sanctuary manager and decision-makers~ The
research conducted within sanctuaries contributes to the general
body of scientific knowledge~ and the managements-specific focus
of the research provides useful information for application in
other marine and coastal areas. Sanctuary researchers, managers
and education directors should coordinate their efforts to ensure
a strong link between management/education needs and research
projects. The research agenda should also be coordinated with
the research agendas of the other marine sanctuary’s on the west
coast to maximize the benefits of research results.

Research conducted within the sanctuary will focus
specifically on those management issues that relate to the
protection of significant sanctuary resources. The highest
priority for research is generation of a "site profile" which
will form the foundation for the contingency plan, regulatory
regime, and education and research programs on natural resource
abundance, characteristics, and processes for the area. Past
resource data will be utilized as well as ongoing monitoring and
research results° The monitoring program should be both species
specific as well as examine questions involving communities and
the entire local ecosystem~ Management directed research will
address practical~, use-oriented or "cause-and effect" studies.
Long-term monitoring and the resultant data base will provide the
foundation for interpreting or predicting natural or human-
induced events in the sanctuary and adjacent areas. General
directions and priorities for additional[ research are provided in
this section as a guide for identifying and selecting future
appropriate research projects.

The sanctuary will. work cooperatiw=_ly with othe]."
institutions w]Nenever possible in conducting research. Federal,
tribale state, and local agencies, and universities in Washington
State, ’nave important capabilities that could aid. in meeting
sanctuary Objectives. In particular, the Washington legislature
established a :new Olympic Natural Resources Center~ to be located
on the ’western side of the Olympic Peninsula, to conduct research
and education in forestz~j and ocean management. This new Center,
a unit of the University of Washington, would be an ideal partner
to work with sanctuary staff on ocean issues and educational
programs o
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B~ Goals

The purpose ~>,f Sanct~.~ary re..~earch activities is to improve
understanding of 1~:~he re~ources and characte~isti.cs of the marine
environment off the OrLympic Penin.,~ula to resolve specific
management proble~,:L~, and to coordinate and faci].i%ate information
flow between the varic~u.s research J.nstitutions~ agencies and
organizations. A ~ilLajor emphasis of the research ~rogram will be
to encourage studies that investigate the natural processes at
the land-sea interface° Research results will be used in
education program~ foil visitors a~.~d others interested in the
Sanctuary, as we.l~i~ as for resource protection. The strategies to
be emp].oyed in the research progra:m are to:

Establish a :f.r’am¢~-~crk and procedures for administering
research to elr~sure that research projects are responsive to
management ct~rnce].~ns: and that results c:ontribute to improved
management of the =,anctua]:y.~

Incorporate .~°esearc.h results into the interpretive/education
program in a format~ useful for the general pu31ic;

Focus and coordinate data collection .efforts 9n the
physical, chemical., geological .and biological oceanography
of the Sanct1~-ary ;

Encourage re ..... arc..~i that examines biodiversity within the
habitats of the ~anctuary;

Encourage studies that integrate nearshore an~ open ocean
researc]~ findings for a more complete understanding of
processes aff~cting both zones;

Initiate a mc~n.itolring progra~.il to assess envir)nmental
changes as they cJ,ccul-due to natural and hu:ma:~ processes;

Identify the rang,~ of effects on the environm~.~nt that would
result from ~r ~ ~.~,oed.:i..ted changes in human activi:y or natural
phenomena ;

Assure that research activities do not harm o:: diminish
Sanctuary resources
Encourage information exchange among all the ~)rganizations
and agencies unde:ctaking management-related r~.~search in the
Sanctuary to promote more informed management.

Evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of ~:he research
program and its integration with resource p!co~:ection and
education objectives.
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C. Framework for Research

Research projects will be directed to three basic management
questions.

Baseline studies to deter~ine the features and processes of
the natural environment; the abundance, distribution, and
interaction of the living resources; the distribution and
status of historical resources and the pattern of human
activity in the Sanctuary from prehistoric times to the
future;

Monitoring to document changes in environmental quality, in
ecology, and in human activity; and

Predictive studies to assess the causes and effects of
environmental and ecological changes.

Each of these categories is described in more detail below.

(a) Baseline Studies

Baseline studies will be designed to obtain a better
understanding of the physical oceanography and ecology of the
Sanctuary. They generally refer to studies of abundance,
distribution, and movement of species, and selected chemical,
physical, and geological parameters. In the area of the proposed
Olympic Coast sanctuary, the basic characteristics of many
important species populations and habitats are not known.
However, there is an indication that there has been a loss of
habitat and species in recent years. I~entories of selected
species, particularly threatened or vulnerable species within
these populations, represent an important direction for research.
Some baseline studies will focus on the inventory and description
of sanctuary habitats. Over the long term, there may be a need
for a detailed inventory of the intertidal and subtidal habitats
of the sanctua~ that build on previously conducted surveys, and
personal observations.

Since there are barges and vessels carrying hazardous
substances through and near the Sanctuary, the Sanctuary manager
will need sound information on water circulation. This
information would be used to improve understanding of the
dispersion pattern of possible oil spills and land-source and
ocean-source discharges in the waters within or adjacent to the
Sanctuary, and as part of the Sanctuary’s contingency planning
efforts~

Basic physical oceanographic studies should focus on local
circulation patterns offshore and in the Strait of Juan de Fuca,
upwelling processes, and the interchange of water masses such as
the Columbia River Plume and more saline open ocean water masses.
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To accomplish thi~ godwill of understanding r~5~ion!il circulation the
Sanctuary could a:~sist with the development and d ssemination of
information from existing monitoring st atiols slc~ as NOAA tide
gauges~ current meters, thermistor chains a~d s~!~t,~ilites (i.eo,
the NOAA polar orbiting satellites: with Adw~nce,ii{ ’i~ery High
Resolution Radiometer instruments that can h~ag~ :~.ea surface
temperature). Proc.ess~ oriented studies can use r~siden’~,
indicator species to identify local water mass ~!Lo~ement and
elucidate key productiwity areas or areas of hitch diver:~ity.
Results can then be. i:ncorporated into an ~nders~;a~ding of food
web relationships and predator-prey foraging dy:~a1~ics.

Comprehensive knowledge of the distr~butio~ If organisms and
their dependence <~i~ ez~vironmental factors i~ ne~:~d~d for
interpretation as wel~ as for reso, urce prc~tection~ At
representative depths and locations, the enviro~m~nt should be
characterized by the collection of additional b~s~line data on
water temperature and salinity~, light penet~ati~n~ upwelling
circulation and nutrient-loado This infozmatio~:~ ~hould be
correlated with data ~z.~n the abundance and dist’c~b~tion, by depth
zone and location of species populations living w~thin and
transiting the Sa~ctuary. Data of this typ~ ha~e been collected
at particular points a~[ong the shoreline by the m merous research
institutions in Washi)~g~ton State~ but due t<~ th~ l~emoteness of
the area and limited access points~, there ace man~ gaps in our
knowledge of the imarine ecology off the O3~y~pic P~ninsuka,
particularly landoo~ea interactions,

The interaction c~f physical oceanography w~th biological
studies will assist i~!~ developing ~ an understandlnc of the ecology
of the region and the general health and pr<,ducti~ity of the
Sanctuary. The research and education prog~:ams i~t gene]~al will
emphasize a multio~disciplinary approach to basi< and applied
scientific issues° The geographic location c f the proposed
Sanctuary provide~ an excellent opportunity to integrate research
on the effects that human uses in the water~hed arid in the marine
environment have <,n marine resources. This dat~ ~ould be
invaluable in est:i~!tatinc~ the effects, if an~ ~, of ~resent and
future land-use p~:~ac:tices on ’the ~arine environl~er~to

Additionally a hi~torical context study, includinc{ a
general literature search buildinc~ ~ on existing ~o~;<~ will be
conducted to identify probable historical ~ites (~ ~]cluding
cultural, archeological and paleontological sites) within the
Sanctuary. This ~?esearch will be followed by a field
reconnaissance-type remote sensinc~ sur~rey a~d a~cheological
assessment to locate and evaluate the extent to which historical
resources are based in the Sanctuary~ These bas~eline historical
resource studies ~ill provide the fundament~<l ir~fe~maticn
necessary for developing a historical resou~oce ~anagement
strategy and education/interpretation progr~,m fc~r the Sanctuary.



The recently developed Maritime History Museum will provide
a new maritime museum in Seattle. Coordination with facilities
adjacent to the Sanctuary and in larger ]population centers will
enhance public awareness of Sanctuary efforts to protect and
research important historical resources.

2. Monitorinq

Effective management requires an understanding of long-term
changes to the status of the resources and human uses effecting
those resources. Monitoring activities provide for the planned
systematic collection of data on selected parameters to detect
trends in ecosystem populations, communities, habitats, and
processes. A well designed monitoring program can help detect
natural cycles and trends, as well as unusual changes, and then
relate them to one or more sources of probable disturbance. A
monitoring program may help to distinguish between trends related
to natural and human-induced activities. Over the long term, a
monitoring program should indicate the health of tlhe sanctuary.
ecosystem and its important resources.

Marine resource monitoring programs can be costly and
complex. For these reasons, the selection of parameters to
monitor is an important scientific and management question. SRD
will continue to seek advice from and coordinate with other
agencies and scientists who conduct marine monitoring, and
provide technical and other support where possible. Additional
programs may also be initiated for important species or habitats
of special concern not covered by existing programs. The
research subcommittee of the SAC will be instrumental in
directing the monitoring program.

Overall, the monitoring program will assist in our
understanding of the general health of the Olympic Coast and
surrounding waters. The program could help discover sources of
pollutants and assist in the establishment of cause and effect
relationships as part of long-term toxicological evaluations.
Monitoring could also elucidate any problems or changing patterns
that had not been previously identified. Ultimate3Ly, the
monitoring program will address the application of the findings
to basic science as well as applied management purposes.

Sanctuary staff will also monitor vessel traffic in
coordination with the U.S. Coast Guard to assess the needs of
additional preventative strategies.

3. Analytical/Predictive Studies

In addition to baseline research and monitoring, the
Sanctuary research program will continue studies, as needed, to
analyze the causes and consequences of ecosystem changes and
predict their effects on new and more intense human activity in
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the area. Unlike the monitoring program these pledictive studies
are envisioned to be more short-term and d irect].~ targeted to an
immediate manage~nent issue. Studies could be I~ace to determine
the effects on mainline mammals of possible increases in boating
activity if heightened interest in whale watching and fishing
excursions results from Sanctuarl~ ~ establishment. A knowledge of
these effects would ,~nable management to p~covi(i[e infor~lation to
Sanctuary users to avoid disturbing these animal~ unnecessarily.

Other studies, of whales, pinnipeds and see.birds in the
Sanctuary could be initiated to de, teln~ine thei~" ~ange, their
migration patterns, and their dependance on the food resources of
the Sanctuary. One such study, for example, might be an
investigation to determine (i) whether the decrease in Stellar
sea lions can be attributed to a decline in pre)~ availability
and compare the results to a similar study on the relatively
stable Stellar sea lion population on Ano Nuevo; ~nd (2) the
importance of the fi~ih stocks in ~;ustaininq the Stellar sea lion
population and (3) the interactic~n of fishing on ?inniped,
mamma]., and seabird populations ai~Ld vice-versa~

D. Selection and Manaqement of Research PrD~ects

Projects cor~idered for funding by the SRD s~ould be
directed to the resolution of sanc, tuary manage~ent issues and
concerns. ’The sa]’Lctuary manager, Sanctuar3! ~ Ad~is9ry Committee,
and SRD will follow procedures developed b3~ SRD tm ensure that
each sanctuary’s research program is consistent with the national
program policies and directions,~ These prc cedurem include
preparing an annual Sanctuary Res~m:arch Pla!~ (S~P) ~ and monitoring
the progress of research in the sanct~ary.

I. PreDa~Lj.ng an Annual O_perating Plan ~

Each year the sanctuary manager will prepare a Sanctuary
Research Plan (SR; ~) with support by the SAC. The AOP is a brief
description of the~ goals for each fiscal year and a justification
of how these goals fit into the ,guidelines of the approved
management plan. SRD will then incorporate the S~P into a
national plan that includes annual ]plans :for each sanctuary.
Steps involved iri the annual planning process inc Lude:

* Identifying management concerns fo~ ~ the slnctuary with
supporting evidence or rati,~,nales.

* The sanctuary manager, in cooperation witi~ the SAC and
SRD, establishes ~esearch priorities based oi~ the
identification of management concerns° The ~ost important
factors to be considered in establishing ann~al research
priorities will be:

(I) Im~.~edia~i:e or evolving management is~;ues that may be



resolved through directed research projects;

(2) The prospects of research already in progress; and

(3) The availability of funds, equipment, and
instruments for research support.

* Research workshops are held on an occasional basis to
facilitate the identification of research problems. After
the management issues and research priorities are developed,
a draft SRP is prepared.

* An SRP is prepared that includes documentation of how
each project meets the national selection criteria. The
final SRP is then incorporated by the research coordinator
at program headquarters into a National Sanctuary Research
Plan. The highest ranking research projects are selected
from the national plan and a procurement schedule is
prepared.

* A research announcement and request for proposals (RFP)
is prepared. The announcement discusses management concerns
and summarizes past and on-going research. Its purpose is
to solicit proposals from the scientific community that
satisfy the criteria specified in the SRP.

Occasionally~ research proposals may include activities that
are prohibited by sanctuary regulations (e.g., taking of marine
mammals). In such cases NOAA may review the proposal and issue 
permit allowing the activity to proceed. The permit review
process for research is outlined in Appendix __)~ NOA~ may
also determine that all or part of the research should be
conducted outside of sanctuary boundaries. Research focusing on
protected or endangered species may require additional research
permits from other agencies.

2. Monitoring_j~r_qgress

The sanctuary manager will monitor the performance of
research projects and keep records of ongoing research, equipment
being used on site, frequency of researchers’ visits, and project
progress. In order to ensure conformance to schedules outlined
under the terms of the research contract, the researchers must
prepare progress reports and final reports for review by SRD and
the sanctuary manager. Scientists and resource managers may
review final reports before approval by SRD° Additionally, SRD
will publish outstanding project reports in its Technical Report
Series.

3. Information Exchang~

Direct SRD funding for research is limited. To augment
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directly funded ~:esearch, SRD wi3t]o encourage oth£r funding
sources to suppo~:t research that complements sanctuary management
goals. In the p~-ocess of soliciting research prcjects from other
agencies and private institutions, SRD will make available
current sanctuar~i~ ~ re~ource data obtained from past and ongoing
projects.

Section IV.

A. I ntroduct ion

The interpretive program for the Olympic Coast National
Marine Sanctuary ~vill focus on improving public a~areness of the
sanctuary progral~:L and providing information about the Olympic
Coast sanctuary ~:esources, ecological linkages with terrestrial
habitats, and rec~Ilations. The program will targ_~t, among
others, local governments, businesses~ citizen groups, the
tribes, the timber industry, fishermen, tourists ind educational
institutions. The program is designed to promc~te understanding
of the natural and human resource values of the OLympic Coast
sanctuary, to enhance the stewardship responsibilities of the
users in the coastal watersheds° Where possible, these programs
will be coordinated with already existing program~ and
facilities, such as the local school systems in t~e watersheds
bordering t]~e sanctuary.

B. Goals

The educatio~:l program will be directed at improving public
awareness and understanding of the significance o_~ the Sanctuary
and the need to I~cotect its resources and attributes. The
management objectives designed to meet this goal ire to:

* Provide the °-pub~c with information on the S inctuary and its
goals and object~ves~ with an emphasis on the nee~i to use these
resources wisely to ensure their long-te~n viability;

* Broaden sup~ort for the Sanctuary and Sanc~u~iry management
by offering programs suited to visitors with a ra!ige of diverse
interests ;

* Provide for public involvement by encouragin~ feedback on
the effectiveness of education programs and collaborate with
other organization.s to provide interpretive servi,;es, including
extension and outreach programs and other volunte~r projects
complementary to the ~anctuary program;

* Establish extension and outreach sez~ices th~:ough
collaborative efforts with school and volunteer p~:ograms;

* Incorporater~e~cch~=~- " ~ ~ results into the intecp~etive/education
program in a fore, at useful for the genera3L public



* Use research opportunities as an educational tool by
establishing research assistantship and ,citizens monitoring
programs; and

* Create public awareness of the entire Nation-.wide Sanctuary
Program, its purposes and intent and the role of the Olympic
Coast NMS as part of a regional and national system.

C. Educational O~portunities

Opportunities for interpreting the ,Olympic Coast NMS fall
into two broad categories; l) education for local residents and
visitors, and potential users of the Sanctuary, including
schools, fishe~men~ hikers~ campers, nature viewers , etc., as
well as visitors at local information centers and at the
Sanctuary headqaarters; and 2) interested groups not visiting the
site but who desire to learn more about the Sanctuary’s resources
and unique characteristics° Below is a description of the
educational programs that the Sanctuary ’will develop to maximize
these opportunities.

i. Site Visitor Programs

The Olympic Coast includes intertidal areas that can be
readily observed from land. At Kalaloch, Highway i01 parallels
the shoreline for approximately i0 miles allowing access to the
coastline and enabling disabled or less active visitors to view
the sanctuary area from scenic overlooks. Access by road also
exists at La Push, Mora Campground, a point south of Neah Bay,
and at Lake Ozette where a three mile trail leads to the coast.
The unique wilderness setting and the diversity of habitats along
the Olympic shoreline present excellent opportunities for school
field trips, field seminars, local community programs (e.g. beach
clean ups, whale and bird watching), and university level
research projects. Visitors and users of the offshore area
include kayakers~ fisi~ermen and viewers on whale-watching boats.
Brochures and interpretive materials will be available to provide
information about sanctuary regulations, wildlife, and the
sanctuary environment.

The proximity of the proposed sanctuary to the shoreline
enables visitors to have a field experience either by walking
along the shoreline or by going out on tlhe water. The intertidal
areas of the proposed sanctuary are also part of the Olympic
National Park and are managed by the National Park Service (NPS).
NPS conducts beach-walks, sponsors nature seminars, and maintains
interpretive signs at beach overlooks. SRD plans to establish a
cooperative program with the Park Service to reach those visitors
who go to the coastal area of the marine sanctuary. The beach
overlooks are also excellent locations to establish signs and
displays describing tlhe proposed sanctuary. These interpretive
signs will provide visitors~ residents, and users of the
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sanctuary with a brief description of the ~ancx~u£ry’s ~fesources
and uses. On~si~ze educational materials will consist itargely of
written and[ visual materials describing the sanc1!uary and
explaining its requisitions. This information will be available
to the wide variety of recreational users and to[fists that visit
the area.

2. Inform~1::io~r~ Center Proqrams

Many people who would not ~o~ally walk th~ beaches or go
for an open-wate:c cruise will be able to v~sit senctuary
headqllarters and other visitor and infor~Lation c~nters in the
state.. The educational exhibits and brochures a~ailabie at the
centers enable wisitors to learn about the Oll~p~c Coast area,
and gain a greater appreciation of the rear,one environment.
There are a number of other educational/interproetive centers
around the Peninsula and in western Washington cities that may be
willing to host sanctuary exhibits and coo~:dinate educational
programs. These inci[ude :

_Olympic National Park: The Olympic N~tio~a] Park recently
obtained Co:nqressional approval to build a ¥isitor Center at
Kalaloch, but construction is not expected to begin for
several years. The Olympic Park Superintendent has offered
the National° Ma]~ine Sanctuary Program exhibit space in the
new facility. Since Kalaloch is located on the coastline,
visitors can co~bine an on-site beach walk ~ith an
educational experience at the visitors~ cer~ter. The Olympic
Park opera’tes a number of ranger/infozmatJo~l centers on
the Olympic Peninsula. An acrreement may be reached by which
SRD can distribute brochures and other interpretive
information ~Lt these locatio:ns. The ~ark also hosts
"Olympic Field Seminars ~’ sponsored by the Ol~mpic Park
Institute. Arrangements can be made to hold a seminar on
the sanctua~oy environment and resources. Tha Olympic
National pazok also organizes programs for scaools and
community g]roups. Designation of a marine s~nctuary
provides the opportunity to organize coope~razive programs
with the Paz~k, schools, local co~muni~y g~ou~s, and coastal
tribes.

U.S. Fish a~id Wi]odlife Headquartersu Q~ia: USFWS
distributes a broc.hure on the~ Refuge$~ has c ceated visual
panels on the coast in conjunction with the ~PS, and is
interested in developing additional c.oopezattve projects
with NOAA and-NPS.

Arthur D° Fe:iro Marine Laboratory~oz~t AngeLes: Owned by
the City of Port A/~geles and located on the Zity Pier, the
lab is operated Dy Peninsula College both as a center for
marine interpretation (largely for tourists) and as a center
for teaching and research.
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OivmDic Natural Resources Center ~)NRC)~ Unilversit2f 
Washinqtor!: The 1989 Washington legislature established the
Center as a unit of the University of Washington with a
broad mandate for research and education regarding forestry
and ocean resources. A development plan is now being
written and will be submitted to the legislature in 1991.
The ONRC will be based at U.W. in Seattle but the law
requires that a facility be built on the western side of the
Ollrmpic Peninsula; planning for that facility is now
underway.

Sea Grant Extension Offices. Montesano. ~ There is a Sea
Grant Extension Office at Montesano, Washington.
Informational brochures and other materials about the
sanctuary may be distributed from this office.

Seattle A~arium, Seattle: It is anticipated that several
cooperative projects involving exhibits and field excursions
will be developed with the Education and Exhibit’s division
of the Aq~larium.

New Maritime Center~ Seattle~ A maritime center combining
features of an interpretive center~, science and technology
museum, and cultural institution is being proposed for
Seattle’s central waterfront on Elliott Bay~ It is
estimated that the Center will not be completed for at least
seven years.

Grays Harbor Historical Seaport Authority~ Aberdeen:
Written materials concerning sanctuary resources could be
made available at the Seaport, and cooperative efforts to
develop exhibits may be appropriate.

Makah Museum, Neah Baz: The Makah Museum, home to 500-year-
old Ozette artifacts, is managed by the Makah Cultural and
Research Center which has become a focal point for Makah
tribal culture since it was founded in 1979o It contains
the world’s single-largest collection of Northwest coast
artifacts dating back to before the times of the non-lndian
explorers.

Aside from Port Angeles, the major population centers on the
Peninsula (Aberdeen, Forks) do not operate marine oriented
information centers. These communities, which are suffering from
a declining economy, may benefit from sanctuary designation.
Establishment of a-sanctuary may increase tourist traffic to the
region and thereby benefit the local economy through direct
expenditures within the tourist related industries.

3. Outreach Proqrams

The OCNMS educational/interpretation program will try to
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reach persons who a1~e unable to vJ.~it %he OiLymp~c Coast area, as
well as those livi~g in the water~hed~ Out~eaci~ ~ogra~is may
benefit groups wi~Lh a specific interest ir~ !~he <:oestal ];egion and
groups that are not a~are of the i~portance of the mari~e
environment. The out~each agenda will iden~:~ify a~d contact
specific groups a~d school systems and targ~?.t tLe needs for
marine education i~nd outreach pro~Trams. Effort~<. ~ill then focus
on providing educ~tional ~aterials, cu:!:~ricu~um an¢ prog!~ams about
the sanctuary and ihe marine envi~onmento ]if interest is strong
enough, a slide p~esentation~ mobile exhibi%~ d¢~cl~entaries and
other media may be developed for t~e with s<:heoi~s and pl’ivate

Section V. A,d~:~ioni ~trat ion

A. Administrative ~ ~I, ram ~wo:~o]~’

This section of the management pl~:~n de~cri~:,es the
administrative ro]oes of the agencies that ~il! be involved in
Sanctuary management, proposes s%~ategies t<~ coor~i~ate their
ac.tivities, and px°ovides for periodic eva!ui~tio~ c:~ the
effectiveness of the l~lanagement p!an~ Admi:~%ist]:a%ion o%ersees
all other function~, of sanctuary ~!~anagement inc]ud!ing r~source
protection, resea):ch~ and educatio:r~, and e~tablJsbes the roles of
the relevant play(zrs in implementing specific p]ocjrams. The
administrative framework ensures that all management activities
are coordinated.

The Sanctuary and ~[eserves Division ($~D) J s cespor~sible fo~
the overall management of the proposed Sanctuar~ ~ The $1RD will
coordinate on-site activities through coope~ative ~greements with
the State of Washington, NPS, USFWS~ USCG, ~’~PA, an~ hq~F$o

I. Sanctuaries and Reserve~ Division

The National !~ilarJne Sanctua]cy Pro.gra~ 5~ managed b~ SRDo
SRD prepares a site~specific manag,~ment pla~ ~, fo~ ~ e~ch s~nctuary
to ensure that on.-~ite activitie~ in resource pxotectiol~,
research, and education/interpret~;tion are ,.~oordin~ted end
consistent with ~sar~ct~:~y goal~ a.r~d objectives. S~D is
responsible for i~plementing thi~ ]~lan thz~o~gh J nt~rage~cy
agreements and funding of on-site operation~-.

SRD, in coli~bo~!tio~ with the sa~ctu~y :,~ana~er~ ~evelops a
general budget projecting expendit~!r:es for ~rogzam development,
operations,-~nd staffing° F~Indinqi pri~rities w~ill be reviewed
and adjusted annually to reflect evolving conditions in SRD’s
budget, the sanctuary~ and the priorities ~.~d requirements of the
National Marine Sar~ctuary Program~ $Rt~ al~<: establishes policies
and procedures in response to sLOecific ~ss~.~{~ i~ each s~nctua~i~yo
Detailed SRD respo~sibiiities are listened under the resource
protection, research~ and educa~tio!~ sectioi~e~ which foilcwo



The Sanctuary manager serves as the primary spokesperson for
the OCNMS, and reports directly toe and represents, the SRD. The
manager’s headquarters will preferably be located on the west
side of the Olympic. Peninsula, in close proximity to the
sanctuary site. The final decision regarding the locatJ_on of
headquarters and satellite offices will be made after
consultation with the SAC o

2. Sanctuar:~ Advisory Co~Littee

A Sanctuary Advisory Committee (SAC) will be established 
enable agencies, interested groups~ and individuals to actively
contribute to the management of the OCNMS. The SAC will consist
of representatives of those groups affected by sanctuary
designation, and include federal,, state, local, and tribal
government authorities, users of the area such as vessel
operator’s and fishermen f and local community, and tribal ~aembers.
These groups will be consulted to ensure that their ideas and
concerns are made available to and considered by the sanctua~1
manager.

The SAC will serve in both a proactive and reactive alanner.
It will be instrumental in producing annual operat:ing plans by
identifying education/outreach, research, and resource protection
priorities. The SAC ,will keep the manager informed about issues
of concern, offer suggestions on solutions to conflicts~ and
assist the manager in achieving the goals of the sanc~Zuary
program. The SAC will also be solicited to comment on ideas and
approaches to issues that the sanctuary :manager raises°

The structure, composition, and role of the SAC will be
determined by SRD in conjunction with representatives of the
State of Washington. In addition~ SRD will appoint members to
the committee and define the roles between the manager, the SAC,
and SRD headquarters. A broad based constituency will be sought
to ensure that a range of views and expertise are made available
to the sanctuary manager. The experience and expertise of the
SAC will be available to the manager on an ad hoc basis and
during regularly scheduled meetings. In order to function
efficiently in an advisory capacity it may be beneficial to
subdivide the SAC into subcommittees that correspond to the
resource protection, research, education and general
administration issues. Detailed SAC responsibilities are listed
under the resource protection, research, education and general
administration sections which follow.

3. Federal Agencies

A. United States Coast Guard ~US~C!~

The USCG is responsible for enforcing Federal la~s in waters
under U.S. jurisdiction. This mission includes the enforcement



of sanctuary regulations promulgated for the sa,~c~;uary. The USCG
also manages operations for the control or removal, of oil and
hazardous substances resulting from offshore spil-~s. In addition
to enforcing fishing and vessel discharge reguli~t:.ons, the USCG
is also responsible for regulating vessel traffic maintaining
boater safety, and coordinating search and rescale operations~

B. United States Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS)

The USFWS maintains enforcement jurisdiction over the
Flattery Rocks, Quillayute Needles, and Copalis N~Ltional Wildlife
Refuges. Because the boundary of these three iSl~Lnd refuges is
from mean high water landward, there is no 9verla]~ping
jurisdiction between the USFWS and SRD. ~?ihe refuges do, however,
lie within the waters of the proposed sanctdary~ It is
anticipated that an interagency agreement ’will be developed to
establish a method for joint management of the Jce~ources.

C. National Park Service [.[~[_P_S_).

The NPS is responsible for managing tfhe Oli~m]Jic National
Park. Sixty miles of coastline and the off~hor~ ~:ocks and
islands (including the intertidal zones) are in.cl~Lded within the
boundary of the Olympic National Park° The landw~rd boundary of
the proposed marine sanctuary extends to mean high water, cutting
across the mouths of streams and rivers, except along Indian
reservations where the boundary extends to the io~rer low water
mark. NPS and SRD share jurisdiction over the intertidal zone in
those areas where the landward boundary of the ~l~r~,posed Sanctuary
extends to mean high water, and around the offsho]:e rocks and
islands. Existing National Park Sel-vice standard~ and policies
cannot be diminished or diluted by any "shared" j11risdiction with
SRD. For example~ the large majority of the inter:tidal area of
the park is Congressionally designated Wilderne~s and must be
managed to t-hat st~indard. SRD and NPS will dew~l~,p an
interagency cooperative agreement to ensure the me,st efficient
use of program funding and manpower in achieving ~:he goals of the
sanctuary and park~

D. Environmental Protection A~nc_~_li~PAl

The EPA has regulatory responsibilitie~ wii;h regard to
sewage outfalls, ocean dumping, and non-point sou~’ce pollution.
While EPA has delegated permittinc~ authority to tl~e State
government, the tribes receive their permits di:ce(’tly from EPA.

E. Corps of EncTineers I CO~l.

The COF. grant permits that are based on EPA %~uidelines for
the discharge of dredged materials into Stance wat~.rs and the
waters beyond. The Co~.ps also iss~ues permits for construction,
excavation or fill in any navigable waters of the United States.
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F. Department of the Navy

The Department of the Navy conducts military training and
surveillance activities in the proposed Sanctuary area.

4. International. Tribal~_SState~_and local aqencies

A large portion of Washington State waters is included
within the boundary of the proposed sanctuary. The Washington
State Departments of Ecology, Natural Resources, Fisheries, and
Wildlife have management responsibilities within state waters off
the Olympic Peninsula. Ecology also administers the Washington
State Coastal Zone Management Program. The state has an
efficient infrastructure for coastal resource management and
enforcement.

It is NOAA’s intent to work closely with the state to ensure
full federal-state cooperation, and to coordinate the sanctuary
program with the existing local, state and regional management
framework. This cooperation will involve the establishment of
Cooperative Agreements, Memoranda of Understanding and
deputization of officials for enforcement purposes.

NOAA will work closely with the Makah, Quileute, Hoh and
Quinault tribes and the other tribes witlh treaty rights within
the sanctuary, Cla!lam and Jefferson Counties, the City of Forks,
and Canadian authorities such as the Canadian Coast Guard and
Canadian Park Service to coordinate research, education,
monitoring and resource protection initiatives~

To facilitate the administrative procedures regarding
certification/approval of leases, licenses, permits, approvals,
rights or other authorizations (as described above, Part II,
Section III, B.2. Designation Document and Regulations), NOAA
will work closely with the owners or holders of, or applicants
for, leases, licenses, permits, approvals, rights or agencies°

B. Resource Protection: Roles and Responsibilities

I. Sanctuaries and Reserves Division

(a) Approves priorities for funding for resource
protection;

(b) Monitors the effectiveness of interagency agreements
for surveillance and enforcement and negotiates changes
where required;

(c) Develops contingency and emergency-response plans and,
based on these plans, negotiates applicable interagency
agreements;
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(d) Monitor~ the effectiveness of existing ~anctuary
regulations~ and manages the process to implement
changes in regulations where nece~sa~i{; and

(e) Coordinates efforts to protect and mana~fe sanctuary
resource~ with other federal agencies, tribal
governments, and other public and private
organizations.

2. Sanctuary Manager

(a) Recommends to SRD priorities for allo::;a~;ing funds
annually for resource protection;

(b) Assists in the coordination of su:cveiil~nce and
enforcement activities by providing lialson with the
USCG and other agencies;

(c) Reports regularly to SRD on surveillanc~ and
enforcement activities, violations0 and emergencies;

(d) Provides information fo=: use in t:cainin~f sanctuary
enforcement officials ;

(e) Monitors and evaluates t3he adequacy of ~:mergency-
response plans and procedures in the ~a~ctuar~y;

(f) Maintains a record of emergency event{~ e.g., oil
spills) in and around the sanctuary;

(g) Evaluates overall progress toward the r~source
protection objectives of the sanctuary ~,rogram, and
prepares semi-annual and bi-monthly pro~fress reports
highlighting activities for SRD; and

(h) Establishes the Sanctua~y Advisor~’ Co~¢mm~ttee.

3. U.S. Coast Guard

(a) Holds broad responsibility for enforcin,Lf all federal
laws throughout the sanctuary waters;

(b) Ensures enforcement of sanctuary regulations; and

(c) Provides on0-scene coordination and Regi~nal Response
Center facilities under the National Contingency Plan
for the removal of oil and hazardous substances in the
event of a spill that threatens the san~:tuary.

4. State of Washington

(a) Owns and manages aquatic lands, manages living
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resources, and enforces state laws and regulations
within state waters of the sanctuary;

(b) State enforcement personnel may be deputized to enforce
specific federal laws throughout the sanctuary (e.g.,
the Endangered Species Act);

(c) Evaluates progress towards management objectives for
resource protection, and adjusts annual priorities
accordingly;

(d) Monitors the effectiveness of state regulations within
the sanctuary and considers recommended changes to
state regulations through the State Legislature and
Governores office;

(e) Monitoring and surveillance of fisheries resources;

(f) Provides on-scene coordination of state clean-up
response in the event of an accidental spill of oil or
hazardous materials, which threaten the state’s fish
and wildlife resources.

(g) Regulates recreational and commercial fishing
activities in state waters.

Research: Roles and Responsibilities

Sanctuaries and Reserves Division

(a) Prepares annual Sanctuary Research Plans (SRP’s) for
each sanctuary;

(b) Prepares an annual National Research Plan (NRP) and
budget, based on the SRP’s of individual sanctuaries
and in accordance with priorities determined at the
national level;

(c) Sets dates for procurement based on the NRP;

(d) Administers interagency agreements and contracts for
research;

(e) Reviews all interim and final research reports
submitted by the sanctuary manager; and

(f) Reviews permits for research activities, considering
the recommendations of the sanctuary manager, to ensure
consistency with sanctuary regulations and provide
additional technical review where necessary.
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2. Sanctuary Manager

(a) Recommends broad areas of researctL to r~solve
management issues ;

(b) Develops the Sanctuary Research Plan;

(c) Reviews research documents and progress reports
submitted by contractors;

(d) Prepares assessments of research need~ ~Lnd priorities
based on management requirements and ~ce~earch
cont inu ity;

(e) Prepares recommendations for SRP’~;

(if) Implements the SRP’s;

(g) Coordinates research and monitoring a<Jt:.vities with
other federal, state, tz:ibal, and local agencies in the
sanctuary in consultation with SRD, the Sanctuary
Advisory Committee and other interested parties; and

(h) Coordinates an on-site process fo~c revi~wing and
evaluating ~:’esearch proposals arid pez~~i’{: requests,
considering the views of SRD, the San<Jt~Lary Advisozqf
Committee, concerned individuals and Ln~:erest groups.

3. Sanctua,~ Advisory Co~.~mittee

(a)

(b)

Provides advice to the ,,sanctuary manaqi~e~ - on review of
research proposals, intact, rim, and[ fina]~ ~’eports;

Provides advice to the sanctuary i|~anage~- on approval of
-proposals for research in the sanctua~!~y~ and

(c) Provides advice to the research coord:Ln£tor and the
sanctuac[~ manager on priority research , eeds.

D. Education/Interpretation: Roles and Resl)onsib~ilities

i. Sanctuaries and Resez-Jes Division

(a) Reviews and approves the. list of annual priorities for
education and the annualh education budget prepared by
the -sanctua~ manager;

(b) Reviews and approves design proposals for all
educational facilities; and

(c) Evaluates p:rogress towa~_’d accomplishing objectives for
education and adjusts long-term pl’ior~tJes accordingly.
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2. Sanctuary Manager

(a) Recon~ends annually to SRD a list of priorities and an
annual budget for education;

(b) Prepares and circulates as required Request for
Proposals (RFP’s) for educational projects;

Supervises the design and production of educational
materials and facilities for the sanctuary;

(d) Provides training for staff assigned to the sanctuary;

Encourages local and regional organizations to
participate in sanctuary education;

Disseminates information about the National Marine
Sanctuary Program and the OC~S; and

(g) Oversees the development of any education facilities
constructed for the sanctuary, reviews site analyses
and design specifications, awards construction and
maintenance contracts.

3. Sanctuary Advisory Committee

ED

I.

(a) Provides advice to the sanctuary manager and education
coordinator on raising public awareness of the
sanctuary and advises on the development of a local
constituency by means of brochures, presentations,
structured events articles for publication, and other
activities consistent with the management plan.

General Administration: Roles and Responsibilities

Sanctuaries and Reserves Division

(a) Ensures that the sanctuary is operated in a manner
consistent with established national program policies
and with applicable national and international laws and
provides guidance to the sanctuary manager;

(b) Identifies, analyzes, and resolves sanctuary management
problems and issues;

(c) Formulatescomprehensive, long-term management plans
for the sanctuary and revises the management plan as
necessax~;

(d) Directs and assists the sanctuary manager in the
implementation of the management plan;
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(e) Coordinates sanctuary management with o:her federal and
state agencies, tribal governments~ and private
organizations ;

(f) Evaluates the effectiveness of sanctuar~f management and
regulatory measures ;

(g) Prepares a program budget for the sanct~lary; and

Provides funding for overall sanctuary ~:lanagement and
administration.

2. Sanctuary Manager

(a) Coordinates on-site efforts of all. paict:~es involved in
sanctuary activities;

(b) Reviews the management plan periodicall~, and recommends
(I changes to ~RD as needed;

(c) Assists .~RD in preparinq the annual b~ad~[et for the
sanctuary;

(a) Oversees day-to-day opez:ation of the ~!~at~ctuaz~1,
including administrative functions such as bookkeeping,
purchasing and keeping records of visiLt(Jr activities;

(e) Supervises sanctuary staff and other ]?e~sonnel~
including enforcement and interpretive (.,mployees
assigned to the sanctuary; and

(f) Represents the :~anctuary viewpoint on Ic,cal issues and
at: public forums.

3. State of! Washington

(a) Assists in the preparation and implementation of a
comprehensive.~ long-ter1~L management p~Lar for the
sanctuary; and

(b) Assists in the periodic review of the m~nagement plan.

4. Sanctuary Advisory Com~aittee

(a) Provides advice on the :~pecific plans for sanctuary
deve 1 opment s

(b) Provides advice on all proposals for ~iLctivities within
the sanctua~ ~

(c) Provides advice to the appropriate federal, state,
tribal, or local government on proposed actions, plans



and projects in areas adjacent to, or affecting the
sanctuary;

(d) Enhances communication and cooperation among all
interests involved in the sanctuary;

(e) Advises on rules and conditions for all forms of public
recreation; and

(f) Advises on an overall plan for the use, development and
maintenance of sanctuary lands and buildings.

F. Staffing Levels

Due to limited funding, the sanctuary will begin with a NOAA
manager, and an operations coordinator. The sanctuary staff will
work closely with the USCG, NPS, FWS, and other state, tribal,
and federal agencies in providing enforcement and surveillance in
the area of the sanctuary. The SAC will be established during
the first year and planning will begin to identify research,
education, resource management and administrative priorities for
the first five years following designation. The priorities for
further staffing will be determined as a result of the planning
initiative.

G. Headquarters and Visitor Center Facilities

Sanctuary headquarters and administrative offices will be
established at a suitable location on the Olympic Peninsula.
NOAA has undertaken a preliminary assessment of alternatives for
a main office and satellite offices. However, the final
decisions on the siting of administrative offices will be made
during the sanctuary planning initiative when the priorities for
the first five years after designation for education, research,
and resource management are clarified. This will also allow time
for the mission and programs of the Olym~ic Center and the soon
to be established Willapa Science Center to be identified.
Siting considerations will be contingent upon available funding.

NOAA explored options for siting of offices in Port Angeles,
Forks, Neah Bay and La Push. Following is an analysis of
locations identifying some of the advantages and disadvantages of
each alternative.

i. Port Anaeles

The advantages of locating an office in Port Angeles are
that: i) it is the center of communications and transportation on
the Olympic Peninsula where regional offices of the Coast Guard,
National Park Service and other federal and state offices are
located; and 2) should the Northwest Straits National Marine
Sanctuary become designated, this location would be convenient in
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coordinating the <~per~tions of both sanctuarie~i.

The main disadvantage of siting the adminJ.stcative office in
Port Angeles is that it is removed[ from the po~,ul~tion centers on
the Olympic Peninsula andL it may promote the perc_=ption and/or
reality that the program is out of touch with the needs and
interests of the population living adjacent to th_ ~ Sanctuary.

Neah Bay offers many opportunities with respect te
facilities, research~ and education. It is locat~d adjacent to
both the Strait of Juan de Fuca and the Olympic P~ninsula, and ~,s
such, is centrally located adjacent to the entire sanctuary.
Facilities exist to support a research vessel and tug° The Coast
Guard station has a ,500 foot dock with lift and launch
capability, and is planning to upgrade the dock a~d its
facilities which is expected to be completed by 1’)95-96. This
may present an opportunity for cooperative fund in~)- by NOAA to
provide fixed~ permanent space for SRD vessels. ’?he station
would be a natural place to store a vessel ashore because there
is a heavy lift crane which can lift vessels of u)) to twenty tons
from the water. There is also an enclosed maini~enance shed which
may be available ’to SRD as well. Both security a~id maintenance
would be much simpler if SRD were able to use tlile Coast Guard
facility.

From the sta:ndpoin’t of research, much resea~;ch ha~ been
occurring at Tatoosh [[sla:nd by the University of ~ashington’s
Friday Harbor Lab. The presence of the Sanctuacy in Neah Bay can
support and augment this research.

From the standpoint of educa~:ion/outreach, a~d research on
cultural and historic resources, Neah Bay offer:~ ~:he Makah
Archeological Museum and draws a large nu~ber of ~.ouris~cs which
can be targeted by the Sanctua~ program. The Ma~:ah Tribe is
making long-range plans to improwe the harbor a~’.~ l’:eah Bay, add oln
to the museum, construct a marina and conventio~ (enter and build
an adjacent shopping center. In addition, becaus~ it is located
on a tribal reservation, the education program caI~ become more
directly involved 1~ith the education needs of the coastal tribes.

3. La Push

There is a s::~all port at la l[J~Ish which suppo]:ts the fishing
fleet of the Quileute Tribe. However, there is a bar that must
be negotiated at the entrance and in heavy weathel is dangerous
and, at times, impassible.. Therefore from the perspective of
facilities such as acce.,~s to the ,~anctuary by vessels, this is an
undesirable location. However because of its coastal location,
it is a site where the Sanctuary would ensu~:e that there is
adequate contingency planning equipment, and bi~:0d and mammal



rescue facilities. There is a Coast Guard station at; La Push.

There is also a small village that supports a tribal school
and recreational opportunities in the summer. Sitinq an office
in this location will enable the sanctuary program to become
integrated in the educational program of the tribe and research
linkages between upland uses and the health of the coastal
environment°

4. Forks

Forks is the center of the timber industry and the
commercial center for the Olympic Peninsula. It is located
approximately 12 miles from the coast. It will be the location
of the Olympic Center which will offer an opportunity to
coordinate research focusing on the linkages between upland uses
and the coastal ecosystem. The location offers access to
tourists and upland users of the watershed and a central location
for the entire population on the Olympic Peninsula. A main
office of the National Forest Service and an office of the state
Department of Natural Resources are also located in the Forks
area.
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